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.... The blast program for this operation was designed to establish the basic blast
phenomenology for specific shots.

The nuclear-radiation program, larger than in any previous operation, has as its
primary objective the determination of fallout contours and collection of data in
connection with the mechanism of fallout for use in the development of a fallout model.
This program also included projects to study decontamination and nuclear-radiation
countermeasures and initial neutron and gamma radiations.
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ABS RACT

AI of the 17 devices detonated during Operation Redwing were basically developmental
in character.1 One of the aignificant de-
sign features of several of the large-yield devicesi

The blast program for Ehis operation was designed to establish the basic blast phenom-

enology for specific shots.

The nuclear-radiation program. larger than in any previous operation, had as its
primary objective the determinaton of fallout contours and collection of data in connection
with the mechanism of fallout for use in the development of a faliout model. This program

also included proje'ts to study decontari nation and nuclear-radiation countermeasures
and initial neutron and gamma radiations.

The structures program was chiefly concerned with checking the effect of the duration
of the positive phase of blast, Jon structural response.

The biological-effect program consisted of a project to study chorioretinal burns.
The primary objective of the program on effects on aircraft structures was to ascer-

tain the reliability of current weapons-delivery criteria. A secondary objective consisted
of the collection of basic input and response data for use in analyses of delivery capability
of other aircraft.

In the program of tests on service equipment and studies of electromagnetic effects,I 4k. the emphasis was placed on studying long-range detection of nuclear explosions. An
additional objective was the study of the effects of nuclear detonations on the ionosphere
and microwave attenuation studies in the highly lon:zed regions near the burat point.

The primary objective of the thermal program -:as the complete documentation of
thermal phenomenology.[-

The support-photography program had the mission of documenting photographically
the history ot the nuclear cloud and supplying various technical and documentary photo-

graphic coverage to essentially every project in the military-effect programs.
The organization of Task Unit 3 within Joint Task Force 7 is discussed. A brief sum-

mary of the functions and operations of the various staffs of Task Unit 3 is also presented.
With the exceptibn of the loss of data caused by the delivery error of Shot Cherokee,

the objectives of the blast and shock experiments were attained. Some good data was ob-
tained at the surface during that event. Although the free-air data was disappointing, the
analysis suggested slight upward revision of the then currently accepted positive-phase

duration standard curve.
Surface data was recorded on both Shots Lacrosse and Zuni, permitting a composite

curve to be drawn representing the pressure-distance relation on the ground from sur-

face bursts. The drag-force data compared with the field results of Operation Teapot
and correlated reasonably well with data from Identical 3cale models tested under labora-
tory conditions in the shock tube and wind tunnel. Precursor-type waveforms were re-

corded on both surface events, and the propagation of the precursor was documented over

a vegetated area.
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A good range of crater data was measured under a wide range of source conditions and
environment. Water-wave measurements wOre obtained from the directly generated
lagoon waves and from those generated indirectly by an air-water coupling mechanism
and observed at distant islands. On all shots, a high percentage of instrumentation op-

erated at, and through, shot time.
The documentation of the fallout distribution by various coordinated projects was

successfully accomplished. Evaluation of laboratory data yieldea the necessary conver-
sion factors to correC: any qiantitative errors in the measured patterns. Final data
analysis included corrections for background radiation. The combining of the corrected
fallout distribution with data from incremental and total samplers and with reduced data
from the rocket flights through the mushroom yielded sufficient Information for the con-
struction of a detailed model of the initial conditions for fallout-prediction methods.

The initial-radiation studies extended the previous data to different weapons and yields.
The documentation of the radiation from a thermonuclear afrburst was not accomplished
because of the drop error of Shot Cherokee.

Valuable data on contamination was gathered on ships, a1 .hough the results are not
complete because of the lack of high contamination levels. Removal of contamination by
weathering during the journey back to Site Elmer was instrumental in limiting many of
the contamination-decontamination studies.

Because of the error in the delivery of Shot Cherokee. all six of the steel-frame
industrial buildings (30 feet in height, 40 feet in span. 40 and 80 feet long), which com-
prised the relatively large structures program, were subject to higher pressures than
expected. As a result, the planned gradation of damage to the various structures was
not achieved, and all structures collapsed. However, a direct comparison of the results
with those from four similar structures tested during Operation Teapot shows tLat, In
the case of one drag-type structure, the damage suffered was much greater at a smaller
overpressure during Operation Redwing (multimegaton device, long-duration-positive-
phase blast) than during Operation Teapot (kiloton-range device. short-duration-positive-
phase blast. Thus, a full-scale, qualitative demonstration and an agreement with theoret-
ical studies were accomplished. The test results were analyzed to determine the quanti-
tative magnitude of the bonus effect of the long duration of the positive phase.

Results from the biological-effect program showed that climatic conditions and the
k thermal-pulse characteristics at some exposure statios reduced the radiant exposure

below the threshold necessary to produce chorioretinal burns. Both the first and second
peak Irradiances may produce chorioretinal burns. Blink reflex is not suffic.ently fast
to protect the eye.

The limitations of the capability of the aircraft tested to deliver nuclear weapons were
determined. Basic thermal and blast data was obtained for aircraft-design research.
Results showed that primary structural componants are not always the factors limiting
delivery capability; the secondary structural parts and miscellaneous non-load-carrying
elements frequently establish the limita.

It was successfully demonstrated that: (1) operationally usable lines of position and
fixes could be obtained from the bomb pulse at great distances wiuen time of detonation
and yield were known; (2) airborne flush-mounted antenna and photocell combinations
would pick up electromagnetic and thermal pulses giving results that could meet the re-
quirements for yield determination; (3) high-yield nuclear detonations produced effects
upon the ionosphere that were more pronounced in the test site area to the south than to
the - s of ground zero; and (4) the microwave a tenuation versus time in the ionization
region resulting from atomic detonations makes it advisable to store telemetry informa-
tion during the initial 10 to 20 psec. afterward utilizing UHF or SHF to telemeter technical
information.
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The thermal program was gunerally successful fom an indtrumeicai po1tf :.,
but the irterpretation of the results is uncertain because of the lack of sufficient atmob
pheric attenuation data, the excessive obscuration at several of the stations, and the
large delivery error of Shot Cherokee.

On the basis of the limited results. the scaling of surface bursts appears to be differ-
ent from the scaling for airbursts. The time to second maximum for surface bursts

1' appears to scale about WQ*5 whereas the second madmum for airbursts appears to scale
more to WO' 42. The scaling of thermal yields for surface bursts Is not well established
but appears to be different from the W" scaling that has been observed for -irbursts at
low altitudes.

The support photography program fulfilled its overall mission of providing technical
photographic support to the various projects. A documentary motion picture of the Red-
wing weapon-effect programs was produced and distributed. Excellent navigation tor.1her
with improved camera installations made it possible to obtain more complete cloud-
survey data than on any previous operations.
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PREFACE

With the firing of Shot Huron on 22 July 1956. Operation Redwing, the most extensive
series of nuclear tests to that date. was brozght to conclesion. On 10 August 1956. the
Commander, Joint Task Force 7. terminated the Redwing Operaional phase, during
which 17 nuclear devices had been detonated.

This report is the final summary of the technical results from the eight programs
implemented during Operation Redwing. It has been prepared by the Director. Test
Division, and his staff of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Weapo- Effects Teats.
Field Command, Defense Atomic Supp-rt Agency (DASA). At the time of Operation Red-
wing, the Command was designated Field Command. Armed Forces Special Weapons
Project (AFSW]).

fGrateful acknowledgement is made of the invaluable assistance of J.R. Kelso. Blast
Branch. Weapons Effects Division. Headqiarters, DASA in the preparation Of Chapter
2 of both the preliminary report and this final report, and of P.R. Perkins, LCDR, USN,
Fallout Branch, Radiation Division, Headquarters. DASA, in the preparation of Chapter
3.

The preliminary summary report, ITR-1344, prepared by the Commander, Task
Unit 3, Operation Redwing, and his staff, haa been used as a point of departure in pro-
paring this final summary; thus, much of the material herein is bised directly on the
preliminary version.

Chapter 1 contains a summary of the functions and activities of the several operational
and support staffs of Task Unit 3. Subsequent chapters contain general discussions of the
findings of each test program. In many cases, these findings are consolidated for a
number of coordinated projects designed to give an overall result; therefore, the results
from individual projects are not always considered separately. The appendix contains
brief abstracts and bibliographical information on the projects.

For more detailed technical information, the reader Is referred to the final reports

of the individual projects. The final reports (WT reports) are listed under the projects
described in the appendix.

A preliminary summary report of the fallout studies of Program 2 was published as
ITR-1354. No final report of that study will be_ published; therefore, the useful portions
of the canceled WTV-1354 have been incorpora-ed into Chapter 3 of this report.

I
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKG 'ND

In a letter sated 28 February 1955, Headquarters, Armed Forces Special Weapons
Project (AFSWP), advised the services that Operation Redwing was scheduled to crn-
mence in the spring of 1956 and invited proposals for experiments, measurements, and
tests.

After review and coordination of the proposals, an outline for the Redwing Weapons
Effects Programs for 13 shots and an initial budget of $15,385,350 were submitted to the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Development on 29 June 1955 and were
approved on 14 July 1955. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, on 18 July 1955, approved the n-
corporation of military-effect programs in Operation Redwing.

On 5 August 1955, the Chief. AFSWP, in a letter to the Commander, Field Command,
AFSWP, directed the implementation of the military-effect programs of Operation Red-
wing. This was followed by a letter from the Chief. AFSWP. dated 18 August 1955. to
the participating agencies, outlining certain policies and procedures essential to the
successful execution of the Redwing military-effect programs.

As planning progressed, the number of shots In tho series was Increased from 13 to
17. Some new projects were added, and a few were deleted. The Redwing series was
begun on 5 May 1956 when Shot Lacrosse was detonated on Site Yvonne, Eniwetok Atoll.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

All of the 17 devices detonated were basically developmental in character.
Shot Cherokee was included in order to obtain basic

military-effect and fallout data from a high-yield airburst over land. It also provided the
first opportunity for the Air Force to study delivery !echnique of a multimegaton weapon.

There was one air drop in addition to Cherokee. Of the other devices, six were deto-
nated on 200- or 300-foot towers, five on barges on the surface of the water, three on
limited land surfaces, and one on a barge in shallow water over the reef. No underwater
or underground bursts were planned for this operation. it was around the above family
of devices and their detonation environments that the military-effect programs were
formulated.

One of the significant design features of several of tbuJAe-yield devices
This was in contrast to the

multimegaton devices of Operation Castle,

Otte of the fundamental consIderations in planning the technical programs for Redwing

was the Inclusion of projects to obtain data for which there was an urgent military need
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and which could not be obtained with devices of smaller yields at the Nevada Test Site
(NTS).

Program I (Blast Effects) was dee~gned to establish the basic blast and shock phe-
nornenology of specific shots in various environments. This was to be accomplished by
measuring various blast-wave parameters in free air and along the surface.

Program 2 (Nuclear Radiation) represented the largest effort that had ever been ex-
pended for this program to date. The Redwing program was highlighted by a concerted
effort to establish fallout contours and to obtain data on the mechanism of fallout. This
increased effort evolved from the results of Shot 1 during Operation Castle, which clear-
ly indicated the tremendous scope of the fallout hazard. The program in Redwing was
designed to obtain complete data In the areas affected and to assist in the construction
of a realistic fallout model that would permit extrapolation to different devices, burst
heights, and surface conditions. In addition, a number of projects involving decoaami-
nation and nuclear-radiation countermeasures were included to close existing gaps in the
knowledge of techniques to combat the fallout hazard. Finally, certain projects to study
Initial gamma and neutron radiations were included to obtain data In areas where existing
knowledge was considered unreliable or incomplete.

Program 3 (Effects on Structures) was chiefly concerned with checking the effect of
blast positive-phase duration of multimegaton devices on structural response. The re-
sponse to blasts of short-duration positive phase had already beer studied during Opera-
tion Teapot. The-e were a number of questions regarding the applicability of a simpl-
fled mathematical model to the load-duration problem where the particular model was
considered a mass-spring system with one degree of freedom.

Program 4 (Biological Effects) consisted of one project that called for exposing animals
to study chorioretinal burns.

Program 5 (Effects on Aircraft Structures) was primarily designed to make certain
that the current weapon-delivery criteria were reliable and that the maximum delivery
capability of the aircraft was correctly defined. Calculations indicated that, for large-
yield devices, the delIvery capability of aircraft was limited by thermal effects. A sec-
ondary objective consisted of the collection of basic Input and response data for use in the
theoretical analyses of the delivery capability of other aircraft types.

Program 6 (Studies of Electromagnetic Effects) placed emphasis on studying long-
range detection of nuclear explosions, utilizing the electromagnetic signal. An additional
objective was the study of the effects of nuclear explosions on the ionosphere and the
attenuation of super-high-frequency (SHF) and ultra-high-frequency (UHF) radio waves
in highly icnized regions.

Program 8 (Thermal Radiation and Effects) had a primary objective o! docum.nting.
as completely as possible, the thermal phenomenology associated with a multimegaton
alrburst. The secondary objective covered the collection of data on thermal phenome-
nolcgy and thermal effects on materials on several of the other shots.

Program 9 (Supporting Photography) had the mission of documenting photographically
the history of the nuclear cloud and supplying technical and documentary photographic
coverage to essentially every project in the military-effect programs.

1.3 SUMMARY OF SHOT DATA

Table 1.1 gives yields and certain environmental data at the time of firing. Thle yields
given in the table are the latest available at the time of publication of this report.
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1.4 PARTICIPATION

Table 1.2 indicates t ie shots on which each project actually participated. In some
cases this varied from planned participation, because of such factors as instrumentation
difficulties at the time of a particular shot and changes in yield or firing schedie that
would make participation on a different shot more desirable.

1.5 ORGANIZATION

A memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, dated 24 April 1953. directed the Chief.
AFSWP, to exercise (within any task force organization) technical direction of weapon-
effect tests of primary concern to the Armed Forces. Based on a directive to implement
the military-effect programs from the Chief. AFSWP. to the Commander, Field Command.
AFSWP, on 5 August 1955, the preoperational phase of Operation Redwing was executed
by the Commander, Field Command. through the staff office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Weapons Effects Tests (FC%,T). Figure 1.1 shows the organization of this office.

In early .ary 1956, personnel began to arrive in the forward area to make prepa-
rations fo& the military-effect programs.

On 12 March. the Deputy Chief of Staff for Weapons Effects Tests and his Technical
Director and Test Division Director, departed for the Pacific Proving Grounds (PPG).
It was at this time that the military-effect programs entered the operational phase and
were integrated into the organization of Joint Task Force 7 (Figure 1.2). The military-
effect programs were organized as Task Unit 3 (TU-3) under Task Group 7.1 (TG-7.1).
While at the PPG, the Commander JTF-7, through CTU-,. exercised operational con-
trol over all personnel associated with the Department of Defense (DOD) weapon-effect
programs and the equipment and materal in their possession. The Chief, AFSWP. re-
tained technical direction of these programs during the operational phase. The dotted
lines on the chart Indicate le channels for this direction.

The organization of TU-3 is shown in Figure 1.3; It was activated on 16 March and
deactivated on 10 August when the operational phase of Redwing ended.

1.6 PERSONNEL

it was considered advisable for the Personnel Officer from the Support Division. FCWT,
to augment the TG-7.1 Staff as an Assistant Adjutant General at an appropriate time.
primarily for the Issuance of overseas travel orders, inasmuch as the plans amd problems
of TU-3 personnel (approximately half of TG-7.1) were more familiar to FCWT. All
administrative procedures relative to requests for orders from DOD agencies were proc-
essed through FCWT and coordinated with Program Directors and the FCWT Security
Officer prior to for- -ardng to TG-7.1 for Issuance of orders. Requests for travel orders
for TU-3 personnel continued to be processed through FCWT at Sandia Base, New Mexico,
even after TU-3 was activated at the PPG. Figure 1.4 shows the TU-3 personnel strength
as a function of time during the Redwing operational phase.

1.7 ADMINSTRATION

The Administrative Section of TU-3 maintained offices at Eniwetok and BikIni. Each
office provided the following services for those TU-3 personnel on Its respective atoll:
(1) distribution of official and personal mail with related systems for suspense files.
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locator files, and correspondence logs; (2) maintenance of TU-3 central files; (3) mainte-

nance and supervision of the control and receipt system for classified documents; (4)pro-
ceasing of outgoing correspondence; (5) mustering of personnel; (6) assistance in the

preparation and dissemination of adminstrative practices directed by higher headquarters;
and (7) assistance in correspondence of service members with their parent organizations
on military matters.

Headquarters TG-7.1, assisted by TU-3 personnel, prepared pir diem vouchers for
.'"TG-7.1 as a whole.

The volume of the above activities was consistently large; in most instances, personnel.
time, and working facilities were limited.

1.8 SECURITY AND CLASSIFICATION

During Operation Redwing, the TU-3 Security and Classification Offlcer assumed only
certain aspects of the overall security function. These were mainly security liaison, the
operation of the personnel security-clearance system for TU-3 personnel, the operation
of the badge-request system for TU-3 personnel, and miscellaneous functions such as' control of contraband. The remainder of the security function was retained by FCWT in
the CO0JUS or assumed by other Task Groups. All physical security functions were the
responsibility of TG-7.3 and TG-7.5, while CTG-7.1 exercised command security re-

sponsibility for TU--3.
A TG-7.1 and 1 J-3 Joint Classification Office was eslished. Upon the departure

t,f JTF-7 and TG-7.1 classification personnel, the TU-3 Classification Officer ass-mned
all classification functions at the PPG.

The organliational and operational arrangements of both the Security and Classification
Offices were satisfactory and proved to be a decided advantage in accomplishing the over-
all mission of TU-3.

k1.9 OPERATIONS

IDuring the planning stage, the Operations Branch, FCWT, was primarily involved in
coordiiating and publishing general planning information for the projects and in coordi-
nating operational requirements. Monthly consolidations of requirements were prepared
for forwarding to Chief. AFSWP, CJTF-7, and CTG-7.1. Included were summaries of
requirements involving ships, aircraft, sample-return flights, t-ing ssgnals, navigation-
al aids. and !he like- Information on requirements was extracted from project status
reports and this, with Castle experience. formed the basis of Redwing operational planning.

~A Concept of Operatons was publish-ed by CTG-7.1 on 12 April 1955, and it appeared

that a TG-7.1 Oper.t nn Plan would Dot be available until shortly before some TU-3 proj-
ects were due to move to the PPG. In order to give projects some guidance on operation-
a] matters, a FCWT Planning Directive was published 26 September 1955. Although a
number of changes were necessary, it served its purpose as a pla-ming aid and was can-
celed upon publication of the TG-7.1 Operation Plan on 20 February 1956 ard the TU-3
Administrative Plan on 15 February 1956.

In the field, the program officers did a large pirt of the operations work. Ihe Oper-
ations Section within TU-3 assisted as requested, published Information as necessary.

Sand coordinated matiers affecting more than one program. At Eniwetok. the project and
program personnel usually placed their requirements for zransporiation and similar

vipport directly with the J-S section of TG-7.1. The Operations Officer with the TU-3
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- element on Bikini reccved a1 requests and relayed thent to the J-3 office at Bikini.

1*.L0 COMMUNICATIONS ANM ELECTRONICS

Cooirdinatlon of communications and electronics matters pertsiAir.g to participation b%
the military-effect programs in the opera*Aon was a function of the TU-3 Operations Section,
a2d one officer was assigned for this purpose.

r tRadio-frequency requirements, changes, ard operational ise were coordinated with
JTF-7 through TG-7.1. TG-7.5 (AEC) provided and maintained basic interatoli and intra-
atoll communication systems through its contractor organization.

At Eniwetok Atoll, the interisland telephone system was extensive enough xD that only
one base radio station and two portable units were maintained for TU-3 emergency com-
munication. A separate net was provided for Program 2. because many surface vessels
were involved and buoy cable facilities in the lagoon were limited and normally used only
by major surface vessels.

At Bikini Atoll, a limited interlsland telephone system necessitated the establishment
of three separate radio nets. The TU-3 organization at Bikini utilized 9 base radio sta-
tions and 12 portable radio units. The Raydist positioning and tracking system utilized
5 base stations. Program 2 utilized 3 base stations, in addition to units installed aboard
vessels operating In the program. The 12 portable radio units were controlled by TU-3
a-d assigned generally on a daily basis as required. The equipment used In these nets
could be manually tuned and proved extremely flexible in operation.

Primary positioning and tracking of effects aircraft was accomplished by the use of
Raydist navigation systems at Bikini and AN/MSQ-lA radar systems at Eniwetok.

The Air Task Group (TG-7.4) provided an air traffic control system consisting of

radar and communications facilities at Eniwetok sland. The Air Operations Center (AOC)
A.- provided a secondary positioning system for effects aircraft and, in event of emergency.

could take control of any aircraft participating In a particular event. This task group also
provided all navigational aids required for the operation.I The JTF-7 Message Center facilities were utilized for traffic to Wotho, Kusle, and
Rongerik Atolls, when project stations had to be informed of shot alerts, delays, and
cancellations.

1.11 TIMING SIGNALS

The TU-3 Electronics Staff Officer was responsible for the Implementation of all timing
signal requirements of the DOD projects. During the Redwing planning phese, the con-
solidated requirements for timing signals, after being reviewed, were forwarded through
Requirements to the J-6 Section at Los Alamos. Holmes and Marver CH&N), an AEC
civilian conractor, was charged by J-6 with laying the necessary wire. Another civilian
contractor, Edgerton, Germeshausen. and Grier (EO&G). provided timing relays, made
the required connections, and operated the timing system.

At the peak period of the operation (during Shot Cherokee), 26 hardwire timing signals
and 10 radio timing signals were supplied to DOD stations. In addition, EG&G supplied
the DOD projet with 44 blueboxes (timing relys) for activating the Inst-merntitioa.

Timing-signal dry runs were normally held twice daily. The Lat scheduled dry run
usually occurred at 1500 hours on D-2 days for Bikii Atoll and 1000 hours on D-1 day
for Eniwetok Atoll. However, for successive days that were designated either as D-2
or D-1, It became the practice to hoild timing-signal dry runs at 1000 hours every other
day.
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me n installation of the required wire and the checkout of the timing signal system
proved to be one of the critical factors in the overall readiness for Shot Cherokee.

Although the use of radio timing signals in certain areas was less costly and more
--,- .- easily installed, the hardwire timing signals were more reliable.

1.12 LOGISTIC SUPPORT

The preparatory phase of logistic planning and support for the military-effect programs
was accomplished by the Support Division, FCWT, and began in the spring of 1955. All

part!cipall ing agencies were advised of Lhe supply and transportation limitations of a PPG
operation. The preparator'y phase required s monthly compilation of the support require-
iments, %tdch the prqjects submitted in periodic status reports. ReqiremeA* for Items
such as vehicles, furniture. surface and air transportation, and s-ecal Itema were co-
ordinated with TG-71-. The requirements were acreencod. aM- consolidations were for-
warded to CT-7.1.

During the latter part of the preparatory phase and during the entire operational phase
at the PPG, a Logisitic Officer from the Support DIvisio. FCWT, was assigned to the
J-4 vectIon of TG-7.1 s itary Property Officer. The Support Division ma!ntaned
liaison In the 7 for TU-3 on property, fiscal, personnel, and related matters.

1.13 CONSTRUCION

Early in April 1955. Headquarters AFSWP req-ested all approved Redwing projects
to submit field construction requirements as soon as possible. The deadline for sub-
mission of the rtourements was 1 May. Because many of the agencies approved for
partic.pation in Redwing were then engaged In Operation Teapot, very few construction
requirements were submitted prior to 1 July. The bulk of the requirements were received
and passed to the Architect-Engineer (H&N) during the period July through October 1955.
These late submissicns of construction requirements, coupled with the Architect-
Engineer's subsequent delays in turning out preliminary and final design drawings, gave

E rise to many of the later difficulties in meeting teast schedules.

r During May 1955, a liaison officer from FCWT was assigned to the J-S office of TG-7.1
at Los Alamos to expedite the handling of the DOD construction and other requirements.
This arrangement continued until the departure of the TG-7.1 staff to the PPG.

=Upon arrival of the FCWT tTU-3) personnel at the PPG, it was found that generally the
test and support construction was from 4 to 6 weeks behind the dersired progress schedule-
Although the construction was eventually completed in time for scheduled shos, :1* devi-
ations from the desired schedules did not permit early occupancy of test stations. for
dry runs and testing of signal, recording, and operational procedures.

The construction costs of test structures and facilities, cumulative to 31 August 1956,
totaled approximately $1,139,000. Costs of support-type work orders issued in the PPG
totaled approximately $547,000. Costs of photography and timing signals was approzi-

mately $458,000.

1.14 FISCAL

The original Redwing research and development (t&D) budget totaled $15,385,.350 when
presented to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (R&D) by the Chief, AFSWP. 1t wa
computed from budgets submitted by the projects within the DOD In the early spring of
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1955. The Cl'e. proposal that funds in the amount of $10,400,000 be furnished by AFSA ?
-!6 and $4,985,350 be furnished by the three services. This budget was approved, and the

control of funds was transferred to FC%'T on 31 August 1955.
On 5 September 1955. all approved projects were request,d to submit current budgets

in order that a realistic ,ota! bulget could be computed. These revised budgets req.-este,!
additional funds amounting to 33,040.000. Meetings between reoresentatives of Head-
quarters AFCWP, the project agencies, and Field Comman AFSWP. resulted in the re-

e duction of tbis figure to $1,800,000. A revise- budget Incorporatirg these Increases was
approved by the Chief, AFSWP and Secretary of Defense (R&'D) In the spripg of 1956, and
the actwa! funds were received in May 1956. In general, the rvlsed budget took Into
account the increased eszi;matec of construct~on costs at the PPG. Increa sed iipyard
costs. Increased costs of contracts wlh Scrlms Institution of Oceanography and Horning-
Copper. Inc. . and participation by some projects on additional shots.

Table 1.3 stows the 5 October 1955 budget compared with the 5 aeptzber 1955 budget
and in the last column, the AFSWP total costs as of I July 1959. The actual charg- to
AFSWP funds were well within --he approv-A budget.

1.15 REPORTS

The TU-3 reports staff was responsile for reviewing c-tain aspects of the overall
technical content of each Redwicg preliminary report (ITR) and for detailed editing for
organization, printing style. spelling, and grammar. Ordinarily, no attempt was made
to rewrite reports or Influence the overall literary style of the author. The illustrations
were reviewed and. In certain cas.s, redone in the field.

Each edited draft was returned to the appropriate program and project for approval
and then transmitted to CTU-3 and to the DOD Deputy Commander. TG-7.1. Upon the
latter's approval. the manuscript was prepared I, the reports staff for transmiaslon to
FCWT, where tile actual camera copy was typed and flashed artwork was prepae or
completed.

The work included the processing of 41 I reports, some InitIal admlnlstraf-o a d
st consultation with authors on 13 additional ITR's (which were scheduled fer submission to

FCWT after rellup at the PPG). preparation and editorial processiag of some DOD sections
of the Summa.'ry Report of the Commander. Task Group 7.1, and collection and processing

of Individual DOD research project reports for each shot summary (pibisbed In each
case by the laboratory responsible for the shot).

The final WT) ren s of the TU-3 projects were prepared by project persone at the
home agencies d sent to FCWT for processing. which included technical A editorial

review. Manuscript --opies of each final report were also sent to the Cbfet, AYSUP., for
technical comments, which were consolidated with the Program Dlrecor's edtors
Comments at FCWT ard sent to the project agencies for revision of the report. prnc.-
easing of the revised draft for printing was performed in FCWT. Acha- presswork,
binding. and distribution of the printed reports, both preliminary and final, was perform-
ed by the Technical IJforrmation Service Extension, AEC, Oak Ridgt. Tezneaee-the
official printer of all reports in the weapon test series.
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TABLC 1.2 PROJECT PAR'TtCtPATIOH
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TABLE 1.3 REDWING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEN4T BUDGET

Program AFSWP Funds Agency Funds TotalToa SW

Oct 55 Sep 5; Oct 55 SOPS4 Oct 5S Sep566 1 Jul59

1 $1.079.400 $1.030.135 Mora None S 1.079.400 S 1.030.135 S 902.126

2 2.760.950 4.152,381 None 502,359 2,760.950 4.653.240 2.624.654

3 876.000 261.471 NoneI N~oce 876,000 947,471 700.070

4 24,000 24.000 5 30.000 30,000 $4.M0 $4.000 23.923

5 2,899.550 3.455.415 3.161.500 3,781.750 6.058.050 7.237.16S 2.331.334

6 200,000 210.000 1.735.700* 73,000 1.935.700 13,000 154.743

8 584.100 697.200 58.150 75,060 642.2$0 772.260 716,134

9 650.000 895.070 Nona None #W0,000 695.070 543.670

Total Program S 9.071.000 $11.431,672 $4,983.350 $4.462,669 $14.056.350 $15.694.341 119.033.9"4

F.. a Costst 929.000 315.710 Noive None 929.000 315.710 143.153

Delay Costs 355.000 396.79S NO"e None 355,000 326,795 -

Reports 45.000 65.000 Nion. None 45.000 85,000 9.447

Total Operation 1110.400.000 $12.229.177 $4.$83.350 $4.462.49 15,285,350 116.691.806 59.126.549

1Not R&D funds. Later deleted and not reflected as FCWT-controlled fiunds In the5 5 SeP 56 buidget.
t Field operation.
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Chapter 2

BLAST MEASUREMENTS

2.1 OBJECTIVES

The blast and shock projects conducted during Operation Redwing were designed to
obtain data for which there was an urgent need and which for the most part could not be
obtained at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). The greatest effort was planned toward establish-
ing the basic blast phenomenology of a high-yield airburst by measuring various 'blast
wave parameters in free air and along the surface, as well as determining the loading and
response ot various targets from a long-duration blast wave. The next most important
task was to establish the basic blast phenomenology of a medium-yield land surface burst
by similar means although in a less extensive manner.

It was recognized that neither of these tests were to be conducted under conditions
representative of many target areas that would generally require a semi-infinite land
mass. However, the safety requirements were such as to preclude such tests within the
continental United States. Therefore, every effort was made to obtain representative
effects data that could be applied to areas of more significant military interest.

It was realized that environmental conditions in the Pacific were such as to give rise
to many difficult problems in making blast and shock measurements, such as the avallabil-
ity of suitable land areas, yield variation for developmental shots, weather deiiy, and
wave action, as well as construction costs that made it necessary to use self-recording
gages or existing shelters wherever possible, with a minimum of new construction. In
general this philosophy 'governed th& establishment of the overal objectives for the blast
and shock projects of Operation Redwing, which are listed below. Justification of these
major objectives was documented in Reference 7. These major objectiver. are related to
specific shots in Section 2.2.

The principal objectives of the blast and shock measurements made by projects in Pro-
gram 1 were as follows, listed in order of priority:

a. Establish the basic phenomenclogy of a high-yield true airburst including blast wave
propagation along the surface and in free air through a nonhomogeneous atmosphere.

b. Establish the general phenomenolcgy of a medium-yield land surface burst, includ-
ing blast wave propagation along the surface and in free air, as well as damage to drag-
sensitive targets.

c. Continuation of the drag force gage development program and application to struc-

iural sh:apes over a wide yield range.
d. Obt'ain data on blast wave parameters over a vegetated area for a precursor-forming

tower shot.
e. Measure apparent craters resulting from land surface bursts over a wide yield range.
f. Determine basic blast phenomena from detonation of a .ractional-kiloton device.
g. Investigate water-wave generation and propagation frnm high-yield bursts.
ir. ,rder to obtain data to satisfy these principal objectives. participation by various

projects in Program 1 was therefore scheduled on one or more events on a priority basis.
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A number of the events on which such parttcipation was originally planned are discus.ed
in tie next section. As the operation developed, however, a number of changes were
necessarily made in the field, because of changes in weapon design and configuration that
would affect yields (usually based on information from earlier shots in the series). also
the substitution, addition, or elimination of developmental shots for the same reason. as
well as delays due to weather. Other delays resulted when devices were not ready on rime
For some projects, then, additional participation was authorized on other events, depend-
ing on the availability of personnel and equipment as well as requirements for operational
support. Participation over and above tCst required to insure maxi um success in a-
chieving the major objective of the project was approved only on a noninterference basis
and at no additional cost, contingent upon the availability of suitable land areas and
recording shelters If required.

The project abstracts are glven in Section A.1 of the appendix.

2.2 BACKGROUND

2.2.1 High-Yield Airburst. Basic measurements were needed to determine the
pressure-distance relationship vertically above burst zero through a nonhomogeneous
atmosphere. It would then be possible to evaluate the significance of the differences
between observed va-lues and those that might be predicted by varicus methods currently
used to account for the effect of altitude on blast wave propagation. These differences
could be most easily analyzed in a vertical direction above the burst. For small devices
the effect of nonhomogeneity was not considered significant. However, for weapons in
the megaton range the influence of the variation of ambient pressure and temperature,
with altitude, on the propagation of the blast wave could not be neglected. Data obtained
on the effects of inhomogeneity from Operations Ivy and Castle was inconclusive.

This operation also presented the first opportunity since Shot King of Operation Ivy
to obtain pressure-distance data along the surface from a high-yield airburst. Tar data
was necessary to confirm the height of burst curves for large weapons. Shot Coerokee.
was planned as an air drop I Jo detonate at a height of 3,000 feet
above Charlie island in the Bikini Atoll. This altitude was selected as being almost"
equivalent;

thus insuring af-rte arrst wetere e eflecteig wave woula o as tough7Fe
" I and catch up with the incident wave. Such coalescence had been observed on two
shots during Operation Teapot at lower scaled heights of burst and had affected pressurs

- = ~i the .incident wave.

Consequently, it would be possible toeievarloas scaling methods used to reduce
pressure-distance data measured along the surface to 1 kt under sea level ambient con-
ditions. Heretofore Sachs scaling factors based on burst-height conditions had been used
to correct such data for plotting on the height of burst curves. On the cther hand, It was

proposed to use modified Sachs scaling factors based on target ambient conditions. Under
this concept, data measured at the surface would be corrected to standard conditions
using meteorologic:a data at the surface and not at burst altitude. As a burst height of a

i large-yield device increased, there would be a greater difference between the correction
factors obtained by both methods. The surface data obtained during Cherokee would pro-
vide a check as to which method of scaling Is mora appropriate.
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2 2.2 Surface Bursts. Somewhat meager data was available on true land surilice
bursts where the blast wave propagated over a continuous land surface Data from pre-
vious events was largely obtained in the low-pressure range and under conditions whore.
blast wave propagation occurred over water. Confirmation of the limited data obtained
along a land surface was therefore needed. Further supporting data was needed io de-
termine the free-air equivalence factor which might be applied to surface bursts The
2W theor-, considered the surface as a perfect reflector and stated that the blast wav,
should orupagate with a pressure-distance relation of twice the yield of the device deto-
nated 51 free air Previous measurements indicated that the free-air equivalence factot
for shots in tht megaton range on Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls. might be closer to 1 6W
Ihis value could not be independently confirmed, however. because the yields were de-
te, mined by the hydrodynamic method that is based on a 2W concept for fireball growth
for surface bursts An indeend! yobtained yield. such as that derived by the radio-
chemical method: __was required before a true value of the
free -air equivalence could be determined Consequently. participation was planned dur
ing Shot Lacrosse where the yield could be determined essentially independent of the 2W
concept as well as during Shot Zuni where it could not. However. because blast meas-
urements could be made essentially over land for both shots, it would be possible to de-
te:-mine the applicability of cube root scaling for yield under such conditions.

2.2.3 Operation Ivy. Shot Mike was the first thermonuclear detonation in the megaton
range It was fired as a surface burst on Flora Island in the Eniwetol. Atoll Measure-
ments of peak pressure were made on other islands in the atoll .t fairly long ranges
consequently, measured values were below 20 psi and essen':aly represented data for a
surface burst over water, because a considerable portion of L" -iast wave travel took
place ovei the surface of the lagon.

Shot King was the first air drop of a large-yield weVpon aihho*:n "'c yield wZ only
about half a megaton Good data was obtained on the propagat.;"n of .- shock wave in
free air horizontally from the burst. i e . in a homogencors atmosp.'.-ere. Little infor-
mation on the effects of inhomageneity were obtained, because data obtained from the
analysis of the particle moltion of smoke puffs did not agree with pressure-time measure-
ments made with parachuteborne i anisters Surface data consisted of easurements
made on parallel blast lines over water and land. Essentially ideal waveforms were
observed over water; however degraded waveforms characteristic of the precursor
were observed over land. Measured values of overpressure on Yvonne. a narrow island.
were less than measured values of overpressure on the water line at the same ranges

2.2.4 Operation Castle. It was planned to document the behavior of the blast wave
over land from a land surface burst by establishing a blast line down the Tare complex

Unfortunately, the yield of this device went low, so

that the range of overpressure data obtained was not as extensive as originally intended
Mcasurements made on Uncle Island over a second blast line which was approxamately
180 from the first were consistenth highe. than those measured on the Tare cinplex
Consequently. there appeared to be midsurable attenuation of the blast wave as it tra%-
eled down the Tare complex. due to the presence of a rainstorm over this area at the
time of detonation.

It was also planned to make measurements of the blast uave behavior over a Cleared
vgic .. g-:-ed .,va on Pearl s'-nd !r, r. the d- tonatio.- of he de, rce ar Ruby C-Ahe:

-- I ela-rate ,nstiumen'tation was planned for thux shot. includ.ng a srud of damage iv wv...ps
which were considered representative of drag- sensitive targets such as mililar% fiteld
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On the othe, shots :n dw Castle ser:es. nanely. 1, 2. 4. 5. and 6, airblast pheavz:ina.
mas documented at various pressure levels by means of electronic and mechanical gages
i is mell as b% .nar.s:s of rocket trail phtogr!phy. Most or the dat.t Involved blast "a,-

,, ter and -enor .anurnalis with respect to we-orim perturba-ion cre t -

3e&'~ed In idd~tiun- mesuremntis if dnaniic press.-_ n?_*.cjtv,. 1thu r~~t

Ioading in the blast wave Conzequently the Castle data indicated that water did not eon-

stitute as good a reflecting surface as had previously been assumed.

i Pre'.t ,ors Two p.,blens relz;ve C. pre, urs -r formation and propagation
*r t be 3tu..,,d durtng his operazt.,fl ill The ori.it-,ir A . precursor tronm a sac.-

aut st .nu ,2) the effeeL of vegetation on the propagation ot the precursor.
Up to this time there was not sufficient data to allow a positive conclusion vo be drawn

4b to precursor formation from a surface burst. An examination of the rocket trail photo-
graphy and electronic gage records for the surface shot during Operation Jangle did not

h, .t preurs.,, Howe-.cr. this event =vas a i. w yield device (-1 kt). which may not
nav- pioduced a str-in. enough thet md lavy: . md n addition the pressure-time meas-
urernents were all below 20 psi Data obtained from Operations Ivy and Castle repr---
sented the other extreme in yield. but involved extensive blast wave travel over.a water

surface As mentioned previously Castle Shot 3 was a land surface burst with a blast
live down the Tare complex However there was considerable rain over the shot point

and the I a. -- complex so that. although nu precursor tendencies could either be detected
in the pre:sure distance curve or observed in the shape of the recorded pressure-time
waveform data its formation may have been suppressed by the moisture in the air and
on the ground

After Castle and early in the planning stages of Teapot. a requirement tor a surface

burst of greater than 10-kt yield was recognized, to provide basic information on blast,
thermal and nuclear radiation. However. AEC safety criteria established for NTS op-
erations precluded the possibility of such a shot being included in the Teapot schedule.
A medium-yield surface burst. Shot Lacrosse (- 40 kt). planned for Redwing was expected
to satisfy this requirement and, in particular to answer the question of precursor forma-

tion from such a burst. In addition, blast measurements would also be made on Shot Zuni.
a large-yield surface burst (3 to 4 Mt). which would be positioned near the f
crater with a blast line down the Tare ccmplex. This would permit an evaluation of the
effect of yield scaling over a wide range on precursor formation.

Shot 12 (MET) of Operation Teapot gave considerable Insight into the effects of differ-
ent surfaces on the formation and propagation of the precursor. However, the two arti-
ficial surfaces represented extremes as compared to the dusty desert surface, i.e., the
asphalt being essentially an organic or thermally absorbing dust-free surface, while the
water supposedly was an Ideal, thermally reflecting surface. How well these test surfaces

achieved their purpose is discussed in WT-1153, Summary Report for Operation Teapot
From a more practical consideration, however, there still remained unanswered the
quest:on of the effect of real vegetation on the precursor. Small plots of ivy leaves and
fir boughs had been set out for Shot MET over which direct temperature and acoustic
velocity measurements were made for the comparison with similar measurements over
the three test surfaces. it was desired to ascertain if the air mredium over the vegetated

Plots was changed to a state that might itself support a high sonic velocity. Most of the
data obtained over the various surfaces was difficult to reconcile with other supporting

= measurements ard was incompatible with previous data obtained by the same method on
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other operalons; as well as being internally inconsistent. It was, therefore. I)'cessary

to plan an experiment to observe the effect of a full-scale vegetated surface on thep
cursor characteristics.

For Operation Castle. a blast line had been prepared on Pearl Island for Shot
This shot was canceled, but meanwhile half of the island had been cleared, leaviz'i"
other half with a vegetation stand of grass and 10-foot shrubs. When it was found that
a precursor-forming tower shot.L - was planned for the , nae island dur-
ing Operation Redwing, the Castle project was reinstated in order to measure blast wave
parameters over a vegetated surface and over a cleared area.

2.2.6 Drag-Foeca Measuremenis From nuclear test series prior to Operation
Teapot. it was recognized that the drag forces and damage to drag-sensitive targets in
the precursor region did not correlate with the results anticipated from utilization of
measured overpressures. Limited dynamic pressure measurements indicated nonideal
blast phenomena in the precursor region, because values recorded under dusty flow cen-
ditions were substantially higher than those calculated from measured overpressures by
classical shock relations. During Operation Upshot-Knothole, reinforced concrete struc-
tsres previously subjected to 12-psi overpressure in a clean shock region from a high
airburst without damage were translated 25 feet by 9-psi overpressure in the dusty pre-
cursor region from a low alrburst. Tests were incorporated into Operation Teapot to
study and measure the quantitative relationships between the various airblast parameters
experienced in the precursor region in order to determine their influence on the loading
of targets. T .se tests included extensive measurements of dynamic pressure on Shot
12 with the pitot static gage, for direct correlation with drg force measurements on
various nearby targets.

These targets consisted of ideal simple shapes such as 3- and 10-inch diameter
spherical models, rectangular boxes and cylinders, which were placed at various ranges
so as to evaluate the total effect of the precursor from a nominal yield tower shot (MET)
over three different test surfaces. It was found that the drag forces were much higher
over the dusty desert line that had a precursor than in either the no-dusty precursor
region over asphalt or over a water line wierme no substantial precursor was observed.

Attempts to relate the field test drag data to that obtained In the laboratory from wind
tunnels and shock tubes on the same models met with limited success, although the drag
coefficients from the laboratory tests were fairly consistent with similar data available
in the literature. However, laboratory experimentation was difficult, because of the
size of these models, which resulted in blockage in available wind tunnels, as well as
the extremely short shock durations in relation to trarit times in shock tubes. In order
to elim.inate thermal gradients and dust effects from the loading problem, it appeared
desira;le to obtain additional full-scale data With improved versions of these drag lorce
gages in a region where clean shocks were expected.

Because precursor effects from surfsee bursts were expected to be less severe than
for low airbursts. these models would be positioned at higher overpressure levels on
the Pacific shots to get the same dynaric pressure levels as were obtained during Shot
MET Therefore. drag measurements were planned for Shot Lacrosse using various
types of gages, the majority of which were to be used in stingless-t)e configurations.
These included midsections of long cylinders and parallelepipeds, as well as cubes on
ground planes Because it was also considered desirable to made smch measurements
,n -dealzed shapes under long-durazzon i'indng for a better understanding ef the problem.

j spherical im e.heriels o-r %t. in s pwobrm ath r Cr be tosac durxon in eld
j Ai the same time, there were other problems that reejured consideration in a field
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-: or ,. :.i tacilitate th.oreftcal anJJv.s ;i dam.ge predic t-ns. Drag Cn.: -c:- -;

at structural members appeared to be of great importance in di. inLysis of structures
vnth complex configurations of trusses and lattice-type networks, particularly for long-
juration loading Although these c'hiracteris-ics _ire somevhaE altered when individu.
x. mue a - 2ombned int.. a netuvork a gr.at ie3J of basic ;.or.ntion coeld be - .-e

by itudying sing!e elements of various simple shapes. Coscquentr:. for Shot Cherou. _

drag force measurements were to be made on full-scale structural members such 2s S-
inch wide flange beams and 8- by 8-inch angle irons. These drag force measurements

would be compared with free-field dynamic pressure measurements at the same location
.r to obt.L-i m-)r relable transient drag coefficients. These, in turn. could be correlated

with IatNrAr:. experiments as well as with tield tests of high explosies

As part of the drag force program, it was plarued to position jeeps for Shots Lacrossu.
Zuni. and Yuma. Such exposure wovuld provide data for a continuation of the statistical

damage evaluation studies of the jeep under environmental conditions different from
those previously considered. These studies had shown that the response of all types of
dra.g aenbstie military fie!d equipment could be predicted on the basis of damage to

jeeps Lb previous operations dating back to Bustez--Jangle. it had also been found that
veluciez f different sizes placed at the same distance from ground zero ex'perienced
approm mately the same degree of damage; therefore only one type needed to be tested.

Response data to be obtained from Shot Lacrosse would allow vehicle damage for a
classica! waveform to be compared with that for nonclassical waveforms obtained from

a precursor-forming tower shot at NTS (Shot 4 [TurkjOperaton Teapot) of approximateiy

the same yield Data from Zunl and Yuma would extend the Lacrosse data over a wide
yield range to check scaling _ jo 3,500 ict.

Another phase of the drae.rorce prfgram concerned the use of an existing structure

from Operation Castle, Station 310. Measurements of airbiast loding on full-scale

structures such as concrete cubicles had been made on a number of previous field tests.

primarily in the low-pressure clean Mach region (below 6 psi). Perhaps the largest
effort on nonresponsive targets of this Lype was unJertaken during Operation Upshot-

Knothole. Scaled models of cubicles had been tested in various 3hock tubes, but the
emphasts had been directed toward the initial or diffraction loading. For large megaton-
yield vwreapons with long positive-phase durations, drag loading had become more impor-

tant as a damage criterion for many typical structures. Shot Zuni afforded an excellent

opportunity to instrument a 6- by 6- by 12-foot concrete structure in a higher pressure
rVeion and a longer positive-phase duration than had previously been recorded. It was
hoped that the loading data to be obtained would validate model scaling in the moderate

pressure range (15 to 20 psi) and would correlate with predictions based on semiempirical
- methods developed on previous full-scale operations.

2.2.7 Crater Survey. Previous crater studies utilizing full-scale high-explosive and
theoretical data had reached a point where additional full-scale data was desirable for

surface and underground shots. to supplement that obtained from three low-yield shots at

NTS under ccatrolled conditions. Available data from the Pacific consisted of that ob-
tained from larger yield surface bursts during Operations Ivy and Castle but flxed under

uicontrolled conditions involving a water-soil Interface. Because of the radiological

fallout hazard limitations imposed, there was no prospect of gathering data for yields
larger than I ikt from continental tests. The Pacific Proving Grounds (PPG). later called

Eniwetok Proving Ground (EPG). offered the only immediae opportunity to obtain mddi-

- tional crater data-i ii ,
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A further compi -'mis- was conceded in that the measuremens were off the .1ppa vn=

ec Jter rather then if the more desirable tiiu crater Thi was rcessary beLt-usi of th
Jack of detailed inft ru-Atun on the geologic structure at each of the detonation Sztub
Previous deep drilling and core borings at Eniwetok and Bikini indacated the pzsre.acc ul
extensive sand Ienbtes aM other greol-.41 nonhomogeneaties in the coral atolls which

made it uncerta4i. that the demarcation line between true and apparent craters could Ix
readili ascertained bi any means Therefore - the expense u; mn- extensive effort to
mea.sur- true %t iers lin drilling .r core bonng iould hardly be warranted

.e Them were u. be f ur shots Jr. Operation Redwing that were to be fired at or relatve}
near ttH- -wurface sC. "6 to produce craters Thest were Lacrosse. Zuni and Sczninolh

A eshrflt u fzlace bursts of varying yields and Mohawk. a large yield tower shot
It was determined that measurements of the apparent physical characteristics of these

craters should be obtained using aerial photography and lead-line sounding techniques
Project participation during Shot Tewa was added in the field after a change in the opera
tional plan p!aced the sit- location in a shallow water area.

2.2.8 Water Waves Results of the water-wave studies during Operations Ivy and
Cais-le indicated that megaton-yied devices could generate surface water waves by two
related but distinctive processes. Energy transfer in the form of initial impulse And
displavrnent produced significant waves in the central region. while at more distant

t ang .different waves were apparentl, generated by a coupling phenomenon not completelyv
understotid rhese two wave systems resulting from the same source seemed subject to

differer laws of genet ation, propagation and termination. Participation durng Redwing
was designed to obtain data on both systems Originally measurements of both direct and
indirect a%t waves w-ere planned at various locations on only four shots Zuni Chero
kee %., al. and Apache However participation on Flathead Dakota Tewr. and M-
hawk wa suttsequentli authorized using available instrunientation already installed rd

- i. n operatlon tor previous events.

2,2.10 Scaling Factors- in order to compare the airbla-st data from certain shot- ,,!
the Reduirg series with aer nuclear detonations it -a necessary to mrmlize z--ch
datat to I la of radiocliemical yield sit a sea level ambient pressure of 14-r psii and an

i ambient temperature of 15"'. However the onl-t possible way to determine tOle fission
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Table 1.1 in Chaper g.v. the fissionry!eld a .tx al ene* r ele:tse ! j

-hot s calculatd lIv hycrxynanc nethods tht i lve phu .rap.. alysis of rirc-.U
gro th before breakaway. Wherever a-pprW12Ia . the fission yield values for cer:dn

shots also include consfidratio r- Fturther. when raii.-einlcai tnavsis
Sdiffe.: " -sovs -: rl,-td Z_,-S for the A nIe shot char di. ",' ex Jv 4ree. Wn

average yield -as used. Coseuenrl), the recontciended vted .n 7.'- LA -repa .s
the best vte thar can be determined for e=ch shot based on ,he jucI-tent of expftdenced
-kECX laboratory personnel who have available all the many variables of th device and It--
environment as well as the quality of the data obtained that would af-!tt th e relative re-
liability of each metho, d yield computa-on.

The scaling faetors pres--nteJ in Table 2.1 were de; k-d b) .* -,r the Sat-it's cor-
rection factors for atmospheric temperature and pressure at tOe surza-ce This rmv-
.ue of scaling to ambient conditions at the target or gage heigh, is known as modifi ed
Sachs scaling. The reasons for adopting thlis rmethod of scaUzg fir the Redw.Ing shots

that were not deto-naed at the surface will be discussed in more dtail in Zection 2.12.1.
Scaling to ambient conditions at burst hel&ht is known as straight Sachs scaling or. A-
scaling and has been used for reduction of surface data ;)n previous opzrations. Scaling
factors computed on this basis for the tower shots and the Oxeroee airburst are listed

in Table 2.".

Pressure: W .yd f

V.W1

DiT.' e: I4(,I 1 t

fLingds: 3 k ( +273 / (147,7 ( 1 \zk993 Pe 4. \W

Where: W =yield of the device In kilotons
PO a mbient pros.a-e In psi at burst height or measurener betgh.

To= a~mbenz, temperatare in eC a burst height or meaement Itigh-

Tabes 2.1 and 2.2 present i pertfi nt sc-lirg fa-cars used in cornverting t obemm-d
data to sz anhrd conditions for both mthods of scallng.

2.3 RESULTS: SHOT CHEROKEE

This event was the first alrburst of a device In tmhe gatoyei
was planaod so that. te burst position d be a t an alil rnrr1 axr -
rrtum fireball radius by obe-oot scaling. Ta w d b £ t- free-air burs, from a

blast point of view. minskli it o of conside--able Interest for docurneation of basic

blast phemoenolc- in the free-air region and on the ground.- lamuch as this tye of

-ad to be resicted to the PPG it co ne be c red as tal Da over

e_ ver an as , aw by placi--' mrucl-f a' the surface imstrurrx n.4- n !s$' lam,..i. both
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artificial and natural, It was felt that the data to be obtained would approach that for a
semi-infinite land surface particularly at the longer ranges. However, the positioning
error in air zero almost nullified project participation in Program 1 because of the ex-
treme range of the burst and its azimuth relative to the blast line. The results obtained
are presented in the following paragraphs.

2.3.1 Free-Air Data. The shock photography technique, which included the use of
smoke rocket., was employed on this event in a manner similar to that during previous
oper~ions. The rocket array was arranged so that a fan of trails would pass in a verti-
cal plane behind the burst (relative to the camera). By observing the passage of the
shock front against this background, it would 1-2 possible to measure the time of arrival
in the horizontal and vertical direction. From this data, peak overpressure can be cal-
culated as a function of distance by use of the Rankine-Hugonlot relations at the shock
front. Camera locations and rocket stations were so placed that it would be possible to
determine the pressures vertically above the burst out to a range of about '0 psi. The
offset i?,. air zero was such that the device light was too weak and the shock strength too
low by the time that both entered the field of view of the cameras, to enable an analysis
of the film to follow blast wave propagation.

In order to extend the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) vei-tic.l pressure distPnce
data into the low-pressure region, it was planned to position canisters directly oer air
zero covering a range in altitude between 14,000 and 39,500 feet. Measurements to be
made by instrumentation contained in the parachuteborne canisters would overlap the
NOL data, thus providing an independent check on pressures computed by the shock
velocity technique. In addition it would be possible to document the time history of the
blast wave passing through a nonhomogeneous atmosphere In the 1- to 20-psi region.
Location of the canisters at shock arrival would be determined by a method of photo-
graphic triangulation previously used during Operation Teapot, aided by the installation
of flares in the individual canisters to assist in their identification. Measured blast dat.
would be telernetered to surface stations.

On D-Day for Shot Cherokee, all 12 canisters were drr'pad from a B-36 at 44,000
feet within 1 second of the planned release time and an tia."lly vertical array of
caitr a oiindaoeitne rudzr n fact, during apostshot
survey of the target island, Charlie, two of the canisters were observed lying offshore

in the shallow water over the reef. However, because the detonation occurred at a point
som 19500feet from the ICZ, the array of canisters was not above the burst as origi-

nlly planned. In addition, because of a delay in timer initiation caused by a minor op-
erational difficulty, the large 28-foot parachutes on five of the canisters *opened later

thanplaned.Consequently, these canisters remained on their small drag chutes for a
longer time than was planned and were therefore at much lower altitudes at shock arri-
val than desired. In fact, the records on the two lower canisters indicate that they were
in the Mach region below the triple point. "Te other seven canisters were all within
3,000 feet of their .ntended altitudes at shock arrival. This was due to the fact that the
time required for the shock wave to travel the extra distance involved was partially
compensated for inasmuch as the detonation occurred approximataly 21 sect.nds early.

Because of partial cloud cover, only the five highest canisters could be identified on
the films from onm camera station; therefore, it was not possible to obtain accurate
positioning data by photographic triangulation. Consequently, slant ranges from bomb
zero were deter.-.ined bv three diferent methods. One method used the photographic
li.e-of-sighi data with the canister altitudes determined from the telemetered -mbient
pressure measurements to find canister coordinates. Another method used tLe canister
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ballistic trajectory da:.t. Ele wind srruerure at de rime ,f the sho, and te'emdtereJ in-
formation on release nine and altimeter altitudes to find canister locations. In the third
method, slant ranges were computed from the observed shock-arrival time, measured
peak overpressure, and ambient pressure data.

The sl 'nc ranges ec'-':x.'ed by these various methods are compared in Table 2 3. On
the whole, the agreement is surprisingly good, although those calculated from tht shock
travel times and peak overpressures are believed to be the most accurate. No correction
for wind drift was made, because the displacement of shock front by the wind was not
considered to cause a corresponding change in peak overpressure.

-- ,Table 2.4 lists the :bserved data. The pressure reference chambers for the five
highest caniste,-s were net sealed prier to shock arrival: therefore, the recorded pres-
sure time waveforms were distorted. Consequently measurements of positive-phase
duration for these canisters were considered inaccurate and are not listed in this table.
The average pressure reading represents the average of both a high- and low-range gage
on each canister. The values given for the corrected peak overpressure were obtained
by applying a gage correction based on the measured shock strength and an assumed
probe orientation.

For comparison with the observed data, values of peak overpressure were calculated
at canister locations by various methods currently employed to correct for the effects of
atmospheric inhomogeneity. These calculations involved the use of new AFCRC (Air
Force Cambridge Research Center) experimental free-air curve that was based on empir-
ical data from previous nuclear tests weighted according to the type and locations of meas-
urement. The three methods examined were modified Sachs, Ledsham-Pike, and
Theilheimer-Rudlin; alpha is also dependent upon various assumed initial conditions. A
uumber of computations were made, allowing alpha to go to zero at various shock
strengths. The trend of these figures indicated that optimum agreement with the observed
values is obtained somewhere between the a (5) = 0 and a (10) = 0. Assuming th'.t a = 0
for QH = 10 in the Theilheimer-Rudlin method, a comparison of pressures pred~cCed by
these three methods is shown In Table 2.5. The percentage duration for each method is
also shown together with the algebraic mean and the root mean square for the eight high-
est caniaters. In general, the difference between all three methods appears to be small,
and no systematic trend appears evident. Although modified Sachs scaling is a simple
and practical method for predicting free-air overpressures, It is essentially empirical
in nature and lacks a firm theoretical background. For extrapolation to situations that
lie far outside the range of yields and altitudes for which experimental data exists, the
Theilheimer-Rudin method is preferable over the Ledsham-Pike method. However, it
should be remembered that Integration of the differential equation of the Thellheimer-
Rudlin t.eory requires a.n initial condition that is not provided by the theory Itself. Con-

sequently, for very large yields, additional numerical Integrations of the exact equations
of motion may be required, taking gravity and atmospheric structure into account.

2.3,2 Surface Phenomena. Because of the bombing error, no shock photography da ta
was obtained for Shot Cherokee. Furthermore, this error affected the ground surface-lnstrume.,tatlon in three ways.

First, the offset position was such that the gage locations d.:d not constitute a blast
line spanning a pressure range from 200 to 1 pa, a- intended. Rather, the effect was
to essentially shorten the length of the blast line, elimInating the high- and low-pressure
ends. The result was data that spannred an overpressure spectrum from 4.1 to 12.9 psi.
Second, the pilot-static gage, which is midirectional when oriented to itended ground
zero, received the blast onset a. excessive angles to the axis of the tube. It was fourd
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that a lowering of recorded pressures of both the total and static pressures occurred.
.9..' Therefore, the dynamic pressure records from these gages were essentially a complete

loss. As a result, those gages that were eEsentially omnidirectional .vad could record

the blast from any direction did not effectively cover a long enough blast line, and the
data from those gages recording dynamic pressure was not interpretable because of the
orientation of the pitot tube away from actual burst zero. A third effect of the offset was
manifested by the rec-ding of unexpected pressures. The range setting of the gage cap-
sule is adjusted to a srtain span of pressure based on the predicted ir.put. The actual
air zero position caused higher pressures to be recorded at aome stations and lower
pressures at others, to the effect that records were overranged I. the one ease and gave

deflections too small to read in the other.
Figure 2.1 shows the plot of measured peak overpressure against ground rarge. Dis-

tinction is made between the various types of F Lationri, I.e., reef statlons, those on

artificial islands, and those on the natural Islands. It will be noted that a marked devia-
tion occurs in some of the data recorded by the reef stations. These stations consisted
of a pitot-static gage and three ground baffles. The latter were mounted on pipet of
sufficient height to keep the baffle above high tide stages. A shot time, the baffle was

some 3 feet above the tide level. Essentially, this arrangement anountad to a gage on
the end of a 3-foot sting whose diameter was about equal to that of ihe baffle plate. Sub-
sequent tests by the Ballistic Research Laboratorles (BRL) In the shock tube indicated
that the recorded values of overpressure could be attenuated because of this mount con-
figuration. It wis found that, under the same input conditions, the gages mounted on a
pipe recorded overpressures 25 percent lower than the same gage mounted on a flai sur-
face. On the other hand the value of 10.9 psi at 19,143 feet was recorded on Site Charlie
where the capsule had been set to record near 200 psi. The very small deflection was
difficu;t to read accurately, and the reading is undoubtedly too high. Figure 2.2 plots
recorded values of arrival time and durat'ion.

Following Shot Cherokee and the realization that the extreme angular offset of the
pitot tube to the onset of the blast wave would probably negate usefulness of the field data
obtained by that type "q" gage, plans were made for field tests du 'ng te remainder of
the series to obtain some correlative data. The basic Idea was to place some of theseI gages for one or more subsequent events, in a comparable pressure field, oriented at
0, 32, 42 ane 50 degrees to the line of sight from gage to ground zero. Ideally, It would
have been desirable to place the gages back on one of the artificial islands, using one of
the barge shots. This plan was infeasible however for a number of reasons, mainly that
the exact diffractinn anti orientation conditions could not be duplicated, and the area was
already well contai .. ,ated by one or two following events before the plan could be put into
effect. It was thoug-4 that a more practical approach, and one that would result in useful
data, could be accomplished by placing the four gages on one of the kiloton-yield range
tower shots. 'his was done for Shot Inca. Analysis of the data obtaified shows that the
effect of a 1 * -angle offset to the shock front is to reduce the overall recorded pres-
sure, total and static, below the true pressure effective at that range. A similar test
was hurriedly adopted for Shot Zuni where two gages, one electronic and one self-
recording, were oriented at an angle of 45 degrees to the shock wave. Only one gage
survived the blast, but the results confirmed the Inca findings.

2.4 RESULTS: SHOT LACROSSE

Tbis shot was detonated on an artificial island at the end of a causeway about 450 fee t
off the north end of Site Yvonne. The device was placed on a sutport so that Its height
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was t- :eet abvve the datumn pie datuza c~u~e' as fwtt.t be luw- nuii aw %,art-:~,r.
Tide conditions at shot time have been estimated at 2.2 feet (above datum,. It is. there-

foecnidered that the shot was detonated 14 8Aee above a water surface. For diag-

tiosti- measurenments, extensive pipe arrays were laid oit an, the island (Figure 2 3
Two ! theS. of'tei. 16-inch pipe Suspencie I at a height of 4 to 6 feet aibove tnt!
gr.'u.wo. running downi one side of the island. Parallel to these and In the middle? ; at
island. an earth 1ermn (10 to 12 feet above grade) covered a coaxial cable line.- In oraer
to preclude any possibility that the gages would record perturbations In the blast wave
caused by these obstructions. It was necessary to locate instrument stations well clear
)f the -errn line In somne cases this moved the gages close to the shorellne of the lagoon.

Tfez% %.. 3..' -nc,-:n felt that the pipe might part at one or more places down its
iength and whip across the gage stations. Closer study of this problem relieved the can-
cern somewhat, and as it turned out, although the pipe did break in several places. sec-
tions of it were not thrown for any great distance to either side.

-2.4.1 Free-Air Data. By use of the smoke rocket technique, it was hoptd that
pressu re -distance data could be obtained vertically above this surface shot These data~
could then be compared to the composite free-air curve a:d to other data available or
to be obtained from the large yield (Zuni) surface burst, for example. A similar comn-
parison to the surface data would disclose possible asymmetry in the vertical propagation
of the blast wave. The rate of growth of the fireball in the vertical direction was greater
tlia'i the growth along the surface. However, there was not sufficient arrival time data
measured above ground zero to warrant fitting.

2.4.2 Surface Phenomena. Direct-shock photography of the blast wave was taken
from the Mack photo tower situated in the lagoon. The objective was to observe blast
wave propagation over a water aurt.i'e to the- north and over the Island to the south The
question of water pIckup by t~tic blcat ttn-n ww of tconaiderable Interest. Involving the
effect of suspended wzt-,r dr plets whic-li woO Il curried along with the shock. The re-

_F 3suits from this stio-, wvre niegative, twcause "i ck&-Jras on the tower did not operate

prodcedgoo prssar-ditane dta oer *W. sufacefro 60 to3,250 feet in
rane a abwn wi F-4re .4.in nz~aot. ;Lx" bastHw ecordsofSandia Cor-
portio (S) ad EL, ,, s pssiioto K;-~ar 4&a cll~tedove a aWsurfaco and

over water, to note qua .tlveiy the effect *'f these surfaces on the shock wave.
The bjetiv of he urfce bastl~a forl~coss wasto ocuentbasic blast data

Hoto si f th lin wasdesigned to in-
cuepossible precursor formation, propiagation, And decay, and to extend to low pres-

mures In the cloan shock region. The primary 141ne was instrumented with electronic
blast gages, backted up and extended by a secondary line of sell-recording gapes. At two
ranges, 2,500 and 2,900 feet, the electronic instrumentation was located In support of a
project taking drog force measurements.

In addition to backup, the seL-rcording gage was added to continue a study of com-
parison of these two type of blast gaps. Figure 2.5 shows the awchanically recorded
(BRlL) peak overpressures to be consistently higher than th. electronic. At the one sta-
tion, at 2,500-foot ground romge where both projects had gapes side by side the self-
recorded values are 2 to 3 psi higher In about r 19-psi region-greater than 10 percent
devation. At the RRL 1,180-foot station where the waveform s_'owx good evIdence of

42 Precursor formation, the pressures recorded by two ground bafflos are as much as 15
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to 25 percent higher than Ideal, where less than ideal precursor overpressure would be
expected. The recordings are consistently high, but the deviation appears to become less

Vapproaching the low-pressure end of the curve. This would seem to be a mechanical ef-
fect inherent in the gage and not a statistical variation. It should also be pointed out that
the comparison here is made an peak overpressures only. Complete waveforms of both
sets.of records show general similarity. This confirms the results of previous labora-
tory work where compariaon of records obtained from both types of gages, mechanical
and electronic, have shown correlation in waveforms.

Both (SC and BRL) sets of gages gave definite evidence of precursor formation along
a portion of the blast line. The significant characteristic tiat should be noted, however,
is that the shock existed over a limited radial extent, having formed around 900 feet
from ground zero but clearing up by 1,800 feet. The BRL station at 1,180 feet and the.
SC gages at 1,400 feet recorded typical precursor-type waveforms. The SC station at
920 feet gave a small indication of a precursor at one of the ground baffles, not at the
other, whereas the station at 1,800 feet recorded a clean wave. The records of -the BRL
gages at 1,590 feet are Inconclusive regarding a precursor; however, the station at 1,950
feet shows a typical Ideal waveform.

Arrival-time data seems to show that the shock progagated asymmetrically, the wave

having arrived simultaneously at gages at different ground ranges. The pressure-time

records at ground baffles at the same range show differences indicative of an asymmetri-
cal wave. The SC and BRL overpressure data differ in values in the precursor region,
as shown by Figure 2.5-th6 BRL station at 1,180 feet giving a somewhat high value.

However, the record at this station certainly shows a precursor, as has been pointed
out.

A comprehensive study In WT-1302 indicated that under certain conditions a pre-
cursor could form from a surface burst. These conditiofs specify a lower limit of total
yield at about 10 kt and include two concepts: (1) the larger the product of the total thermal
input, incident normal to the ground before shock arrival, and the sine of the angle the
shock front makes with the ground, the more probable a precursor and (2) the larger the
ratio of shock arrival time to time of thermal ma.xmum, the less likely is precursor
formation. Tentatively, takingr the SC station at 1,400 feet as an example, the ratio of
time of arrival versus time to thermal maximnum is about 1.3, which is between 1.0 and

2.4, the limits for this ratio during which, according to the National Bureau of Standards,
the surface reachcs its maximum temperature.

Ile fact that the precursor cleaned up before the 1,800-foot range (at pressures great-
er than 35 psi) indicates lack of an intense thermal layer, or that the layer has cooled
prior to shock arrival. This also implies that the thermal radiant energy was received
at a small angle with the ground, and so gave a small thermal input normel to the sur-
lace, Overpressures appear slightly reduced at the SC 920- and 1,400-foot stations;
whereas the dynamic pressure values for SC at 1,400 feet and BRL at 1,590 feet are both

higher than values calculated from measured oierpressures. All of this is indicative of
nonideal conditions, i.e., a precursor, but of suppressed intensity. The measured values
of dynamic pressure versus range are shown in Figure 2.6.

The significant fact to be noted from the records of overpressure versus time (Figure
2.7) is that a precursor of limited radial extent was formed that had typical distorted
waveforms and for which the dynamic pressure was somev.hat h~igh. This pro-cursor
appeared to have been limited also in directional extent, in that some stations at the same
ground range recorded significantly different waveforms. This can pec-

Ovan of the 1,40(3-fool stations of Figure 2.7. which ,.ere separated laterall-t by 1.8 fee..
Another faztor of interest to the blast program on this event wasfurther study of the
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2W concept. This concept states that. since for a surface burst the gro-h and Jeeio,-
ment of the shock froat is :onfined to a hemispherical space above the ground plane. its
progagation acts like one of twice the burst yield in an unbounded atmosphere. The
pressure-distance relation for a device of yield W burst on the ground is then obtained
by determining the free-l:r presia.re-distnce cur':e for one of yield 2W. Data fromi
previous operations has shown that, because of a number of factors that affect the phe-
nomena, 2W represents ideal theory, and that actually the relation may be closer to
1.6W. However, most of the data available prior to Redwing was obtained from meas-
urements made on high-yield two-stage devices where the hydrodynamic methods uw-d
to calculate yield were themselves based on 2W theory. Lacrosse gave an opportunity
to obtain data from a surface burst whose yield could be obtained by radiochemistry-
.ndependently of any reflection theory. Results and discussion of the Lacrosse and Zuni

data as related to this problem are presented in Section 2.13.

2.5 RESULTS: SHOT ZUNI

This shot was detonated on the island land mass of Tare, close to the east edge of the
old Morgenstern crater. The device was placed some 11 feet above grade in close prox-
imity to two collimating shields. These were of concrete, approximately 30 feet high
and 3 feet thick, placed at right angles to the centerline through ground zero. One of
these collimators, placed some 30 feet east of the ground zero working point, had wing
walls angling back toward ground zero for about 20 feet. Another, without wing wals;,

was located about 50 feet from the first shield. Other shields were at varying greater
distances from ground zero down the Tare complex. It Is felt that for a device of this
yield size even the close-in shield did not affect the generation of the shock wave nor
propagation of its energy down the east blast line.

There were two blast lines established for Zuni. One, to the east, had stations j
located ort the islands of the complex, out to Site Oboe, the last Island. This constituted.
essentially, a ground surface blast line. The other line, to the west, began at the east-
ern tip of Site Uncle and extended wet and west-northwest, terminating at the Castle
target cubicle, which was being Instrumented again for this shot. This line was there-
fore preceded by the deep water channel between Tare and Uncle, representing a water
path over which the blast wave traveled before reaching the first gage. Because of the
configuration of Site Uncle, the cubicle and its associated free-field gages were exposed
to a line of sight to ground zero almost completely over a water surface.

2.5.1 Shock Photography. The propagation of the blast wave in air from Shot Zuni
was observed by means of high-speed photography. High-altitude Deacon rockets were
employed as well as the more conventional 5-inch smoke rockets to lay a backgro(md
grid of smoke trails in a manner similar to that described for Shot Cherokee. The ex-
perimental plan for Zun. was similar to that for Cherofee and included direct shock
photography along the surface. This latter technique involves observation of the shock
front as a result of light refracted by the change in density at the front. Peak overpres-
sures as a function of distance can be determined from the time of arrival dta along the
surface, provided the local velocity of sound Is known. Ambient conditions are usually
known along the water sarface; howwevr, sound velocity may not be the same over a land
surface. A comparison of land and water surface data observed during Shot 2 of Opera-
tion Castle indicates tha! this difference may exist.

Participation In Shot Zuni wa- considered extremely successful In that all rockets
fired, and excellat photographic coverage was obtained. Analysis of the films by the
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Nava Ornanc Laoratry NOL)indcats that it was possible to observe the shock front
out to a range of 14,750 feet and to a height of 13,680 feet, from the Nan camera station.

It should be noted that at a given distance from ground zero, the shock arrives earlier
in the vertical direction than along the surface. This means that both the absolute veloc-
ity U and the Mach number U/C0 of the shock is larger at a given height than at the
same horizontal range, because the ambient sonic velocity Co usually decreases with
altitude. The meiiured time of arrival data has been used to determine the pressure
distance data presented in Figure 2.8. Also shown in this figure for comparison are the
measurements at the surface with mechanical gages by another project.

In Figure 2.8 it may be seen that the peak pressures obtained aloft are greater than
the peak pressures obtained along the surface at the same distances to a range of about
11,000 feet. beyond which point the pressures obtained aloft become less. The difference
between the data obtained aloft and along the surface is believed to be real and not attrib-
utable to the experimental or analytical difficulties encountered.

Two basic physical phenomena can be used to explain, qualitatively, the variation in
the measured pressui-es with distance: focusing and atmospheric inhomogeneity. Focus-
ing is a term used to describe the phenomena observed on high-explosive tests when the
explosive is detonated on a surface. At reduced distances, (range in feet)/(charge weight
in pounds)h. between 6 and 25 the ratio of the pressure in the vertical to that along the
horizontal is equal to or greater than 1.5. ThIs corresponds to a region between 750 and
3,150 feet for a 1-kt nuclear surface burst. Atmospheric inhomogeneity is a term used

MIto describe the effect of the variation of ambient pressure and temperature with altitude
on the pressure-distance curve of a given explosive in any direction except the horizontal.

The extent of the applicability of either phenomenon to nuclear shots Is not known asIj yet. In the case of Zuni, the vertical pressures at close distances are greater than the
corresponding horizontal pressures, which is a characteristic associated with the focus-
Ing observed with high explosives, even though the ratio of the two pressures is only
1.42. Further, the peak. pressures measured zbove ground zero decrease faster with
distance than in the horizontal direction, a characteristic predicted by all theories deal-
ing with atmospheric inhomogeneities. Hence, at the greater distances the vertical
pressures go below the horizontal pressures, and the ratio of the two pressures becomes
less than unity.

An attempt to separate these effects in order to study each separately was made using
the computing facilities at NOL. The data In the horizontal direction was approximated
by the modified Ledsham-Pike free-air pressure-distance curve. The pressure-distance

variation predicted by NOL theory in the vertical direction was computed for this same
arbitrary yield, using an atmosphere based on the NACA model atmosphere. The ratio
of the vertical to the horizontal computed pressures was assumed to be representative
of the effects of atmospheric inhomogeneity in the case of Zuni. By dividing the above
ratio into the vertical pressure-distance points obtained by shock photography, a new set
of vertical pressure-distance values was obtained. This new set of vertical d2ta is now
representative of the data that might be obtained from a 3.53-Mt burst on a surface in a
uniform atmosphere. Only the focusing effect remains. The results of these computa-
tions for several points are shown in Table 2.6. The average value of the pressure ratio
is seen to be 1.42.

T-he combined effect of both focusing and atmospheric inhomogenelty can be expressed
in terms of a new equivalent yield in the vertical direction, in the same manner as has
been sucgested for pressure-distance data along the surface from a surface burst. If

taken as 1.6 W in determining the pressure at a given distance along the surface fromW is the ,'-held. it has been proposed for surface .bursts thnat the free-air equivalent be
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the U-L's In the same n..:m. but without :he saxn¢ amount .f con'!r:natr3 l ee
an equivalent yield in the vertical direction would be 2.2 W. This would mean. hat a free-

air nuclear pressure distance curve, scaled to 2.2W and corrected for atmospheric in-

homcgeneity. would give a rough approximation to the data obtained vertic.illy above a
su ":we burst. A olot of the vertical shock photogrtapy dat:i on Zur!.. .rn-I on Rc,;:.) i!
0.5 Mt. Shot 2. Operation Castle) is presented in Figure 2.9. The 2.2 W curve:. cort*%m.t-

ed for atmospheric inhomogenity. are seen to approximate the original data. The verifica-

tion of this interpretation, in general, will require further testing and evaluation

2.. Surface Instrunentation. Measurements were made with the BRL selU-reo.,-di.g
gages bX)th pt and q. The-e was some damage to the close-in q gages (pitot-s: :tIc :ib,-

3 feeE above ground) ad mounts, as well as the pressure-time ground baffles Record
disks were broken and unreadable, and 4 of the 21 pt records gave a peak pressure value

= only.

Figure 2.10 shows the measured overpressures versus ground range for both blas:
lines, to the east and to the west. At the further ranges, beyond 8.000 feet. a smooti

curve fits both sets of data within nor.nal scatter. However, at the intermediate ran;ges
between 5,000 and 8,000 feet, there appears to be a dev-iation between the two sets. itith

those gages at 5,000 feet exhibiting the most deviation. This deviation may be attriti.ztable
to a deformed gage mount on Uncle. Around 7,000 feet. two gages at the Uncle stati cm

2' support a higher pressure value than that recorded on the Tare line. This apparent dis-

crepancy is believed :o be real, not instrumental or statistical variation, and is bel :, ved
to be caused by different waveform development within the precursor. Arrival tim.. as

read at the stations on the two lines seem to be consistent, with only normal scatter No

clue to the answer can be found in this data. The dynamic pressures (corrected for Mach

flow and compressibility) are no. conclusive (Figure 2.11). The few records ohtairw-d on

the Tare blast line give values that agree closely with a calculated ideal curve of dynamic

pressure using measured overpressures and the relation:

2.5 (ap)2

q = 7+ +

pe = ambient pressure.

Two values of dynamic pressure obtained on Uncle are not consistent in themelves, a

higher value being recorded at a farther range, and both being almout twice as Wig, as
recorded at the same range on the other blast line. These two stations (115.12 and 156.02),

however, represent different conditions of environment. Te one on tha south end of'
Uncle r115.12) was located in such a manner that the blast wave traveled some 5,000 feet
along the island complex before reaching the station, whiereas the station cGn the north
side of Uncle (156.021 faced an almost continuous water path to ground zero. The bigh q

at the south station may be due to a thermally induced precursor shock. The waveform i6
nonideal in shape. The q recorded at the north station may be caused by mechanical

pickup and water loading of the blast wave.

The gage records for Zuni show definite evidence of nonideal or precursor wave genera-

tion. Stations% 115.11 and 115.12 were on Uncle at distances of 7,020 and 9,880 feet, re-
spectively. Station 115.06 at 5,800 feet on the Tare complex shows the slow rise ard

suppressed peak of the precursor, cleaning up at Station 115.08 at 10,400-foot rangu. The

Uncle records show the stronger precursor, supported by further evidence from those

gages on the cubicla target (Project 1.5) at 10,000-foot ground range. However. over-
pressu-es along the Tare complex, and the shape of the presur,-tLme histories, are

4'
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indicative of precursor formation. This is not, however, supported by the dynamic
pressure readings, which agree with a curve calculated from measured overpressures,
where precursor dynamic pressures would ordinarily be two to three times the calculat-
ed value. The evidence seems to indicate precursor formation on both lines. stronger
over Uncle but relatively weak on both lines.

The Zuni surface results are not consistent when analyzed as a group. There are
probably one or more factors influencing these results that are not being considered.
Almost identical blast lines, east and west, were instrumented during Castle for the
Morgenstern event. Results from that experiment also gave attenuated pressures along
the Tare line as compared to those recorded on Uncle. This situation for Zuni does not
seem comparable however. As shown by the pressure-distance curves for the Castle
Shot, there was an increasing spread in the pressures with increasing range. The evi-
dence is fairly conclusive that this effect was due to a rainstorm over the Tare complex
at shot time. No such consistent deviation appears In the Zuni data; and it appears
certain tlat there was no shower activity in the area at the time.

2.6 RESULTS: SHOT INCA

Partic;patlon on this event was designed to obtain information on the propagation of
a precursor shock wave over yeetated surface. Inca was detonated on a 200-foot
towefr-

r--- ..... This scaled heigbt or -rst is -
what below the ra- where strong precursors have been found during previous shots.

Although the fundamental causes of precursor formation are not clearly understood.
it is generally accepted that the immediate causes are related to a surface layer with a
sonic velocity well above ambient, and that this layer is caused by thermal radiation
from the explosinn. One method whereby the ambient sound speed could be increased is

.. by the release of a high sonic veioclity gas su-ch as hydrogen from !he bested surface.

During Operation Teapot. small plots, including ivy and fir boughs, were laid out and
instrumented with sound speed and direct temperature gages. The results were incon-
cluslve. and in some cases showed actual disagreement. This experiment, as designed
for Inca, was originally conceived for Castle. It was dropped when Shot Echo of Opera-
tion Castle was canceled. L-sca allowed for the reinstatement of the test at the same

location. IS

Blast Hines were laid out aM both the vegetated area ard the cleared, sandy section

SIations were located at equal ranges, i.e.. a station at a particular range in the vegeta-
tion was duplicated at the same distance along the cleared line. Both SC electronic In-
strumentallon and the BRL self-recording gages were used. At two rans. both tyNpes
were located side by side. Surface results from Shot MET of Operation Teapot were
utsed for predicted pressures. The .MET desert line results could be scaled to predict
Lnca's cleared area, and the results of the asphalt surface might approximate these to be
expected over the vegetation of this test. It was thought that the vegetation might resemble
the aspalt surface qualitatively in the production of smoke and gases.

Fie 2.12 shows the data from the MET desert and asphalt curves, scaled to Inca
.aye Iiluded for comparison. hae results utsed hre are from the elec-

tronie"-- only. In geral. the peak overpressure valves from sel'-recorng
seem to follow the same relationship, ground surface to that obtained A 3 feet. vegetation
tlo eleaed. a, did :he electronic records. However. as a group, the peak overpressure
values were consistently higher than the electrotic gage data Becaise of the unex~pered
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hign yield of the shot ,moce than dotuble Ehe prediczed yield). the-w 6.igles w-re obz:.
to pressures well above their rated value.

From the data obtained, it was concluded that a vegetated surface such a3 that found
on Pacific atoll islands does not support as strong a precursor as that formed over the
cle.ared. sandy surface In fact. it apears that the thick stand of brush mechnn-cally
reduces the severity of the precursor. Overpressures are mere degraded over the
cleared area than over die vegetation, with earlier arrival times being recorded. Both
of these parameters are indicative of precursor formation. Their magnitude may thus
be used as a measure of the severity of the precursor, and in this case for comparison
over the two surfaces. The relative strength of the precursor o-ver each area is also
obvious from examination of the pressure-time trace, or waveform. Those stations in
the vegetation did not record the front porch during the rise to peak, which is typical af
precursor formation. Rather, the recorded wave shows merely a slow rising pressure
pulse.

Another point of interest shown by the data lies with a comparison between the ground
surface overpressure records and those obtained at the 3-foot level of the pitot tube.
The ground level pressures in the cleared area are less than those at the 3-foot level.
while in the vegetation they are about the same. This difference in pressure with height
over a sandy or desert surface has been noted before at NTS. The small spread In pres-
sure value with height in the vegetation indicates a mechanical interaction of the shock
with the vegetation.

Dynamic pressures corroborated the overpressure findirgs by indicating the relative
strength of the precursor over the two surfaces as shown .n Figure 2.13. Pressures
were higher in the cieared area., particularly at the closest station. At the farthest
sttLion, pressures were below the curves for Shot MET. Indicating an early cleanup of
the precursor

Therefore. it 2ppears that vegetation conzistitg of grass, vines, and tall (10 to 15
foot) shrubs reduces the severit, of a precursor compared to a cleared sandy surface.
The spatial exte- of the vegetai.on appax-ently chang-es the distrib tion of the thermal
energy in te air and provides a mechanical diffuser to siow down the wave and rake
the pressure uniform.

2.7 RESULTS: DiRECT-SHOCK PHOTOGRRAPHY OF szOTS INCA,
MOHAWK, AND tiEMINOLE

Project !_3 pa.-ticipaced durirg Shot Inca (rble 1.11 t #tU* the effect ot vegeated
and norivegetsted surfaces on pra&ursor phenomena. A disturbance along the ground
over the vegetated area was visible in rwo of tho shock photography films. This dlsturb-
Lace appeared to be a p -ecursor. T1whenon"on war qbscur, a- hence It was im-

-: ; Possible to make reliable meaurme . The lay,--t of the bzt lne relative to the
photo station is shown on Fiure 2.14. The peak xhock overprsure data oAbahd alg
the aurface is presented in Figure 2.1-6. For comparisorn, eonz polrts from mehanical
(Wiancko) gagr used by Project 1.10 ar Ir uded on Figure 2.15. The gage values are
generally -igher than the optically dtermined vrlues at distances greater than 1,100

The data obtained during Shot Mohawk was of doulal value. 1 fireball was mm-

raorphic. and no attempt to 1it a curve to the radius-ime envelope wa zwde. The p~ak-
shock overprssures were found In the same mrawr described proviously. They are
Presented In F re 2.16.
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Shot Seminole was fired in a large tank of water on the ground. The tank dimensions
andi oriertation are shown in Figure 2.17. No shock fronts were detected In the detailed
examination of all available Seminole films. The development of the luminous front of
expanding matter is indicated by the contours presented in Figure 2.18, which shows three
views of this sLot. Velocities in excess of 24,000 ft/see occurred as can be seen from
the rough distances and times Indicated in each view. The effect of design of the nuclear
device and associated diagnostic equipment on the contour shape is not known. No true
fireball was observed in any of the films examined. The presence of the water around

.e the chamber containing the device can be reasonably considered the chief reason for the
lack of fireball characteristics.

2.8 RESJLTS: DRAG-FORCE MEASUREMENTS

2.8.1 NOL Models. Shot Lacrosse offered a good opportunity to obtain the desired
correlation between field and laboratory tests discussed In Section 2.2.6. by providing the
necessary experimental requirements. Essentially clean shocks were e.w-ected from the
device at the two gage stations In the area of Interest, that Is, at relatively high and low
levels of dynamic pressure. hese stations were 2,500 and 5.200 feet, respectively.
from ground zero, at expected side-on overpressure levels of aboKt 22 and 5 psi and cor-
responding dynamic pressure of about 10 and 0.5 psi. Some thermal and dust disturbance
could be anticipated at the close-in station, but their gross effect vwas expected to be small.

These particular distances and pressure levels were selected in order to best tie in
with the Operation Teapot experiments. On thal test. gages were locat-ed at a 10--s!
dynamic pressure (q) level in a dusty precursor region. Conseqnty. comparison ot
data for similar model targets from these two, oc: ions would ev. some clue as to the
importance off dust- r- n u iences on q and drag force. At the 0.5-psi q level

I during Shot Lacrosse, "tere nearly ideal shock waves were expected, additional data
would be obtained to supplement the limited results from Operation Teapot In this region.

It wA therefore planned that a similar configuration or set ot models would be located
_ at each of these stations. Model shapes, sizes. and aspects to blast were selected so

that drag data from these models could best be integrat-d with the existing body of drag
informnaion. For instance, cylinders nd parallelepipeds in two-dimensional config ara-
to3 had been the object of considerable wind-tunnel and shock-tube experimentatJon in
t - past. Also, rectangular and square concrete block houses had been used as full-
scale targets on nuclear wapon effect tests in the past; hence, modela of these structures
were included- The drag coefficients of spheres had been extensively investigated in wind

- tunnels a.nd shock tube and also during Operatic-n Teapot; ltnce, spherical targetz were
o-ce again inclided. Also, al force gages were designed as multicomponent gages so
t at any force as a vectoral quantity could be measured reg,-rdiess of the angle of approach
of the loading function. In addition, all mnodels tested for Operation Redwing were of such
sizes aid geometric configurations that the tame models could be used in shock-tube and
wind-tunnel tests in subsecruent laboratory study. In this 'ay, variations in data due to
sting effects. model surface roughnss. edge sharpnnzr., and other such variables would
be reduced or eliminated. thus enhancing the ease of correlation berteen taborraory and
field daa. The layout of the models, which was similar for both stations, is shown by
Figure- 2.19. which represents the B station at 5,200 feet.

The various model targets withstood the blast wave in good condition. Although the
ga ges at the t :-in tzation vnere subrected to un form sandblasting on the sides facing
arroind zero. no denting or scorini were observed on the gages a the more disiant station
The fcore, gat- id other insirumebtion operated satisfact-orily and gave electronic
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-~ ~~goo n . j. '~.wr! excpt )r :;w .4..LrVrt..* pes-sar.. gage SOcste -Ii al :e.
Strll-lxount combinaltions were .wceieration sensitive so that oscillations resulting frun

both air and ground shock appeared on the records. However, it was possible to fair an ,
average curve through each record from which the data points were obtained.

The experimental free-field alrb! -tn phenomen mea sured at these nwo stations ca me
c o s . t ". ;h .a Je s ..- .. N o o re c u rs o r .v .. i et. a lso . th e r n wa l a r4 d u s t e ffe c t- Ip PL- "- .

to be minor. although not negligible. Hence the clean, Mach-shock conditions were ob-
tained to the degree anticipated at both gage stations. The actual overpressures and dy-
namic pressures measured by NOL above the ground plane mount were 18.4 and 5.7 psi,

.e , respectively, at a range of 2.500 feet kStation A) and 4.52 and 0.46 psi. respectivety. at
a raLnge of 5,200 feeE. In general. the data corresponds to that measured in the force
field by SC and BRL. Some discreparc:es were noted in the dynami pressure measure-
ments. and the quality of the records was questionable. Such behavior has previously
been observed for the pitot-a-atic gage in both field and laboratory tests. AL= this gage

= is dust sensitive to some extent. but its actual registry coefficient is unknownm. For these
reasons and in order to be consistent with previous iaborato;y work. the dynCamic pressure
used in red_-c.ing the force time records to drag coefficient-time records was computed
from .he overpressure-time records according to the following equation:

2.5 P9 (P/P9)-

7 + (Ps/P )

Where P, = ambient pressure and Ps = side-on overpressure. The actual measured
data and that derived by the above relation are compared in Figures 2.20 and 2.21.

The drag coefficients for the various models as a function of time were obtained from
the force-tinra record by mans of the following equation:

~F 
= CD qA

Where: F = drag force of te model

CD = drag coefficient of the model

A r cross sectional area of model

q = dynamic presiure

As n-oted above the dynamic pressure used ifl data reduction was that computed (rum~ tie
= peak averplessure time record. Sorn of t:e res-.ts obtined are shown in Tatle 2.7,

which presents data corresponding to the ptak overpressure rraaar-ed a eac sation.
Excessive emnpiasis should not be placed- n this table, because it gives only a single
comparWIsn of values. Ho'-wever, in m os-t cases, the values at the shock (rout are fairly
ronesentatiwv of the ovnrll curve. For a cloaer examination oi the data for a specific
model, roferenc e should be made to the detailed CD vrsus time plots for each gage in i

-'--- 
W T-13 6.

Subse-qent to the field test, the same models as those used for 5ot Lacrosse. simil- u
larly mounted, were tested in the wind tmmel at Mach numbers of 0.2 to 0.5 and in the.
shock tube =t shock nmerpressures from 3 to 30 psi. In order to correl.ate the data ob-
tained in the wi.d tunnel and shock tube with that obtained from the field tests, several
mechanical and aerody .smic problems had to be considered.

The major mechanical difficulties irlude sealing of the force Zage against externad
pressure, or aplying the proper correction factors _hen inadequate sealUng causes in-

ternal pressures on the mcdei or model-sting combination, resulting in extranes o net

F 
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forces. Furthermore, gage mounts must be rugged enough to withstand the blast during
field tests but not so large as to influence the aerodynamics of the flow near the gage or
to be unusable in identical form for the laboratory tests.

Aerodynamic problems Involve te difficulty of determining the dynamic pressure or
forcing function in both the field and laborator; the lack of sufficient data on boundary

layer development under transient conditions (particularly for the laboratory tests): the

choking or blockage of the airflow when actual size models are used for the laboratory

tests; and finally, the transient drag or the iarying nature of the drag coefficient in

steady flow until equilibrium is reached. The latter Is particularly troublesome for low
shock strengths in the laboratory. The change in Cr, as a function of Reynolds and Maich

number due to turbulence, surface roughness, and corner sharpness must also be consid-

ered in evaluating the results of laboratory and field tests.

Spheres. The laboratory sphere data from Operation Teapot was used for most of
the correlation of the Redwing field data on spheres, because all pertinent aerodynamic

properties were similar. The variation of the drag coefficient when the model is below

the critical Reynolds number Is very large. For 3- and 10-inch spheres in the wind
tunnel, this number is about 3.5 x 10S as may be seen from Figure 2.22. All sphere data
was taken above this value, so that no large varlation of C D with Reynolds number was

observed. Consequently, for supercritical Reynolds number, the drag coefficient be-

cones fundamentally dependent on Mach number and was found to be fairly constant for

these model:, for Mach numbers up to M - 0.2 where the critical Mach number effects

are strongly evidenced with the drag coefficient increasing sharply. This is clearly

shown in Figure 2.22 and also In 2.23 where a compari-son s nude with previous data.

The shock tube data required a correction for gage leakage as previously discussed.
However neither the uncorrected nor corrected data appeared to give realistic values of
CD at the lower pressures; however, at the higher pressures, where the correction was
less important., the results appeared to be more satisfactory. This trend is evident for
the corrected shock tabe data in Figure 2.22, w+re good correlations with the wind tun-
nel data is obWned for Mach 0.5 to 0.6, while at lower Mach numbe-s, the shock tube
data is low. However, no strong effects of oritical Mach or Reynolds number are evident,
Inasmuch as the range of measurements for the shock tL. data did not include e;Z- -
critical region. Because a large arn uncertain correction for leakage was required for
the field test data, it is believed that the corrected data is erroneous at the lower pres-
sure levels and within an accaracy of * 20 percent for the higher pressures. The shock-
tube data -s compared to the field data In Figure 2.24 at essentially two starting pressure
levels under clean- shock conditions. Although fair agreement Is shown for gages lGaded
-- ler similar field conditions -either high or low initial overpressures- the dsta does
not compare %ell at the sa-e pressure level for different starting cou dfitions. This dis-
crep -cy is probabl a res-i of the fact that the percetage error in this analysis in-
creases as the shock wrve decays. Further, although the field data was fairly cosis Ltnt.
it differed from the shock abe daa- t ae reason for this difference has not been -deter-
mied. The same pattern is evident in Figure 2.22, where there are three distinct
gr4:pangs. according to t4e type of test. on the CD or Mach number Plot. The field re-
sults fall above bat the wind-tunnel ad shock-tube results. Apparently. there is a dis-
tinct dAifieenoe for each of the testing conditions, w4icl would bear further ivestigation.

There is no esplsrlaton for the excessively high drag coefficient values obtained at these
low Mac num ers d-ring the feldtests, except that dust loading mzy hzve hsd a signif-
;an eff"c: at the close-in station on Redwing evma thoug a pn-cursor was uot observed

it s u--cuded that spharesa force-measuring models are reeplete with interre!axe-
difficult-to--establish para'rt-ers. which require extezsive ad deailed invesiganco
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betore c.ntpie:ei x xnngf.lu and correltauve Wa:mton is 'abt'nable
Cy i nde rs. Although considerable information is available in the literature un drag

coefficients for infinite cylinders In wind unnel and shock tue tests. correlation wi-t

the Redwing laboratory and field data is subiect to the differences in test condlitions a nd
the orbkims and errors previausly enumerated. !n wird-tunnei tests conducted fir this

program, the drag ceefficients were foundi ta be re~aIVCe cons"'-it ouer the ranget a-
Mach numbers from 0.2 to 0.5 and. accordingly. Rey.nolds numbers from 7.7 x 10s to
1.7 x 106 . The total variation in CD was from 1.02. at Mach number of 0.2, to 0.93 at a
Mach number of 0.5 and showed no indication of effects of the critcal Mach or Reynolds

.e number regions "Figure 2.25). The data correlated reasona.3ly well With previous data
when surface roughness was considered (Figure 2.26). The surface condition cf t1e NOL
test cylinder was considered unasmooth because of machining, couners-nk holes, and

unsealed gaps berteen the test section and sting-all of which produced a condition '-h't
was conducive to early turbulence and a drag coefficient independent of Reynolds number

over the range of measurements.
Essentially flat-topped forcing functions were used in the shock-tube tests on the

cylindrical models, The drag coefficients were found to oe time-dependent. p-rticularly
at the lower pressures. Such fluctuation .n CD at early tiimes is an indication of the dii-
fraction-transition ohase of the aero&ynamic forces. t appeared that th stead drag

phase of force was not reached in the 25 Mate or 50 transit times used in the measure-

ments. Further investigation is necessary to establish t-e actual drag coefficients ,tuxer
steady-state coaditions in the shock tube.

The drag coefficients obtained in the field test show good agreement between gages at

Station B; however, the differences in force and CD a- Station A appear excessive after
50 asec. Inasmuch ca CD w-a essentially constant over a long time at Station B (during

the decay phase), it can be assumed that the long-duration transient blast wave was ap-
proaching the characteristics of a stea dy-state function for the models tested. The field
results gave an average CD of 0.82, which was intermediate between the values derived

from wind tunnels (steady stte) where an average CD of 0.97 was cisined and shock

tube (short duration) where a CD of 0.6 was reached for the later-time highr pressure
situation. Consequently, for the model size used, rind-tu-nel data could be used to pre-

dict field results with an accuracy of about 20 :o 25 perentL
Parallelepiped. Tbe drag coefflcienrt for parallelepiped_ is reported in the itera-

ture as 2.0 *1 0 percent for steady-state conditions in the wind tWuel ad after 150 transit

times in the shock tube. This &-g coefficient Is essentially independent of Reynolds
number, because a turbulent boundary flow condition is establisbed at a very low value

of Re. whi-ch is maintained as the flow velocity and Re increase. The drag coefficients
obtained In the wind tunnel varied from a CD of A.46 for M = 0.2, increas ng to a CD &

1.33 for M 20.4 as ahown by Figure 2.25. These results are lower than previbisly re-
ported values. This wrs bel Ieved to be dca to loss of seals between the test section and
the supporting numbers, which resulted in a reduction of the tranlational force md a
decreased CD . The shock-tube parallelepiped data reflects the Sa vaying character-

iztLes as did the cylinders. Steady-stal coitions may not be reached in the shock tube

=Util after more than 100 transit times. Consoqsently. a comparison of thle resalts of

this program with other investigation was not justified, because CD was obtained only

up Ehrrgh about 50 transit times !n the sbck tube tests and represents ccmditlocs ex-
isting in the transition phase of the loading fu=tion.

The drag coefficients computed from the force measurements of the field data were

-internally consistent between g:ges a.nd fairly eons'a - - vith pressure e both stations.
SAeragevalues wee 1-5 for nlC orh=Z0
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Station B. These values are lower than those obtained in the wind tunnel for similar flow
conditions, but in both cases, higher drag coefficients were found at the higher Mach
numbers. This indicates that for these models the long-duration nuclear blast was ap-
proaching steady-state wind tunnel conditioi..s Therefore, it appears that wind-tunnel
data rxtn be used to predict field results for specific models with accuracies up to about
*25 percer.t.

C u be s. tly limiPqd data on cubes and rectangular shapes was available from pre-
vious laboratory work. A drag coefficient of 1.35 had. been obtained for a 4-inch cube
tested In a wind tunnel at extremly low flow velocities, i.e., natural winds on an ele-
mental building form.

Tests were conducted in a wind tunnel using 4- and 10-inch cubes. Drag coefficients
were found to be fairly constant for cubes of the same size but differed greatly between
sizes as shown by Figure 2.25. However, all appeared to be independent of Mach num-
ber within the measured range. An average value of CD = 0.75 was found for the 4-inch
cube, and an average value of CD = 1.4 was found for the 10-inch cube. This difference
in the drag coefficient for the two sizes can probably *-_ attributed to the boundary layer
on the ground plan", which would have a larger effect on the smaller model.

Shock-tube data was obtained only on the 4-inch cube. The 10-Inch cube could not be
mounted so as to be independent of the motion of the walls of the shock tube in the expand-
ed test section. The drag coefficients obtained in the shock tube for 4-inch models (Fig-
ure 2.27) agree closely with those obtained in the wind tunnel with 10-inch cubes (Figure
2.25) but not those of the 4-inch cubes. The differences !n the 4-Inch cube data are prob-
ably due to differences in testing conditions between the shock tube and wind tunnel. which
reduced boundary layer effects in the shock tube. Readings were taken in the shock tube

for durations of 150 transit times, and it appears that pseudo-steady-state conditionsprevailed.

The drag coefficients obtained foi- the 4- and 10-inch cubes at Station B on the field
test correlate fairly well with wind-tunnel data. However, the 4-ich gage at Station A
agrees better with the shock-tube data and shows a strong time dependence (Figure 2.27).
A strong sandblasting effect was noted on the front face of the 4-inch gage at Station A
although no evidence of a precursor appeared on the pressure records. Under these con-
ditions, some influence must have been exerted on the overali loading by the sand, which
would not be reflected in laborator', or theoretical investigations. Difficulty was also
experienced in attempting to correiate the field data to ihat obtained for a cubical struc-
ture on Operation Upshot-Knothole (Figure 2.27). Further study is necessary before
laboratory data can be applied to field structures.

Comparison of the Effects of Nonidea! Blast. The essentially ideal
shock-wave conditions of Operation Redwing can be compared to those existing on the
precursor regions of Operation Teapot, because the force gages were sir.lar. In addi-
tion. the dynamic pressure levels were approximately the same. as measured by the
pitot-static gage, which is sensitive to dust in an unknon manner.

For this comparison it is necessary to review the Teapot data. The photographic
coverage of the 2,500-foot staion on the desert line indicated the dust arrival lagged the
shock arrival and coincided with a sharp increase in the force reading for an initial peak
force around 70 rnsec later, as well a- a gradual increase in the side-on pressure and a
q maximum of 10 psi at this time. However, a second major maximum of force was
reached after about 600 msec. At the 2,500-foot station on te asphalt line, the dust front
arrixed about 20 m.ec after shock arrival while 1he force and q reached a sharp maxi-
mum about 250 msec alter shok arrival. However. at the 3,000-foot stations on both
lines, where the dust arrived considerablv behind the shock front, there were no strong
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and distinct evidences of dust loading. It is elieved that the initial dust resulted from
particles picked up from nearby locations, whereas the second peak reflects the arrival

' " of heavier, slower moving particles and Inhomogeneities drawon into the airstream at
locations considerably closer to ground zero.

In Operation Redwing, the contributio.n of dust can be evaluared "by examining the cibe
data at twu .F.ati-,s, Although the records tndiCated a clean shock condition at Station A,
the gage faces suffered severe, uniform sandblasting on the ground zero side only. This
indicates an impact of particles transported radially and horizontally from ground zero.
It is likely that the sand was picked up well ahead of the gage station, possibly in the ob-
served precursor Cegion. and thus arrived beh.ind the shock front to load the gage. The
drag coefficients computed for these gages (as well as others) at Station A are higher
(and increased with time) than those for Station B, which was not subject to this sand-
blasting.

Comparing the 10-inch spheres of Operations Teapot and Redwing, it is significant
that the Teapot sphere on the desert line at 2,600 feet was subjected to a force of approxi-
mately 600 pounds, which is appreciably greater than that measured by similar gages at
the same q level on the asphalt line (about 60 pounds), or at the relatively clean 2,500-
foot station of Redwing (about 300 pounds).

It is evident that dust makes an important contribution to the total drag force meas-
ured by target models. It Is zlso obvious that the dust registry coefficient is higher for
these gages than for the pitot-static gag. Consequently, the response of these ideal-
ized .hapes can he related more closely to the actual damage to drag-sensitive targets
than phenomena meagurenents. However, more and better data are needed before
quantitative values can be established.

Cone Ins ions. The general test objectives were realized; satisfactory drag force
time records were obtained for all target models under nuclear-blast, shock-tube, and
wind-tunnel conditions. The data obtained appears accurate wzhin * 15 percent but is
complicated try extraneous signals. AWhough the findinga of this investigation compare
favorably to the data previously available, much depends on the validity of certain as-
sumptions in the interpretation of aerodynamic phenomena. The shock-tube wave dura-
tons were too short to establish steady flow for the two-dimensional models, and the
drag coefficients for the cylinder and parallelepiped are time--dependent, indicating data
within the transitory phase. The drag coefficients for the cubes require consideration of
the boundary layer existing on an artificial ground plane. Also, particulate matter in the
airstream was found to contribute significantly to the measured drag force for the same
model in different environments but at the same dynamic pressure level.

The foUowing specific conclusiors reflect the above considerations:
(1) For the m de! sizes used and shock-wave characteristics obtained, the nuclear-

blast wave approached the steady-.state conditions of the wind tunnel. In the shock-tube
tests, shock conditions did not proach steady state conditions except for small three-
dimensional models because of size limitations Pd short wave durations.

(2) Although the drag coefflcients 3f round-edged models (spheres and cylinders) are
somewhat unprediptable in the present test range, equivalent tests on Identical models,
in te wind tunnel and in the field, gavs consistent results.

(3) Although drag coefficients for cubes mounted on planes depend on size relative to
boundary layer effects, wind-ttmnel tests can be used for predicting force on cubes in the
field if similar mounting surfaces are used.

(4) For two-dimensional models under shock-wave conditions, 75 or snore transit
times are necessary to establish ateanty-st-te conditions. Three-dimensional models
require less time.
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(5) Force-gage models are more sensitive to dust and sand lcading than are gages
which measure free-field phenomena, primarily because of differences in sizn of sensing
area. The dust loading may be several times greater than that of a clean or pure aero-
dynamic airblast loading, particularly in the precursor region. However, dust loading
can occur in what may normally be considered cleas- ideal regions. This additional load-
Ing may have a damaging effect on a target, even though not completely evident in meas-
urements of overpressure and dynamic preasure.

2.8.2 BRL Full-Scale Structural Members. Shot Cherokee prcsented an opportnity
to obtain the drag loading on full-scale structural members in an essentially clean shock
region of a long-duration blast wave. Consequently, measuren.nts of net force versits
time on wide-flange steel beams and angles were planned at four atations located at
ranges of 12,000, 20,500, 24,000, and 35,600 feet from intended ground zero. As seen
in Figure 2.28, these structural members were simply supported between two much
heavier elements used as posts. The total lift and drag forces exerted upon the beams
were transferred to the inst-ument mount by the sensors, which provided a ball-and-
socket joint at each end to alqproxlrnate an ideal pinned comnjection. Response of these
sensors was measured by SR-4 strain gages.

Despite the error In the drop of the device, the gages and recording apparatus opera-
ted successfully with the loss of only a few records. The measured peak values of the
drag and lift forces acting on the angleB and beams are given in Table 2.8. However,
the deviation between actual and Intended ground zero resulted In an unexpected flow
direction and higher overpressures than anticipated. In one case (the angle member on
Site Dog) the instrumentation failed to function properly, because it was not shielded
from thermal radiation for this angle of yaw. T he records of drag force versus time for

the wide flange beams are shown in Figure 2.29. However, only the peak forces were
read from the angle-iron recordings, because they experienced ignal shfts when load~d.

The accuracy of the dTUg and lift coefficients obtained depended mainly on the correct
determination of the dynamic pressure experienced by the test members. Because there
was a deviation of flow from that expected at each station, thz tear! members did not re-
ceive the full impact of the free-stream dynamic pressure. Consequently, only that part
of the flow normal to the beams was considered, bec-ruse the test members can only sense
forces in the same direction as the sensors. Further, dynw'nic pressure is a scalar and
cannot be resolved into components. However q = 1/pv2 where particle velocity v Is a
vector, and p is the density. The particle velocity normal to the beam I* then v cos 9
where 8 is the angle of yaw. Then the corrected dynamic pressure q' can be found by
substitution in the following manner-

q' Vp vCos W

q' = eA p v ) coSG e

q1 = q cos C

This pro, edure was used to determine the lift and drpg coefficients in Table 2.8. These
are compared to steady state values in Table 2.9. In general, the agreemenx Is good,
although all of the coefficients derived from field data are larger than steady-state values.
The BRL results from Shot Cherokee ure in contradiction to the NOL results on cylinders
and parallelepipeds from Shot Lacrosse where the wind tunnel drag coefficients were

generally larger than the field results. However, such a comparison should not be talken
as being proof of a yield dependence because of the yaw correction required by the Chero-

=kee data.
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p2.5.3 BRL SphlericLt Drag Gages. ShoL Cherokee also provided n opportunity to SL,
the r.ture of the drag exerted en spheres in the transient-flow field following a long-
duration classicai blast wave. The results obtained could be compared with previous
measurements during Operation Teap*t Ath the same gages as well as with results ob-
tawnud by .,0L with :izmnir gages during Shot Lacrosse. In this manner. the effects .of
blast wave duration and dust loading could be determined as well as Re nlolds numnbur
scling between two sizes cf spheres.

The gage was essentially a spherical shell coupled to a rigid support sting by a 3-
dimensional sensing element consisting of a precompressed aluminum linkage. The de-
sign of tht. gage resulted in a high natural frequency. a slippage-free action, and an in-
herent eas- of being daripted. Two drag stations were constructed prior to Shot CheroKee.

one on Site Able and the other on Site Dog. One 10-inch diameter gagz and two 3-inch"
diameter gages were mounted 3 feet above the ground at each station on a 6-inh double
extra-heavy pipe. All gages were staticaly calibrated in the field after installation a-
long the three sensitive axes, because measurements of net force versus time were de-
sired in three mutually perpendicular directions.

Unfortunately, the field results were seriously affected by the drop error, which causee
great differences between the pressures predicted and those obtained. Site Able had a sig-
nal recorded which was about one-thirtieth of that expected,barely exceeding the noise
level of the instrumentation. Site Dog, on the other hand, received about twice the pres-
sure expected, giving peak values sufficient to overstress the sensing element in some
cases. The dynami.c pressures measured were also considered unreliable, beaause of
angle effects and small signal amplitudes.

Corrections were applied to the data to account for such factors as sting size. gage
leakage, and nonaxial flow. Dynamic pressures were computed from side-on pressure
values with the aid of the Rankine-Hugo.-ot relationship. The most probable peak drag

coefficient values are given in Table 2.10. These values should not be considered as
authoritative, but rather an attempt to dctermine trends and general behavior from that
information gleaned out of the test data on the basis of past experience in related studies.

Little similarity was found to exist in a comparison of Teapot and Redwing data. Conse-

quently, the objective set down for the spherical drag gage investigations on Shot Chero-
kee were not achieved.

2.8.4 Military Vehicles. This phase of the drag force program was designed to ob-
tain information ou the response of drag-sensitive targets to a classical blast wave, for

Jcomparison with that observed for a nonclassical wave. More specifically, t e variation
of vehicle damage with range for a medium-yield surface burst at the PPG (Shot Lacrosse,
39.6 kt) was to be investigated and compared with similar data for a medium-yield tower
shot during Operation Teapot at the NTS-Shot 4 (Turk), 43.2 kt. Although both shots
were approximately the same yield, a strong precursor was observed during Shot Turk,
whereas a precursor was not expected for Shot Lacrosse. As previously noted, however,
a limited precursor was observed at close-in stations during Lacrosse, but It clea ed up
rather quickly, and its effects did not extend 1o the vekleta.,ons.

was also Plnned to expose military vehicles on a .ower shot (Yuma. -

d a surface burst (Zuni, 3.53 Mt) ii order to obtain additional data on
p da9mage over a wide yield range. Such empirical information would be evaluated in

terms of the environmental conditions at the PPG and consolidated into statistical damage
evaluation atudles, which are uscd as a basis for prediction of damage to all types of
military field equipment. In additlon, the drta from all three shots would be compared
wth Iscdam age curves from Reference 4 in order to verify scaling and confirm or extend



current prediction nmethodo.
A preshot vehicle-condition inspection was performed, during which all major com-

ponents ware numbered for later identification. Only the winidahlelds-, bews, and catn-
vases were removed.

The postshot evaluation consisted of inspecting each vehicle and measuring displace-
ments. An attempt was made toe start and operate each vehicle where practicable.- Ve-
hicles that could be operated within onec man-hour of maintenance time were considered
to be immediately combat usable. Damage levels (light. moderate, and severe) as well
as type of mainterian--e were selected on a basis of man-hours required for repair:

Damage Level Man-hours Type of Mainnnce Man-hours
Light 0 -1 Organizational 0- 6
Moderate 1 -32 Fleld 6 -32

Severe > 32 Depot or Salvage > 32

Ten vehicles were exposed during Shot Lacrosse. The vehicles were placed 1n pairs
at five stations ranging from 2,500 to 4,378 feet from ground zero, with one vehicle facing
into the blast and the other broadside to the blast. Ten vehicles, including two recovered
from Shot Lacrosse, were exposed during Shot Zuni. Eight vehicles were placed In pairs
(one face-on and one side-on) at four locations ranging from 8,300 to 13,800 feet. One
side-on vehicle was placed at 7,0~00 feet, and onre side-on vehicle was placed at 16,500
feet.

-Egy-hcles were exposed during Shot Yumaj
____ ____The

'Vehicles were placed in pairs at four stations rangingfrm10t40fetri7gon
zero.

All of the test stations were selected on the b~asis of predictions from the 1955 edition
of Reference 4, which would provide levels of damage ranging from light to severe. The

~"~* -. height of burs. was scaled as W"'3 while the grixuid range was scaled as We'4. Follow-
ing each shot, vehicle damage at all stationls was evaluated in termin of man-hours re-', quired for repair. Damage at typical stations for e-ich shot Is shown In Figures, 2.30
through 2,32.

The damage resulting from Shot Lacrosse was lightiy less tha e.Vected, at over-
pressure levels ranging from 19.5 to 7 psi. Only the side-on vehicles at the two closest
stations suffered moderate damage. The other eight were only lightly damaged, and six
of these were considered Immediately combatt usable.

Severe and moderate damage resulted from Shot Zuni, at over pressure levels ranging

t from 35 to 8.3 psi. All vehicles at stztions closer than 13.800 feet suffered severeI damage. No vehicles were considered Immediately combat usable.
A gradation of damage from severe to light was obtained on Shot Yuma, at overpres-

sure levels ranging from 107 to 20 psi. Otly the two vehicles at 400 feet were considered

Following Operation Redwing, the Isodamage curven for military vehicles in Reference
were revised, because the preliminary data for the two surface bursts indicated a Sig.-

nificant decrease in damage radii. Ile final Redwing data has been scaled' o I Ict by
W*4 and corqpared lo the current isodamage curves in the 1957 edition of Reference 4.
Th~s comparison Jo' shown in Figure 2.33.

Because the bktlk of available nuclear data on blast da~mage to military vehicles Was
ititained at the NTS, it is not surprising that the data from Shot Turk shows the beat
tgreeernt. liowever, it should Ie reembered that most of~ the ' N dageinrmia
vas taken uinder strong precursor conditions for low heights of burst, involving non~deal

so
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dynamic pressures, irregular waveforms and dust-laden airflow. In contrast, all of tb.
vehicle damage data from the PPG involved essentially ideal dynamic pressures. classi-
cal waveforms, and a minimum of dust. The effect of orientation is also visible In Fig-
ure 2.33.

Another comparison af the PPG data with the NTS data is made in Figure 2.34. which
shows ground range and yield for various damage levels.

A line showing the variation of damage radius with yield raised to the 0.4 power was
drawn through the NTS data points. The line fits the data points well and substantiates
the use of this scaling factor for the range of yield measured. The damage radius for
Shot Lacrosse was significantly less than that of the corresponding NTS shots. When a
line corresponding to scaling damage radius of WO* 4 was drawn through the point for Shot
Lacrosse. It intersected the data points for the other PPG surface shots. Hence, the
NTS shots and the PPG shots formed two groups with different damage radii but with
similar scaling properties.

The NTS shots were detonated primarily at a scaled height of burst (HOB) between
I09 and 300 feet. while the PPG shots considered were surface shots. However. under
ideal conditions, the data of the two groups should overlap, because the ideal dynamic
pressure and dynamic impulse contours are essentially vertical for a range of HOB from
0 to 300 feet. Consequently it would appear that the difference In damage radii observed
is due primari.ly to the nonclassical disturbed wave shapes that occurred at the ranges
of significant vehicle damage on the NTS shots and the essentially classical wave shapes
that occurred on the PPG shots. This conclusion is supported by the fact that peak dy-
namic pressure data obtained at the NTS showed considerable variation from the Ideal
values in the range of interest for damage to vehicles. However, the peak dynamic pres-
sure data recorded at the PPG corresponds to a classical wave

Figure 2.34 also shows the empirical data from Shot Yuma, which corrcsponds to a
scaled height of burst ofT jieet for 1 kt. Although this scaled HOB is In the region
where the bulk of the NTMi ta was taken, the data falls below the WO '4 scaling line.
This lack of agreement may be due to the fact that relatively clean waveforms were ob-
served all along the Yuma blast line.

On the other hand, it Is also o!sible that scaling b - does ao anlf

-t- t interesting to compare thel .tual damage or Ript reponse to classical wave-
forms over a wide yield range at the PPG. TaMle 2.11 gives vehicle orientation and dam-
age with corresponding values of peak dynAmic pressure for the three Redwing shots.
The significance of this irreaw in peak dynamic pressure required for a givea level of
damage or. a low-yield shot compared to a high-yield shot becomes evident when the cor-
responding durations are compared. On Shot Yuma. eevere d9mage to a side-on vehicle
Was achieved at 24.3 psi with L duration of 45 msec whereas tte sam damage was ob-
served for Shot Zuni at 6-4 psi with a draton of 3,500 maec.

N1= *



Some reduction in the observed damage radii compared to the NTS may have been due
to the soft sandy surface at the PPG. This would have had the effect of reducing the dis-
placement and decreasing the force of impact of the vehicles with the surface while they
were tumbled by the blast wave. This effect is believed to have been small, and compen.-
sated for by the differences In atmospheric conditions under which the two sets of data
were taken.

It is therefore concluded that the large differences in damage radii observed as a re-
sult of the Redwing tests when compared to the previous NTS data are due to differences
in -ve shape and dust loading, so that damage did not extend as far for Lacrosse and
Zuni at the PPG on the basis of WO*4 scaling. The same conclusion may apply to the
Yuma data, but it is not certain whether this method of scaling will extend to this''

2.8.5 Cubicle Target Structure. A structure previously used during Operation Castle
was renovated for use during Operation Redwing. It was desired to obtain diffraction and
drag data on a nonresponsive target at a higher pressure and a longer poaitive-phase
duration than had previously been recorded in the field as well as to validate model-
scaling methods for classical waveforms in the moderate pressure region (15 to 20 psi).
These methods had been verified for clean blast waves in the low-pressure region (3 to

psi) by successful correlation of target loading measurements on a number of full-scale
test operations with shock-tube tests on scaled models. Consequently a 6- by 6- by 12-
foot concrete cubicle located 9,700 feet from ground zero was subjected to the blast effects
of Shot Zuni (3.53 Mt). Free-field measurements of overpressure and dynamic pressure
were made near the structure with eletronic gages, supplemented by self-recording
gages.

Prior to Operation Redwing a Y scale model was tested in the BRL shock tube at the
predicted ovexpresure level of 17.5 psi for a 2.5 Mt yield so that correlation between
field and laboratory data could be attempted. An idealized free-stream overpressure

i versus time curve was determined from the nearby free-field measurement, of 23 psi with

a positive-phase duration of 2,500 msec, using an empirical decay constant. This curve
was then used to scale the shock-tube data obtained with flat-topped waves. Readings

Rwere taken at identical gage positions on the model and full-scale cubicle as shown in
Figure 2.35. Although 29 gage positions were planned for the full-scale cubicle, the time
available between Shot Cherokee and Shot Zuni was not sufficient to calibrate more than
nine channels. These were chosen as the most representative over the four surfaces but
were not necessarily adequate to determine the average pressure over a surface, or aI- = drag coefficient.

The pressure versus time records from the shock tube are compared to the full-scale
data in Figures 2.36 through 2.38. The front face records depart from the trend expected

1for classical waveforms in that the reflected pressure should have decayed to a stagnation
pressure in about 25 msec; however, there was very little decay within the fir-t 100 msec
at Positions 24 ard 27. The decay shown at Position 28 was still less than expected.

Good pressure measurements were obtained on the top face. The effects of vortex
action on 2ttenuation of the initial pressure rise can be seen from Position 15. This ef-

fect becomes weaker as the shock front moves across Positions 9 a.d 1. There exists
some evidence of a rarefaction wave moving from the rear edge back over the top face.
Only the diffraction phase a ilie record for Position 9 was considered valid, becauseI there appear2d to be a gage malfunction after about 200 msec.

The records for thr* two positions on the back face appear valid. There was a slow
buildup of pressure to a value slightly less than the incident side-on or free-streamII



pressure. H,-wever. iomic .ifierences in impulse and duration between the two 'ecor,.
were noted. The side face ::,:ord at Position 44 also appears valid.

In general, the field data compares very favorably to the shock tube results when kp.t
conditions are considered. although some minor inconsistencies were observed. A clas-
""ca! wavef.m was not obtained in the field. The slow rise and irregular shape .s evi-
dent on the dynarnic and side-on free-stream pressure records shown in Figure 2.39 for
Station 156.01 located 100 feet to the side of the structure. Further, during the first 100
msec the dyna.mic pressure exceeds that calculated from the measured overpressure
with the Rankine-Hugoniot relationship.

The primary objective for this part of Project 1.5 was achieved. However. it is
evident that idequate cover.age with field instrumentation is required if correlation and
interpretation of laboratory data Is to be undertaken. The diffraction-phase loading on
the top, back, and side was similar to what might be expected from shock-tube tests,
but the loading on the front face was quite different. Indications are that the drag-phae
loading was much higher on all faces than would have been predicted from laboratory
data.

2.8.6 Electronic Instrumentation. A separate project was formed to provide support
with electronic instrumentation for drag studies Involving structural members, spherical
drag gages, damage to military vehicles, the cubicle target structure, and effect of length
of the blast wave positive phase on drag and semi-drag industrial buildings. Measta-e-
mrents of side-on and dynamic pressures, column deflections, column strain, accelera-
tions of coluumns and footings, all as a function of time, were required as well as time
of break of frangible siding. These measurements were taken during Shots Cherokee and
Zuni. The multichannel, phase-modulated magnetic tape recording equipment used during
Operation Teapot was modified and used In Operation Redwing.

The overpressure measurements were made with Wisncko type 3PAD-R pressure gages.
The Sandia Corporation pitot static gages were utilized for dynamic pressure measure-
ments. Wiancko Type 3AA-T accelerometers were used for acceleration measurements.

Column strain measurements were obtained with SR-4 strain gages. The time-of-break
gage was developed by BRL, usirg a resistanm bridge arrangement. Prior to each shot,

1a gages were calibrated statically in conjunction with the entire recording system in its
field setup.

The probable accuracy of the full scale data Is *12 percent. based upon the observed
= accuracy of *6 percent for dynamic measurements In the laboratory with this recording

equipment.

A summary of Instrumentation results !a contained in WT-1305. Considering environ-
mental factors and other factors at the PPG, the percentage of good records is fairly
high. However, the drop error on Shot Cherokee caused the loss of some records, be-
cause the thermal radiation arrived from an unexpected direction, and the shock wave
came in at a different angle and with a different magnitude than predicted. Also a number
of deflection gage records were lost because of corrosive effecat of the salt water aemos-

phere on the gage wire.

2.9 RE51LTS:
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2.10 RESULTS: CRATER MEASUREMENTS.

Crater measurements were made on five shots: three fired on or near the surface of
the ground (Lacrosse, Zuni, and Seminole); one tower shot (Mohaw ); and one shot over

shallow water (Tewa).
The physical characteristics, i.e., apparent diameter and depth and approximate

profile, were measured for all of the five craters. Aerial mupping photographs were
taken of the craters after the shots, and these were used to plot ground elevations and
give initial crater diameters. At a later time, lead-line soundings were made along at
least three diameters of each crater to determine depth and average profile.

The results of the crater surveys are given in Table 2.12.

2.10.1 Shot Lacrosse. This shot was fired over a reef off Charlie, with about 2 feet

of water over the reef at shot time. TMhe crater lip did not breach, which effectively

prevented rapid flow of water into the crater. This was the first incidence of such an
unbr .. ched lip at the PPG. Scalewise, the crater was smaller in radius and greater in

deptu than PPG washed craters and falls between the scaled results expected for NTS
soil and that for PPG soil. Figure 2.42 is a photograph of the Lacrosse crater indica-
ting the crater lip formation. It is belie'v-I that the soil (or coral rock) -at this particular

location is considerably stronger than the average soil conditions of the atoll.

2.10.2 Shot Zuni. This shot was fired approximately 9 feet over Site Tare at a loca-
tion adjacent to the east of the crater left from Mhot 3 of Operation Castle. The Zuni

cr.ter engulfed the old crater, which was on the lagoon side of the island, but did not
breach Dn the southern, ocean side of the Island. It remained sufficiently intact on the

%tsver- and southern sides of the island to prevent any extreme waves on nearby Islands.
Ecept for its eastern and sowhern sides, the crater was completely submerged.

Ith Zuni crater results must be looked at rather critically before being Included in
the weapons effects literature because of the above--rntioned conditions. The size of

the crater is smaller than expected. brth in radius and depth, and because of the mam
diffculties in explaining thve conditions surroundirg the burst. it is not felt that this do-

pa-tare from average PPG resru] s shoeud be c. onsdered serious.

2.10..3 St-ol Sernir'ole. This shot was fired 4 feet above ground level in a tank of water

ow Sne irene- The I-nk was 50 feet in diameter and 25 feet dee-p. 'he device was sur-

ro-nded by an air cha.mber and was slightiy offset from the center of the tank. The
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westcrn side of thicrazcr was breached to the w;er over the reef and JIstrnyed a im_.fl

portion of the causeway Joining the adjacent Island. Because, of the 20 feet of watc r abmve

the center of gravity of the device, it is felt that the shot tended to behave as an under-
ground shot fired about 12 feet below the surface of a knoll at ground Aero. A mure de-

raileJ disc:ssion vi the re.oning behind this assumption can be found .n WT-1307

However, chere -appears to be little doubt that firing in a water tank can -ntve an ipote-

ciable effect of increasing the crater dimensions, even if the shortest dlstane to the

outside air is as little as 10 feet. as w t case for 8inmole. in fact, the radius of

the water was somewhat lonrr in the direction of greatest thickness of water in the tark

2.10.4 Shot Mohawk. This shct was fired on a 300-foot tower on Site R0by The
crater diameter compares favorably -with predictions, although the existence of a lp

may indicate that full washing did not occur.

2.10.5 Shot Tewa. This shot was fired on a barge in apprommately 20 Feet of water
adjacent to the Charlie-Dog reef. Althouigh the bottom slopes from north to south through

ground zero, this variation is small compared to the crater size. Because of the air-
water and water-ground interfaces, however, it is believed that less than the expeted

energy was channeled into cratering. It is also difficult to assume a height of burst, but

it Is believed that it should be between 0 and 20 feet.

2.10.6 Correlation of Crater Data. All previous PPG results on crazer radius as a

unction 0urst position are presented with the reducing daa in Figure 2.43, scaled to
1 kt by cube-root scaling. In this .,re the lower line is the dry-soll curv from Rel-

erence 4 representing NrS conditt e upper line Is a curve drawn through data

available from PPG. The actual inasurement. at PPG are scaled to I kt with the ex-
ception of those for Seminole whose burst position has been adjusted for the location of

the device in the water tank as given in Table 2.12. Also shown Is a saturated washed

•. curve as defined from Reference 4.
[: The cases in which the crater radii do not fit the adjusted curve from Reference 4

may be explained by the extreme difficulty In obtaining crater dimenIons at P '-

especially for tower bursts or for large craters; an unwaed crater such as Lacrosse;

different degrees of washing in tin cases of Seminole, Mohawk, and Shot 3 of Operation
Castle (the radius of these shots should be adJusted upward by at lest 10 pero--t); or

unusual environmental cond.t!oas, as for Se-mnole. Zuni, or Sho 3. The Sminoie

device was placed in a tank ot water, part of the ersrgy from Zuul -ented into the lagooz
and Shot 3 had different radii listed at 380, 400, ad in excess of 600 feet (the true radua
is probably closer to 500 feet rather than the 400 feet commonly lited). For near-

Ssurface bursts, a soil factor of 2.0 can be derived for comparing the rsdius of the PPG

washed craters in sairated coral to the Nevada1 cratirg curv- giver. i Reterenrc 4.

Ills factor is substantlated hy a series of HE surface charges fired in Eniwetok during
OperAtion Ivy and compared to si-iar data gathered at NTS during the Mole experiment

and Operation Jangle.
As more Pacfic operations were conducted and mRlitlona Orenerig data was ob.aned.

a trend became apparent in the data from surface explosions. This trend shows the in-I crease in the radti of the arater radius to crater depth as the yield Increased into the

r multimegaton range. It would be expected that as the yield and. correspondlngiy, the
F = duration of the positive phase of the airblast gets very large, a lower pressure wmld be

_rqued to produce nmeasurable displacement ct grourd surface. In other w ,rds. if ;t
is assumed that a certain value of iexps ein mquired to prccuce gunxml displaceinent
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sufficient to be measured as part of the crater, this vahle of impulse can be obtained
from lower pressures as the yield and duration Increase.

The crater depth data Is not as consistent as the radius data ad does not readily lend
itself to soil faci-rs. As mentioned above, as the yield Increases so does the ratio of
radius to depth. because the depth does not increase at the sane rate as the radius. It
is believed that this is caused by the increasing lack of similitude of the soil w'th Increas-
lng real depth as the yield Increases. Simply stated, the hydrostatic forces at a point Ia
soil 300 feet below the surface are much greater and different from those at a point 30
feet below the surface. Scalewise, these are the same cube-root scaled depths for a
1-Mt and a l-kt device.

Con-eqaently, the larger the yield, the grMeater the deviation in depth from cube-root
scaling. This lack of scaling should apply to all soils and indicates the danger of extrap-
olating the present data on crater depth to extremely high yields.

2.11 RESULTS: WATER-WAVE STUDIES

2.11.1 Direct Waves. The waves generated in the lagoon were recorded at vaxious
stations in midlagoon, around the Inner periphery, and on the islands. These records
were analy-ed in order to separate and study the effects of shot yield, bottom topography
at shot site, topography over the propagation paths, depth of water at measuring site,
and reflections from neighboring reefs. Rtecords from Operations Crossroads and Castle '.

were also used In the analysis.
For the Redwing tests, the waves bad the following general characterIstIcs. The first

wave was always a crest followed by a trough. Following thIs tzough wa a series of
waves occurring as a discreet group. or groups, of waves. For rmar ranges, the first

wave was the highest, but as range Increased the first wave progressively diminished in
amplitude relative to the amplitude of the following waves.

it was found that the characteristics of generated wavvs, i.e., the arrangment and
en.ergy distributIon of waves within a group, change over a wide spectrum as the relative
magnitude of the parameters of generation change, and therefore it is not sufficient to

group waves into shallow water and deep water types for purposes of scaling. In partic-
ular. the product of height and range (HR) cannot be indiscriminately scaled. The change
in spectrun as the depth of water is changed was examined, but no complete model is
available by which the types of waves produced by a given set of conditions can be pre-
dicted.

This antlysis ol wve gensrslion in shallow water was baud cc an assumed inflial

cond-tio: of a waer craterwhe-e t Hp represents the initial -x-ve and the collapse of
the crater ger-erates the succeeding wave train. The crater dimensions were calculated
by equat*ng th. wave train erergy, as deduced! from the records, to the potentil energy
of & cylindrical crater or height equal to th depth of witer at the shot site. These di-
mqnsi-s "Aere used 2. obtain th"oretal wae trains, using the fteory in Reference 8,

which -mret compared with the actual records The agreement was poor. Calculations
were alsno made sing an energy equivalent to the cyil-drical depression but with this
eergy !- the ;orm cf w' initial impulse vith parabolic einribjtion a also using ex- -

- poneitil distr bution. Ecsextial differences between tbese the-oreteal wave envelopes
Ml the actual waver were fouda. Figure 2-44 shows the calculated crater radII plotted
sgairnm ypld. The plot lI, Jca- a variation of crater radius wit the fourth root of the
.-rieid.

Thebrs da!4 for Le first-crest height and the firs. wave Ohrst crest plus foilrn n;
Lroug') are s-own in Table 2.13. The data contain the effects of reflection from near
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shoreiines. A scaling equation (or the first cre- height w. -erived:

HR-" = 0.0234t"S W*.

where: Hc = (irst crest height in 60 feet of water. k e:

R = refracted range [rona zero poi.nt, feet

hg = average waxer depth over area of gwneration

W = TNT equivalent yield. pounds.

Basic data on wavelengths for three of the shots is platted in Figure 2.45 as a function
of range. The first-crest to second-crest distance was chosen as the moat representative
wavelength. A plot of wave length versus yield shows that, at a fixed range, the wa-s-
length increases with the fifth root of the yield. This is in fair agreement with the pre-
vious finding that crater dimension varies with the fourth root of the yield. Wave speeds
and arrival times for the first crests of the wave system can be calcul.zted by standard
methods tor refracted wave paths over shoaling water.

No crantitative analysis of the effects of shoaling at the beaches on the w ave heights
was made. However, It.can be concluded that the large waves are altered to a greater
extent than small waves.

A crude correlation of inund-ion with the recorded waves was imade, taking into at-
count only the first crests. The extent of iumndation, however, is affeetcd by the r ber
of waves -succeeding waves pump more w.ar into already floced areas. it is also.
of course, dependent on tide 3tage and wrave size. onisequently, it was -ot poosible to
develop methods for prediction of Inundaton,.

The question of Inundation of varioa scienti i and zup~ort iDtal1bicns from Lth
large-yield lagoon shots of Oration Redwing was of partictdnr concern to the Task
Force Commander and his staff. Various precautions were taken to mininaze these
effects, such as securing ait buildings. placing all rehIcles In the centar of the Island,
and surrounding the motor pool with earth berms. Surveys of areas crtean to be affecud
by inundation were made before and after each event. Figure 2- 0 shows the cc-ndifton of
Nan island following Shot Navajo. The large ref rtirrator &own was half full, yet was
moved approximately 90 yards inland.

Considerable interest had been arcused n spaculatlio as to poasible inundatio Sit-
Nan from Shot Zum. It appeared possible thit, if the crater breachod throu.h the reef
to the open ocein side. s efficlent exargy 'ould be re s-ed to flood at lout the sdh end
of N.n. TI's Inumdation would be caused by ?ofr-ctimc along tba ram-Oboe complex az
as to pro-,-e convergence ci .iergy into the firAt wava as it Ermeled crogs the Mn
char el. As It brAd out, wave action at Ngn was -egligihie. Tha c.zr r dd not bnreach
into the open ocean, an!i energy absor'1ca was lm st .omplete alon. the atam conuplex.
However, Uncle Island was swept ciean of veg-tat on by wave .tlo-, as was expected.

2.1.2 Ikximct Waves. Long-period waves produced by m-gaton-yield exlosior.
had been detected during Oparatioas ivy and, Castle. Then, wuav hame t e characte.-1t-
tics of tsunam s, or earquake-produced wAv"s, - ch can ercea extensive damage Pt

Ici dlsinzaes from their source. Geerally speaing, it ap-ears that the amount of
energy going into wavemakirg Increases as ft square of Ch. shot yiled.

Waves were measured at AUnginse Atoll, Enwet.,k toll, Woke m- lond. ztf Jcb-ston
Is'and, which ranged from 59 to 1,500 miles from tht sta polWf. A s*ecial lnag-prss-

*- MA.wave recorder was used, which is cabie of re3ovL- wave n thi mm high.

wave re'Iiave," eas thm Iiran Ir
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Microbaro-grah stations were also operated at Wake anW Johnston Islands, and supple-
mented by similar obs,--vations made by Project 30.1. Th dxa from Operation Castle
was also utilized in the analysis of wave generation contained in Reference 9.

- This analysis of the wave generation uses a theoretical model of air overpressure
versus time and range, which is integrated to obtain the Impulse. lhs model, applied

- to geometry of the shot location within the atoll, en explain tie observed variation of
wave energy with the square of the yield as being dew to the effect of atoll shadowi g.

The waves ob erved had deep-water heights of from 1/ to 10 Inhes. The wave heights
varied inversely with range out to about 200 mllez, as predicted for dispersive waves.s Beyond this distance there is an apparent change, and they vary inversely with the square
root od the distance, which in not in accordance with the theory In Reference 8. In view
of the fact that the data supporting this anomrou.s decay Is meager and not eitirely con-
sistent, predictions ct waves based on this reported behavior should be used with caution.

The wave perio observed varied from 200 to 600 seconds. A comparison with the
theory in Reference 8 again showa diacrepancies that are not accounted for. However.
in view of the odd geometry of the shots, where the wave generation begins at the edges
of the atoll mid the edges are at varying radial distances from the shot locatlin. It would
have been surprisEir irdeed to find agreement between the observed resits and any
theory.

On the ba.o of IL_ impulse model use&-_ c-.es of wave heights versus range were
constructed =- -i ex-Lrapolated da to yields of 1 pound arnd up to 500 M. These curves
are 5hvw, on Figure -1.4^.. *he wave h eighs predleted by2 this figure for surface shots

oyer deep water are aialler than those predicted o the basis. of small HE Ahta by a
f-ator of eight. Be%-;aue themara also many uncertMainties onected with edrapolation

of HE r-erfts to Mhe nuc--lear rae, Le discre-pancies between t two rsults cannot berep-olved- 1-f true answer car. Ile anywhere between these two. T7U cur-ves give accu-

fatz predicions for the types of atoll shots fired &-lng Operatio Castle and Redwing.
this case the curves are entered with an effective yield. which is determined by multi-

plyling the aciual yield by tha fraction of the total Impulse that falls over the sea. The
prc.'edure for ctrnputing the effective yield is *ilso given in Reference 9.

.12 DJSCU,.ION: Fm'E-Af-l DATA
1,2.1n,- he~v"_ .M cdy fre-ar reults obtane from SZ- Cherokee were

the s tre m measure-oezta ma-da Uy Project4 A (.CR.C) with pa-ache-bo.-z

evn i- Bacm.¢.e of the oftst of the actual detwzation from intended air zero, all
canisters w"ere al elarit ra-res greater than 17,0 feet from ihe b.urst point, and the high-
eat mC2aszrd inca-air pessure was 5 pei. Furthermore, although these measuremews
c--tred an de race Sr--2 5,00 to 33,800 feet over t shot islimd. the horfzotal
dpacsnrns wen± cc ideratly longer than ezpecisd. Co-equently. it was rot possb e
to isolaite efflc -n of the ihnoecatmosphere from rIsfractine effects or4 spherlid

divrgcncein. the *arY ortinzdkly i"nented, i.=. by position the canisters dlrec-tly overthe lart point. In addi. on it ws nt pcssible t0 positicn. the can-strs independently by

Ub hritwtd u-Svericl 1eciatha -xe- exetad torsult from anatlyss of rocket-

I-xi pbv. As nted in Sex-on 2.3-1, i. was nz rosib lz t follow shc-
41,on across the z--cak-rl grid b-ackgrow.-,1 be"-u the al-=k Ar,/rh -,V too ht,4 and
~~~te dei-ce l::gh." tm wck -',r2< ea th-e b!ws. -ave entered the field of %l~ew of the cameras.

In v-. * %.d these consideratios, it ii ethabt dc-cu.-nrtai-" of tbhe free-ai r blast wavt
:r-on a n tdtin, egattan anfl&.rst kZa mc-e with unly ihnflted sucese-s it scl be nated th-at|v

X
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:he measured data is considered valid to witnzn instrum-nta error, however, th une -. -

canty lies in the fact that the precise iocations of the canisters in space at shock arrival
is not independertly known, nor was it possible to correlate tWe data with other measure-

ments.
For pucses of comparison with various free-air curves, the AFCRC caaister dat-

hs been reduced to i kt at sea level by use of the Theilheimer-Radlin equatron with
a = 0 when the function Qh = 10. The scaled dta is shown in Figure 2.4, together
with the AFCRC mean curve deriwed from small-yield tests at the NTS by e e same ro-
cedures. Figure 2.48 also presents the AFSWP composite curve for airborne targets
from Reference 4. However . the A.SWP curve is based on modified Sachs scaling of all
avralable aircraft and canisw-r data for a wide range of yields. in deriving the AFSWP
curve in this manner, most of the canister data tended to fall below the aircraft data, of
which here was a considerably larger amount. This tendency also -pear- In the Red-
wing canister data shown In Figure 2.48. The r ;aled data appears to fit the AFCRC curve
somewhat better than the AFSWP curve, which would give son-owhat higher pressures at
the same ranges. Use of modified Sachs scaling to reduce the d-ration data from Shot
Cherokee to I kt at sea level giv.s good agreement with the curve in Reference 4 for posi-
tive-phase duraticn in free air, with an average deviation less than 4 percent. For .!me
of arrival, either modified or straight Sachs scaling gives comparable resultr with
Reference 4.

2.12.2 Shot Zuni. Excellent data on shock wave propagation vertically above a large-
yield surface burst was obtained on Shot Zumi. The time of arrival was earlier at 2l
ranges in the vertical direction as compared to the horizontal. Consequently the isotime
contours apparently retained the semielllptica shape of the fireball past shock wave
breakaway, out to the limit of photographic observation. On the other hand. the vertical

pressures exceeded tie horizrent.! pressures for all ranges out to about IS psi, beyond
which the reverse is true. Consequently, the l topressure contours a,,ear to have been

. . -initially elliptical, then to hme flattened out as the shock wave progressed up-rd and
outwa-rd, eventually becoming parabolic. This behavior is essentlally the same as !ht

which vould result if an altitude correction were Applied aiong nYro-as ray paths from a
large-yield surface burst. Indeed, these co formations are sImilar to those prepared

for Zuni in order to determine the optimum positioning of the aicr.rP which participated
in this event. However such predictions assurmd a equivalent free-air yield of 2W for
all angles above the surface for a large-yield swface burst. Based on the Zuni data, It
appears that the equivalence in ti vertical direction is 2.2W before the alttude cor.r-c-

tion is male. in contra-st to 1.6W along the surface.

2.13 DISCUSSION: SURFACE DATA

2.13.1 Shot Cherokee. Szrfee mreasnurements of last itenomena for the w ga-
ton lrburst were U-xrited to the region below U psi. It wa3 hOped to Wa- verPr-,ewre
data, all the way to ground zeroa, biut this was not achieved 1becae of -Se error 'a delivery
of the device. Furthermore, becsuse of te orlentaionea of the blrsi wave, it was not pos-
sible to make aay reliable measurements a a fimction of ranq. The ,erressre d'ita
hs been reduced to I kt at a level ani plotted In Figu- 249 Gar comparison with an
lcoal rzesre sta-e cur-ve fo r this burst height. IT may be seen thathe agreement
is quite good, except for L- origla-itl data- rom aorns of the reef stato-na. However,
when 25-percW correct!- for the gge mout t" determined from shock--be tests
disssed in Section 2.3.2) ie applied to the data, better agreeme.t is obtained. It shadd
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be noted that the data was reduced to a standard sea level atmosphere by modified Sachs
scaling to target ambioat conditions instead of burst height u hu previously been done.
Because the data was recorded at sea level, the blast wave had already traversed the n0
homogeneous atmosphere before impinging upon the gages. For this reason, only a ,Ugh
correction to standard conditions should be considered necessary.

In view of the results of this experiment as applied to more realistic situations, in-
volving largo-yield airbursts over long ranges, it would appear that scaling overpressure
data in terms of the local ambient conditions at the surface is more appropriate than
scaling to burst height or some intermediate altitude. Consequently, the HOB curves in
Reference 4 have been preparnd on the basis of this concept, in order to facilitate scaling
and make them more rI.,,bla for large yield airbursts.

2.13.2 Shock Photbgraphy. The rovkrt trail data obtained over a water surface for
Shots Zuni and Lacrosse was fow,d to bo compatible with similar data for previous events
when scaled to 1 kt in a standard aea level atmosphere with ambient conditions of 20" C
and 14.7 psi. A comparison of peak overpressure as a function of distance for these two
shots with NOL results from Operation Castle is shown in Figure 2.50 together with the
composite free-air curves for 1 and 2 kt. The 2-kt curve represents the values of peak
overpressure to be expected at various ranges based on the theoretical 2W concept for a
surface burst as previously discussed in Section 2.4.2. However, the scaled data over
a water surface corresponds to a free-air equivalent yield of 1.6W and is in general
agreement with corresponding data obtained over a land surface for Lacrosse and Zuni
by other projects with electronic and mechanical instrumentation It should be noted that
independent yields from radiochemistry are available for only two low-yield surface
shots-Shot S (surface) of Operation Jangle and Shot Lacrosse-while the 2W assump-
tion has been used in determining the hydrodynamic yields for the multimegaton detona-
tions. Figure 2.50 also presents data for Shot S and for Shot Mike of Operation Ivy ob-
tained by other projects over a land surface.

The direct-shock photography for Shots Inca, Mohawk, and Seminole did not produce
results as good as the rocket-trail techniques. Measurements of overpressure versus
distance for Inca are also shown in Figure 2.50. Shot Inca produced surface data com-
patible with previous scaled data for a short distance (up to 430 feet, scaled), but then
the scaled data deviated markedly from previous data out to 900 feet, scaled, where the
detectable shock disappeared. The reason for the deviation can only be conjectured as
due to detection of the shock front along the land-water interface, rather than in the prop-
er plane of measurement or surface heating resulting in a change of ambient conditions,
and the like.

Shot Mohawk shock data was very fragmentary, with only a short section of shock
visible, and this occurred only radially outward from a protrusion on the-fireball. This
short piece of data was not compatible with any previous data when reduced to 1 kt.

Shot Seminole had no visible shock fronts on the available films, and no data was ob-
tained on this shot. Some explosion growth profiles were taken from three views of the
shot, which present a qualitative picture of Its anomalous behavior at early times after
detonation.

2.13.3 Time of Arrival. The plot of time-of-arrival data from Operation Redwing in
Figure. 2.51 shows regular behavior for Shots Lacrosse and Zuni along the surface. The
Inca data is seen to follow the other surface data for a distance and then to deviate to
later arrival times (and hence to lower pressures) at larger distances. The reason for
the deviation is not known, although several mechanisms might be postulated. Should
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the disturbance read on the origina, films be shock interactions along the water edge. or
the line which separated the vegetated and cleared areas, then some explanation for the
deviation might be made. An optical correction, however, when applied to the arrival-
time data does give a correction in the proper direction but not large enough. The data
is presented uncorrected for such possible effects.

2.13.4 Cozy.oosite Lacrosse and Zuni Surface Data. The surface blast-line data of
Shots Lacrosse and Zuni has been reduced to 1 kt at sea level and plotted together in
Figure 2.5S. A smooth curve was then drawn representing a composite pressure-distance
relation along the ground from a 1-kt surface burst. The data was recorded by both
mechanical and electronic gages, at the ground surface and at a height of 3 feet.
Two blast lines were instrumented for Zuni, one over an island complex and the other on
an island separated from ground zero by 4,000 feet of water. The Lacrcisse line was
confined to the shot island. Lacrosse fireball formation and initial growth took place
over a water surface; however, breakaway occurred over the island. Despite these dif-
ferences, which may account for the scatter in the data to some extent, the agreement
between these two shots on a scaled basis is genervlly quite good. The data appears in-
ternally consistent for a range in overpressures from 400 to 4 psi. Stich correlation over
a yield range of almost 100 or 200 orders cf magnitude indicates the validity of sube-eoot
scaling for airblast phenomena.

Consequently, it is believed that the composite overpressure-distance curve for a 1-kt
surface burst in a standard sea level atmosphere as derived from pressure-time meas-
surements for these two shots is fairly representative of a 1-a surfa-ce burst over a
semi-infinite land area and can be scaled up to any reasonable yield.I2.14 DISCUSSION: 2W CONCEPT

As a result of Operation Redwing, it would appear that some fairly definite conclusions
can be drawn regarding the theoretical 2W concept for airblast phenomena from a surfacIburst. The important difference between the Redwing ind Castle data is the fact that it

was possible to make an independent yield determination for Lacrosse by radlochemical
analysis, whereas the yield determination for all multimegaton surface bursts involves
hydrodynamic scaling of fireball growth, which incorporates the 2W concept prior to
breakaway. Another Important difference Is that, for Redwing, it was possible to docu-
ment the blast wave pi' "ing over essentially a continuous land surface for two surface
bursts. from the high- to the low-pressure region, whereas this was true only for the
low-pressure regions for Shot 3 of Operation Castle and Shot S of Operation Jangle. All
other measurements for multimegaton surface bursts involved varying amounts of travel
over a water surface.

Following Operation Castle, It was found that the measured overpressure versus dis-
tance data for the various surface bursts tended consiatently to fall between curves drawn
for the 1W and 2W free-air values. However, it appeared that the equivalent free-air
yield value could be different for each of the various shots, ranging from 1.6 to 2.0W and
could vary as a function of pressure level or type. of surface for data measured over water
as well as lane, based on fireball yields. For Shot 2 of Operation Castle, for e.ample,
data measured by the shock velocity technique over land was consistently higher than data
for the same shot measured by the same method over water, thus indicating the possible
existence of a region of higher sound velocity over land than water, I.e., a heated layer.
Consequently, in view of the limitations attached to the Castle data, it was hoped that a
more complete understanding of the airblast phenomena for a surface burst could be ob-
tained for Shots Zuni and Lacrosse.
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The results obtained support the Cpstle, Ivy, and Jangle data eand indicate that the de-
viation from the Ideal 2W concert is real. The 1.6W figure, proposed after Operation
Castle as an overall grand average of free-air equivalence for surface bursts, appears
to hold reasonably well for a fairly wide range of overprassures and yields based on
Redwing data. However, this value of I 6W is not without limitation. It does not apply
to shock front pressures before breakaway; the radius-time plot actually fits the 2W con-
cept. Conseuently, there must be a transition zone outside the fireball. Nor does It
appear unliormly well over the entire pressure-distance curve. Data points at speilic
pressure levels may have an equivalent free-air value somewhat higher or lower than
Wis average vaiue. Also it does not apply very well to other blast wave parameters,
such as dynamic pressure values that are higher than 1.6W in the limited precursor
zone. Moreover, measured impulses and durations from both the Castle and Redwing
data tend to be larger than the corresponding theoretical 2W values.

Consequently, the 1.6W value appears most useful as a quick convenient reference to
estimate the overpressure versus distance curve for a surface burst. In view of. these
considerations, it appears more fundamentally correct to use empirical carves such as
the composite overpressure distance curve that was derived from the Redwing data. A
comparison between this curve and the 1.6W free-air curve is shown in Figure 2.53.
Although the agreement is good, the empirical curve is to be preferred, because it rep-
resents the actual experimental measurements in the field.

2.15 DISCUSSION: PRECURSOR PHENOMFENA

Important contributions toward a better understanding of precursor phenomena were
made as a reqult of the blast and shock experiments conducted during Operation Redwing.
The most significant of these was the verification of precursor formation for surface
bursts. This had been predicted by F.H. Shelton (Refereace 10) for yields greater than
about 80 kt, but not by the AFSWT-NOI. criteria, which required a scaled height greater
than 50 feet. This requirement was not consiatent with photographic data from Shot
Trinity and from Shot George of Operation Greenhouse, both at a scaled height %.a 35 fee',
which showed some sort of disturbance runing ahead of the main shock and Mach stem.
During Operation Teapot, however, the existence of precursors on certain low-yield
tower shots, where Shelton had predicted none, favored the AFSWP-NOL method.

Consequently, in Redwing Project 1.2 (WT-1302), C.D. Broyles proposed several
modifications to Shelton's theory to make thermal radiation more effective In precursor
formation by lowering the threshold for propagation velocity in the thermal layer and
introducing a height of burst and yield dependence. These modifications were such as to
account for the existence of precursors on the Teapot shots (where Shelton had predicted
none); confirm Shelton's predictions of precursors for Shots Trinity and George; and pre-
dict a precursor for Shot Lacrosse. This latter prediction was based on an assumed
thermal yield of 10 kt derived from Greenhouse data although later Tumbler data would
indicate the thermal yield should be about 15 kt.

It is difficult to Interpret the thermal measurements from ;acrosse because of partial
shielding by diagnostic equipment. A thermal yield ranging from 3 to 6 kt was measured
at distant stations along two directions. Pressure stations were at an angle in between
these two measurements and at much closer distances. Measur-meuta indicated that the
thermal energies at close distances would be greater than thos. predicted from the meas-
urements at large distances, with an assumption that the thermal energy was inversely
proportional to the distance squared; however, no close measurements were available
for this shot.
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Despite this apparent inconsistency, precursors were documented in the higher pres-
sure region on both Lacrosse and Zuni. The experimental data was marked by such
typical characteristics as early arrival times, disturbed pressure waveforms. and higher
than ideal dynamic pressures. However, thermal effects did not appear to depress peak
pressures to any appreciable extent. Also the precursor appeared to die out sooner thian
might be expected; a classical waveform was realized at about 35 psi on Lacrosse and 20
psi on Zuni. This difference in pressure level for precursor cleanup might possibly
indicate a yield dependence. Consequently, it appears that the strength of the precursor
for surface bursts at the PPG is considerably less than that observed for low airbursts
at NTS where clean or classical wave shapes are not realized until the 6- or 8-psi region

e€" is reached. However, it should be noted that a precursor has not been documented from
a surface burst at the NTS. and therefore, no direct comparison can be made.

The extent of the precursor cycle is a function of both the yield and HOB. As the HOB
is lowered, the angle of incidence of the thermal radiation is increased, and there is less
heating of the surface at the greater distances. Therefore, for surface and near-surface
bursts, the precursor will complete its cycle sooner, and a classical wave shape will
appear at shorter ground distances and higher pressures than would be expected for OWe
same yield at higher HOB's.

It should be noted that the angle of incidence used for computing preshock thermal
radiation at various distances in order to predict precursor formation for various yiews
assumes a static-nary source and not a rising fireball. The effect of geometry in redueiht
thermal yield for a surface burst was considered by Broyles in improving Shelton's theorY.
He concluded that there was no appreciable reduction In thermal yield for surfcse bursts
above 10 kt compared to airbursts, because the former have the same hemispherical
shape during the radiation of almost all the thermal energy.

There are also environmental conditions which may help to explain differences in pre-
cursor characteristics nofed between PPG and NTS. These include such factors as at-
mospheric attenuation of thermal radiation as well as surface conditions. The transmis-
sion of thermal energy Is less effective at PPG, and more scattering occurs because of
higher humidity and background albedo than in the clear dry air of the Nevada desert
Also laboratory tests have shown that Eniwetok coral is less susceptible to thermal ex-
plosion, i.e., popcorning than NTS desert sand and therefore requires a higher energy
value In cal/cm2 before the critical threshold is exceeded.

Of course, the surface material on the various islands of Eriwetok Atoll is not uniform;
it consists of inhomogene as patches of sand over coral of various densities. In addition.
the surface tends to be damp more often in the Pacific because of intermittent rains and,
in certain areas, wave action on tidal changes. These conditions would generally tend to
inhibit formation of a strong thermal layer, amid local differences might result, such as
was observed during Shot Lacrosse. It is believed to have rained on the night pricr to
this shot. However, this may not have been significant, because the Island is covered
mostly by sand underlaid by hard coral. Conceivably, the surface may have been dry at
shock time, inasmuch as sand drains easily, and runoff could have been fairly rapid.

Neither of the precursor prediction methods described previously allows for differ-
ences in surface conditions. However, it is known from Shot MET during Operation
Teapot that distinct differences in precursor formation and proa--aton may occur, de-
pending on type of surface. Further evidence of the importance of this parameter was
shown by the data from Shot Inca, where the precursor was definitely weaker in the vege-
tated area than Jr the cleared area. It appears that density, height, and strength of the
vegetation were such as to reduce thermal effects on the blast wave by shielding the
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surface and changing the nature of the thermal layer. Because the vegetation provided
an almost continuous cover to a height of 10 feet, rdechanical effects on the blst wave

vi- due to Interaction and turbulence were probably more Impo-tlani than usual. In apy
event, It would appear that further consideration of the thermal characteristics over
which the blast wave passes i necessary in prediction of precursor formion.

In fact. surface conditions may be more important than yield in determining whether
or not a precursor forms for i surface brst. Precursor characteristics for surfaze
[ursts or near-surface bursts up to a scaled height of 100 fee-t i. all tst aeas (PPG,
NTS, and Alamogordo) have been markedly d~fferent fro,- the characteristics for shots
at higher scaled heights at NTS. This may be due to a fundamet-.al h-ahige in the mech-
anism of precursor formation and propagation. However, all available evidence leads
to the belief that, as the burst height is lowered to a near-surface or surface burst, the
existenw.2 of a precursor becomes marginal. Cons.aequntly, small differences in environ-
mental factors from those under which Lacrosse and 2uni were detonated may prevent
precursoi formation.

2.16 REVIEW AN SUMMARY

The principal objective of Program I during Operation Redwing as outlined in Section
2.1 were generally accomplished, with one major exceptlon; that of documenting the bas'c
blast phenomenology of a high-yield true airburst. Reliable daa was obtained in more
than sufficient quantity to meet minimum reqruiremunts for successful participation by
each project on all events of interest except Shot Cherokee.

The delivery error for Shot Cherokee was of such magnitude that there was a serious
loss of data due to the increased range and orientation. Overpressure data for Sot
Cherokee was recorded along the surface over a limited region, but no reliable dynamic
pressure measurements were. made. The free-air data was equally disappointing. The3 , rocket trail photography was unsuccessful, and the canister results do not permit inambig-
uous conclusions to be drawn on blast wave propagation directly above a high-yield airblast.

The general phenomenology of a medium-yield land surface burst along the surface
was established by the L.zrosse data and, with scaling to a !rger yield, confirmed by
the Zuni data. Blast wave propagation in free air above a lh"-ge-yield surface burst was
successfully documented by rocket-trali photography for Shot Zuni. Damage data for
drag-sensitive targets was obtained on both events; as a result, scaling of damage radii
for PPG surface bursts has been established over a wide yield range.

The drag force experiments were only partially successful. Whereas satisfactory
data wap obtained on model targets for Shot Lacrosse, similar measurements on spheri-
cal gages and full-acale structural elements could not be rellably Interpreted because of
low input values of free-field blast parameters and a large deviation in direction of flow
from t .at originally intended.

Blast wave parameters from a precursor-formng tower sho were successfully meas-
ured over a cleared and vegetated surface. The comparison of data obt i ned provided a
better understanding of the effects of natural vegetation on precursor propagation.

Measurements of apparent crater radii, dj.jLand rofile were obtained under a wide

SatIsfactory measurements of both over-

T;ressure and dynamic pressum eo ffr for correlation wih observed damage to
drag-sensitive targets on this event.
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Water-w-ve measurements were successfully made on both lagoon-generated wavesI: and those propagatiing across the ocean to distant istands. Sufficient information wasi obz-:ned to provide a basi.s for adequately predicting the deep-water height of waves pro-
duced by r.uciea± test sot off over atolls within the range of yields covered during Opera-

tions as aziud Redwtng
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I!
.- TABLE 2.3 SCALING F.-CTORS (A.EIENT CONDI-

TIOUS AT BURST HEIGHT)

Yield,

P, (p.1) 12.60 14.53 14.53 14.50

To C C) 16.3 25.2 24.3 26.0

Height of 4.320 200 200 300
Burt;t

Sp 1.167 1.012 1.012 1.014

Sd  0.0635 1.7462 0.4058 0.1398

St 0.0610 1.7779 0.4123 0.1424

Si 0.0701, 1.7694 0.4122 0.1449

Height of
Burt Scaled

to I kt rt
.Sea .Evel )_

aThoe ytie am UR2 1bi=di.
park-on of curves In Ws chapter. Th latest and t. tot
acceptcd jields are those given in Table 1.1.

TABLE 2.3 COMPARISON OF SLAh-r RANGES COMPUTED

BlY DIFFERENT METHODS

All rargs ar, in feet.

CaAlster slart
Nuer Photo and Canister Ballxcs Ttavel Time and

Altimeter WE! Wid Dri Overpressure

Free-Air Region:

2 -18,580 16.6m0
3 18,730 17..w0 to 17,700
1 - 22.370 21.8"0

12 22.450 22 I.0
4 - 25,640 26.730

5 29.110 25,770 28,410
6 30,270 2f,670 29.740
8 31.010 30,710 30,490

9 33.050 3=.250 32.580
it 34,760 33.690 34.40

Mach Region:

7 - 19.770 17,640 to 19.410
10 - 21.340 21.860

11

-
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TABLE 2.4 OBSERVED DATA FOR SHOT .'.-HEROKE

S~O~k Peak Overpressure Apparefleced ockc a r l e r S h o o k n '- r i n At i '. A v rP o r . t d P a t ~ - A r v l e pe 2 1e

unA?.rPs Average Corrected Phapressre
T! ime Avera e Time Incremnt

avc pt! ft pat pal *eC See psi

7 8.207 to 9.489 IA.24 850 6.75 7.70 * In Mac region
10 1. .43 13.70 1.900 6.65 7.5 * In Mach region

2 8.131 12.03 5,60n 4.0 4.95 9 1.117 1.90
3 86.32 * 0.176 11.15 7.700 2.15 -.96* 10.321 1.20

13 12.531 9.14 13.100 2.55 2.70 * 15.262 0.95
12.139 7.8 18.100 2.55 2.68 5.93 18.130 0.95

4 16.146 5.24 23.160 1.851 1.91 - 23.465 0.65

* 0.015
5 17.571 5.40 26.600 1.52 1.55 6.20 26.044 0.30
6 18.724 5.11 28.000 1.35 1.37 6.20 27.231 0.27
8 19.373 4.91 23.800 1.27 1.29 8.41 28.324 0.27

9 21.222 4.57 30.500 1.125 1.14 6.6.' 29.543 0.23
11 23.C65 3.93 3.A0 0.9- 0.99 6.80 33.143 0.27
Reference C-.imnber did not &eal- prcswure-verxu!-tme wav.eform is not a true represenza-ion-

I Extremely -.oisy tra e Adjet te low radlofrequency carr-er sign] strehglh.

TABLE 2.5 COMPIAPSON BETWEEN OBSERVED AND CALCOLATED
PEAK OVERPRESSUIES

Canister Caiculdted Peak Overpressure Percentage Devistion*

Observed Theiiheir-er- Ledsham- Moified Theflheirer- ledsham- Modified
Rudlin Pike Scht Rudlh Pike Sachs 2

psi psi psi p44ptpe x

2 4.95 5.73 5.71 5.77 -13.6 -13.3 -14.2
12 2.70 2.99 2.95 3.05 -9.7 -0.5 -115
1 2.68 2.84 2.7S 2-95 -5.6 -2.5 -9.2 I
4 1.91 1.81 1.73 1.so 45-5 +10.4 40.5

5 1.55 1-?1 1.44 1.61 .2.6 +7.6 -3.7

6 1.37 1.38 1.30 1.45 -0.7 +5.4 -5.0
8 1.29 1.29 1.22 1.37 0.0 *5.7 -5.8
9 2.14 1.11 1.05 118 +2.7 +8.6 -3.4
i 0.9s 0.93 0.87 1.00 #6.5 -13.8 -1.0

Alg-braic mezar (for tiot higbes canisters) 40.2 .5.1 -5.0
R-ot zrian square dier eight- hiphCI canistera) 5.2 8.4 6.2

P ercentage ,rvil ic n 100 i (1red- -eem :xi te c. om u e dj.-
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TA=L 2.7 FOROK-GAGi DATA, SMiYT LACRt(ZW

?pOZ. Ilmi Peak~ 1urvc C
AcCArc Dsi-Tyj of gt G-14a jOtag Pukt ACrl

lb Ib

SItton 350.el'. 2.500 feet from rround ixcro, A-utatiuc

J Rp.4 psi A 10 10-in spbere 1.000D 330 0.37

CI i 1 ;u1 0.57

q 73piI ACI 10'-In c'Anre 1.000 240 6. - 1

R .2T/q 24 4in sqnbrvlnpac l5m0 0..3110.1

A242 4-Ill spixe 600 104 0.311

AIC i0-jncvinrr . 1 20 OJ%5

4.5 ps 81C3-in pqrlber ipe t50 57.7 0.33 13

Station 161-01. ,0 ae fro groh:: cd : 3ero 1.40t

q 0.45 psiI B210 10-En aphen~ R-0 S0 0.60

B115 ~1~j. 9 4  ..- i" zptaet 10 S4~5 0
13,4 4-in ap4wrf 10 7-n- 0.37 0."

BIC 6-SIn cyh1v 75 16.0 0.:4
SIC e4-in cyli-4er 75 16-0 0.14 0

Sip eA-Irt onralrelepiped 100 25.5 1.34 ".4

BoO0 10-i cuibe 200 74 1.5s 1.5s

MS~xiriini gage ranp 30 te O ecm*vnaialrre
tSpi'oere dz&corrected for pressure sniiiy

_______ on-~ EIron

1,100L 2.8~ FINA 2.DAT

of YAW pr$-sr rjuevetcl1"cm



TABLE --. CoMPARISON OF STEADY-ST.ATE Dft.sC
-AND LIFT COEPFICIENr'T WIl Th11sS1E

COBTADI) ON OPERATIDN REFDWING

WV-Beam 2.03 2.752, -Abia
Idrag) 2.82. 3lanm-IAdWa 2

Wsei iroM 1.33 %1-Able
idrag) :.40a 3bf 1,at A 1lm

2-6i. Manmade !SlamE 2

Angie iron 2.07 2.28. Abie
(lil) 373.Maiunide bland% I

TABLE 2Z10 MOST PROBABLE PE~AK DRAG COEFFECIENT
VALfUES

Predcted Values Ac"Wa Valant
Site Cap,~ (ne- Dynamaic Over- Dynamic Dra

pr-essrt Prewar. pressie Pressure Coefficient
ps s PMa jSI

Able 10-1 23 10.8 4.1 028 0.3
Able 3-1 23 10.8 4.1 0.315 0.4i
Able 3-2 2s 10-8 4.1 0285 0.55

Dog 10-2 .1.2 0.269 4.5 1.415 0.91
Dog 3-3 3.2 0.26 4.5 0.475 0.4?
Dog 3-4 3.2 0.28 4.JS 0.475 0.38

First number is gage dmamter in Iacz: zecond mumber

is serial number.

TABLE I DYINAMIC PRESSURE COMPARED WITH DAMAGE-.

shot Ofrteui Dynamic Pressure 0sc) for Damage which Is:
bi~t moderate Sere

Thna2 70-2 9.6 24.1- USA
so 5.2, 9.6 - U-* 13j.

Zuni TO - - .3 6.4. 7-., 16-8
so - I .5. 3-3 6.4, 7-3, 146.9. 24.5

Lactosse 70 0.8. 1.0. 2.2. 5.3. 7.4-

Cmue.SO) 0.8. 1.0. 2.2 5.3. 7.4
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TABLE 7.i) rIRST-CRSST A-140 flRfl-WAVE DATA. SHOTS ZWEI. FI.A THEAD. DAKOTA, XAVAJC- AXO ri-*x]

Ir e*-* at Wat s v7cc a! *~ucr of G-mrto

Shot Zuni

M3.01 33.8 1.5 3.4
113.02 51.3 1.1 1.3

-Ist.O1 Ma. 0.2 1.0

Shot Fluthead
11Y.04 7.S C.4 1. 7
191.3 35. 0.3 L.4 120 9-70

=;9L01 me4 0.8 Li1 Mt 047V
i 92.01 "s4 0.4 94 i0 C.314
3.0t itt L21. 1W) 0-4

100.0 79.-3 0.4 1L2 itc) 0.42

Shot Dakota 1. .

197.04 27.5 6. LO 5

191.02 s". 1.5 3.5s ito .
131.01 60.4 . 5-3 140 1.8
192.01 4" e1 1.4 147 0.6
19101 "42 1.0 1.1 1s40 0I . 19.0 "11* @1 2.2 1"00.
190.01 "A* LiL.1s .VShot Navajo 

0-

C3. -~ ~ a.* nU-4

50.1 -t.4 3*8 3.1
191.01 44. 9-9 1 38

1fl.Qj M?. 4.5 33 )31

Shot Tows
-=Ife 19.1 5.1. .4 fl4-

1514:. (.0 3-i 7.7 20 4
195.01 ms. Z.9 LB t

ro -v beight .Uaad as tuim the ftrst-trO tsWf-6

1~ .3
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Figure 2.28 Typical structural member station.
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Figure 2.30 Vehicle damage obtained on Shot Larossc
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Ch:pter 3

NUCLEAR RADIATION

The major effort of Program 2 during Operation Redwing was directed toward gathering
data on the nature and distribution of radioactive products from high-yield thermonuclear
deviecs detonated on or near the earth surface. Such data could eventually be applied to
a method of predicting fallout from any specified burst. In particular, this goal involved
the measurement of radiation fields inside the mushroom cloud, above land surfaces, and
above and in the sea water, as well as the collection of fallout material. Other experi-
ments dealt with the initial radiation from the nuclear detonations; still others made
use of the fallout contamination to perform tests of shielding, decontamination, and
inst ru mentation.

3.1 OBJECTIVES

A list of the projects and objectives of Program 2 is given in Table 3.1. More de-
tailed Information is contained in Section A.2 of the Appendix.

3.2 BACKGROUND

3.2.1 Fallout Distribution. The status of fallout-prediction models and methods be-
fore Operation Redwing is best summarized in the report of the AFSWP (DASA) Fall-
out Symposium (Reference 1). Briefly, there are two stages: (1) the construction of
a model for the initial distribution of radioactive material, involving the assumption of
the distribution of activity as a function of position and particle size in the nuclear mush-
room, and (2) the projection, by graphical or computational means, of the activity onto
its final position on the surface through the influence of the wind structure and gravity.
During the Fallout Symposium, it became clear tha.t insufficient information was availa-
ble on the initial distribution in the nuclear mushroom, and radically different models
were assumed by different agencies. The second stage, the projection calculation, dif-
fered among the various methods chiefly in the amount of simplifying assumptions and,
hence, in the time needed to perform the computation. The applicability of the different
methods depends mostly on the desired accuracy of the result and the time available to
achieve it.

Until Operation Redwing, no concerted effort had been made to document the complete
fallout pattern from high-yield thermonuclear surface bursts. The previously available
information consisted principally of radiation and fallout collection data on the nearby
atoll islands for Shot Mike of Operation Ivy and Shots I and 3 of Operation Castle, togeth-
er with some ocean survey data from Shots 5 and 6 of Castle. Therefore, it was consid-
ered necessary to document, as completely as possible, the fallout, both near the detona-
tion and throughout the extensive ocean area, from several large-yield surface bursts.
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Ar Particioation of the fallout program during Shot Cherokee seemed to verify the hypozh-
esis that megaton-range airbursts produced negligible local fallout contamination, such a
hvpothe.is being an extrapolation from kiloton-range airbursts.

3.2.2 Distribution of Acti-ity in Nuclear Mushroom. Knowledge of the dis:ributio: o."
activity in the nuclear mushroom was needed: (1) as a part of the model of the initial
conditions for fallout prediction, and (2) for evaluation of the radiation hazard to crews
of aircraft, which might be forced to fly through a nuclear mushroom during atomic war-

,€ !are. Previous M.-A-4uremetts, which had consisted principally of drone-aircraft flight.,
th:'ough th- mushroom of ki-oton-range detonations, indicated that the eposure rate in
the cloud uas not -L function of the yield and decayed with time as t - 2,0. The Redwing ex-
periment %as intended to extend these measurements to megaton-range detonations, by
measuring the distribution in detai . and checking the effect of varying the weapon's fission
yield with the same total yield.

3.2.3 Initial Radiation. The scaling of initial gammat radiation from kiloton-range
detonations to high-yield thermonuclear detonations is affected by the following factors:
(I) the number of gamma rays. as well as the portion of fission neutrons that produce
gamma rays through the N4 (n, -1) reaction, depends on the fission yield of the device;,
(2) the fusion reaction produces large numbers of high-energy neutrons that can react
with nitrogenl to form gamma rays; and (3) the gamma flux emitted by the fireball of a
megaton-range thermonuclear detonation is intense for a number of seconds after the
detonation, thereby allowing time for the blast wave to carry much of the absorbirg ma-
terial toward and past the observing station. This hydrodynamic effect produces an en-
hancement of the total initial exposure beyond that to be expected from linear scaling
with yield.

The theory and experimental measurements through Operation Ivy on initial gamma
rays have been summarized in Reference 2. Limited measurements performed during
Operation Castle Indicated that the initial gamma exposure was not of military significance
to exposed personnel, because of overriding blast and thermal effects. The measure-
ments perforined during Operation Redwing were designed to establish valid scaling laws
for initial gamma exposure and to extend the data to devices In which the fission yield
comprised a small fraction of the total.yield.

Neutron-flux measurements have been performed at many previous test operations,
principally with gold detectors for thermal neutrons. During Operation Teapot, these
measurements were extended through the use of fission detectors, in addition to gold and
sulfur activation detectors, so that the thresholds covered the energy range from thermal
energies to 3 Mev. In general, the neutron flux and energy spectrum are functions of the
nature of the nuclear reaction and the nature and geometry of the absorbing material In
the device. Therefore, during Redwing it was necessary to make a set of neutron-flux
measurements for new types of devices, as well as to make correlated energy-spectrum
and air-absorption studies to evaluate the effective neutron dose. Only a small Pmount of
data was available from Operation Castle on neutrons from thermonuclear detonations;
therefore, it was proposed to document the neutron lux and energy epectrum from Shot
Cherokee.

The gamma activity induced in soil has been studied for Nevada Test Site (NTSsotl
Irradiated by neutrons from kiloton-range weapons. Limited measurements were also
made during Operation Teapot on other types of soils. The Cherokee airburst of Redwing
was Intended to furnish further data on samples of different soils, for correlation of
effects of thermonuclear alrbursts with the lower yield NTS shots.
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3.2.4 Contamination-Decontarnination. Contamination-decontarnination experiments

have been performed since Operations Gl eenbouse and Jangle. The results, as amplified
particularly by data from Operation Castle, indicated that a land-surface burst produced
a dry particulate that was easily removable, whereas the wet contaminant from a water
burst had greater penetrability and was more difficult to remove.

Operation Castle also furnished some data on ship protection by a washdown system

and subsequent decontamination by scrubbing and paint-removal techniques. Comparison
of exposure readings on adjacent washdown and nonwashdowrn ships indicated a reduction

of approximately 90 percent by the wAshdovn systerm. The most practical decontamina-
tion proceJures consisted of firehosing, handscrubbing with detergent, and a second fire-
hosing; but a procedure of hot-liquid-jet cleaning with detergent seemed to be a promising

procedure as well.

3.2.5 r * 7hielding. Calculations have been performed to evaluate the effect of Jtervea.

ing7-shi- ... uctures on the gamma exposure to personnel located inside the weather en-
velope. These calculations needed verified input data on two points: (1) the relative
contributions of airborne, waterborne, and shipboard contamination to the exposure at

various locations aboard ship, and (2) the effective absorption coefficient of steel for the
time-varying complex gamma-spectrum characteristic of fission product and induced
gamma activity. Previous limited measurements during Operations Crossroads and

Castle provided only a few points for the calculations and pointed out the problems.
Therefore, fairly extensive shipboard instrumentation was provided for Operation Red-

wing to determine the needed answers.

3.2.6 Evaluation of Dosimeters. An experiment had been performed during Operation
Teapot to establish the relation between the exposure measured at the surface of a tissue-
equivalent masonite plhantom and the biologically significant depth dose measured at 3-
to 5-cm depth in the tissue-equivalert material. Because the dosimeters used primariiy

by the U.S. Navy are now the DT-60/PD (phosphate glass) and the IM-107/PD (quartz
fiber), it was desirable to test these instruments in the presence of fallout radiation,

using the depth-dose measurements as standards.

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND OPERATIONS

3.3.1 Land Stations. The islands of Bikini Atoll were utilized extensively as bases
for fallout-collection and radiation-measuring devices. in general, fallout-collection and
residual-radiation measurements were performed throughout the atoll, whereas the sta-
tion locations fo. gamma and neutron initial-radiation measurements were chosen on the

islands near the surface zero. The fallout collection included both total collection and
time-increment collection; the radiation measurements included fallout tinme of arrival,
exposure rate versus time, and total exposure.

3.3.2 Moored Stations. Because the available land areas covered only a small frac-
tion of the fallout pattern, an array of floating instrument stations -was moored within
Bikini Lagoon and to the no th of the atoll. Three pontoon rafts, instrumented to meas-

ure time of arrival and total exposure and to collect tota--fallout samples, were located
along an east-west line approximately bisecting the lagoon. Two YFNB barges with com-
piete total and time-incrmental samplers and radiaiion detectors \\ere moored at vant-
ous locations in the lagoon for the different shots, as determined by expected fallout
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zones anti peak overpressures. Approximately 16 skiffs were moored in the deep ocean,
rortherly from the atoll, by a special technique devised by the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography (SO- These were instrumented to collect total-fallout samples and to
mea ure zntegr.-ted exposure, time of arriial, and. In some cases. penetration of activ-
ity to various depths in the ocean.

3.3.3 Fallout-Collection Ships. Three ship' (YAG-30, YAG-40, and 1ST-611), which
had been modified to permit operation from a shielded control room, were moved to po-
sitijns in the expected fallout zone prior to the arrival of fallout. These then served to
collect fallout on the zhip surfaces and in incremental and total collectors. The LST and
the aft sections of the YAG's were washed down during fallout. Panels of various build-
ing materials, samples of common shpboard items, and the masonite phantoms were
exposed on the nonwashdown deck of the YAG's.

instrumen.s aboard some, or all. of the ships performed the following functions: (1)
exposure-rate measurements versus time at many locations above and below decks, (2)
incremental air filtering, (3) gamma spectroscop. of individual particles and samples,
(4) early-time decay studies oa particles and samples, (5) exposure-rate measurements
versus depth in the water, (6) exposure-rate measurements versus time above water, and

e (7) incremental and total fallout collection. The instrumentation located aboard the YAG's
is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

3.3.4 Survey Ships. Two Navy destroyer escorts (DE's) and the SIO research vessel,
M/V Horizon, proceeded into the ocean fallout area after the radioactive material had
been deposited and performed the following fmctions: (1) exposure-rate measurements
just below the ocean surface along the ship's tracks. (2) occasional measurement of ex-
posure rate versus depth, and (3) water sampling.

3.3.5 Survey Aircraft. Two P2V5 aircraft, Instrumented to measure exposure rate ver-
sus time, were flown at constant altitude over the ocean fallout area. The records then pro-
vided the data for construction of contours of constant exposure rate above the ocean surface.

A radiation-sensitive probe was suspended on a long cable below a helicopter and was
lowered to positions 3 feet above the surface of contaminated Islands. The detector read-

iugs were noted inside the helicopter. The technique employed in makir these measure-
ments is shown in Figure 3.2.

S3.3.6 Cloud-Penetrative Rocket. A salvo of six rockets was fired at.H + 7minutes and

&npatheratH + 15 minutes into the mushrooms of Shots Cherokee, Zunt, and Navajo. Four
rockets were fired at H + 7 minutes into the Ten Cloud. Data from ion-chamber radiation de-
tectors In the rockets was telemetered to receiver-recorder stations atSite Nan and sboard
the USS Knudson (APD-101). The rocket employed by Project 2.61 Is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

3.3.7 Cloud-Penetration Aircrat. Several B-5B aircraft, instrumented to measure
Qxposure rate and total exposure, wrere flown through the nuclear clouds and stems from
Shots Cherokee. Zuni, Flathead, Dakota, Apache, and Navajo as early as 20 minutes and
as late as 78 minutes tfter detonation. In addition, upon return to base on Site Fred, the
aircraft were subjected to contamination-decontamination studles, and the contact hazard,
which personnel experience when working on such aircraft, was investigated.

3.3.8 Program 2 Control Center. During Shots Cherokee, Zuna. Fiathead, Navajo,
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, and Tewa, in which the fallout surveys were performed, a control center aboard the USS
Z - Estes (AGC-12) was manned by representatives of Program 2 and the projects perform-

ing the surveys. This center served to send out instructions to the survey vehicles and
to coordinate and compare the data.

3.3.9 Laboratory Facilities. The principal laboratory facilities available to the
fallout-docu mentation projects included equipment to perform chemIcal analysis, particle.

o e size analysis, radioautography, gamma and beta counting, gamma spectroscopy, and
photographc development and densitometry. These facilities were located, in part,
aboard the YAG-40. cn Site Elmer, at the Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (NRDL),V and at the Chemical Warfare Laboratories (CWL).

3.4 FALLOUT STUDIES

The experiments relating to documentation and characterization of fallout were con-
ducted on Shots Cherokee, Zuni, Flathead, Navajo, and Tewa (Table 1.1). Cherokee
produced no fallout- Flathead and Navajo produced slurry. Zuni and Tewa produced dry
fallout. Supplementary individual measurements were made on a number of other shag.

As previously described, the fallout location, delineation, and sample-collection
efforts were carried out by a number of Individual projects, with the overall effort being
coordinated through a program control center. The control center served to provide pre-
dicted fallout patterns, based on the latest weather forecast prior to the events, for loca-
tion of the mobile elements of the fallout documentation array.

Following the detonations, revised predictions, based on shot-time weather and sub-
sequmnt time and space variations, 'were prepared to maneuver these elements to desired
locations. During the actual survey operations, the control center coordinated the move-

" - ments of the survey unIts so as to resolve any apparent discrepancies in measured valiss,
insured that all areas of the fallout pattern were surveyed in sufficeit detail to yield a
complete pit-,re and directed the various survey units to rendezvous points for Inter-

calibration checks. The control center performed these functins with exceptional sue-I cess, and comprehensive and satisfactory documentation of the fallout fields resulted.

3.4.1 Measurement of Radiation Contours. Aerial Surveys. Theaerial surveys
conducted over the fallout-contaminated ocean areas resited in relative radiation intenai-I ty mappigs- Flights were flown on D Day, D+1, D+2. and D+3 days; however, theD+ 1

day readings were the basis for the reported contours. By application of air absorption
and decay factors of questionable validity, these mappings were converted to isodose-
rate contour charts of the radiation field 3 feet above the ocean surface at a reference
time of H+ 24 hours.

The D- I day contour pl ots were converied to a Iand-eqaivalent fallout field by multi-
plication of the 3-foot contour intensities by a factor of approximately 1,000- this fac-
tor having been determined from calculations involving: (1) the depth of mixing, which

a-s assumed to have an average value of 60 meters; (2) the avarage gamma emission
energy, which determines the thickness of the surface layer contributing to the ocean
surface gamma field; and (3) the air absorption, which determnes the surface area that
constitutes t"e field observed by the airborne detector. In addition to the- uncertainties

=-inhrent in re-lating the altitude measurements to 3-foot v;ues and In converting these
3-foot values to equivalent lsnd valuez, there was the frther effect of distortion of the
Iistal 'ilout pattern by influence of the cca currents. For these reasons the rccuracy
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of the land-equivalent fallout contours produced by the aerial survey method are subject

to severe limitations. However, these surveys were not intended to give exact, quantita-
tire data, -but rather to provide an early definition of the overall fallout pattern, which

cou 4! be zubsequently 5n::.:e by the surfAce survey elements; in this sense the
aerial surveys were successful.

Figures 3.4 through 3.7 show the contours on D + 1 day for Shots Flathead, Navajo,
Te a, and Zuni, as determined by aeriel surveys. No detectable ocean area contamina-

-. tion was found after the airburst of Cherokee, although the area in which fallout vuld

have beet, dOetosited. should it have occurred, was searched thoroughly. Similar surveys

afte. Shot Osage. an ait rburst, confirmed the Cherokee finding that significant fallout does

not occur after airbursts.
The many ccnversions necessary to construct a 3-foot equivalent contour from read-

irgs taken In an airplane at 300-foot altitude above the ocean surface of necessity contain
many assumptions, uncertainties, and instrumentation limitations. Figure 3.8 presents

a diagram of the conversik-n factors selected fr this reort.
The assumption that the detectors used In the aircraft were uncollimated is subject to

serious doubt in the light of the strong collimation effects previously reported. This
aicne would cause a variation in the final answer by a factor of four.

The depth of mixing used-60 meters- Is confirmed for Shot Navajo by NRDL how-
= ever, it Is generally agreed that there was considerable fall through and a deeper depth

of mixing for Zuni. Thus, the resultant calculated land-equivalent dose contours should
be Increased by a significant p:rtion, at least a quarter. SIO reports average depth of

penetration from 52 to 80 meters, depending on the shot. This could cause a variation

in the final answer by 25 percent.
Altitude zbsorption factors were confirmed for the four shots by simultaneous meas-

urements at the 3-feot level over water and at the 300-foot altitude. Measurements were
taken at different places for various shots, and theoretical curves were used to normalize

the air measurements with the 3-foot dose expected over water- The top hat instruments

used were not calibrated to energy levels high enough to show the variation in dose com-

Ntations that could result from the 1.38 and 2-75 Mev gammas from Na', which created
a large portion of the resultant dose rates o Navajo and Zuni. The

rtitude absorption was calculated for an aver geergy of fission prod ins
0.5 Mev, which is not considered representative for this fallout fromV
Navajo and Zuni.

large portion of the resulting dose rates forj _W.avajo and Zuni,
= may have come from the induced radioactivity in ig soium of the sea water. At H + 24

hours the estimates range as high as 65 percent (Reference 3) and as low as 33 percent

(VT-1317). No atempt was made to subtract this portion of the dose rate from the dose
rate contours reported by Project 2-64, or by Project 2.62. The presence of such a high
fraction of Na: t gamma will significantly affect the decay rates necessary to resolve all
readirtgs to a common time base- The aircraft project used the contour measurements
taken on D + 2, D + 3, and D +4 days to refine the D+I contours- The contours In Figures
3.9 through 3.12 are presented as D+ 1 day contours, because the differences in decay

exponents used by various agencies for different shots would result in a further diver-

gence of dose rates when converted to H+ 1 hour readine sa.

The percent of the fission products that fell inside the measured contours was esi-
mnated in the basic report. These estimates did not take into conslderatlon the N a' coc-

- tribu tion. The Interpretation of the measurements Is -so dependent on energy spectrum
and instr-ment response that the percentages have little more than academic meaning.
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Possible corrections to reported percentages have been tabulated in Table 3.2.
Surface g hip Surveys. The ship surveys recorded measurements of gamma

dose rate 3 feet below the water surface as they traversed the cntaminated ocean areas.
They made frequent stops to measure gamma dose rate as a function of water depth at
selected geographic locations within these areas. During these surveys, water samples
were collected at the surface and at various depths. Because the final desired product
of these surveys was a plot of the Isodose-rate contours that would exist at an altitude of
3 feet, had the fallout been deposited on an infinite hypothetical land plane, a number of
corrections and conversions of the meatured data wrere necessary. Because the con-
taminated water mass would be distorted through the influence of ocean currents, the
initial corre. ion involved restitution of the observed water masses to their positions at
the time fallout was deposited. An oceanographic survey of the curienzs in the ocean
area of expected fallout was conducted early In the operation, before any actual shot
participation, and the data obtained provided the information necessary for accomplish-
ing these drift correctiors.

Numerous observations of depth of contamination mixing and depth of thermocline were
made throughout the fallout survey operations. It was found that, except for close-in
areas of the land surface shots, the fallout contamination deposited on the ocean waters
remained in a.)lution or suapension in the mixed ocean layer above the thermocline for
periods exceeding the duration of the ship surveys. This, from a knowledge of the ac-
tivity concentration and depth of mixing, an estimate of the total deposited activity was
possible. Tn improve the accuracy of this estimate, the survey instruments used were
frequently celibrated before and during all operations, and a thorough pc-t-operatlonal
evaluation of the energy and angular response of the instruments in measuring activity in
a contaminated water medium was accomplished.

The D+ I Cay isodose-rate contours determined for the four shots are shown in Fig -
ures 3.9 through 3.12. They are presented in WT-1316 as H+ 1 hour contours but have
been decayed to D + 1 day in this report (using appropriate decay for each shot as meas-

-V ured by SIO) for ease In comparison with the contours from the aerial surveys. Note
that the later contours were not corrected for current.

Ship surveys Indicated that Shot Cherokee produced so little fallout that isodose-rate
contours could not be plotted. Only one small spot of water, 2 miles wide and of un-

known length; was detectably above the normal oceanic background. No other fallout
radioactivity was found, even though the local areas out to 300 miles from groTnd zero
were investigated.

The do)se-rate levels at any time are not a realistic indication of the fallout hazard

that exists over the entire area, because fallout does not occur over most of the area at
any one tie. Tlerefore, isodose plots indlicat-ing the dose which would be accrued dur-
ing the first 50 hours after detonation were also prepared. By application of measured
decay constarts, tbe actual ground level dose rates and their time of initial effectiveness
on the ground were determined for the various positions witin the fallout area. Integra-
tion of these determined ground dose rates from time of arrival to H + 50 hours resulted
in the dose that a person in an unshielded position would sustain during the first 50 hours
after a shot. The accumulated dose contours are preaented in Figures 3.13 through 3.16.

Table 3.3 presents a summary of the extent of the fallout for the events in which ship
survey data us obtained. For a comparison of the areas contaminated by the different

shots, the total yield oi tact weapon, a presented in Table 3.3, was normalized to a
5-Mt detonation of 100 percent fission yield. To correct to 100-percent fission yield, the
dose rates were divided by the fission fraction, a d to normali-e to the 5-Mt yields, dose
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rates were assumed to increase with the cube root scaling law. The areas, following the
sarre law, were IDcreased by the square of the cube root of the yield. Figure 3.'7 pre-
serts the results of this comparison. Predicted contour areas for a 5-Mt device have

also been tne&hzd& in this fi ure (Refererce 4). An apparent confirmation of scaling laws

is indicated by Figure 3.17. By observing the critical dependerce of the H+ 1 hour dose

rates upon the decay used to convert readings back to this early time, it is possible to
see that a slight variation of decay rates could modify the picture considerably, Even the

r€ variation -if the decay rates measured in Project 2.63 from the ones used In Project 2.92
would be sufficient to open up the plots of .ligure 3. 17.

The contribution of sodium to the decay rates of Zuni and Navajo has not beenevaluated-
Other studies give varied estimates (Reference 3 and WT- 1317). No 'ffort %%=- made to
have the 3-foot land-equivalent dose contours corrected to represent the contours of a
land surface burst. They are contours of bursts fired in the unique conditions oresent- at
Eniwetok tTabie 1.1). The contrihutlon )f the radioactivity from the induce d --
should logically have plac '

to rt ontours preseted In Figures 3.9 through 3.12 have been decayed to H+ 24
hours for presentation for three reasons: (1) to permit ready comparison with the Isodose
contours measured by the aircraft In Project 2.62, (2) to reduce the effects of varlatious
in decay rates used in several prcjects. and (3) to present the contours at a time when the
induced sodium contribution to the dose rates observed for the clean shots is but a small

ft ction of the dose rate from the fission products.
Land Surveys. He!icopter probe-surveys of the islands of the Bikini Atoll were

successfully accomplished by Project 2.65 following each of the events during which the
fallout program participated. Fallout-produced gamma dose rates were measured 3 feet

above the areas in which fallout contamination occurred. By application of the decay
factors determined from the field decay rates observed by this project for each event,
the land-surface observations were related to the common time of H + 1 hour. These

decay-corrected dose-rate vilues were then used to construct Isodose-rate contour plots
of the Bikini Lagoon area. Figure 3.18 shows the land-surface Zuni H+-I hour readings
determined in this manner as well as the isodose-rate contours existing at that time. Th
Tewa data is presented in Figure 3.19. Again, no fallout was observed over BLkini Atol
following Shot Cherokee. The Bikini area l3odose-rate contours for the water-surface

detonations, Navajo and Flathead, are shown In Figures 3.20 and 3.21.
Although not specifically a part of the integrated fallout program, hellcopter probe-

surveys were also made in the vicinity of the craters resulting from te land-surface
detonations, Lacrosse and Mohawk. The results are shown In Figures 3.22 and 3.23.
These readings are of particular Interest In that they were higher than any such readings
previously reported.

3.4.2 Characteristics of Fallout Contaminant. Many studies were conducted on the
physical, chemical, and radiochemical ,ature of the fallout debris collected at land and
ocean stations.

Land-Surface Siots. The gross physical and chemical characteristics of the
solid fallout from Shots .uni and Tewa proved much the same as observed for Sbot Mike
during Operation !vy and Shot Bravo during Operation Castle. The pWrticles were !rreg-
ular, spheroidal, ard agglomerate typ s varytng in color frm wbi'e to yellow ad r-n-

Ing in size from less than 20 microns to several millimet,rs in diameter. The close-in
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stations found most of the actviy or particles larger than 210 microns In dialeter.

Most of the Irregular particles consisted primarily of ca.cium hydrtxide with a thin sur.

face bayer of calcium carbonate, although a few unchanged coral particles were pre-ent.
The sp-eroidal particles conbisted of calcium oxide and hydroxide, often with the flre
surface lavtr of calcium carboeate. The sberical particles were about 10 times as
;-adioactive as the other types. Although the splherlodal particles accunted for no more
th.n 15 percent of the total samples, they contributed 60 to 80 percent of the tow acUviiy
on Zuni and 25 percent of the 'otal activity of Te-2 at H+ 240 hours. The aglomerates
%ere also composed of calcium hydroxide with an outer layer of calcium carbonate. Tke
parnicles almost certainly were formed by de-arbonation of the original coral to =alcium
oxide in the fireball, followed by complete lydration in the case of the irrgular partcles
and incomplete hydration in the case of other par-leies. The surface layer, which ma-y
net have been formed by deposition time, resulted from reaction with carbo d1ftde in
the atmsn-phre. The densities of the particles -ere grouped around 2.3 an 2.7 glcn9.
-adioactive, bizck, spherical particles, usually less than 1 micron In diameter, were

.=- observed In the fallout from Zuni but not in that from Te . Nearly all sc partclesI : wer-e attached to the surface of Irregular particles. They consisted partially of calciumIron oxide and could have been formed h- direct o ,densation ir. the fireball. The r:Ldo-
nuci de composition &f the Irregular particles varied frow that of the spberoldsl and ag-
gl£o-,merated parucles. The for'mer te-d_-ed to typifyi the cloud s--rpl- zwdi falhaut

radiocliemlsty. while the latter were more characteristic oftLe gross fallout -arrod
-zero- Projete 2.0 found z~hat th'e irregular- -aricks tended to be enriched inBam-z
i -. and slightly depleted in Sr.-- Tz .e and sal ome.,ated paru~ci-e fromsi

-lswere deplet.ed In these nuclides. butwr much igher in specIfic activit. The

close-in land samples showed Irregular particles depleted In Moe, Ce" , Npm, amd Ca4

over th- sphezical par:cles and no differen-ce In Sr and Ba'4 . it so'ld be re-odzed
A t*.t this class~fication by types may be n oversimplification and tint a large sammpe of

individual particles of all types might show a continuous variaton of the pnipertlez do-r scr-. The inference Is strong, nevert1weless, that the fractionation observed from
point to point In the fallout rield from ZUl -as cEue to the relative aburdance a,= activity
c-riou-tion of various particle types at each location. The capture-to4ssion ratios were
smalles: in the solid fallout samples and gbgst in the liquid sampoe= Cio-t- samples
were In betw en-

The activities of the irregular particles varied roughly as their surface area. or diz=-
:etr s-tared. Ons t-he oher hand essently a of the spheroidal particles were radio-

active throughout thetr volumes, t,y .tre formedin a region of high activity eocentr--
tion in the cioud, with the activity diffusing Into the Interior whil these particles were
still in aI molten state. Activity was not relatcd to paricle density, but varied with the
weight of Irregular particles in a man--r -co-sistent with a surface-area function.

Water-Surface Shots. The c! -acerlstics of the fallout resulting fr= the
water-surface shots, Flhtbead and Navalo. differed considerably from those of the land-
surface shots. For the lad statione of th-e l'arn area. the NavaJo fallo nsisted of
so-r- solid particles: a ratler dry, thin. mis y slurry containing calcium cart w= and
ferro.-s oxide particles, sodium chloride c-st-ls, and liquid dropleta in the case of
Flrtbead most of the activity at the lad stations was associatod with a we y or
nud. contamnina calclum carbomte n ferrous i-dd particles mixed with- sdium cho-

ride Crrst :-ls- This- slurry -as dersiet at -n sn.e of at least 24 degrees from t'
hon;zonta. At the ship collecting !i :-ions .- n fa'out from there two even- wras made

p entirely of slurry particles consisti&w of about S0 percent sodium chloride, 18 percent
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wazer, and 2 per "'nt insoluble solids composed primarily of oxides of calcium and Iron.
24" The individual, insoluble, solid particles were generally spherical and less than I mi-

cron in diameter, appearing to be the result of direct condensation In the fireball. The
radionu d! e composttion of individual slurry drops could not be assessed because of in-
sufficient activity, but the results of combining a number of droplets were similar to
those obtained from gross fallout samples.

In general, much less fractionation of radionuclides was evident in the slurry from
water shots than in the solid fallout from the land shots. The amount of chloride In a
slurry drop appeared to be proportional to the drop activity for the ship stations at Flat-
head; ho;.ever, variability was experienced for Navajo, and the relationship failed for
both shots at close-in locations. Conflicting data was obtained concerning the contribu-
tion of the insoluble solids to the total drop activity. Although the slurry nature of the
fallout and certain properties-drop diameters, densities, and concentrations-were
adequately determined, further experimentation Is required to establish the composition
of the Insoluble solids, and partition of activity among the componer.ts of the drop. The
small amount of fallout that was deposited during Cherokee arrived as slurry particles,
similar to those produced by Flathead and Navajo. The total amount deposited, howeve
was smi-: and of no military significance.

Fractionation of radlonuclides occurred in the fallout of aUl Redwing surface shots in-
vestigated. By several criteria, such as R-values and capture-to-fission ratios, Navajo
%as the least fractionated. Flathead ran a close second. Fractionation increased for
Teua and was greatest for Zuni. The R-values were generally higher at the distant sta-
tions, as were the activity concentrations and capture-to-fission ratios for particles of
the same size fraction. This was probably due to the higher frequency of the spherical
part: les and a lower contribution of the Mo" at the distant stations. R-values of cloud
samples increased for Sr 8 9 and Ba 4 with time after detonation, probab , because of the
increased relative contributions of both the smaller pa-ticles and the liquid phases. There
was Zess fractionation between solid and liquid fallout samples from water-surface shots
than from land-surface shots. The consideration of Flathead and Navajo as representa-
tive water-surface shots is not completely justified, because of the effects remainl.'g in
the lagoon from previous shots. The effects of the bottom material on the fallout charac-
teristics have not been studied or evaluated.

The CWL evaluated the logic of using Mo" as the basis for R-values and concluded
that Ce l" appeared to be more representative of the fission products, and thus a better
reference for at least the close-in stations. Project 2.65 Plso concluded that fractiona-
tion has no military significance, except for a possible Ingestion hazard of specific
nuclides, and Is of interest only because it may Indicate the mechanism of radioactive
particle formation in the fireball, column, and cloud.

Cherokee fallout was relatively unfractionated with regard to radionuclide composi-
tion. For all shots the important nuclides that were deficient in the fallout were mem-
hers of the decay chains of antimony, zenon, and krypton. Their rare-gas precursors
do not combine easily with either condensing or unaltered carrier particles. Relations
between R-values of common precursors were examined by Project 2.63 to estimate R-
values of unmeasured isotopes. As yet, no method is known for predicting the extent of
fractionation to be expected for specific yield and detonation conditions.

Decay of unfractionated fission products according to t- "2 was found to be adequate
for planning and estimating purposes. However, If much fractionation exists or signifi-
cant induced activities are present, an actual decay curve (measured with a counter
having knowi, response characteristics, or computed for the specific radionucllde
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composition Involved) should be used. The observed early-gamma-dose-rate decay ex-
ponents, as measured In lagoon -area land stations, are shown in Table 3.4. However,
large errors can result from misapplication of the t- 1"2 rule in using standard computing
methods to estimate radiological effects from fallout. Participation in the tests showed
that field dose rates can be calculated from the gamma spectra of samples.

3.4.3 Characteristics of Arrival and Deposition of Fallout. The time of arrival, rates
of depositicn, and duration of fallout at the lagoon land stations varied for the different
shots and with distances from ground zero. Project 2.63 concluded the time from fall-
out arrival to peak radiation rate was approximately equal to the time of arrival for all
stations and events. Further, the shape of the activity arrival cujrve was not markedly
different for solid- and slurry-particle shots (Figures 3.24 and 3.25). in both types of
events, the time from the onset of fallout to the time when the radiation rate peaked was
usually much shorter than the time required for the remainder of the fallout to be depos-
ited. The concentrations of the smallest sizes remained almost constant with time. Par-
ticle diameters gradually decreased with time at each station during the slurry-particle
shots, Flathead and Navajo, though remaining remarkably constant at about 100 to 200
microns in diameter on the ships during the entire fallout period

At the lagoon land stations, the activity percent weight of falleut resulting from land-
surface bursts was found to be higher at the more distant stations. Most of the radio-
activity was associated with particles between 149 and 420 micrors. Particle size dis-
tributions varied continuously with time at all stations during the solid-particle shots,
Zuni and Tewa, with the activity arrival waves being characterized by sharp increases
in the concentrations of the larger particles. Because of backgrouid dust and unavoidable
debris on collection trays, correlation of the concentrations of smaller particles with
radiological measurements was difficult.

In the vicinity of the ships, the gross body of fallout activity for the slurry-particle
events penetrated to the thermocline from a depth of 10 to 20 meters at the rate of 3 to
4 in/hr. A considerable fraction of the activity for the solid-particle events penetrated
to the thermocline at about the same rate. This activity remained more or less uniform-
ly distributed above the thermocline up tc at least 2 days after the shot and is presumed
to have been in solution or associated with fine particles present either at deposition or
produced by the breakup of solid aggregates in sea water. An unknown amount of activity,
perhaps as much as 50 percent total, penetrated at a higher rate and may have disap-
peared below the thermocline during the land-surface shots. It is unlikely that any
significant amount of activity was lost in this way during the water-surface shots. Frac-
tionation of MoIS, Np"', -ind I"' occurred in the surface water layer following solid-
particle deposition; a continuous variation in composition with depth was indicated. Only
slight tendencies in this direction were noted for slurry fallout.

Although an attempt was made to determine the role played by the base surge in the
transport of radioactive debris following water-surface bursts, the results obtained were
inconclusive. The radioactive base surge from Shot Flathead, if one indeed was gener-
ated, did not icach the detection stations established for its documentation. Therefore.
the significance of the base surge in transpor'ting radioactive contamination in the vicinity
of a water-surface burst could not be ascer'iained.

3.4.4 Fallout Prediction Correlations. Before and during the fallout evewnts; succes-
sive predictions %%ere made of the location of the bondaries and hot line of the fallout

pattern for each event. The final predictions were superimposed on the measured fallout
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patterns, as determined by the oceanographic sur'eys, and are shown in Figures 3.26
through 3.29. Allowance has been made for time variation of the wind during Shots
Navajo and Flathead, and for time and space variations of the wind during Shots Zuni and
Tewa. Coi "parson can be made with the H -24 hour contours obtained by aerial suvey
by referring to Figures 3.4 to 3.7 and converting for decay. Predicted and observed
times of arrival at most of the major stations, as well as the maximum particle sizes
predicted and observed at times of arrival, peak, and cessation, are compared in Table
3.5. In the majority of cases, agreement is close enough to justify the assumptionf! used
-n makine the predict!ons; in the remaining ca .es the differences are suggestive of the
way in which these assumptions should be altered.

The fallout prediction method used Is described in Reference 5. Beginning with a
vertical line source above the shot point and assuming all particle sizes to exist at all
altitudes, the arrival points of particles of several different sizes (75, 100, 200, and
350 microns in diameter in this case), originating at the centers of successive 5,000-foot
altitude increments, are plotted on the surface.

Size lines result from connecting surface arrival points for particles of the same size
for increasing increments of altitude; height lines are generated by connecting the arrival
points of particles of different sizes from the same altitude. These Wa types of lines
form a network from which the arrival times of particles of various sizes and the perim-
eter of the fallout pattern may be estimated, once the arrival points representing the line
source have been expanded to include the entire cloud diameter. This last step requires
the use of a specific cloud model. The cloud model used to arrive at the results previ-
ously presented is shown in Figure 3.30. Particles larger than 1,000 microns In diameter
were restricted to the stem radius or inner 10 percent of the cloud radius, while those
from 500 to 1,000 microns in diameter were limited to the inner 50 percent of the cloud
radius. All particle sizes were assumed to be concentrated primarily in the lower third
of the cloud and upper third of the stem. The cloud and stem dimensions shown on the
fallout-pattern figures were derived from empirical curves available In the field, relat-
ing cloud height and diameter to device yield; however, actual photographic rueasurementb
were used wherever possible for subsequent calculations leading to the results prese ted
in Table 3.5.

The location of the predicted hot line follows directly from the assumed cloud model,
being determined by the height lines from the lower third of the cloud, successively cor-
rected for time and, sometimes, space variation of the winds. Time variation was
applied In all cases, but space variation only in cases of gross disagreement.

Reasonable agreement between the predicted and observed perimeters and central
axes of fallout patterns is indicated for Zuni and Tewa, when corrections are made for
time and spatial variation of the winds. Rough agreement was also achieved for Flathead
and Navajo by neglecting spatial variation of the winds, in spite of the gross differences
in the char tcter of the fallout. The reason for this agreement is not well understood.
Predicted fallout arrival times were often less than the measured times by 10 to 25 per-
cent, and the maximum particle sizes predicted at the times of arrival, peak, and cessa-
tion were usually smaller by 10 to 50 percent than measured sizes.

3.5 DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITY IN THE MUSHROOM

3.5.1 Rocket Data. Forty ASP (atmospheric-sounding projectile) rockets were sum-
cessfully fired at the mushrooms resulting from Shots Cherokee, Zuni, Navajo, andTewa.
All rockets operated satisfactorily, and information was obtained concerning gamma
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intensities within the mushrooms, from which spatial distribution of activity concentra-
tion within the cloud and stem could be determined. Figure 3.31 shows the planned rocket
trajectories. At H + 7 and H + 15 minutes, two salvos of six rockets each were fired suc-
cessfully during Shots Cherokee. Zuri, and Navajo. Four rockets were fired during Shot
Tewa, 7 minutes after detonation. During Shot Cherokee, good signal strength was re-
ceived on all channels, and despite the relatively high radiation fields encountered
(3 x 104 r/hr), no serious attenuation of the telemetering signal was noted. The Zuni
rockets gave good signal atrengths on all channels. The radiation fields measured were
lower than those encounteredA during Cherokee. Channels corresponding to rockets aimed
at the lowest elevations had no data on the carriers. Figures 3.32 and 3.33 show the
activity distribution for Shat Zuni in the planes of the rocket trajectories at H + 7 and
H+ 15 minutes, respective: . and are typical of tbe results achieved by the project.

Figure 3.33 includes the i. nd profile in the plane of the rocket trajectory, which is a
projection, in this plane, of a zero-time vertical line above ground zero as it would have
been distorted in 15 minu*.es by the prevailing winds. The wind profile provides a means
of visualizing the amount of shear to be expected in the clouds.

The six rockets of the ffrst salvo during Navajo were fired at the same quadrant eleva-
tion but at different azimuth angles to provide good assurance of intersecting the mush-
room stem. From visual observation of the Navajo stem location, !t appeared probable
that at least three rockets of this salvo penetrated the stem at altitudes of approximately
25,000 feet. None of these rockets yielded data indicating gamma intensities in excees of
1 r/hr. The second salvo was fired in a vertical fan, similar to that used for Cherokee
and Zuni, and the activity distribution within the cloud was successfully documented. The
data obtained irdicated that the gamma activity concentrations in the Navajo cloud were
appreciably lower than those observed during Cherokee and Zuni. Of the four rockets

•. fired during Tewa, only one produced useful radiological information; however, the data
was consistent with similar data obtained along a comparable trajectory during Cherokee.
When the values of total cloud activity, as determined from the rocket measurements,
were compared with theoretical values, order of magnitude agreement was obtained.

3.5.2 Aircraft Data. Radiation dose rates, as recorded by penetration aircraft flying

through the nuclear clouds, yielded activity concentrations which are in satisfactory
agreement with those obtained by the rocket data. Table 3.6 gives the aircraft penetra-
tion data as recorded after Shot Zuni in B-57B aircraft.

The fourth column is the activity concentration at the time of aircraft penetration. This
is converted from the dose rate readings by assuming an average effective energy of the
photons and correcting ftr the altitude at which the measurements were taken. The fifth
column shows the evaluated activity at H. 15 minutes, using Uh acinctty at the time of
penetration and a decay factor of t - ' This decay factor was determined by the aircraft
penetration experiment and accounted for both decay and dispersion of the cloud between
H + 15 minutes and the time of aircraft penetration.

By compari~ng the maximum activity encountered by the aircraft (evaluated to H * 15
iminutes) with the activity distribution plot of the H + 15 minute Zuni rockets, presented in
Figure 3.33, it is seen that there is reasonably good agreement. This correlation is
adequate when it is considered. (1) that the decay factor of t- 1' 1 accounts for both fission-
product decay and the dilution of the activity because o' the dispersion of the cloud, and
(2) that the penetration aircraft did not flyx in the plane of the rocket trajectories.

The cloud exposure rate data from the penetration aircraft could be fitted by the
expression:
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0= 1.10x x f X t - -T

Where: a -verage exposure rate, r/hr
f = fractional fission yield
t = time after detonation, minutes

The average exposure rate in the stem beneath the mushroom of clouds from water-
surface bursts or alrbursts was less than the exposure rate in the mushroom by a factor
of 5 to 10. In terms of crew exposure, a high-performance aircraft could penetrate the
cloud from any yield 100-percent-fission device at an altitude of 45,000 feet at H + 20
minutes with an average mission dose of 25 r. At 30,000 feet, where the activity is less.
a penetration could be made at H + 10 minutes for a radiation dose of the same magnitude.
In clouds from detonations In which the fission yield is some fraction of the total yield,I the radiation dose rate is reduced )roportionally.

An investigation of the internal radiation hazard encountered by flight crews during
penetration indicated that it was nsignificant when compared to the external hazard.

In summary, the radiation hazard in atomic clouds denles to aircraft only a small por-
tion of sky for a very short period of time after detonation.

3.6 INITIAL RADIATION

3.6.1 Initial-Gamma Radiation. The initial-gamma time histort6s obtained indicated
the influence of the hydrodynamic effect on the initial gamma dose. Figure 3.34 demon-
strates the enhancement of the exposure rate during the approach and following the pas-
sage of the airblast shock front. The figure also shows that approximately two-thirds of
the total initial-gamma .xposure occurs after the passage of the shock front and that
essentially all of the initial dose is delivered by 30 to 40 seconds after shot time. Curves
of total initial-gamma exposures as a function of distance for Shots Flathead, Dakota,
Navajo, and Tewa, as well as comparable prediction curves from Reference 4, are pre-
sented in Figure 3.35.

Because an analysis of the Initial-gamma data obtained indicates that in all cases the
exposures at distances in excess of 3 miles was less than 10 r, and in most cases less
than 1 r, it is apparent that the initial-gamma exposure received by unprotected person-I nel d.ring megaton-range detonations -s of little significance when compared to alirblast
and thermal effects. Iniial-gamma dose prediction curves Indicate total exposure values
that are too low for clcse -in stations while too high at the more remote stations, as shown
in Figure 3.35.

3.6.2 Neutrons. Because the Cherokee air drop did not come sufficiently near the in-
tended burst point to result in activation of the neutron detectors, no neutron data was
obtained for this event. For this same reason, the primary soil-activation experiment
failed to yield usable data

Neutron data was successfully obtained for Shots Yuma, Klckapoo, Blackfoot, Erie,
and Osage. Table 3.7 demons t hg ta* "12- n ofthe nrwat-,I

-measured during the fRKing of

- - W~thht the limits accur.cy of the threshold-detector system, measurements of the
neutron energy spectrum indicated there was no detectable variation of the spectrum with
distance. In other words, the measured absorption length, that in. e-fold distance, was
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the same for the different detectors placed along an Instrument line for distances in ex-
Z_- cess of 300 yards. Table 3.8 indicates the near constancy of the neutron spectrum ven

between differing shots.

__The absorption lengths
ob-e rv or the shots an which measurements were made are presented in Table 3.9.
A part of the variation Indicated In these absorption lengths was due to the effect of ter-
rain, in that it affects the scattered flux. Surfaces covered with vegetation tended to In-
crease the values of the absorption lengths measured over them, although the effect could
not be evaluated quantitatively.

The neutron dose normalized to unit-kiloton yield for each of the shots on which neu-
tron measurements were made is presented in Figure 3.36. It is to be noted that the
dose versus distance curves for Yuma, Blackfoot, and Kickapoo are outside the stated
limits of reliability for the prediction curve. There was an indication that correlation
existed between Implosive high-explosive thickness and the neutron flux from a weapon,
although the data was insufficient to establish a ouantitative relation.

Neutron shielding experiments, utilizing concrete boxes containing various admixtures
of borax and sulfur, showed that there is little or no increase in the attenuation of fast
neutrons by the addition of these substances to concrete. The thermal neutron flux, how-
ever, was attenuated by the addition of borax to the concrete. The neutron dose was
found to be reduced by a factor of about 4 by a concrete box, 3 feet on a side and 6 inches
thick, fabricated from a mixture containing 1.6 percent borax by weight. The gamma-ray
dose inside this type structure, however, was found to be increased by a factor of approx-
imatelv 3.

A limited soil-activation experiment performed during Yuma indicated that the activa-
tion of coral soil, sodium chloride, and magnesium oxide was approximately twice as
great for a sample exposed from '/2 to 1 inch below the coral soil surface than for a sam-
ple exposed on the surface. The moderating effect of the soil results in the thermaliza-
tion of a large number of neutrons, making them more available for capture by the Na
and Mn$.

3.7 CONTAMINATION-DECONTAMXNATION

3.7.1 Building Materials. The contamination levels of the building materials exposed
to fallout aboard the YAG's were too low to obtain the desired experimental results. Shots
Cherokee and Navajo produced negligible contamination aboard the YAG's, whereas Zuni
and Flathead contamination was so light as to yield only minimal data. Although Shot
Tewra produced relatively high radiation levels on the decks of the ships, subsequent tor-
rential rains removed the contamination to such a degree that the panel radiation levels
were below the Site Elmer Island background at time of recovery, making decontamina-
tion studies impractical.

The limited data obtained indicated that small-particulate contaminant resulted from
Zuni, whereas Flathead produced a liquid contaminant. In the case of the particulate
contaminant, the horizontal surfaces were the more heavily contaminated, whereas the
liquid contaminant from Flathead produced the heaviest contamination on vertical surfaces.
The heaviest contamination observed was on the asphalt-gravel built-up roofs, the rough-
est of all surfaces, following Zuni. Hosing of these p.nels was relatively ineffective,
although scrubbing with detergents generally resulted in effective decontamination. Con-
tamination levels of panels were generally red-ced by factors of 2 to 4 by this decontami-
nation procedure.
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Unpainted wood surfaces allowed contamination to penetrate to depths of 1 to 2 i n,

or more; however, most of the contaminant was retained in the outer 200 microns. On

painted pane's. the depth of contamination rarely exceeded the depth of the paint, which

ranged from 180 to 300 mic:ons.

3.7.2 Shipboard Materials. Materials tested under this category consisted.of wire

rope, manila line, canvas, firehose, and wood decking. The wire rope and canvas were

,,' tested both with and without various protective coatings, whereas the manila line and

firehose were tested unprotected. The samples were exposed aboard the YAG-40 for

Shots Zuni and Flathead, with the wood decking also being exposed during Tewa. In gen-

eral, it was found that shipboard materials such as these contribute only a small amount

to the total ship radiation hazard. Unprotected wire ropes and manila lines are rather

difficult to decontaminate because of the!r inherent absorptiveness and the presence of

man- tiny crevices. Therefore, these materials may contribute to a long-term radiation

hazard.

Protective coating reduces the initial contamination of shipboard materials by restrict-

ing the absorption of the cortaminant. The coatings also Increase the effectiveness of
decontamination.

Ropes, lines, and hoses that become contaminated should be uncoiled to reduce the

inherent radiation hazard. If this is not possible, they should be stored In an unfrequented

location until the radiation has decayed below the hazardous level. Canvas, unless coated,
should not be left open to fallout.

Contamination of wood decking appears to be mainly dependent on two factors: the na-

ture of the fallout contamination, and the surface roughness of the wood deck. The sur-

face roughness was a major factor in determining the initial contamination level. Pene-

tration of fallout contamination into the wood beyond the rough surface layer was negligible,

hut decontamination to a residual of 2 percent would have required removal of approxi-

mately 2 mm of the surface layer because of roughness. The payed joints between the

wooden planks presented no additional problem, as long ac the joints were free of fissures

and pockets.

3.7.3 Washdown Effectiveness. The washdown systems on the after portions of the

Y.AG's 39 and 40 were operated during four fallout contaminating events, and the maxi-

mum levels of gamma radiation ranged from 266 mr/hr at 11 hours after Flathead to

21.2 r/hr at 4.6 hours after Tewa. These events produced two general types of fallout

contaminant: a solid particulate material from the land-surface detonations, Zuni and

Tewa, and a salt-water slurry following the water-surface bursts, Flathead and Navajo.

The washdown systems were effective in reducing the total shipboard dose rates at end

of washdown by 85 to 98 percent for slurry fallout and 85 to 95 percent for the particulate

fallout. Reductions of the total accumulated dose to time of fallout cessation ranged be-

twnen 95 and 97 percent for slurry material, and 76 to 86 percent for particulate mate-

rial. Maximum washdown effectiveness was achieved by prompt activaton of the wash-

down system at the start of the contaminating event and by continuous operation as long

as possible after fallout had ceased. Washing after fallout cessation was particularly

advantageous in the case of particulate fallout, because the washdown system is less ef-

fective in the removal of this type of contaminant. Overall effectiveness can be mate-

rially increased by smooth, well-drained ship weather-surfaces.

3.7.4 Shipboard Decontamination Procedmres. Evaluation of various shipboard
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decontamination procedures was detrimentally affected by the low, residual, contamina-
tion levels which existed on the test shps following their return to the Eniwetok Lagoon.
The proof-testing of the standard ship recovery procedure, which consisted of ftrehoslng,
hand-scrubbing, and firehosing again, was carried out after Shot Tewa on a ship that had
an average residual dose rate of 290 mr/hr. At the same time a second procedure, hot-
liquid-jet cleaning, was investigated under like conditions. The tests indicated that, for
nonwashdown areas, the two procedures were approximately equal in effectiveness with
avenge fractions of contamination remaining being 0.33 for the standard recovery proce-
dure and 0.41 for the hot-liquid-Jet method. The hot-liquid-jet cleaning progressed at
about twice the surface coverage rate of the standard recovery method; however, It was
concluded that Insufficient data was obtalned to Justify expenditure of large sums for the
special equipment Involved, based on this spparent greater operating rate.

Evaluation of a decontamination method involving removable, radiological, protective
coating (RRPC) was conducted after Shots Zuni and Flathead. Removal of the RREP in
the nonwashdovn shipboard areas after Ztmi resulted in the removal of al but 0.5 to 8.0
percent of the contaminant, while firehosing alone left a residual of 6 to 28 percent. Fire-

+ hosing plus RRPC removal eliminated 97 to 99.8 percent of the residual contamination.
' In the washdown area, the RRPO removal left 6 to 9 percent residual contamination, com-

Cpared to 16 to 40 percent remaining after decontamination of an uncoated area by the hot-
liquid-jet method. After Flathead, the removal of RRPC from a nonwashdown area was
97 percent effective as compared to the 82 percent effectiveness of a firehosing-plus-
handscrubbing procedure. Removal of the coating in wabdown areas, however, showed
only a 20-percent reduction of the contamination, although the levels of contamination
were actually too low to give reliable instrument readings. Comparison of manual and
mechanical scrubbing indicated the mechanical method was slightly inferior, however,
operators felt no fatigue and could have easily endured long scrubbing times.

3.7.5 Aircraft Contamination. Contamination studies conducted on the B-57B and F-84
aircraft used in early cloud penetrations indicated that the amount and distribution of the
contamination theu aircraft incur during flights through nuclear clouds is fairly uniform,
considering the widely varying circumstances under which the contamination Is ncurred.
There does not seem to be any significant variation in the contamination due to device
yield or aircraft type.

The contact haz-ard that personnel experience when vvrking on contaminated aircraft

was also investigated. It was found that the contact hazard could be estimated by survey-
ing the aircraft with a gamma survey meter (7!B) and applyinga correction factor to the
readings obtained. A factor 110 will convert the TIB readings to the approximate contact .
dose rate (repihr) to the skin in areas of direct Impingement of the contaminant, i.e.,
leading edge of nose, wing, aid the like, 'whereas a factor of 40 is applicable to the slid-
ing surfaces, such as the sides of the fuselage. It was also found that gloves reduced the
radiation intensity to the bands by at least 50 ercent, !n addition to preventing the direct
contact of the contaminant with the skin. The wearing of gloves Is. therefore, recom-
mended when working on surfaces that show a gamma survey reading of 0.1 r/hr or more.

As the result of these findings, it wras conluded that aircraft maintenance, refueling,
and rearming personnel could begin work as early as H 4 2 hours and continue to work for
a period of 8 hours on the most highly contaminated aircraft studied during Redwing, ac-
c-.-mulating a total dose of 5 r of whole body garma radiation. After H 24 bours, per-
scnel could Ark for 10 days. at a rate of 8 hours per day, on these aircraft, and ac-
cumulate a total dose of less than 1.5 r.
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3.7.6 Skin Decontamination. A study of the effectiveness of a water-repellent barrier

cream in reducing the contaminabillty of bands yielded insufficient data to permit the
drawing of any conclusions. Soap plus water and ammoniacal petroleum-based waterless
cleansers proved equally effective in removing fission product contamination from the
hands of personnel who participated in recovery operations. The geometric mean of hand

contaxalnation was observed to vary directly with the radiation field intensity in whLh
these personnel conducted their recovery operations. No evidence of Irritation was noted,

4 e' even in cases where approximately 25 14c of mixed fission products were in contact with

the b ands for periods of 2 hours.

3.8 SHIP SHIELDING

Data on the air envelope, water envelope, and shipboard contaminzation gamma-source
contributions to the total gamma field experienced aboard ships was obtained during Shots
Zuni. Flathead, Navajo, and Teva. The highest estimates of percent-air-envelope con-
tribution were obtained from the Tewa results, which indicated that, for the washed por-
tions of the ship. the air contributed between 32 and 95 percent of the dose rate during
the period of maximum rate of fallout arrival and more than 10 percent of the dose rate
between 12 and 20 hours after fallout began. In unwashed areas, the percent-air contrlbu-
tion would be less significant, because a greater portion of the radiation would come from
the contamination retained on the weather surfaces of the ships.

The wrater-envelope contributions to the total shipboara' gamma radiation fields was
found to be significant only in compartments adjacent I-) t _ zeA ,id well-shielded from
contaminated weather surfaces. For an unwashed shf. the cot-ibutlons to both doseV. and dose rate were estimated to be less than 11 pelv-.. in tha lower hold, 3.5 percent in
the upper hold, and I percent on the deck. The ..rues un a -a I ship could be as much
as six times higher than those on an unwashed ship and wocld thet efore be of significance
in the shielded areas.

The relative contribution of contaminated weather-surfaces depended on the washdown

situation aboard ship, and the greatest contribution, of course, occurred in the unwashedIportions of the ships. The radiation from the weather surfaces became the primary con-
tributor after passage of the primary fallout fronts and contributed in excess of 95 per-
cent of the total dose accumulated during the first 25 hours in the nonwashed areas of the
YAG-40 following Shot Tewa, and more than 80 percent in washed areas.

Gamma radiation attenuation offered by the ship's superstructures varied between
shots and with locations within the ships. The ratios of the dose rates inside the various
compartments to those existing on deck ranged generally from 0.001 to 0.02 for compart-
ments beneath a washed deck and from about 0.03 to 0.2 for compartments below decks
that were unwashed. Although the ratios reached values as high as 0.04 and 0.3. respec-
tively, in exceptional cases, most of the values were of the order of 0.01 beneath washed
areas and 0.1 beneath unwashed areas.

The values of combined absorption and scattering coefficients, as determined with
cylindrical steel shields, were found to vary with time after a given shot and to vary from

=shot to shot. The combined coefficient increased with time after each shot, indicating
that the same thickness of steel becomes more effective at later postshot times as would
be expected am a consequence of the softening of the gamma ray spectra with time. The
most extreme example of this change in shielding'effectiveness was observed during
Navajo, In which the combined gamma absorption and scattering coefficient for steel

changed from a value of approxim'ately 0.83 In- at H + 10 hours to about 1.16 in-t at
S+ 30 hours.
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3.9 EVALUATION OF DOSIMETERS

The gamma doses measured aboard ship dur!n the fallout participation events by

DT-60/PD (phosphate glass) and IM-107/PD (quartz fiber) dosimeters, mounted on the
surface of Mnasonte phantoms were compared with doses measured by phosphate-glass
needles imbedded at depths of 3 to 5 cm In the phantoms, the latter dose being considered

as a more satisfactory indicator for the evaluation of acute radiation effects to personnel
a,€ than the air dose. Differences betwen the readings of the two dosimeter types, scatter

in the dos,:s measured by the same type dosimeters, and differences between the surface
readings and the depth readings, indicated that the DT-60 and IM-10? dosimeters were
not satisfactory in their present form for proper measurement and interpretation of the

biologically significant radiation dose sustained by shipboard personnel above decks In a
fallout field. Below decks, the external dosimeter doses showed fairly good correlation

with the depth readings, indicating that the variations noted above deck were probably
due to dosimeter beta-sensitivity or soft-gamma radiation effects.
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tIBl.E 3.6 iHOT ZU'NI CLOUD PENETRAION DATA (P-METER)

~IT.'1Pew.- Niurtun. Activit~ it .c.1vazy at *

%ltd it Io'w Rate Time I H - 15 Minuteb
itn hr one, Ins n.

H.52 41,000 96 9.4 78

H - 78 16.OCO 20; 16.7 275

TABLE 3.7 ANGULAR~ VARIATON OF NEUTRON FLUX FOR
SHOTS YUSLA AND KICKAPOO

batot Detetor Flux x rl 64* Line flux rl 85' Line
Flu x rl 0' Line Flux r2 -.r Line

Yum.z PU 1.34
U 1.91~

Au 1.18

ikKickapoo Pu -1.62

U -1.70

Au -- 1.22

TABLE 3.8 PERCEiN POTAL NEUTRO1S IN EACH
ENERG'- VAL

Energy llxe Klekapoo Eris Oewg

'.3 k1ey to 0.63 Myv 211.81 25.4 29.2
0.63 Me'. to 1.5 Me'. 55.1. 52.4 57.0

L.5 Mew to 3 Mew 14. - M. 12.8

TABLE 3.9 THE c-VOWO DISTANCES FROMK
SHOTS YUMA. KICKAPOO, bLACK-
FOOT. ERIE. AND3 OSAGE

Sbot *-F*!d Dismetic

Yuma
0* 215

4S 219
64* 210

Kickapoo
0* 203

4? 203
85' 303

Blaickfoot 230
E rie 200

C~aj.190
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Figure 3.2 Project 2.85 helicopter probe survey technique.
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Meteorological pzrameters:

Method 1. Time variation of the wind field
Method 2. Time and space variation Of the

wind field.

r Figure 3.26 Predicted and observed fallout pattern, Shot Zuni.
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'3.

Parameter assumptions used.
1. Cloud top.- 60.000 ft. CONTOUR INTERVALS
2. Cloud base: 40,000 ft. IIN r/hr, 1+1 '-MUR
3. Cioud diameter: 14 naut nil.
4. Hot liune fzllout: frorn 43.000 ft.

Meteorological parameter:
Time variation of the wind field.

Figure 3.29 Predicted and observed fallout pattern, Sbot Flathead.
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Chapter 4

EFFECTS ON STRUCTURES

The eftorts of Program 3, Effects or Structures, were concentrated in one relatively

large project- Project 3.1. (See ecticn A.3 in the Appendix.)

4.1 OBJECTIVES

The primary objective was to obtain Information regarding the effect of the duration of
the positive phase o. blast from nuclear detonatioas on the response of drag and sem;-

drag types of structures. The secondary objective %as to study further the general prob-
lem of drag loading and response of structres to blast forces.

4.2 BACKGROUND

This project was the second part of a two-part program. The first part involved par-
ticipation in Operation Teapot to study tha response of four typical aingle-stary steel-
frame industrial buldings to the blast from a burst with a yield of approximately 22 t.

The second part, during Operation Redwing. involved a study of the response of identical
industrial buildings to an at-burst with a yield of approximately 3.7 Wt. Essentialy. the

first part was a test under a positive-phase blast with relatively short duration, whereas
the second was a test under a positive-phase blast with relatively long duratilon

To assure Identical steel-frame structures for both parts of the program, all of the
steel for the buildings tested during Oyeration Teapot and those tested during Operation

Redwing were obtained at nne tme from. t-.os ! a -ill rollings and were completely
3bop-fabricated py the stel fabricator during the same period !n 1954. prior to Tespot
Tee complete shop-fabrcf--td st-l, i.e., roof trusses, columns, crane girder. and
other etructural comfoos, &r the six buildings to be tested during Redwing was stored
for approximately a year at tL US-A Air Materiel Command Depot, Stockton, California,

ior to sipment to the Pific Provin Grounds (PPG) for assembly. "hs procurement

proc-dure insured, within practical lmits, close identicalness of the a-trucur s-e tested at
the Nevada Test Silte (NTS) Ia 1955 and thosa tested Ft PPG in 1956.

4.3 PROCEDURE

Six steel-frame 1-Iuti1 buildings we-r-e tested during Redwing. The buidings were
&pproxilately 30 feet high. 40 feet in wan. and 40 feet lo1g (two 20-foot hays) for

three drag structures wn 80 feet lcmg (Iozr 20-foot bays) for the th-ee a-semidrag struc-

lures. The drag structures bud Light atbestos-sheet siding and roofg. wich were
expected to fail befor- mu- load could be transferred by it to the steel fram e. The
aftmidrag structures- als(; bad ight asbCstos-snheet roofing, bat the walls were constructed
of reinforced concrete with a w.dow opening comprisIng ahout 3^ percent of the full wall

1area,



T'M structures were located on three mnanr.ade islands along the shallow reef between
Sites Charlie and Dog and on Site Dog aL ranges o 20,5,00, 24,000, 29,000, and 35,600
feet from expected gr.und zero of Shot. Cherokee- Each type of structure nearest ex-
pected ground zero was located so that. if the yileld of the weapon Uere near the lower
limit of its predIcted range, the a-ucture wf.uld undergo considerable inelastic deforma-
tlon. Conversely, those structures farthest from ground zero were located so tIla, if
the yield of the weapon were near the upper lmit of Its predicted range. thy would be
substantially delormed but would not collapse. The third baildi of each type wa;. lo-

-_ cated at an Intermediate point, so that ibe range in the degrees of damage suffered 1
the structures would be as large as possible.

The selection of the site locations of the six structures was made after careful co-
sideration of all factors involved. The structures h- to be placed in lcations that would
insure Lhe best possible chance of getting a reasonable range in degree of damage for
both Iypes of structures. Furthermore, only three structures of each type were a%aila-

ble. Because natural land areas are present -ly in the form of small islands in PPG,
it became obvious in the early planning stage ltat only one, if any, of thete naturtl
iands would be so located with respect to ground zero that it could be used as a sit

location of one of the test structures. it was necessary, therefore, to p!ace the oarF test structures on manmade Islands located along the s-allow reef c-mecting the natural
islands of th Bikini Atoll. It was recognized, from the standpoint of economy, that it

was extremely desirable to reduce the re .ired nmwxjber of manmade Islands to a mini--
mum. it was found that two of such man m ade Isl nds could be used to support ona build-
ing of each type, without departing more than 500 feet from the ranges from greund zero
that wotld have been preferred If no conaideration baa ,een given to the possibilfty jf
using double islands. Accordingly, the final la y ut provided for manmade Islands 1. 2,
and 3 along the reef. at ranges of 20,500. 24.000, and 29.000 feet, respectively- T1u-,
a drag type a-ct re ws located- on Is l I; a drag type and a setmidrag type on each
of ilands 2 and 3; and a seemidrag type on Site Deg.

Snock-tube model studica conducted at the Ballistic Research Lal>oratojres (BRL) in

the early planning stages assisted in the determnat of the minimum satusfctory size
for the niannade Islands. It was necessary that the size be aufficiently large so ,l' a
relatively nonturbulent, oz smooth, airblast flow would occ-ur at the front faces of the
lt-raermat p. c;d q gages) and building struc--tures. These model studies resuit>-
in the adopticn of a rmnded nosing on the front edge of the islands and a reduction i the
overall length of the islands by 30 feet, or by ablut 20 percent. ThiF, in turn, re-ted
in a reducon In the total construction costs. The fin-a size determined necesr- f.ir-
Islan I was 140 by 90 feet for Islands 2 and 3. 140 by 210 fee- An 'sland beigil
approxzlnaly 4 feet above high-tide "'val (10 feet above the reef level) was selectet as
adequ-ate to protect the Islad surface from wave action

4.4 STE CONSTRUCTION

Site construction began at PPG in November 1955 and was sthedrled for co-pletion bi
I April 1958. This allowed onzy appr-zxlmta'y -S mon-ls for construction of tina e

isands and erection of the building structras thereon. However, sxcess ,aly ligh waves
frm a avy mid-Pacific storm fn December ISM parally doestroyed certan lnteriskn
causeways and "danaged the parually completed islands at Bikini Atoll, all of -ach re-
sdted- in an unex ected delay in completion of '-" 3 weeks. Nevertbeless- i' ma& Y
szt "- th desig and const rction of Isl mamd Isands are considered to h es
adex-a f--or t1 purpose tntendd.



Construction of these islands and the erection of the structures theruon actually

proved to be : major task and was often a challenge to the men, equipment, and materla!
involved. This was largely because of the ation of the Intermittent tidatl w:itur flow ovet
the reef sites. This flow altern~ttely ranged In depth fromn approximately 7 feet maximum
to 1 foot minimum, depending on the tidal stage, plus 1- to 3-foot waven, even at the
shallow-reef locations selected. Extensive use of heavy construction equipment, such as
bulldozers, earthmoving scrapers, and cranes, was possible on the reef only during low
tide. Maximum use of the amphibious trucks (DUKWs) and helicopters, for the daily
movements of working personnel and small equipment parts to the sites, contributed
materially to expediting successful completion of this construction puase within the rela-
tively short time schedule allowed.

4.5 INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation was provided by BRL, utilizing primarily electronic recording gages,
but with supplementary backup free-field pressure instrumentation by BRL self-record-
ing pt and q gages. Instrumentation was provided to obtain transient structural deflec-
tions, strains, and accelerations, as well as the overpressure-versus-time and dynamic-
pressure-versus-time relationships at the sites of each of the test structures.

Because the structures were identical to those used during Operation Teapot, the
natural periods of vibration and the resistance functions as determined during Teapot
from the pre- and post-test static pull tests were assumed to be correct. Accordingly,
these measurements were not repeated.

4.6 RESULTS

Because of the delivery error of Shot Cherokee, all structures of this project were
exposed to higher ov-.rpressures than planned. As a result, the pLanned gradation of
damige was not achieved, and all structures collapsed (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).

The peak pressure intensities obtained from BRL self-recording gages of Project 1.1
at each structure were 8.5, 7.5, and 6.1 for the drag structures and 7.5, 6.1, and 5.0
psi for the semidrag structures. In addition to obtaining higher peak pressures than ex-
pected, the structures were oriented at incident angles varying from 58 to 33 degrees,
as a result of the large change in ground zero (Figure 4.3). The results of the project
are shown in Table 4.1 which compares the Teapot and Redwing results.

The comparison of results was seriously Himited because of the collapse of all Redwing
structures. Because the only reliable records obtained were surface overpressure rec-
ords, and possibly some strain records, it was impossible to correlate the observed
response with computed response except In a most general way. To make even a general
study of the relationships between load and maximum response that existed in the field
tests, it was necessary that supplementary information relative to the effects of orienta-
tion on the normal component of the load transmitted to each of the test structures be
obtained. This supplementary information was obtained from a series of tests on vari-
ous orientations of scaled models of the test ati'uctures in the AFS%.VP-USAF 6-foot-
diameter shock tube operated by the Armour Research Foundation at Gary, Indiana.

By utilizing the available general knowledge of blast loadings on aboveground struc-
tures and extending specifically the methods employed satisfactorily during Operation
Teapot, it was possible to estimate the probable loadings that would have acted on the
structures if they had been oriented normal to the direction of blast propagation. The
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loads thus estimated were adjusted on the basis of the model results to give probable
load.ngs on the actual structures. The theoretical maximum responses of the structures
to these probable loadings were then computed and compared with the observed collapsed
.ondition of the structures.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS

The following qualified conclusions are based on the inadequate data:
1. There is a definite bonus effect te be derived Irom shock waves having longpositive.

phase lengths, compared to shock waves having the same peak pressure levels but shorter
positive-phase lengths, when the structures being considered are sensitive primarily t.
drag loading. This is verified by the fact that, for the Redwing drag Structure 3.1-A-3,
total collapse occurred under a pcak overpressure of 6.1 psi, unreduced for the effect of
orientation, whereas the Teapot drag Structure 3.7-A-I experienced a maximum deflec-
tion of only 22 inches from a peak overpressure of 6.5 psi. Further verification exists
if the measured overpressure of 8.0 psi at Teapot Structure 3.7-A-7 was correct, be-
cause Redwing Structure 3.1-A-2 collapsed under an overpressure of 7.5 psi uncorrected
for the effects of orientation.

2. The data presented in Table 4.1 indicates that, for the drag structures tested, an
r verpressure of no more than 4.9 psi in a normally incident shock wave from a 3.8-11t
weapon would produce complete collapse, whereas an overpressure of 8.2 psi from a
22-kt weapon would be required. Thus the reduction in oveipressure level recuired to
produce collapse was estimated as at least 40 percent.

3. The data also indJicates that, for the semidrag structures tested, an overpressure
of no more than 4.2 psi in a normally incident shock wave from a _ t weapon would
produce complete collapse, whereas an overpressure of 5.5 psi rom a 22-kt weapon
would be required. Thus the reduction in overpressure level required to produce col-
lapse was estimated as at least 24 percent.

4. Concl ":ns 2 a.id 3 are based on the assumption that the loads that acted o, the
Redwing structures were just large enough to produce collapse. An inspection of the
collapsed structures indicated strongly that the loads were probably considerably larger
than this. Therefore, the effectiveness of a long positive phase of blast wave, as given
by the percentages in conclusions 2 and 3, is probably underestimated.
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Figure 4.1 Air view of structures on manmade Islan~d 2,
before Cherokee (locking toward Site Dog).
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Figure 4.2 Air view of structures on manmiade Island 2,
after Cherokee (looking toward Site Dog).
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Figure 4.3 Location of structures with reference to Intended

and actual ground zeros with orientation angles.
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Chapter 5

BIOMEDICAL EFFECTS

5.1 OBJECTIVES

The efforts of Program 4, Biomedical Effects, were concentrated in one project-
Project 4.1-designed to furnish information on the requi1rements for protection against
choricretinal burns. (See Section A.4 in the Appendix.)

Rabbits and monkeys were exposed to the thermal pulse of Shots Lacrosse, Cherokee,
Zusd, Erie, Mohawk, and Navajo with all exposure stations less than 22 miles from
ground zero. Timing and shutter mechanisms for fractionating the light-pulse were used

£ _at the exposure stations, along with protective shutters and filters.

5.2 BACKGROUND

Previous experience indicated chorloretinal burns would be received at all exposure
sites. Four cases of accidental human retinal burns had been produced at distances of
2 to 10 miles from a nuclear detonation. During Operation Upshot-Knothole, chorio-
retinal burns %ere produced in rabbits at distances from 2 to 42.5 miles. The atmos-
pheric transmission of thermal energy in the hct, dry climate of the Nevada Test Site
ranges between 95 and 97 percent per mile, while 80 to 85 percent transmission per
mile usually is encountered at the Pacific Proving Grounds (PPG). The difference in
transmission at the PPG is attributed to higher humidity and the prevalence of salt spray
in the atmosphere. Irradlance (the rate .at which thermal energy is received), as well
as the total radiant exposure (total thermal energy received), must be considered in the
prediction of burns from a nuclear detonation. Because the duration of the pulse for

megaton-range devices is considerably longer than for kilotou-range devices, the irra-
diance, rather than the total thermal energy at the exposure site, could be the critical
parameter.

5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 Chorioretinal Burns. Only Shots Erie and Mohawk produced chorloretinal burns.
The lack of these burns during Operation RedwIng may partially be explained by climatic
conditions and the characteristic parameters of the thermal pulse. For Shot Navajo,

clouds and rain squalls evidently protected the anuimais.
The perceniage of the total radiant exposure during the blink reflex time of animals

was found to decrease with increaning yield. Table G.1 gives a summary of the data

obtained.
Measurements of the. spectrum as a function of time were not made; the thermal data

obtax,.ed either from other projects or calculated from available information. The cal-
culated incident thermal energ- at the exposure sites for Shots Cherokee and Zuni,
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where no burns were received, was greater than the incident thermal energy at at least
three of the exposure sites for Shot Erie, where burns v.re received. This supports
the theory that the total thermal energy at the exposure site Is not the critical parameter
in the production of chorioretinal burns.

Where 60 mcal/cm was received during the blink reflex time, animals received
lesions; where animals received 50 mcal/cm 2 or less during the blink reflex time, no

'r burns were received. However, there is insufficient data to establish conditions and
=energies that can be designated a. a threshold value for chorloretinal burns.

Results from Shots Erie and Mohawk indicate that the burns are produced at distances
greatly exceeding the limits for any other prompt significant biological effects of nuclear
detonations. During Erie, 22 of 26 unprotected rabbits and 6 of 8 unprotected monkeys
at various distances out *" 8.1 miles received burns. During Mohawk, 6 of 8 unprotectad
rabbits and 8 of 8 unprotected monkeys on Site Yvonne, 7.5 miles from ground zero, also
received burns. Smaller lesions were encountered at increasing distances from the fire-
ball; and for Mohawk, at 14.4 miles, no burns were received. The bligk reflex time for
rabbits and monkeys is not sufficient to protect against the flash fro.i I

' )devices. Exact reflex time for the animals was obtained from labortory analysis of
p~otographs made during Shots Erie and Mohawk.

5.3.2 Protective Devices. The test of developmental electromechanical shutters was
inconclusive. During Erie, although there was equipment failure and shutters remained
open, no burns were obtained. The high percentage of attenuation (60 to 65 percent) pro-
duced by the shutters in the open position may have been sufficient to reduce th6 rA1iant
exposure on the cornea to a level below the burn threshold. The device for recording
time of closure of shutters did not function properly on any test.

Electrophysical shutters were installed for Shots Cherokee, Zuni, and Navajo. Inas-
much as unprotected admals received no burns from these detonations, no conclusion
can be made as to the effectiveness of the shutters for eye protection. This develop-
mental device contained a small aperture with the field of view extremely constricted;
in the open position, under conditions of this test, the device appeared to have sufficiently
high attenuation to prevent burns.

Fixed-density optical filters reduced the radiant exposure and irradlance on the eyes
and, therefore, either prevented or reduced the seve,-Ity of chorioretinal burns. No
conclusion can be reached regarding the zelative effectiveness of filters having various
spectral transmissions.

Two groups of time-fractionating shutters were used to evaluate the effectiveness of
various parts of the thermal pulse as to its ability to produce chorioretinal burns. One
group, opened at time zero, closed at increasing intervals of time. Shutters In the other
group, closed r tim zero, here opened for preselected time increments during the
flash. Shutter opening and closing times were determined by laboratory evaluation of
photographs of shutter operation. The data shows that only the second thermal ptlse
from theL  .?devicq produced chorioretinal burns, whereas both the first and second
pulses from the _ jdevce produced burns. During Shot Mohawk, about 25 percent
of the animals exposed tohe initial thermal pulse received burns. The time to second
maximum for Erie was calculated to be 112 maec. In the delayed-openig shutters.
3 out of 10 rabbits received burns. The lesions were produced mostly in cases where
the exposure included the maximum or near-maximum flux of the second pulse. Incre-
ments of the fla.h beyond 500 nsec for Erie and 950 msec for Mohawk did not produce
burns.
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Although the results were not as successful as azn/ci2tpaed, information obtained from

this study has proved valuable in the development of eye-protectIve devices that were
tested in s bsequent operations.
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Chapt-er 6

r "EFFECT5 ON AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

r6.1 OBJECTIVES

Seven of the nine projects In Program 5 were primarily conceroned with the determi-

nation of the capability of six Air Force an one Navy aircraft to deliver nuclear weapouL

The projects identifying the specific aircraft were as follows: Projects 5.1, B-47; 5.2,

B-52: 5-3, B-66; 5.4. B-57; 5.5, F-8iF (two); 5.8, F-101A; and 5.8, A3D-1.

The secondary objectve of the aircraft projects were to: (1) obtain basic design

research data for future aircraft and (2) verify or correct the present analytical methods

for the prediction of weapon-effect input data and the resultant responses of the aircraft

structures.
Project 5.7 was to obtain experimental data with airborne instrumentation of basic

thermnl phenomena associated with nuclear explosions, and to provide supporting tbernmai

measurements to Projects 5.1, 5.2. 5.3, and 5.4.

ProJect 5.9 was designed to investigate the vulnerability of basic missile structnres

and materials to fireball and associated phenomena of a nuclear detonation.

The project abstracts are given In Section A.5 of the Appendix.

6.2 BACKGROUND

These Redwing projects were a continuation of studies made on a B-36 during Oper-

ations Ivy. Upshot-Knothole, and C.stle; on a B-47 during Ivy and Castle; and on F-8F

fighters and QF-80 drone aircraft during Operation Teapot. All of these projects were

conducted by the Aircraft Laboratory oi Wright Air Development Center. The previous

tests I'ndcated the critical Importance of thermal effects on the aircraft structures with

respect to subsequent loading of the heated etructure by blast (both gust and overpressure).

&.3 OPEIATIO

6.3.1 Aircralt-Poultoning Reports. Aircraft effects data from Operations Ivy,

Upshot-Knith,le. Castle. and Teapot provided check points for the analytical suiles by

the Air Force and Navy to p-edict input data and the resulting aircraft response. As

more was learned about the effects of nuclear devices on aircraft, test ircraft wereosr -eyo h and &Irf adwt m ore

positioned wiih greater confidence in the safe of he cew rcraft and with

asura ce of obtalining the required data.

As a realt of a canvass of the various agencies Involved, a fRigt-path-and-posltiorng

report. was required from each aircraft project officer before the Redwing field-opert:0-2

phase. l essence, these repcrcts contained detailed methods used to compute the weap-

effect input data at points In apace, plus a dissertation on the anticipated responses of the

aircraft structures o the basic inputs. The materlt] was aug-mented by sample situAtJ=
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- anId complete flight-path planming charts from time of takeoff to time of landing. In case

aircraft were not In the desired position at zero time, necessary abort procedures were
--- ~outi inedr.

During the operationsl phase of the test series, the projects submitted detailed posi-
tion reports for examination by TU-3 and a board convened by CTG-7.4 (set Section 1.5S
to determine ultimate operational safety of the project aircraft. To assist in safety con-
siderations, a policy directive was published; It set for'th experimental limits and pro-
vided concrc'led procedures in case it was desired to exceed the limits during the test
serties.

In general, gust response limits were set at 80 percent of design limit for Shot Chero-
kee, 85 percent of limit for Shot Zui, apd 95 percent of limit for other shots. Over-
pressure limits were imposed to prevent canopy, rrdome, or skin damage that could
affect safe hight. Thermal-effect responses were limited to total temperatures in thin
skins of 500 degrees F. Radiation dosage was limited to a total of 3.9 r.

Exceptions to the above criteria %ere made toward the end of the test series. Project
Officers were required to submit, in writing, complete justification for each exception.
with their best estimate of the effect of the exception on the safety of the aircraft. After

approval both from the technical and safety standpoints, the proposed positions were sub-
mitted to the TG-7.4 Safety Board for consideration. Responsibility for ultimate aireraft
safety lay with CTG-7.4, as operational commander for all air operations ;n the PPG.

These detailed procedures resulted in complete success of the aircraft projects in
obtaining desired technical data with controlled safety of flight.

6.3 2 Aircraft-Positioning Systems. To position the aircraft at the precise locations
in space and to have a complete record of the flight paths at time zero and at time of

-I t.. -shock arrival, various aircraft and ground electronic positioning systems were utilized.
For all program aircraft on BIkini events. an electronic tracking system-tae Raydibs

navigation system by Hastings Corporation of Hampton, Virginia-was used to deter-

mine actual positions The F-84F's, F-101A, and A3D-1 also used Raydist to position
the aircraft at Bikini, whereas the B-47, B-52, B-6, and B-57 used their aircraft radar
bombing systems to attain desired flight paths and positions.

The Rayrist syster; Involved ground master, relay, and reference stations to provide
Intersecting fields of hyperbolic functions (similar to Loran and Shoraz) in conjuncton
with aircraft transponders to measure ultimately the path of the ai-craft with respect to
the Raydist electronic fields. In the case of the fighters azd the A31-1, the flight paths
were then compared at the master station with a desired flight path tape and corrections
wert telemetered to each aircraft. Indications in the cockpit then relayed flight path
information to the pilot. The At: Force bomber arcraft made visual and radar bom n
runs to attain desired tracks and posltio :s.

Task. Group 7.4 maintained surveillance over each aI.craft through Identification Friend
or Foe 0IFF) Indlcator scopes In the Combat Informatton Center (-3C) on board the USS
Estes off Bikini. Aircraft out of position along their tracks were advised by the CIC
controllers. In critical situations, the aircraft were aborted before time zero.

At Eniwetok, all bomber airc aft positioned themselves by the aircraPt radar bombing
systrms and photo records of bombing-system coordinates. Scope photographs provided
records of actual positions at all critical times. Fighter aircrat at Eniwetok were both
postioned and tracked by MSQ!A radar control systems in conjuncftion with Boe!ng data-
recorded vans. The radar control systems were similar to Ground Contr-Aled Approach
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(GCA) radar equipment. The Bo eIng data recorders provided, after each event, positio.n

at time zero and time of shock arrival.
Again, a surveIllannce system of IFF scopes was set up at the Air Operations Center

(AOC) on Eiwvetok by -AG-7.4. Position advice and, 'when necesary, abort directives
were given verbally to the pilots.

6 3.3 Positioning Yields. With the problema inherent in position planning and attain-

mont described above, a repl cause for concern In -he attempit to obtain desired technical
information was the uncerta!n"tty of predictable yield figures for the various events. For
the¢ purpose of Program 5 aircraft requirements, the scientific laboratories were asked
to specify an aircraft-positioning yield as a valve that wuld be safe to use. This posi-
tioning yie!d took into account the maximurn unknowns of device performance and was
used as a basis for posltionIng airraft from the stand.point of prediction of weapon effects.

Table 6.1 gives this positioning-yield Information.
In most cases, especially with the multimegaton devices, the resultant actual yields

were approxi.mately 35 to 70 percent of the positioning yields. The consistently wide
variation In the two yields made it extremely difficult to obtain inputs and responses !n
the desired range. Sound e.perimenta! procedures would not allow aircraft to be position-

ed to obtain near-destructive res-ponses at positioning yields i order to get desired re-
sponses at expected (act"l) yields. The problem was discussed with the scientific er--
r-onnel of the laboratories, and the positioning yields of Shots Dakota and Huron were

lowered toward more realiti'c values. These two shots, in general, provided the best
results for participating aircraft Iz, the series- In the case of Dakota. although the actu-

al yield was higher than the preshot positioning yield, Inherent saety In program., and

proje--t positioning medhods and pblosophies obviatted any dangerous responses.

MR 6.4 RESULTS
in general, the objectives oi the program were realized. There shouid be no require-

m-nt to retest any of the procc aircraft in subsequent test series. The analytical meth-
ods to predict blast phenomena were verified within the acc-racies of yield deter.Inaton

and inEtrumentation results. Howomer. a real conservatism In the prediction methods
for thermal inputs was notd. Predicled vales were usually significantly higher than
measured vates- Consequently. lo-wr radiant exposures resulted in smaller tempera-

nare rises in -truz tural members. The various white protective paints used, with their
sow absorptivitins MI45 to 0.25). also proved to be s-xcellent protection against tempera-
.are rIses. Toward the middle of Lhe ooceration. a nodifcation of the methods of pre-

diction of thermal inputs plus the use of w-ray and black panels resulted in obtaining thermal
exposures In the desired ra ge. A more precise method of predicti- of thermal inAt
a.,n response mech isms resuited from Operaton Redwing.

Conservatism was also noted i- the prdiction methods of total dosage from nuclear
radiation. Aircrrws received abo-t half of the predicted doses. With delivery of lower
yield kiloton-range weapons by high-speed fighbtr-we alrcraft. the itmnormnce of being
abie to predict radiation fields becomes paramount-

!n obtaining the enerZy inputs and noting the resultant responses during Re-wing, It
b-came evident thl primary" structural comnonents were not always the limiting items on
the airc-rwa. aults Indicate that s cndary structural items aidi mt-sceliarA-os non-
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load-carrnying Items of the aircraft restrer the deliver-y capability of the ,rcraft The
bomb-bay doors aMA the forward-wheel well doors of the B-47E were moderately damagcd
at 0.84 psi d-ring Shot Dnkota. The B -2 bomb-hay doors and l-arious aerodyna.jc seEzIs
were Jam:gdi by both the thermal :nput v'd an overpressure of 0.87 ps, on the same snot-
The B-47 and B-5? t-oth sustained wrinkled control surfacej (thin-slin structure) because
of high therm. inputs. The noneycomb skin in the F-l!0lA was a thermat limiting -tem.
with the skin on the stablatvr and wing becoming unbonded with a temperature nea of

• approximately 450 dagrees F. At higher temperatures the material may deteriorate rap-
idly, with cc-nsequent control probiemns. Mwor items of the aircraft, such as inspection
doors ar-i tipipe :races. 31 filed. These findings have been considered in late: air-
craft design and have resulted in modification of more advanced models.

Tables 6.2 through 6.9 gite information on the posilionlg of the aircraft for the various
shots and the amount of thermal radiation and blast overpressures act%.liy received-

Project 5.? obtained data from cameras, radiometers, and calorimeters mounted on
four project aircraft. The parameters of sig-lificance in the prediction of thermal radiant
expcsure at a point in Apace as a result of a nuclear det~nation included fireball smze,
shape. rate of rise, color temperature, black-body quality, albedo effects, and the vari-
atLon of spectral distributirn as a function of ti me.

Padia-t exposure and irradiance were measured for 10 events a spectra for I!

events.. Filters were used with many of the Instruments, isolatxng various parts of the
visible and near-infrared spectrum. Records were obtar.ed from tie calorimeter and
Instruments aimed directly at the fireball, toward the water beneath the aircraft, and
pointing away from the fireball. The purpose of the latter was to measure the back
scattered radiation.

The thernal records reaffirm the reduced tr nsmission of radiant energy in the near
infrared because of absorption by water vapor " carbon dioxide.

The equation developed in Reference 6 f6r predicting the rsdla- exposure on a hori-

zontal surface and its modification to a surface oriented normal to the fireb-l was tested
against te Redw:ng dat a m was fou. to satisfactorily predict the radiant exposure.

Comparison between the air drop event, Cherokee. and a surfacl. shot of siminlar yield,
Zuni indicated no signiaficant differences in the irradlances or -diant expostr-es meas-
ured at th- aircraft.

Measurements of the back---cttered radiation, where availabie. were found to be two
or three orders of magnltude lower than the radiant energy receved- direc ly frm the
firebail. Tables 9.10 6.1-1 show the effectiven.ss of thermal Instrumentation and the
summary of the thermal exposure and maximum irradiance.

The photographic record of th e Red%-,q; serie-a -*-re taker at 64 frr-mer/-13e on 16-mra

high resolution emutions, from aircraft at slat ranges on the order of several kiiomevers
from goud -zero. Tables 612 and 6.13 show t effectiveness of pho-ora-.Ic instrumen-
tton ard the aircraft positions at To .

Such ancillary features as the Wilson cloud, plume, and bright spots apering near
shock wave breakaway, were fo nd to perturb Oe elrmal output by less than 1S percenL
The alr shock appears to attenuate the blue ight the shocked volume is visible In
Infrared because of scattering from the denser air. No polarization phenomea, other

ttan the expected difference in &pecuiar scattering from the undisturbed ocean surface,
were resolved.

It was foud that an att"'aing mantle-absorpton shall-2 ,rarrunds the flreballA from
after breakawav until the cit of the thermal -- se. This shell de lops to a thiLkess of
about a fourth of the fireball rad'u- i s somewhat more strong-y attemating In the blue
than the infrared.
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The spectrid histories of all events appear quite sirilar. regardleee of the yield; a
large amount o( NOz is formed quite early in the bomb history i persists throughout
the entire ever

Aureole (alr-ccattered) light wan found to he an orde-r of magnitude more inte-nse t4,
the albedo of the unahoced water surface, for the typical monist -ur ospheric cooditins
of the Pacific Provig Gro nds. This aureole is white and i polarized. The shock frOtj

aibedo Is about 14 times the unshocked wsier albedo. In general, the total red aibedo
entering typical camera fles of view. which Is scattered from aureole, clouds, a
w-ater, is about equal to the direct flux from the fireball. The blue aZbedo is lower. pre-
umiably because of the iar shock atenuation. T-rthernort., the blue fireball shows

considerably more Limb darkening.
Bolt air shock and fireball dimenslons were found to obey the expected scalizg !aws.

There is evidence that the fireball wurface temperature Is not symmetric with azimulth
in some eases, because the thermal fGut appears higher fron certain (large) regions.

Project 5.9 mounted 103 specimens for Shots Erie and Mo-.hawk; 88 were reeo-ered.
Results of the material evaluation studies shwed that 8-inch diameter spheres of stain-
less steel, molybden-.u, and titanium iustained approximately equal mass ablative of
0.08 lb/i? at 100 feet ai-! 0.06 Ib/1n at the 2010-foot rare. Copper sustcned two to four
times the mawss ablation of the above three metals. and plastic experienced substantially
lese than any of the metals for the expoaure conditons on Shot Erie. It wras sho n tha
remoal of a molten layer by spinning off drops of the material could lead to total ablation
aix would be important in ICBM destruction If the missile has an appreciable angelar
velocity. Table 6.14 summnarir- Ehe test specimen exposures-
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TABLE 6.1 POSITIONING YIELD INFORMATION

Shot Rated Yield Positioning Yitld Actual Yield Positioning Yield
______________________________________Revised at PPG

Lacrosse I 39.5 kt
Cherokee
Zuni 3.38Mt
Erie r
Flathead
Blackfoot i
Inca
Dakota

Mohawk
Apache
Navajo~Huron
Teva 4.6 Mt

TABLE 6.2 SUMhMARY DATA ON PROJECT 5.1

To in time of detonation. Tsa is time of shock arrval.
Absolute Horizontal Range Horizontal Range Radiant Peak Percent of
Altitude at To  :It Tsa Exposure Overpressure Design Limit

.I feet feet {eet Cal/cm2  psi

Cherokee 38,000 53.800 156.700 10.19 - 39 Wing
ZunI 31,000 32,500 82,500 21.28 0.40 54 Wing
Flathead 38,000 3,400 33.300 3.64 82 Wing
Dakota 24,100 10.4,0 29,400 21.20 95 Wing
Huron 2Z.500 46,000 39,000 - 61 Wing
Mohawk 37,000 51,000 42,300 - 63 Wing
Apache 30.000 29,000 79,500 9.03 48 Wing
Navajo 33,800 33,300 88,900 20.69 59 Wing
T wa 34.200 25,600 69,600 24.46 0.57 68 WIng

TABLE 6.3 SUMMARY DATA ON PROJECT 5.2

To ts time of detonation. T., In time of shock arrival.

Shot Absolute Horizontal Range Horizontal Range Radiant Peak Pircent of

Altitude at TO  a, Tsa Exposure Overpressure DesIgn Limit

feet feet feet cal/cm psi

Che.okee 31,000 35.800 85,200 34,6 55 Wing
Zuni. 32,000 23,800 62.400 34.9 0.55 63 Wing
Dakota 22.000 11.500 32,700 28.6 87 Hor. Stab.
Rohawk 25.000 8,200 33,400 9.0 63 Wing
Apache 34.000 18.600 5",800 15.6 62 Wing
N.Vajo 38.000 18,300 53.300 41.9 L 95 Hor. Stab.
Tew, 41.000 26,700 81,000 21.5 0.36 55 Wing
Huron 20,000 5.700 23,200 8.2 64 Hor. Stab.
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TABLE 6.4 SUMMARlY DATA ON PROJECT 5.3

TO is time of detonation. Tea it; time 3f shock arrival.

Shot Absolute lorizontal Range Horizontal Range Radiant Peak
Altitude at To at Tsa Exposure Overpressure Desgn Li t

feel feet feet cal/cm, psi

Cherokee 34,000 47.758 139,571 52 Wing
Zuni 14.000 27.000 97.760 3T-. 0.400 47 Win1

Flathead 15.000 17.800 59.100 45 Wing
Dakota 16,000 :3.106 35,050 88 Wing

Apache 8,000 23.500 60,500 48 Wing

luron 9.894 8,768 23.386 110 Wing
Tewa 19,000 27.250 65,750 '"T900 65 Wing

=TABLE 6.5 SUMMARY DATA ON PROJECT 5.4

To is time of detonation. Ta Is time of shock arrival.

Shot Absolute Horizontal RAnge Horizontal Range Radiant Peak of
Altitude at T O  at Tm Exposure Overpressure Deign. Li'.

ills feet feet feet cal/cn2 psi

Lacrosse 13,700 6,750 2d,200 1.17 0.283 35 Wing

Zuni 16.900 34.000 - 0.55
Erie 10,450 3,829 14,000 65 Walg

Flathead 25.700 !3.466 44,659 50 Wing
Inca 9,815 2,624 11,572 I
Dakota 17,650 16.960 43.630 53 Wing
Apache 10,200 28,516 45,375 35 Wing
Huron 16,200 10.000 31,493 40 Wing

TABLE 6.6 SUMMARY DATA ON PROJECT 5.5 CAPABILITIES AIRCRAFT (r-84F)

T o is time of detonation. Ta is tine of abock arrival.

Absolute Horazt.mtal Range Horizontal Rang Radiant Peak Percent of
Altitude at To  at Ta Exposure Overpressure Design Limit

fe It fet feet cal/cmt psi

Lacrosse !5.,200 8,640 600 0.g51 Wing
Flathead 21,000 900 14.935 40 Wing
Dakota 20,374 ."%N 1 .065 115 Wiag

Mohawk 19.920 3.729 19,700 65 Wing
Apache 31,614 18.614 64.300

Navajo 16.865 2f,200 511.405 10 Wing

-- nlJ
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TABLE 6.7 SUMMARY DATA ON PROJECT 5.5 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT (F-84F)

.- ,. To ts time of detonation. T.a is Usmeof shock arrival.
Absolute Horizontal Pange Horizontal Pange Radiat Peak Percent of

Shot Altitude at To  at T" Exposure Overpressure Design Limit

feet feet feet cal/cm! pat

Lacrosse 10,200 26,100 22,900 -_ -

eV Cherokee 28,000 135,500 103,'t00 43 Side
ZtLA- 33,000 215,100 160.,200 0.10 15 Side
Erie 6,100 14,500 12,300 70 Side
Flathead 18,000 40,400 33,100 60 Side
Dakota 23,400 39.900 40,400 69 Side
Mohawk 23,300 27.800 22.800 49 Side
Apache 35,649 44,000 35.000 52 Side
Navajo 32.047 90,500 74,000 52 Side
Huron 17,900 13,300 9.500 60 Side

TABLE 6.8 SUMMARY DATA ON PROJECT 5.6

T is time of detonation. T.a Is t-rtvu of ahock arrival. Negative values Indicate position she,; of gr,.zd zero;
positive values beyond ground zero.

Absolute Horizontal Range Horizontal arage Radiant Pik Percent of
Shol Altitude at TO  at Tea Exposure Overpressure Design Limit

feet feet fet cAii on- psi

L- .crosne 12.000 -3 4 10.660 2 0.60 75 Stab.
Erie 11. 53 -7.500 -346 41 Stab.
Flathead 26.800 -330 4 22.628 27 Slzb.
Kickapoo 7,700 -1.600 + 3,950 17 Stab.
Inca 9.000 -5,780 +580 85 Stab.
DAkota 26.000 -900 + 16.770 62 Stab.
Mohawk 21,950 +8.050 Outran shock
Apache 14.900 420,000 - 89.500 10 Stab.
Navajo 14.700 + 24.000 + 54.700 15 Stab.

TABLE 6.9 SUMMARY DATA ON PROJECT 5.8

To i4 time of detonation. Tsa Is tme of shock arrival.

Absolute HoritontVl Range Horizorial Range Radiant Peak Percent of

Sho Altitude at T o  at T2A Ezposure Overpressure Design Limit
fet teet feet Cll/cl i pot

Cherokee 34.100 ,Z .S00 190,000 "
Zuni 28.170 32.059 96.414 2?,7 T34 41 Gust
Flathed 14,050 12,738 32.440 61 Gust
ApaChE 26.000 26,000 81.500
Nsvajo 36.100 26.170 79.65
Tewa 36,310 30.000 93.700 o 0.32 -

iluron 12,050 16,800 48.000 54 Gust
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TAIIA, C.I0 EFYFCTIVE.FNSS OF TIIUtk, AL INSIIJMENTATON

S-,nsore Pinted benusnr Poinsted Senluts (irientd 1 oa laumber

'oartic- at Ground Zero Verilcally D for luhck-scatter ci ensors*
pation Number Usable Rec- Number Usable Rcc- Nuriber Usabl t- - Numt caublt fl -;At

(iperatcd ords Ot4ained Oldratrd od Obtalied Operated orda Obilned (piatrl-J oril a infted taw.,

Lacrosse D-S;' 1 15 3 3 0 0 21 it

B. 66 is 3 0 0 0 21 0

Total 33 1 6 a o 0 42 1s 8
43

Chtrokee 1-47 1 18 3 3 6 1 27 22 &I
1-.2 18 17 3 3 2 2 23 "2 6

B-37 is 0 3 0 0 0 21 0
i-6f, t 12 3 3 0 0 21 is 34

Total 2 47 12 9 8 3 92 59

Zuni 1-47 18 is 3 3 S 2 27 221

D-52 is 16 3 3 2 2 23 21
11-57 1 16 3 2 0 0 21 1 P4

B-;f is 18 3 3 0 0 21 21 1 N
Total 72 68 12 1 a 4 92 63 90

Lrie is-17 1i 1s 3 3 0 0 21 1 63
B-66 18 0 3 0 0 0 21 0 0
Tetal 36 15 6 3 0 0 42 18 43

Flathea. 1-47 is lb 3 3 6 6 27 27 10i
B-52 is 0 3 2 0 23 0

B-51, 14 1i 4 4 0 0 22 21

B-65 18 is 3 3 0 0 21 .1 i1o
Tot 72 53 13 10 S 6 13 6 74

Inca B-o' is 0 4 0 0 0 22 0 0
B-66 18 0 3 0 0 0 21 0
Total 36 0 7 0 0 43 0 4

Dakota B-47" 18 1 3 3 6 5 Z7 23 23
B-52 18 14 3 3 2 2 23 19 92
13-57 iS 16 4 4 0 0 -. 20 51

B-66 1 14 3 2 0 0 21 16 Is

Total 72 59 13 12 a 7 9! 7" 84

MohAwk 1-47 3 1 6 6 8 7
B-52 is 17 3 3 2 2 2Z 22 *5

B-57 is 0 4 0 0 0 2. 0 1-
B-66 is 0 3 0 0 0 2' 0 0
TCIl $4 13 4 0 6 73 it 33

Apache 8-47 i8 17 3 3 f 3 2 23 AS

B-52 1 i1 3 3 23 23 100

B-S7 1 17 4 4 *i 0 22 z i9
B-66 1 14 3 3 0 0 21 11 ,3

Total 72 66 1 1A a 5 93 ft s

Navajo 9-47 18 1 3 3 a 5 27 Ir. 96
l-S2 lb 17 3 2 2 23 22 %$

3-66 18 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0
Total S4 33 9 6 7 i 4 

Ten* B-41 18 la J 3 £ 4 26 23 9*
R-2 it 17 3 3 2 2 23 22 94

B-66 '2 14 3 3 0 0 i1 17 61

Total 64 49 a 9 7 6 110 64 91

INuron 8-47 1 t 3 2 6 £ S 1 so

B-52 16 16 3 2 2 a Z3 23 101

8-57 is i 4 4 ¢ 0 n2 :2 1oo
n-66 is 14 3 3 0 A 21 17 Al

Totlt $4 so 13 13 1 a 75 70 V

tn this -hat4 th D-47 was positioned4 for side loads, Nont- of th, tall InAuzttuo2 wa" ow.ratad
I In tWi shot - the 8-47 was positioned itr aIde loads. Oly ow3 -ry se-sitUve Iitrui.ent w"s evratd in tre til infr"hm t postuo as

wars i ck-clcts inaulrumntat '7he oput of tis inatruusol waa slnultsaoualy re on an ollis * t rq -todia
magnetic tape.
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TABLE 6.13 AIRCR.AFT P06MOk AT T1ME ZERO

Shot and HoriL. Range Absolute Ground AIraft Az*th
Aircrt GZ to A/C Altitwde Speed Coure &r= GZ

-a t ft/zec deg deg

Erie
B-57 3.829 10.450 8a 050 052

Lacrosse
B-57 6.151 13.700 87 137 136

Huron
1-47 45,974 22.150 744 003 M23
B-52 5.700 20.000 753 110 11tI - t-57 10.223 16,200 .75 051 005

B-66 8,763 9.894 771 040 040

Mobawk
B-47 51,000 m .000 786 021 1

B-52 8,209 2S,00, 7.5 136 136

B-47 3.410 38.000 716 306 250
B-57 13.462 25,700 154 112 12.
B-66 17.804 15.000 819 118 118

Dakota
B-47 10,382 24.100 724 272 -70
B-52 11.550 22.000 776 282 21
B-51 16,955 17.650 761 119 126
B-66 13.10 16.000 781 i-2 127

Apache

9-47 29.000 30.0!0 745 32S
B-52 18.550 34.000 746 111 120
B-57 28.517 10.200 492 0s0 01
B-66 ?' 600 8.000 748 00 030

Zuni
-47 32,500 31.00 70 2 250

B-32 23.50 32.000 763 2M 23
B-57 3.4S0 16.00 S07 .373 073
B-66 27.000 19.000 843 070 41C

Te-e
B-47 25.640 34.s. 73 26- n10
B-52 26,40 41.000 760 106 102
B-65 27,24 19.000 719 121 11i

B-47 33.342 33,0 758 264 293
B-52 18.300 U ,00 s8 283 21
B-66 5.SS2 21.000 70 254 234
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Chapter 7

ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS

7.1 OBJECTIVES

Program 6 consisted of five projects with more activity outside the Pacific Proving
Grounds than the other DOD programs. Stations for these projects extended from Hawaii
and the western Pacific all the way to the eastern United States.

The objectives of these projects were to: (1) determine the accuracy with which the
ground zero of a nuclear detonation could be located by utilizing the generated electro-

-5 magnetic pulse and to obtain yield data if possible by analysis of the pulse waveform; (2)
determine the ionospheric effects of a nuclear detonation; (3) test an airborne fiducial
antenna system to be used in a developmental type bhangmeter; (4) measure the radio
frequency of electromagnetic radiation from a nuclear detonation; and (5) determine the
attenuation of super-high-frequency (SHF) and ultra-high-frequency (UHF) radio waves
in the ionized region produced by nuclear explosions.

The project abstracts &re given in Section A.6 of the Appendix.

7.2 DETERMINATION OF GROUND ZERO USING ELECTROMAGNETIC
PULSE GENERATED BY NUCLEAR DETONATION

This project was implemented by instzlling two short-baseline Narol (inverse Loran)
systems-one in the Hawaiian Islands, about 2,000 nautical miles from ground zero, and
one in California, about 4,400 nautical miles from ground zero. Two long-baseline
(inverse hyperbolic) systems were established-one in the Hawaiian area, and one deep
in the continental United States about 5,800 nautical miles from ground zero.

7.2.1 Short-Baseline System. In normal operations, two short-baseline Narol nets
would be required to determine actual ground-zero fixes, but during Redwing each net
determined a line of position (LOP) and Oamonstrated the feasibility of the system. The
ability to Isolate the bomb pulse from sferics and background noise determines the opera-
tional range of the system. The Hawaiian net, located at a distance greater than Ps

V estimated operational range, detected and reported each shot before posthot confirma-
tion, and by the end of the operation it was determining and reporting line of positon
vithin a half hour after shot time. More difficulty was experienced by the California not.

There the exact shot time was needed to identify the bomb pulse on the film recor.
Of the 17 shats in the Redwing test series, the Hawaiian net was alerted fur 15 and the

California net for 14. The equipment operated and recorded data at kll stations for these
shots. With one exception, lines of position were determined successfully for each sh t
by the Hawaiian and California nets.

The lines of position determined at the Hawaiian net had an average error of 1.4 nsiuti-
Cal tuiles, while those determined at the California net had an average error of 5.4 natlU-

cal miles.K207



7.2.2 Long-Baseline System. The two inverse-hyperbolic atomic strike recorder net.
works employed Cytac. a low-frequency, Loran-type, pulsed-signal system operatng c
100 kc. The Cytac equipment was used for a fine-measurement synchronizing signal
(tenths of a microsecond), and National Bureau of Standards time stations, WWV and
WWVH, were used for coarse synchronizing signals (milliseconds). Data was recorded
photographically and sent for analysis to a net control station. laformaton .was inter-
changed between shots, with preliminary data bulletins being issued immediately after
each shot.

Of the 17 shots, the Pacific net recorded data on 14 and the continental net recorded
data on 11 of them. The average fix error at 2,000 nautical miles was about 5.5 miles
with a standard deviation of 4 miles. At 5,800 nautical miles, the average LOP error
was about 4 miles with a standard deviation of about 15 miles for the three LOP's used.
Fix errors for the continental net, resulting f-om the poor geometry of the system, aver-
aged 93 and 116 miles. Longer baselines and ,ptimum station configuration with respect
to shot location would improve the fix accuracy by a factor of seven.

7.2.5 Results. It has been demonstrated that operationally usable lines of positlon
can be measured from the bomb pulse. Table 7.1 gives a comparison of long- and short-
baseline position errors. At 2,000 miles, the large amplitudes and characteristic sbapes
of the electromagnetic radiations from the nuclear shots were clearly distinguishable
from sferics requlting from weather. At greater distances it becomes more difficult to
make a determination, because sig-als and propagation effects tend to obscure distinc-
tive characteristics. The ability of the system to isolate bomb pulses from lightning
transient noisc will determine the reliability ad ultimate operational rings of the com-

• .. pleted system.

7.3 IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR DETONATIONS

The study of ionospheric effects of nuclear detonations was a research project with
no immediate direct military application. A better understanding of the basic laws per-
taining to ionospheric phenomena may lead to the improvement of communication sys-
tems £nd may aid in the development of guidance systems for long-range mibsiles.

The major objectives of this experiment were to investigate the area of absorpion
believed to be due to radioactive pa.rticles from large nuclear detonations and to study
the effects of orientation of the path from the blast site to the observer relative to the
geomagnetic field upon F2-layer effects of such detonations. Other objectives concerned
distant effects, boundaries of rising air thought to result from strong shock waves, and
accumulation of other ionospheric data.

The ground stations located at Enlwstok Island, Rongerik Atoll. and Lelo Island,
Kusaie, Caroline Islands, employed automatic ionospheric recorders, Model C-2. A
Model C-3 recorder was installed in a C-97 airplane based at Eniwetok. The performance
of both types of recorders was similar. The staticn at Rongerik was some 240 km east
of Bikini, and that at Kueale was about 740 km to the south. The aircraft operated with-
in about 400 km of ground zero.

The ground recorder 6tations operat-d on a routine schedule throughout the operation
to determine the normal ionospheric conditions. Periodic flights were conducted. The
achedule was accelerated for high-yield weapons &nd for the times that abnormal condi-
tions exised in the Ionosphere.
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Strong radio-wave absorption was experienced at the aircraft when underneath the
radioactive cloud. The horizontal extent of the region responsible for significant radio-
wave absorption is substantially identical to the extent of the visible radioactive cloud.
A theory has been developed which shows that, for megaton shots, the level of maximum
absorption occurs where the collision frequency is twice the operating frequency. The
absorption is proportional to Ye and "' $ and is roughly inversely proportional to

.e operating frequency. Specifically, the total one-way vertical absorption (attenuation) at
5 .o 1 hour after a 1-Mt detonation would be about 2 nepers. These partially empirical
and partially theoretical findings are considered to be valid from 1 to 30 Mt.

Following large detonations near the geomagnetic equator, F2-layer effects occur to
the south, which differ decidedly from those to the east. The effects observed to the
south are much more pronounced, longer lasting, and include discrete moving disturb-
ances attributable to the arrival of compressional and hydromagnetic waves. Pulse re-
turn phenomena for Shot Zuni are shown in Figure 7.1. No distant ionosphoric effects
were noted during Operation Redwing. The apparent rise of the F2-layer that has been
attributed to large-scale convection was not observed. A theory has been developed to
explain the fact that this convection occurs only in connection with shots of about 10 Mt
and greater. The rise to now considered to be an actual vertical flow of electrons.

7.4 AIRBORNE ANTENNAS AND PHOTOTUBES FOR DETERMINATION OF
NUCLEAR WEAPON YIELD

A nuclear detonation generates three categories of characteristic phenomena that can
be measured from a high-speed aircraft: (1) low-frequency electromagnetic radiation,
which can be received by an electromagnetic antenna; (2) thermal radiation detecable by
photottbes; and (3) pictorial characteristics, which can be photographed. Based upon
th.z- characteristics, the objectives of this project were to: (1) determine the effective.-
ness of flush-mounted alrborae antennas and phototubes at various ground-to-air ranges
in detecting characteristic low-frequency electromagnetic radiation and visible radia-
tion, respectively; (2) determine the temporal and amplitude characteristics of the low-
frequency electromagnetic radiation at various ground-to-air ranges; (3) determine the
temporal and intensity characteristics of visible radiation at various ground-to-air
ranges; and (4) determine the effects of amb!ent conditions upon the satisfactory measure-
ment of the parameters specified In (1) and (2) above.

Airborne equipment has been designed for determining the iocation and yield of a nu-
clear detonation. This equipment for indirect bomb damage assessment (IBDA) deter-
mines yield fom a measurement of the interval between the time of the burst and the
time of the second peak in the thermal radiation Intensity curve. Three categories of
equipment were used: (1) For the measurement of the very-low-frequency (VLF) elec-
tromagnetic signal, a apecially designed flush-mounted antenna was utilized, along vdth
associated amplification and presentation equipment. (2) The measurement of the ther-
knal radiation from the detonation was by means of photobtbes with their associated
electronic and recording equipment. (3) A sequence camera was used to photograph the
burst itself with its fireball and to photograph the unclear cloud.

Flush-mounted ferrite-core magnetic loop antennas, for use in detecting the electro-
magnetic signal and thus fixing the time of burst, performed successfully during Opera-
tion Redwing. Two kinds of phototubes for detecting the second thermal peak were tested
and were found about equally satisfactory. One was a 1P39 phototube and !he other was a
6570 phototube. The determination of yield using Y -0.92T' (where Y is the yield in
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megatons and T the time in seconds between the beginning of the first thermal peak and
the top of the secoi.d thermal peak) gave results accurate to * 16 percent for five shots
with yields in the raw.ge from - Tables 7.2 and 7.3 list the yield deter-
minations using electromagnetic signal and photohead data, respectively.

A detailed study of the collected data showed that the electromagnetic signal, consist-
ing of a direct pulse followed by a series of ionosphere-reflected sky waves, could be
used in many ways to give information concerning the detonation and the ionosphere.
From the time intervals between the ground wave and sk- waves, it was found possible
to compute both the distance between burst and receiver and the ,ftight of the reflecting
ionosphere layer. From the oscillatory period of the Individual sky waves or ground
wave, the yield could be estimated. The waveform of a sky wave could be used for 8a
estimate cf the height of the receiving equipment. The amplitudes in a sequence of sky
waves could be used to give the radian frequency wr characterizing the ionosphere, and
to extrapolate to the amplitudes of other sky waves or the ground %%ve.

For a number of test shots, the thermal radiation intensity data was compared with
the expected irradiance to give estimates of atmospheric attenuation due to clouds and
haze. Measurements of ambient light intensity and of the variability of ambient light
were also made, to aid in the evaluation of the IBDA syatem.

On the sequence photographs the position of the burst could be determined from: (1)
the intersection of bright radial lines, (2) the center of symmetry of the condensation
dome, (3) the fireball itself, or (4) the stem of the nuclear cloud. When the fireball was
visible, its radius could be used as a measure of yield, provided that the timing of the
picture and the range between burst and camera were known. The condensation dome,
produced in humid air by the rarefaction phase of the shock wave, appeared in all burst
sequences and was found useful in determining a rough value cof the range and of the time
of the burst relative to the timing of the photographs.

With some modification, the electromagnetic fiducial pulse system and the photocell
combination will meet the requirement for yield determination in modern aircraft for
ranges out to 135 nautical miles. Although not tested in this experiment, there is an
additional expectancy of obtaining satisfactory results in clear weather out to ranges of
approximately 250 miles.

7.5 MEASUREMENT OF RADIOFREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
FROM NUCLEAR DETONATIONS

The objectives of this project were: (1) to obtain oscillog.aphic waveforms of the
electromagnetic radiation generated by nuclear detonations and (2) to analyze the wave-
form to determine field strength, time for first and second crossover, and time to initial

The electromagnetic pulse generated by a nuclear detouation, under the conditions of
this test (in which time and yield were known), was detected and waveforms recorded at
stations located in areas from the test site to Forestport, New York. This project had
stations on Site Elmer,- Eniwetok Atoll, and on Kwajalein. The Site Elmer station re-
corded waveforms for 11 of the 17 detonations, and the statioo on Kwajein recorded
them on 7. At these close-in stations, where records were made with the oscilloscope
set at horizontal sweeps of oximately 30 1 1 cm the se way f
vw-as shown j n etail.
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Sferics and background noise interfered with recording and lsolating the bomb pulse,
even at the close-in stations where the field strength of the pulse was sever-al volts per
meter. However, oscillogrr-phic waveforms recorded at various speeds showed details
of the initial portion of the signal as well as the complete signal and an ionospheric re-
flection. The characteristic waveform near ground zero consisted of an Initial negative
half-cycle with a sharp leading edge, a low-amplitude positive half-cycle, and a rela-
tively high-amplitude negative third half-cycle.

V Waveforms were analyzed '" determine peak field strength, times to peak negative
and positive deflections, and times to zero crossings. Fourier Integral analyses were
performed to obtain the frequency spectrum of each waveform. Analysis revealed that
correlations existed between yield and each of the waveform duration characteristics,
and also between yield and the frequency corresponding to the spectrum peak amplitude
in the VLF region. Changes in the waveforms observed at different distances are attrl-
buted to effects of propagation. Correlations of field strength with yield and with dis-
tance were found to exist for kiloton-range devices. However, no such correlations
could be found for megaton-range devices. Field strengths were low"r than observed
for devices of comparable yield during Operation Teapot. Figure 7.2 shows yields versus
first crossover point in microseseconds. Figure 7.3 presents waveforms as received
from Shot Dakota.

The single wavefoan recorded from Shot Cherokee exhibited a variation in waveform
characteristics that distinguished it from all ground-based shots of comparable yield.
The recorded waveforms known to result from aferics did not exhibit the characteristics
observed for detonation-generated waveforms.

Approximate distances to the source were obtained from a single station by utIllzng
sky wave delay. Tests indicated that time of signal arrival could be measured with
0.1-pasec resolution and that signals from a. Jdevice could be detected at 420 miles.

Waveforms should provide valuable information for the development of systems to
detect and to locate the source of nuclear explosions. However, for apractical detonation-
location aystem, It still remains to be proved that the electromagngtic radiation from a
nuclear detonation can be Isolated with sufficient confidence from lightning transient
noises when time, yield. and relative location of the detonation are not previously known.

7.6 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE ATTENUATION AT SUPER-HIGH AND ULTRA-

HIGH FREQUENCIES RESULTING FROM NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

This project was designed to experimentally determine whether an intataeous telem-
etry link was possible for early time transmission of tochmical information. Measure-
ments of microwave attenuation as ar functicn of time were made In the Ionization re on
resulting from a nuclear detonation. Because most of the attenuation results from the
presence of electrons, it was desirable to obtain values for the relevant parameters, to
permit calculation of the microwave attenuation.

Measurements were made to determine the attenuation of UHF (9,50 Mc) and SHF
(2,160 Mc) for three shots, Blackfoot, Osage, and Inca. In each instatme the trnsmittcr
was placed near ground zero and the receiver was placed at a greater distance on the
same radial as the transmitter. A typical example of attenuation versus tin is delin-
eated in Figure 7.4 as determined from an csc'dlosc po recording gor Shot Rlackfoot,
where the tran3mitter was 5,300 feet from ground zero.

The at from Osage and BlackfL>-g indicates that the signal level dropped approximate-
ly 6 db at zero time and took on the order of 10 psec to recover completely. The meas-

-ured attenuation agrees with the attenuation calculated for these shots.
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The Information obtained by this project fidicateo tbat instrntineous.telemetering llr
are subject to blackout during early tiinev. It appears advisable to provide for the stor-.
age of information during the first 10 to 20 psec foowng a detonation. when te trans-.
mitters are In relatively close proximity to ground zero. Thereaftex, it appears feauible
to telemeter technical information. using UHFl or SHY.

I

r
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TABLE 7.2 YIELDS FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNALS

b Observed Time YWeld from Actnal
for First Cycle Signa W~eld

KIckmpO 29

Mohawk 62I
Dakfta 7S
Apache so

INavajo 70
92

TABLE 7.3 PIIOTOHEAD YIELDS

17Th. Blue-Grce 6510: Infrared

Type Calculated
Photchead YI~d Yield

6570
11olawk U

Dakota 1739
6570

Ten 1739 if Ts M
6570 5.52 Mx

Huron IP30
6570

No data because of miazilbratloo of chanwmint recorerr. d
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= Chapter 8

THERMAL RADIAITON

8.1 OBJECTIVES

Program 6 participated In a total of five shot, during which its efforts were directed
toward (1) making basic thermal raditUou measurements. (2) estIng three now types of
thermal measming devices, and (3) eposiag Instrumented aircraft atructural panels for
the purpose of obtaining data to be used as a basis for additional laboratory studies. Ab-
stracts of specific projects are contained In Section A.7 of tb Appendix.

8.2 BASIC THERMAL MEASUREMEITS

Basic thermal measurements -further the understanding of the mechanisms importan
in a nuclear explosion. The Redwing experiments of this nature lInluded determination
of Irradlanzc in narrow spectral bands versus time, fireball radius versus lure, spectral
distribution of radiated energy versus time, color temperature, pulse shapes, and total
thermal output

The principal efforts were directed toward general documentation of thermal outputs
of large weapons, comparing the thermal characteristics of an airbrst to those of a sur-
face burst, and comparing measurements ade at a ground station with those made si-
multaneously at an airborne station.

Data obtained on pr-vous operations (Ivy, Castle, Teapot) was incoasistent, mu of
it dlsagreeirg with accepted scaling laws. Study of avallable data Indicated several prob-
able causes of experimental rifferrn+es. particularly the At1Vling: (1) Attenuation of
the thermal pulse by the normal components of the atmosphe-re. In the Pacific Proving
Grounds (PPG). this effect is large. unknown, and spectrally selectiv (2) Attenuation
by clouds in the line of sight of the thermal instruments. (3) Reflecton byJ ocnud n In

the line of sight of the Instruments. (4) Attenuation and scattering from the WIlsn cloud
produced by the shock wave. (5) Attenuation by smoke generated by the bomb pulse. (3)
Large and spectr-ally selective reflection from the groun or water tu . lrborne instru-
ments. (7) Dist -tion of the fireball (of an alrburst) by shockwaves reflected from the

The effects of the above var.ables were most notceable n the comparison of the dat"a
from groun and airborne stationc. In such cases, the difference between the aerial and
grcun geometry was sufficient to cause serious Inconsistencles in measred times to
peaks and mnlimums and ap:--rent yield, as well as in Irradmnce and spectral distribuhton.

During Operation RPdwing, thermal measurements were made on Shots Cherokee,
Zinli. Lacrosske, Erie. and Flathead. The atation locations are listed In Table 8.1.

There were SIMultaneous measurmenu from grmind and alrbo-re stations during
Shots Charkee, Lacrosse. and Zu.-. The airborne etation w positioned over the most
distln grcund stitions in order to maxlmize the scatterng attnuatlon, and reflection
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effects that were believed to be the cause of differences In airborne and ground station
measurements.

Participation during Shot Erie was an attempt to view an airburat from directly over-
head, with the int-ntion of aeeing the fireball undistorted by the shock wave reflected frorm
the -gzn.

Extensive photographic coverage was Included forall shots on which thermal measure.
,F ments were made, with the hope of being able to determine the degree, If any, of obscu-

ration by clouds in the line of sight to the fireball, or reflection by clouds nearby.
Measurements included total energy as a function of time, broad-band spectral data,

narrow-band spectral data, Irradlance as a function of time, photographic data, and field-.
of-view data. The data was analyzed to obtain fireball radii versus time, color and power
temperatures versus time, *d (estimated) thermal yields. Irradlance versus time
measurements were made by use of radiometers. Fireball radius versus time was de--
termined by high-speed photography.

The thermal yield of a bomb is defined as the beat estmate of the total energy radiatd
by the bomb in the form of thermal radiation, I. a., radiation for which the wavelength is

Sbetween 2,000 and 100,000 A (10 u).
Thermal yield was determined by the relationship

Q (P Tr9S~

Where: 0 = the Idealized area of the fireball, without obscuration, for the J'th time
Interval.

PW = the estimated area of the fireball, for the j'th time Interval, after the area
of cioude and opaque objects have been deducted.

A q = the measured value of energy received during the J'th time Interval
(cai/cm'2).

T = the transmission of the instrument filter and the atmosphere (a combLied
correction) as estimated for the J'th time interval.

D = the slant range In centimeters.

Thermal power was determined by dividing the thermal yield for each tme Interval
by the length of time Lnterval. Figures 8.1 8.2, and 8.3 show plots of total thermal
power versus Line-

Power temperat-e was computed from the rlationablp

*At = -xi-Tm

Wher: tAt a Power temperature ('K) for the time Increment At.
h - Stean's cortant (1.35 x 10- t calcm-" sec7- dcgz).
c= the average emlssivity of the firebalLIq - measured erg (csl/cr4.

Averag emisslvit was chosen as 1.0 sinm its actl value is not knoWn. This leads
to minimum value of power temperatue

The color temperature of a fireball can be defined as ft tempe ture of the blak-
body source whose spectral distrihutina z7iogt nearly matches that of the fireball at all

waelng -sin the specral regions SIso A tc 4-.,000 A 42.Te ns upesrs
-- A ( u - - t* - - -5
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shown in Figures 8.4, 8.5. and 8.6 were calculated (for each short time Interval) by
comparng the ratio of the change in reading of two calorimeters having different color
filters.

The or - major failure of the thermal program was associated with the bombing error
of Shot Cherokee. The fireball was either out of the field of view of some lnstrlments
or obscured by clouds. The general resldt was a serious degradation of the Cherokee

r data. making the measurements essentially ImpossIble to Interpret.
A typical irradiance-versus-time record is shown in Figure 8.7. Spectral distribu-

tion of the Irradiance (for Shot Zuni only) Is shown in Figure 8.8. From these and other
data, power and color temperatures, radius versus time and thermal yield can be de-
rived.

Figures 8.4 through 8.11 shows the results of the anlyvis of the thermal data.
The ir diance-versu-tme curves show the radiant energy (In oal/cn;) Incident on

the thermal Instruments as a functln of time. As previously mentioned, the-se values
are strongly influenced by extraneous factors such as cloud cover. The records have
had no corrections applied, although the fireball photograph shown In Figure 3.12 Indl-
cates that the obsured Irradlance must have been considerably reduced by clouds, In
addition to the normal atmospheric attenuation always present in the PPG. The spectral
distribution curve (Figure 8.8) showe the effects of attenuation and indicas that large

portion of the energy Is in the infrared region of the spech-m.
In the absence of attenuation, It would be expected that the spectral distribution would

appear as a black-body spectrum.
Figures 8.9, 8.10, and 8.11 show fireball radius versus time as measured from

photographc data.
Simultamecus measurements by ground and airborn stations were succe-e"hl on

Shots Zuni and Lacrosse. Comparisons are listed In Table 8.2. It Is Immediately seen
that no simple explanation can account for the differences In the ground and alrborne
stations, because the ground station reading is higher than the airborne station by a
fzactor of 3 on one shot, and lower by a factor of 2.5 ft the other shot. Fireball photog-
rapby (Figure 8.12) ahows appreciable obscuration of the fireball on both shots.

8.3 CRITICAL IGNITION ENERGIES OF MATERIALS AND
DEPTH OF CHAR I1 WOOD

Measurements to determine critical Ignition energies for various materials and deIA

cuf char In wood were made during Shot Cherokee from statio s on Sites Dog and George.
In addition, various natural kindling fuels on several Islands were studied prior to and
after the d--tonation. The objective was to obtain data from a nuclear device In the meg-
aton range, which coulk be correlated with data from laboratory experiments.

Because of the bomb-g error of Shot Cerokee. the thermal radlaton from the fire-
ball entered the specimen containers at an appreciable angre, irradiating orly a small
portion of each specimen on Site George and missing entirely the specimens on Site Dog.
Table 8.3 gives the estimates of critical ignltion energy values for the various materials
exposed, band- on the observed rasults. The wood specimens on Site George were
charred to depths depending on iieir densites znd the transmlssion of attenuating filters.
Some of the specimens of black and gray apha-ceilulosn papers, newespaprs, a pine
needles were Ignited, giving a good hracket on their critical Ignition energies. None of

the grass, cotton denim, rayon cloth, or ,. te alpha-cellulose papors were Ignited.
Corrugated flberabqari was burned on Site Dog by the radiation. Many samples that were
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not ignited were somewhat charred or discolored. Radiant exposure on Site Dog was
Indicated by instruments of Projects 8.1 and 8.3 to be ?3 to 75 cal/cm, whereas on site
George It was 21 cal/cm2.

8.4 TESTS OF NEW TYPES OF THERMAL INDICATORS

Two self-recording calorimeters (Types I and 2), similar In principle to one used
during Operation Teapot but of modified design, were scheduled for test -y Proect .3
during Shots Cherokee and BlackfooL The two lnstru!nents utillzed the samc principle
but were of different design. In addition, the Kidde pulse recorder, a commer-Ial lteu
that is suitable only for measuremens of thermal energy in short puise was to be testa4

during Blackfco.
Because of a high level of residual nuclear radiation remaining at the Instrumentatlcn

stations alter Shot Erie. It was not feasible to carry out the Blackfoot tests. No other
suitable shot was scheduled. As a result, the two self-recording calorimeters were
tested only on the long-duration pulse of Cherokee. whereas the Kidde instrument was

= not tested. The lotg-duration pulse provides mosV-severe test a! then istruments
th-refore, the Cherokee test may be considered suMcient. Both of the calorimeters h&4
a field of view of 180 degrees and were able to obtain data despite the large anle of
Incidence resulting from the bombIng error.

Table 8.4 contaIns a comparlson of the uncorrected results obtaned by the self-

recording calorimeter (Type 2) with that obtained by the thermiator calorimeter usd an

a relative standard and with that obtained by the 90- -flel-cf-vlew disk culorm-
!ers of Project 8.1. The results from the Type 2 calorimeter and the thermistor oslo-

rimeter compared favorably with hose from the disk calorimeter. On the other hand,
the data from the Type I calorimeter was erratic. Becausc both types utilize the mam
principle, It was concluded that the principle was proved by the Type 2, and the erratic
rer.lts from the Type I were attributed to imperfections resulting from fabrication

difficulties.

8.5 TEST OF AiRCPA4FT STRUCTURAL PANELS

Project 8.4 measured the resjxnss of various types of aircraft struc-ural panels e-
= posed to the thermal pulse from Mho Cherokee. Test specimens were sandwich-type

structural panels havirg various types of construction materials and facing thicknesses.
Instrumentation consisted mainly of therrocples embedded in the structural panes to
provide temperatre-versuu-time histor es at various points in the panuis Figire P-13
shows the 40 test panels exposed daring not Cherokee. In addition to these, two FJ-4

elevatorv were used at the same station, anS small poupt of similar s-ncimen were

mcunted in the Project 5.6 effects aircraft.
Recorded peak surface temperature rises at the pound station were in the range

from- 100 to 350 degr-,es F. lIess than half of the emected snd dsalnd ratuga. The peak
tcrmperatures were low, because smake from the gray pelt on aoms of the sampss

scured the tt array from some of the thermal itln; the rate of bem --oc-etvity was
much higher than was originally expected. Fi re 14 hows the tbrmas Inpt to the
test pangls. Figure a&15 shows a typial record from one of the alumimmi honeycomb
samples. Effect of the smoke can be see In the diverence of t.e calculated and mess-
ured curves a abtba 3 zeeoondh the rapid dec, after 4 seconds Iicates a rapid oi-
duction off eat from the surface to the i-terior of the yrnt Figure 8.16 sho a
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calculated response with smoke obtnraiou taken [WO account. Analss of the test
measurements and subsequent laboratory heatlng tests were successful in mh t 'y
defining the response of saodwich-type structural pnels to thermal Inputs.

Post-exuosure mechancal tests were also made on the test anels, to determine If
any noticeable change M s'tructural properties was caused by the termal input- The
samples mo-nted in an unstressed position ahowed co signiflcant change in strezgth ch-

r acteristics asa resuIt of the radit expozu- However, teem conducted on sim'ar spec-
Im-s In a prestressed conditien shoew that structural filure will occur at teimper-atures
well .thin the range encouatered during Shot Cherokee.

i 8.6 A.-rRBOPM-E SPE.CTROSCPY

Air=borne spectros-opy rmen m,,s were mai by Projet 8.5 during Shots Lacrosse.
Chercee Z-4nl, Erie, and Flatha (Table 8.5 - Fgr 81)

For Lacr-se. the Hot sou-ce failed to operate at H-hour; therefore, no
i- aosph.--ic-tra ssion da a s obta.ned. Spectrometer data wa obaie caMot
i ,chanels. Most of the chanels required fltering techniques In the laboratory7 to sep&-
i-rate the useful dat from the n e in the syse-= bowsv~r, critie. tinmes Which

be measured are shown tr. Tribie 8. Figure 8.18 shows a plot of the variation o mr

as a fdnctlon of wavelength.
No trAnsmission measurements were attempted at H-hour for Shot Cberokee, becat v

this was an Jrburst.
For Shot Zuni. the lg: source malfunctioned during an Werfereace test o D-2 days

R and was evacuated on D-I day; hence. pagin no transmissicn me=zements were Md

at H-hour. The spectrometer obt Led excellet data on this shot Tbis data is tabulated
in Table 8.7. Fir.re 8.19 shows a plot of Ume to second m -mu- as a function of wave-

NO length.
~-'tgb ot Erie. the project was successful. obtaing both trn-misalon -data at

H-bour and good -sped-nao er data- In addition, Lbs aircraft was looking almost down
on this detonation; C-.e view of the fireball was unperturbed by the reflected wa-e.
Data for this sh is Hatted in Table 18.8, A'= a plo of time to &=M M2.1MU AS A

function of wavelength is how In F-Igure S.20.
a o project participaed durig Ea Flathea . re the light soure-fin on---- ll,

but as the result of a 20-minute postponement In shot Urn the tranm sn-cter wa

satmated with ulight- so that no uzeful trzasJasion data obmnnei The spectrom-
eter was zucceful, bowever., and the data is listed -In TakZ 8.9.

it Is .terestng to note the variation of time to second mlmm with --avei- shown

In Figures 8-18 thr-ough 8-20. An examaination of thesee cures sun-eats tofindings

First, the broad-spectrum Itrumients and nstnnncents sa-stl-v nosa-y in tbe blue

may be subject to considerable dispersion in readings of tir-s to scomd ma-i--- s-.
thervby, to -substanial error. Thls res-ts from the r-her abrupt var ation of Urn to
second ma.imum In the blue region of the specrum, L-icated in Fl-ure- 8.19 9=1 &20.
It may he nated In these few s l th0 t the to seco-d maxiothum - t ar- a
= mniurn In4 the region of 0.5 to 0.7 micronas and to Inraetowarzd both- the blue and%4 the
red regions of the spectrun., the Increase being exeaptionally rapid. This would see

tosgea-ta tte 3_os _acJ-a ftr sfold d rmla oc. zboud be taie

an II-rmea prtngI nIe ein . t . irm



Second, It may be noted that this mninimum appears to be in the vicinity of 0.5 mcoI
for airbursts, and C.? microns for surface bursts, suggesting a slightly different scajj,
relationship of yield as a function of time to second maximum for airbursts aid surface
bursts. This probably results from a difference In apparent color temperaturea.
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TABLE 8.1 STATION LOCATIONS

Shot Site Horizonital Rang, Inutruments Project
ft

Cherokee Dog 26,380 Radiometer 8.1
Calorimeter

Cellu.losic samples 8.2

fGeorge 38,937 Radiometer 8.1
Calorimeter
Bolomiter
SPfctrometer

Cellulosic samples 8.2

Aircraft structural panels M.

How 84,406 Radiometer 8.1
Calorimeter
Bolotneter
Spectrometer paes 84

Aircraft structural pnl .

P2V aircraft 84,400 Airborne station 8.5
23,000 altitude

Zuni Oboe 17,005 Radiometer 8.1
Calorimeter
Bolometer
Spectrometer

William 32,073 Radiometer 8.1
* Calorimeter

Bolometer
Spectrometer

Nan 68,580 Radiometer 8.1
Calorimeter
Bolometer
Spectrometer

P2V a~ircraft 69,330 Air.aorns station 8.5
22,000 altitude

Lacrosse Yvonne 8.121 Radiometer 8.1
Calorimeter
Bolometar
Spectrometer

Wilma 15,600 Radiometer 8.1
SSW Calorimeter

Bolometer
3pectrometer

P2V aircraft, 14,392 Airborne Station 8.5
23,000 altitude

Erie P2V aircraft 1,560 Airborne station 8.5
22.000 altitude

Flathad P2V aircraft 41.950 Airborne station 8.5
23,000 all~itnde
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TABLE 8.2 COMPARISON OF TOTAL THERIMAL ENIERGY RECEIVED
AT GROIIUD AND AIRBORNE STATION55

La.-rosse Zuni

Airborne stoaor. 0.432 cglories/cre2  5.0 culories/cmn2

Ground st.tion 1.4 calorIes/cmt 2 .alories/cmi

TABLE 8.3 CRITICAL IGNITION ENERGY VALUES ESTIMATED FOR VARIOUS
MATERIALS EXPOSED TO SHOT CHEROKEE

Values shown are cal/cm 2.

Minimum Thermal Ignition Energy
Material Low Moisture Hi1gh Moisture

Content Content

White alo3ha- cellulose paper >21.0 >21.0
Blue cotton denim >21.0 20
Charcoal-gray rayon >21.0 >21.0
Newspaper *12.7 9.8

Corrugated fiberboard >13.9 >10.2
Yellow grass >13.9 >1 3.9
Pine needles 18.5 18.5

The values for newspaper and pine needles were estimated by considering thle
effects of radiation somnewhat Insufficlept to cause sustained flaming.

TABLE 8.4 COMPARISON OF RADIANT EXPOSURE VALUES AS MEASURED
BY THE THREE TYPES OF CALORIMETERS

Ground Type 2 Thermistor NRDL

Range Calorimeter Calorimeter
ft caI/cm, Cal/cm, cal/cm?

Dog (830.01) 26,000 75.4 70.0 70.7
75.6

Dog (830.02) 26,000 - 73.3

George (830.03) 38,500 24.5 24.2 19.0
220

George (830.04) 38,500 24.5 24.2

How (830.05) 84,000 Below Range 0.5 1.76

24
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Chapter 9

SUPPORT PHOTOGRAPHY

9.1 OBJECTIVES

This program was primarily of a support nature and consisted of two projects. Project
9.1a had the mission of documenting, by photographic means, the variousi parameters of

the nuclear clouds as a function of time and attempted to establish approximate scaling
(yield) relations. Project 9.1b was concerned with the broad functidn of providing general
technical photographic support to the military-effect programs, including the production

of a documentary motion picture.
The project abstracts art given in Section A.8 of the Appendix.

9.2 BACKGROUND

Collection of cloud-rise and height data was attempted as far back as Operation Sand-
atone (April 1948) by means of manually controlled theodolites. All measurements were
taken with ground-based cameras until Operation Ivy, when the first attempt at aerial

• L, .documentation -as made. The data obtained wait far from perfect but provided invaluable

experience in planning subsequent tests. Essentially the same statement can be made
concerning Castle results.

Redwing Project 9.1a was concerned with oberving and documenting the cloud phenom-

ena, not with explaining them; hence, any detailed theoretical development was not a part
of this project. The simple optical relationships between object and i-mage were lused.

9.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND OPERATIONS

To overcome difficulties encountered on previous operations, use was made during
Operation Redwing of the gyro-camera mount. With this stabilized table, the angle of
tilt in aiming the camera was known, and film measurements were made relative to a
fducal or other artificial reference pobts when no atural referege of thed moe
photograph. However, to invesgae such sbjects as the ear edge of the coed, ore
information was needed, au- ch as a second picture from another locatioa, if the o~bject

was identified clearly in both pictures and if the camera aiming rngles were clearly
known, the position of th object was computed by t-iangulation.

Three RB-50E alrcraft were equipped with identical camera assenmlies on A-28 gyro-
stabilized mo'nts located in t.he aft section of th aircraft- Each mount held an Edgerton,

Germeshausen and Grier 70-mm cloud camera, an Eclair 35-m motion-picture camera
(one frame every 1iZ seconds) and a gun sight alring point 16-mm motior-pIcture camera.

The three aircraft were positioned in the cat, west, and south quadrants, respectively,
at ra ges ox 70 nautical miles from ground zero on all kiloton-range shot and 110 nauti-

cal miles from the megaton-razge shots.

7



9.4 RESLTS

Protect 9-1b fulfilled Its overall mission of providing technical photograph'c su.Mort
to the various projects. A documentary color motion picture was produced ann d stribu,_nd.

The cloud photography obtained by Project 9.ia is superior to that from previous oper.
ations (Figure 9.1). The Nue of the fiducial-mark system of referencing data was agan
demonstrated. Both aircraft positioning and the recording of navizgatIonal data were ex-
cellent. The data has confirmed and extended vrevious knowledge of nuclear cloud
growth.

9.5 CONCLUSIONS

it is ruw possible to predict cloud growth and rise and its dissipation during the first
20 minutes after detonation with a high degree of accuracy. Further dw-unmentaton of

cloud behavior during this time period nw seems unnecessary. The precision of cloud
measurement cculd be !mproved slightly by undertaking a vastly expanded program., but
the cost ef the program would be entirely out of prcportion to the increase in accuracy of

'the data so obtw.--
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Appendix

PROJECT ABS'i RACTS

A.1 PROGRAM I: BLAST MEASUREMENTS

A.1.1 Project 1.1. Basic Surface Blast Measurements. Agency: Ballistic Research Laboratories.
Report Title: Ground Surface Air-Blast Pressure versus Distance, WT-1301. Project Officer:. C. N.
Kingery.

General objectives of this project were: (1) to Instrument certain shots during Operation Redwing and
obtain basic information of the propagation of blast waves over different surfaces from various yields and
heights of burst; and 2) supply measurements of overpressure and dynamic pressure at certain locations

in support of other projects.
The specific objective of the project was to determine the pressure versus time and dynamic pressure

versus time variations with distance from ground zero on five shots during Operation Redwing. These
shots were: (1) Lacrosse, a medium kiloton-range suface burst; (2) Cherok a megaton-rangealrburst,
(3) Zuni, a megaton-range surface burst; (4) Yuma, a12 uwer shot; and (5) Irmca, a
small kiloton-range tower shot.

The project had the prime responsibility for basic airblast instrumentation on Shots Cherokee, Zuni,
and Yuma. On Shots Lacroose and Inca the project participated to provide back-up instrumentatir' for the
eec'ronc recording system used by Projects 1.2. 1.10, and 30.2 of Sandia Corporation (SC).

The secondary apecific objectives of this project were to: (1) record the diffracthon phenomenon over the
manade Islands for Project 3.1; (2) furnish dynamic pressure measurements to Project 1.5 for evaluation
of vehicle damage; and (3) furnish water pressure measurementm to Project 1.9 for wave height studies
from Shot Zuni.

Shot Lacrosse aiforded an opportunity to instrument a medu.. yield (39.5 kt) surface burst. Ground
surface airblast gages recorded a precursor type shock wave at a station 1,180 feet from ground 7?iro and
a clean or classical type wave at a station 1,9V0 feet from ground zero. Correlation of airblast data with
Projects 1.2 and 30.2 of SC electronically reorded blast measurements was excellent.

Shot Cherokee was a high*yield f_ Irburst. It had the largest Instrumentation participation of the
series, but unfortunately the device did not $etonate over the intended ground zrE -. This caused the loss
of many records and a reduction of the accuracy of many be-.kuse the range of the pressure tranbducers at
some stations was as much as 40 times greater than the actual pressure measured. A difference in the
overpressure and wave shape was noted on records obtained from the manmade islands and those obtained
from the reef stations east of Site Charlie. Scaled models of these stations were fired on In the BRL
shock tube and, based on these experiments, the difference In wave shape and 20 percent or iore degra-
dation in pressure may be attributed to the type gage mount used for tha- reef stations.

Shot Zuni was the first high yield (3.38 Mt) surface burst that afforded a land-surface blast line from
ground zero to the gages. Two blast lines, approximately 180 degrees apert, were Instrumented for this
shot. One blat line wae along the Tare Complex where nonideal (precursor type) shock waves were re-
corded out as far as 8,300 feet. The second .last line was on Site Uncle where nonideal shock waves were
recorded as far out as 9,860 feet.

Participation in Shot Yuma gave an opportunity to recorl alrblast data from at
device deto.ated from a tower. Basic blast data were ecorded xMch will be Ustk to vaIIdutV!"ffl01n7
the height of burst curves for use witl. elds.

Shot Inca was the last shot in whfieP' pated. Two blast lines werA $nstrumented on the
same Island, one over a cleared area and the other over a vegetated are cords were obtained from
both blast lines, but Dome accuracy was lost because the actual yield_____-Jwas more than double the

predicted ytel4._ and some of the presure-sensing capsules were overstressed beyond their Intended
range.

A.1.2 Project 1.2. Surface Blast Measurements of Static and Dynamic Pressures. Agency: Sandia
Corporation. Report Title: Blast Measurements on a Medium-Yield Suriace Burst, WT-1302. Project
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VJ*_ Officer: C. D. Broyles.
Tho objective of this prt~ject wrza the measurement of overpressure and dynamic pressure as a function

of time and dietance from a surface burst of a medium-yield atoinic device. a yield range not previously
examnined experimentally for this "yp burst.

Overpressure and dynamnic pressure were mx,~sured aa a flunction of time and distance (690 to 3,250 feet)
on a surface burst of a mnedium yield (40 kt) nuclear device on Site Yvonne. Eniwetok. Overpressures
were measurod with ground bafles and pitot-&.atic gages. A precursor formed but died out at an unusually
high overpressurs of between 35 and 55 psi. The usual high dynamic pressures associated with precursors
were observed. Outside of the limited regiop in which the precursor existed, the overpressure and dynamic

.r' pressure mcasurements were in agreement with previous measurements on surface bursts. They were
consistent with the free-air values for 14~ times the actual yleldJ3pTiE].r

A.1.3 Project 1.3. Blast Measurements by Shock Photography. Agency: U. S. Naval Ordnance Labora-
tory. Report Title: Air Blast and Shock Phenomena by Photography, WT-1303. Project Officer: L. J.
Beiliveau.

The primary objective of th's project wast to obain blast merssurements vertically above and at horizon-
tal ranges from apecific shots. Of highest priority was the measurement vertically above the high-yield
alrbiarst to document the propagation of the blast wave through a nonhomogeneous atmosphere. Other ob-
jectives Included study of the effects of the ground or water' surface on the blast wave and, basically, to
determine the peak overpressure as a function of diatance relation for the various shots.

The project participated iz. Shots Cherokee. Lacrosse. Zuni. tnca, Mohawk, and Seminole. No shock
photograpby data were obtained from Cherokee as the rebult of a bombing error. The smoke-rocket tech-
nique was used during Zunt wAr Lacrosse and usable data were obtaed. Direct-shock photography was
used during Inca, Mohawk, and eminole. Only fragmentary Shocks ware observed on Inca and Mohawk
films, and no shock was observed in, Seminole filmsi.

Shot Zuni viao a ground-surface burst of 3.38 Mt. Pressure-dtstnnc-* data were obtaaned over the our-
face (water) and above ground zero to distances of !4.000 and 13.000 Itat, respectively. The surface data
were cimpatible with the data obtained from previoun operationa. The i'reasure-distan-ce data obtained
above ground zero ts not in agrazirent with avalable methods of predicting peak overpressures zbove
ground zero. However, a qualitative picture ceo be given in te.-mu 31 pi,.romena observed on high-expoL~ve
tests atnd on tLhaoretical prediction,; based on the effects of atmospheric ronhotaogesxeity.

ZGhot Lac-osse was a surface burst with a recommended yild of 39.5 kt. Peakc-shock o'4erpreiksure-
distance data was obtaned along the surface to a disttnce of 3,250 feet. *.Me data was obtataed over a
water surface, rV4 it was noted that there were no significant differences between the datz and that ob-
tained by other agercies ovr & !and surfice. No data was obtained above ground iero. The cameras did
not operate at Statica 1514 (black Tow%*r) consequently, a study ci the thex mrl erfects over the -and sur-
face cannot he made.

Shot Incia was a sWo detonzted on a 200-Lot tower. Pressure-distpnce data was obtained to z
distance of 1,050 ftit aloni the surface. No anglea for the precursor could be reliably read from the films.

Shot Mohawk was a &device dezonated on a 300 -foot tower. Only a fragment of A shock wave VMS
observed on the filmr. Thfs fragmentary shock occurred along a radial line approximately 10 degrees
abovei the horizontal that pa.sed through aplrotrusion from the fireball. Because o! the etsyn2.etrlc con-
raguration, the data obtained did aot compare with ncaled data from other shos.

Shot Seminole was a device detonatei at th* surface In a largae tank of water with a yield of No
bhock wave waa visible In the films examined. Some6 explosion peofiles with tine atre preatnted In tbree
views of the shot location.

A.1-~ Project 1.4. Free-Air-Pressure Measurements at Aititcle. Agenay: Air Force Cambridge
liesearch Center. Report Title- Meanuremoutt of 1rei Atomic-Blast Pretsuraa, WT-1304. Project
Officer: N. A. Haskell.

The objective of the prolect was to mueasure free-a,.- peak wfe.-p-essuee and overpresaure versus time
vertically above an airburet of more than a megaton yield. ThenA data were desired so 4hat a comparison
could he made between the overpreasurca actually observed and those calculated by various approximate
methods of correcting for altitude effects,

A vertical array of 12 parichute-bore, telemetaring, blast-pressure canisters was deployed by drop
from at B-36 aircraft above Intended ground zero for Shot Cherokee. Due to a large horizontal 6rror in tht
actual p.r~ of burst, the array was not directly above the burst; 1,0 of the 12 canisters wecre it bt f.ee
air region, and two were below the path of the triple point In the Match region. The range of altitude oovor-
ed was 850 to 33,800 feet. Dats mere received from all units.
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Observed peak overpressures were In satisfactory agreement with those calculated according to the
Theilheimer-Rudlin theory, provided the Integration of the Theilbeimer-Rudlin equation Is started with an
appropriate initial condition. There are indications that the appropriate Initial condition Is a slowly vary-.
Ing function of yield.

Observed positive-phase du.- Tdonv suggeat a slight upward revision of the currently accepted standardA
curve for this quantity.

Measured values of the time of art :val and an..Aitudc of the reflected shock were In general agreeintnt
with previous data obtained at shots of smaller yield.

A:1.5 Proj,-ct 1.5. Transient Drag Loading of Actual and Idealized Shxpeo. Agency- BRlistic Research
Laboratories. Report Title: Transient Drag Loading of Actual and Idealized Shapes from Higb-Yield L~et.-
onations, WT-1305. Project Officer: H. S. Burden.

This project consisted of five parts. The objectives and results are briefly stated as follows:
Part 1. Investigation of aerodynainic-drag characteristics by measurements on full-scale beamns

(8WF67) and angles (8L56.9) were made at various pressure levels from Shot Cherokee. Drag 9nd lift
coefficients were obtsaned although the flow was not norn-Al to the beams. Resolution of the flow was de-.
termined. Drag coeffichents for the WF beams varied from 2.44 to 2.82 which was somewhat higher thin
steady-state data, which is usually given at 2.03. The drag coefficient for the angles varied from 2.11 to
2.61, whereas the steady-state value wats 1.83. The lift coefficient for the angles, varied from 2.28 to 2.73,
and the 5tady-etate value was 2.07.

Part 2. A description of an experiment for determining drag coefficients fcr spherical shapes as a
function o~f the dynamidc pressure of the flow following blast wave fronts 'a givert. Two alzes of sphericalI
shell (3 and 10 Inch diameter) were used in conjunction with three-di menslonAl, foxrce-sensing mnechanisma.
The sensing ineahAniams and c.-libration procedure are described. The objectives were not achieved be-
zause of a serious e~rror in the position of the detonation and bocauuc of somec dubious behavior by the
gages. Speculative, rather than authoritative, values of peak drag coefficient are listed as deduced from
the experiment. The results are briefly compared wi1th those for gages used In a similar pressure range
on Operation Teapot.

Part 3. Investigation of tthe respons. of drag-type targets and continuation of tho statistical evaluation
Atudies or, militury vehicles were made by the exposure of 1/i-ton trucks (jeeps) on Shots Lacrosse. Zuel,
and Yuma. Ground ranges were s'!iented to give- f'uther data for predicting da-mge to vehicles under dif-
ferezv blast conditions than those previously tested. Analysis of the data indicated an appreciable reduction
In damage radii for nonprecursor co.uitions below that for precursor conditions. There was further in-
dication that displacement, liko damage, resulting from exposure to a blast wae" of classicsl shape was
significantly reduced as compared to the displacement received from a nonclassica~l or precureor wave.

Part 4. Airblast diffraction and drag loading measurements were made at a limited number of position
on a concrete cubicle during Shot Zuni. The target structure was 6 by 12. feet and located in a pressure
region of 23 psi with a duration of approximately 2 to 5 seconds. The objective was achieved, in that suc-
cesful records were obtained on representative locations on the various faces of the structure, but sine
the observed wave was nonideal It character, it was not possible to correlate the actual loading with that
prevtacted from r scaled shock tube model.

For comparison. the actual field records and predicted records are both presented to the body of the
report. Although the free-streama record was ouly alighitly rounded, the reflected pressure over the froit
of the structure remained high and did not decay as predicted.

Part S. Electronic recording antruntation was provided for Project 1.5 on Shots Cherokee sed Zunl
and recording and structure instrumentation for structural-response Project 3.1 on Shot Cheroktee. A
multi-channel magnetic tape recording system was utilzed to record 160 data channels. The objectiva was
not fully satisfied oni Shot Cateroket because of the delivery error, even though most of 6we Instrumentation
functioned satisfactorily. This error adversely affected the. data records obtained fromb the unidrectitz.I
electronic pitot-static q and other gages.. The objective was satisfactortly-met on Shot ZwaI.

A.L6 Project 1.6. Drag Loaadlug oz Model Targets. Agency: U.S& Nava Ordnaoce Lalboratory. Repar.
Title: Drag Loading on Model Targets. WT-1308. Project Officer. Joseph Petes.

The tjpecific said Immedia~te objectives of this project were to: (1) measure transient drag force as
functions of time on representative model targets in regions of high- and low-dymantic pressures r*#sui
from a mrnium-yield land surface burst; (2) correlate drag formes anid drag coeficlents experienced by
modal lararis exposed to ittomnIc weapon bciat wfth drag forces #nd coefficiens obtaiaedA ou the sia"W 
In the shock tube aid wind tunnel, on sirollar scale models previously tested In the shock tube and on high'-
explosive (chemical) testa, and on full-scal models tested on aloraie weapons tests; and (2) cinpere drag
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forces on models located In precursor and nonprecursor regions at &Mproximately the samot dynamic-
- pressure levels, utilizing data obtained on Shot 12 of Operation Teapot.

0bjeut've 1 defined thA field phas. of the project's work. The drag-force measurements made on the
model targets (whic2h included sphere, cubes, cylinders, sad parallelepipeds) formed the basis for meeting
the other *!)4ecUvoa. Successful attainment of Objective 2 would be a major step toward the goal of estab-
liahing realistic and reliable criteria for predicting drag forces on full-s.cale targets In clean Mach regions
for atomic detonations on the basis of laboratory work. Attament of Objective 3 would help in deter-
mining the role of the precursor and duct-loadsd air In modifying drag forces on targets. This latter
oblective will help answer an Immediate military neod-to-mow In the problem of determinting the Import-

a' ance of the precursor phenomenon as a damage-producing me-haentsm.
Model targets Consisted of 4-incli and 10-inch spheres, 4-inch and 10-inch cubes, 8%-Inch-diameter

cylinders, and G%-by-04-inch cross-section parallelepipeds. The sphere models were mounted on stings
(a configuration used previously during Operation Teapot), and the cubas were mounted ca an elevated arti-
ficial ground plane. The cylinders and parallelepipeds cons~sted of 6-inch-loog model test aections located
centrally in 7-foot-long, constant crovs-section mounts supported horisonta3ly between vertical end posts
approximating a two-dimensional configuration. Subsequent to the field test, the same models, similarly
mounted, were tested in the wind tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.2 to 0.5 an~d in the shock tobe at shock
overpressures from 3 to 30 pet.

From the force ineasum-menta and measurements of the free-stream parameters of ?.lde-on an~d dy-
namic pressures, drag coefficients were obtained for eacL of the model conflgurstions under each of the
test conditions. Reasonable drag-coefficient cerrelation was obtained for all of tka test models (except
spheres) for the field and wind tunnel data. Hence, it was concluded that, for the modal sites used, the
field flow conditions approached the steady-state flow conditions of the wind tunnel. The short-duration
flow In the shock tube and the flew blockage resulting from the model 31Ze obviated the establishment of
steady drag condit~on, In this facility. Thtus. only extrapolat ions can be made to wind-tunnel Ad fieldI conditions. The differences In the drag coefficients obtained In the various test facilItiec were attributed
primarily to differences In wave shapes (particularly for the two-dimensional models). diffarences in
boundary layers on the surfaces on which the cubes were mounted. and Indeterminate parameters such asI inhomormtlies of the medium during the field test.

ON;The effects of dust loading on tnta force were obtained throulgh the comparison of drag coefficients
of similar spharical mnodels used on Shot 12 of Operation Teapot and Slimt 1 of OperoAtion Redwing. These

ILI. effects sire discussed and the load-increasing effects of dust are qualittively preserawe. in additiou. It
was concluded that the force gage waz a useful tool for dtermining quantitatively the integrated eflectsN of
the blast In the field In lieu of extenzive static and dynasmic pressure, dust density. and particle size and
veioci'.y measuremnents.

A.1.7 Project 1.8. Crater Measurements. Agency: U. S. Army Engineer Research and Devwelopment
Laboratories. Report Title: Crater M~easurements. WT-1307. Project Officoirt J. 0. Lewis.

The objective of this projerct was to measure the physical characteristics of craters produced by# the
detonation of nucleax- devices so As to obtain a more thorough understanig of crater-prediction phanom-

Crater measurements were made on the flve surface or near-surface shots: Lacross. Zuzd, Seminole,
Mohak. nd ewi. Crterraduzcrter depth, and approximate profile were dettermined by us* 0i

aerial photo~raphy a=4 len-line sounding techniques. Aerial mapping ptotographs *are Mad of the
crators after the shots, and these were used to plot ground clevations to gi-" the crater radiust. Lead-

line souings were made &long the distmeter of tach crater to determine the depth anmd avenge profile.

The data obtatied have incre s'A- tihe reliability of critter pr eiticms for satu'rated soIl 4Wps and wash-
ed crcars. Information W13 obtained on ain unwashed crawer. There appears to be no justifloation for the
modificatilon cf cratter-predict~oo cuvsIn TM 23-200 for surfaco bursts In the regions of milItary aig-
nitcarrae.

A.1.8 Project I.9a. thre't Water-Wave Uea-surements. Agocnun Urtveralty oif C411fori. Scripps
Institution of Oceanograpthy. Report Title: Direct W.ater-Wave Measuremants. VIT-1369. Project Offcerz
LW. Kldd.

This project Wa se Its objec-tives the ga-thcring and analyzing of water-wavc data frorn the Bikini and
Eniwetoc lagono. The data was required (1) to Imp~rove the ability to predict -save effects from operation-
alI use of nuchsAr weapons. arnd t2l te- deterrmine taftty criteria for fuaturv test operations.

The wnter-wave timr*-height histoey ws to be determined at various ranges from ground zero.Wer
= significant. the tarminil effct ere, to be rn tred as the waves inndt the reefs and islands of the
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a..- atoll. The data was to be summarized, integrated wit), data from Operation Castle (higher yields. idea-.
ticul physical topography), and compared to present theories and concepts of impulsively generated wave,

During Operation Redwing, as In previous test series, principal observations were made by means of
bottozn-pressure-versue-time recorders uf sever,.l types adapted to different locations, and by means of
technical photography.

Data from this operation, when correlated with all Previous Pertinent data, has Permitted considerable
progress In thi Investigation and in the understanding of all of the various facets af wave systems, but
particularly has this been so about the dimensions and the relative importance of the parameters Of geber.
ation, the'separability of observed wzve systems, the reflections. and the inundation of shorelines. A
scaling law for wave height versus range has been derived, which conaiders the water depth at the poit of
generation ats well as yield. Possibly, the most significant result at this stage of the continuing Investi..
gation has bee.- the demonstration of the limited applicability, for purposes of wave predictions, of wave
data collected to date, and from thio, recommendations are made for aL more conclusive programn for
further research.

A.1.9 Project 1.9b. Indirect Water Waves from Large-Yield Bursts. Agency: University of Caliow.

nia, Scripps Institution o! Oceanography. Report Title: Indirect Water Waves from Large-Yield Bursts,
WT-130b. Project Officer: W. G. Van Dorn.

The project objective was the dete ruination of the capability of predicting In advance of future tests the
nature and characteristics of the long-period waves known to be produced by such tests at ranges well
outside the zone of significant blast damnage.

Long-period surface water waves produced by megaton-range shots at Bikini Atoll during Operations
Castle and Redwing were recorded at Allinginae. Eniwetok, Wake, Guam, and Johnston Islands. Analysis
of the results Indicate that the weves originated close to Bikini, arnd propagated outwards as a train of
tolitary waves of slowly decreasing amplitude and period, as measured Lt A single station. In each Case,
the train was slightly dispersive for roughly the first 200 nautical miles. with wave height decaying inverse-.
ly with range. It remained essentially unchanged In form thereafter, with height diminishing as the in-
verse squatre root of the range. The character of the dispersion "ndthe subsequent behavior of the trains
are not predicted by currert theory. An meatiured at any station. the observed wave height varied direct-
ly with the shot yield, Instead of the square root, as expected from theory. This relation can be explain-
ed by shadowing effect of the atoll.

A.1.10 Project 1.10. Measurements of Blast Over Vegetated and Cleared Areas. Agsnqv. Sazdit
Corporation. Report Title: Blast over 'Vegetated and Cleared Areas, WIT-130. Project Officer. C_ I),
Broyles.

The objective of this project was to detnrmine the difference in the blast effects over a vegetated and
over a sandy si-zrface in the precursor region and, if possible, to Lcorrelate this diference with a differec
in preshock sound speed.

Measurements were made to determine the difference Ina blast effects over a crace covered with low
shrubs and grass and over a cleared sandy surface In the precursor region. sad an attempt was =ads to
correlate this difference with measutements Of presbock sound speed ov,3r the rurface. Overpressure
vas measured with ground-befile gapes and with pitot-uitatIc gages at 3-foot elevation. Dynamic pressures
were measured at the 3-fcot elevation vh'-. the pito-static gages. Measurements 'onre made at the sm
ground rangex for vegetzted surftce as for' the sandyt surfac. The vegetlon reducd the severity of lb.
precursor, showing later arrival times and smalltr dyzaic pressures than over the cleared area. 71a
overpressures creer tae vegetation wer* the same st the ground and 3-foot levels. No measu-rments off
sound speed after aro time were obtained, so a correlation io not posble.



PPA.2 PROGRAM 2: NUCLEAR RADIATON STUDIES

A.2.1 Project 2.1. Gamma Exposure VermLs Distance. Agency: U.S. Army Signal Engineerir, Labora-
tories. Report Title: Gamma Exposure verst Distanoe. WT-1310. Project Officer: Peter Brown.

Tha objective of this project was to determine gatama exposures versus distance from the point of det-
onation of various h gh-yield devices.

The following types of dosimeters were used as gamma-radlation detectors: photographic, quartz-fiber.
cbemical, and phosphate-glass. Correction factors were applied to compensate for the nonlinear spectral
response of the dosimeters, when necessary, and for station shielding. All detectors were calibrated with
Co" sources. Photographic dosimter readings were accepted as the most reliable on a ststistical basis
and were used as bases for most of the curves plotted. Photographic dosimeter film-badge service and
Co" calibration facilities were provided to other projects as requested.

Initial-gamma radiation was measured at a series of stions located at about 1 to 4 miles from ground
zero. Mechanisms were installed at some of these statlons to shield the detectors from residual radia-
tion. An analysis of the data Indicates that the Initial-gamma exposure at 3 miles from Cherokee, Zuni,
nod Navajo was sbotut 1 r. Consequently, lnitial-ga-roa radiation was of little milit-y significance to
e.V>osed personnel as compared to thermal and blast damage resulting from high-yield devices.

The curves in this report vary from those pubLishod in TM 23-200. The field data falls below predictions
at longer ranges And is greater than predicted at ehurter ranres. This difference between predicted and
field data increases with increasing yield.

For fallout residual-gamma radlatiov measuremeds, instrument stations were located on almoat every
Island of Blkini Atoll at distances whor neutron-induced activity was entirely negligible. The amount of
residual-radiatIon exposure was a funation of the fiston yield. Residual-ganma radiation data points are
mapped in this report for S tos Zuni, Flathead, Navajo. and Tewn.

A.2.2 Project 2.2. Gamma Rate versis Time. Agency: U.S. Army Signal Research and Development
Laboratory. Report Title: Gamma Exposure RzW versus Time, WT-1311. Project Officer: Peter Brown.

The primary objective of this project was the measurement of Initial- and residual-gamma exposure
rates as a function of time at various distances from Ligh-yicld thermonuclear detonations. Secondary
objectives were to measure the residual-gamma exposura rate P.t the lip of the crater produced by a high-
yield land-surface burst and to field test a prototype thermal detector to be used in a radiologIcal-defense
warning system.

The realdual-gamma radiation was detectod by an ansatursted-lon chamber, whose output determined
the frequency of pulses that were recorded on electro-senslitly paper. Most of the Initial-gamma-radiatlon
statans coesisted of scintillation detectors whose ouWpt determined the frequncy of pulses that were re-
corded on magnetic taps. Some InItial-gamma instruments were similar to those used during Operation
Casle. The exposure rate near the crater was measured with a detector-telemeter unit dropped from a
helicopter.

Residual-gamma exposure rate versus time was obt-ined after ots Zuni, Flathead, Navajo, and Tews.
The observed average-deca2 exponents for thee events were 1.1 for Zuni a9d Tows. 1.2 for Flthad, and
1.3 for Navnjo. In some caes, the effect of raifall in aachfn %he activity decreased the exposure rate
bya factor of two.

Records from Shot Flathead at 7.730 feet and from Shot Navajo at 13.870 feet Lidlcated that at these
locations &bout two-thdsre of the total Initial-gamma exposurs was delivered after the arrival cf the shock
front.

The crater-lip measurenwts Indicated that the method was a feasible one; however, no usable data was
obtined.

The thormal- 'adLatflon detector responded sattfactorily to a S-Mt detonation at a distance of 20 mles.

A- 2.3 Project 2.4. Deconis-In on &-A Protection. Age~y: fl.S. Ariny Cba:nzca Warfare Labr&-
rtes. Report Title: Decotamination and Protectin. WT-1312. Project Officer: Joseph C. Maloney.

The oleclves of Uhs project were to investigae the cootamInability characteristics of const ction
mater~s expose at various jwgles and orientations to contnaf~alon resutlting from high-?1ld nuc€lear
detloin and to investil-.te the effectiveness of Ysrious decontaminal-on techniques. in ordr to obtain
dataon the radiological recovery of militry lsall,.lonamn.

Pawls of varios construction materials were mounted on board th Ye-39 and YAG-40, whIrh vrers
operated through regions of fallout after Shots Cherokee. Zuni, Flathead, Navajo, and Towa. With the
exception of Shot Tewa, the fallout conta natlon deposited on the YAGo from all these events w" i .5g-
nificnt with respect to fulfl'ling the objectives of this project. The contaminated Sot Towa panels were,
unfortunaely, exposed to heavy rainf--l prior to receipt for study. Apparcntly, the rain effectively
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decontaminated the panels. The most heavily contaminated surfIce. i aspalt ari gravel built-up roofn
panel, read approximately 500 mr/hr when received from Shot Zuni at H4 0 hours. Other parel3 were
generally much less contaminated. Some gave readings barely above island background.

The limited data available indicated that small-particulate contamination. similar to Operation Jagl
fallout, resulted from the land shots: and liquid cortaMlnation, similar to fallout from Shots Romeo and
Union of Operation Cantle, was produced from the deep-water barge shot. The particulate-type conta~
nant from Shot Zuni contaminated horizontal surfaces much more heavily that vertical surfaces. This is
similar to observatlons at Operation Jangle. Conversely, the liquid contamination from Shot Flathead
contaminr 'ed vertical surfaces much more heavily than horizontal surfaces, as was previously noted and
reported during Operation Castle.

Contamination levels were genertlly reduced by factors of two-to-four by detergent scrubbing of the
most he-vily contaminaled panels. Depth of penetration studies in painted wood revealed that I.be ountn=z.
nation Y-s contained in the paint layers (120 to 300 rnmicrons thick). However, in all unpainted wood a
ples. the contaminant, ater wetting. penetrated to depths of 1,000 to 2,000 microns, or more.

A.2.4 Project 2.51. Neutron-rix Measurements. Agency: U.S. Army Chemical Warfare Laborators.
Report: Neutron-Flux Measurementa, WT-1313. Project Officer: Charles W. Le, Captain, USA.

The o1ectives of this project were to measure the neutron flux and spectrum from the dotonatito of
selected nuclear devices during Operation Redwing. Primary emphasis was placed on mneasuvemants
during Shot Cherokee. a thermonuclear, hIg.-yield, air burst, and -"a-a-
Kickapoo. Measurements wera also made on Mhots Blackfoot and Erte, L ir-
Ing the operation, permission was granted to make neutron measurements on Shot Osage, a low-yield
prototype stockpile warhead unit in a bomb case. Neutron-dose measurements m by chemical and
semiconductor dosimeters were compared with the doie calculated by the single-collIsion theory Lro the
ueutron flux and spectral data. The effect of the presence of different proportions of borax and mulfur c
the shielding efficiency of concrete against neutrons was studied d-rLng Shot Blacifoot.

Neutron fluxes as a function of distance from ground zero were measured with the following detectors:
gold, plutonium, neptunum, uranium, su dur, and zirconium.

No data were obtained during Shot Cherokee because of the differe=ce between the actual and intendd
groand zero.

The varimlon u! the neutro- flux abt the -evfoes fMew for Shots YumE and Kickao was energy de-
pendent. '1he ratios of the neutron flux along a line at 65 degrees to the projection on the ground of the
long axis of the device, to that along a line at 0-4egrees to this projection for Shot Yuma, were 1.34, 1.91,
1.94, and 1.18 for the plutonium, uranium, sulur, and gold deectors, respectively. The same radon
between the 5-degree aW 0-deyre lines for Shot Kickspo were 1.62, 1.70, 1.6-, And 122.

Within the range of the measurements made and the accuracy of UA threlsold detector system there
was no variation of the neutron-energy spectrum with increasing diatance from the point of detonstica.

Any data obtatted from an extrapolation of a plot of the nrtro*n flux times slant distance squared
versus alant distance to ranges of less than 300 yards may be In error. Theoretical calculations -uppcr-
ted by experimental evidence indicate that the relatiorshilp Is nonlinear in this rang.

The neutron dos* results obtained by using the USAF cbemical doaimeter were not consistent with
those obtaied by the threshold detector technique, ranging from a factor of 1.26 high for Shat Eris to an
average factor of 3.54 l w for Shot Blackfoot.

The AEC gormanium-dosmeter results were lower by factors of 3.46 to 53 than thote obtained by
the threshold-detector technique.

The AEC chemical-dosimeter system may not be used to measure neutron dose in the range of 2.,0
io 856,000 rep, due to sat.ration ef the neutron-sensitive dosimeter and di eiues inher-Wn In rabning
accurate readings.

There is lttle or no Increase in the attezuatiom of fast-neutrons by adding borax or sultur to coorte.
The attenuation of the thermal-nutron flux is increase*d by adding borax.

The neutron dose was reduced by a factor of aproximately four by a concrete box thres feet n aide
and 6 inches thick fabricated from a mixture containing 1.6 peroert borax by ieigha. The gamma-ry
dose, however. was Increased by an nverag factor of 4.75 by rat c rt hos containing varying
amoebas of borax and sufur.

The measured nwrtrou dose per unit yield was highe for a shots than was predictod by TM 23-2w.
However, only the' Yu-a, Blackfoot, Kickapo , and O& data Wi beyond the facw of reliability stated
in tbe manmal.
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A.2.5 Project 2.52. Nettron-Induced Soil Radloawtivity. Acency: Sandia Corporation. Report Title:
Neutron-Induced SoilRadioactivity. WT-1314. Project Offlcer: Maynard Cowan, Jr.

Soil samples were exp~osed to neutron radiation from Sho CLO.~e. to h"l astaubliah the importance of

neutron-Induced residual gazamna radiation from & large-yiel&d thermonuclear si- burst. After exposure
and recovery. the samples nad no detectabfr' activity because the slant rage to the usareet sample was
nearly 3.5 miles, due to an error in bomb drop. After this failure, an experiment was designed in the

field for Shot Yuma in order that Indaced-activity data could be obtained for a soil other than Nevada Test
Site OMT) soil. Sampless of sodium, manginess, and coral aand from Site Sally were exposed above and

below the starfac at a sat range of 120 yards. At this same station. gamma dose rates were measured
and neutron detectors were exposed by Project 2.51.

The full-field gamma radiation measured was duo to a combinastion of fission-product and neutron-
iduced activities, the only Important induced activity being (hes to NPS(n,y) Nau. At 1.1, 3.4, and 10.9

hours after zero die, neutron-induced gamma radiation accounted for 1.2, 1.1, and 0.8 r/hr of the meas-

uired 6.0, 2.2. and 1.2 r/ir. These values were found to be within 50 percent of noutron-Induced doe rates

predicted by the method described In Kd Cowan's " Neutron-nduced Galma Radiation from Nuclear Air
Bursts", Sandia Corporation, Albuquerqu. Now Mexico.

A.2.6 Project 2.61. Rocket Determination of Acti-ity Distribution Withirt the Stabilized Cloud. Agency:
U.S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory. Report Title: Rocket Determination of Activity Distribution
within the Stabilized Cloud, WT-1315. Project Officer: Richard R. Soule.

Forty especially developed atmospberlc-sounitflg projectilts (ASP) were fired through the clouds result-

ing from Shots Cherckee. Zuai, Navajo. and Tewn to proof test a system for measuring eamma intensAities
within the clouds and to explore the spatial distribution of gamma activity within the stema and cloud result-
Ing from the detonation of a nuclear device having a&yield in the megaton range. Radiation intensity infor-

mation was successfully telematered out of the radiotctive clouds by the ASP rocksts sad recordled on
magnetic tape. Radiation Intensities as high &.3 3 by 104 r/hr were encountered wrthin the cloud; Intensities
at the one measured point in the atemwere neglgble compared to the poak activity within the cloud. Con-

t-""".-for of rocket surfaces by radioactivity from t2:e cloud did not appear to be of coisoquenco. Total

activities in the clouda computd from rocket data agreed In order of magnzitude with activities derived

from theoretical considerations.

... 47 Pojet 2.82. Fallot Studios by Oceanograpbdc Analysis. Ageacy: ScrIpps Iantitution of Oceau-
ography. Report Title: Fallout Studies by Occanograptic Methzods. WT-1316 (rProject 2.62a). Background

Radioac-tivity and Oceanographic Coaltions, WJT-1349 (Project 2.62b). Project Officer: Feenan 1D.
Jennings.io heoje ~ weeo~ cengrpi

Project 2.62a. rho first of five areas of study was the oceanography of the wazor within a 300-mile

results of Wstuyhave been presented as a separate report. WT-1349.
The second study involved the determination cf fallout by the use of oceanographic methods. In addition

to the collection of samnples for this and other projecto, It was the objective of this surviey to measure the
intensity and extent of fallout, to convert this to eqralvaleot land valuez, and to relate the in situ fallout dis-
tributior. to the oceanographic paramozern.

The results of the oceanog-raphic fallout curveys abow that: (1) Shot Chertkee (an air burst) produced no
measurable fallout (2) Shot Flathead (a vater burst) produced fallout that mixed dowovward Into the OCeA
water at a rate of 3.5 rn/ar and attained an averagea penetration depth amnounting to 15 percent of the thermom-
cline depth. 43) Shot Navajo (a water burst) produced fallcxt with a mixing rt of 2.3 nt/hr a=d attained an
average penetration depth of 75 percent of the.modllno depth, and although Navajo had A tota yield of I

'7it produced an area cf lees than 150 iniz of hazardous dose rates. (4) Shrot Town, (a combination wter-
ard-land burst) exhibited & mixing rate similar to Flathead (3.5 rn/hr) and an average panetration &Z~h
similar to Flathead and NavAJO t'75 perctc of tbroocine depth); this 5-M.,
device produced hazardous -dose rates over anasreaexceedingZX snl . (5 Mt~=1a bux) fall-
out mixed downmward at 11 rn/hr and reachod an average penetration depth of 107 paeent of thermoclinve
depth. (s) Dos* rate to fallout retulting from nuclear detonations Is directly proportional to the fraction of
fission yield. (7) ?Vw cube-root scaling laws arm valid for fall-aut does rates from nuclear detonatloars overIthe range fro-- to5.0hfW.

The third su1ytowerned casnagraptio and !allout mewasuremonts In the lagor. circulaion for variou,
wind conditions and, from this, the prediction of the movemezz of radioactve water from a knowledge of

the winds. T1he results of the lagoon ocanographc studies have boom presenWe in %WT-1349. The
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0measurements show that the movement of radioactivity with the lagoon water corresponds to the observed
cu-rent movements. These same measurem-.ents have been used in WT-1349 to develop a method of pre-
dicting the distribution of radioactivity within the lagoon from a knowledge of current directions and
velocities.

The fourth interrelated field of work involved the Instialaion and maintenance of anchored instrumeng
tationB in the deep ocern water. The results of this effort have such military and sclentifi. implicatlons

that the complete procedure for installing these stations is Included as an appendix to WT-1316.
The last study was a radlocherncal examinatlon of fallout in the marine biospbere. The resu.s show

the distribution of allout material in the water, the air above the water, the sediments, arA marine life.
These studies were carried cut in the lagoon as well as in the opeb ocean. Marine organisms selectively
absorb such nonfiesion products as MnS6 . CoiU, Co"m, and Zn*. Oceanic contamination was detected frcn
the Eniwetok Proving Ground to a latIude of 11 degrees south aler the completion of the tes series.

Project 2.62b. The primary task of this project was to measure and evaluate fallout over the ocean &r4
to convert these measurements to a land-eqlulvalent fzllout pattern. In preparatIon for this and auxiliary

-' tasks, studies were made in three related fields. The results of these studies are presented in this reprt.
Tho first chapter presents the results of the study of radioactivity associated with the oceanic environ

meat in the Eniwetok Proving Ground (EPG) prior to the tet series in 1956. This background study was
necessary to properly evaluate the radioactivity resulting from Operation Radwizg.

Past studies of fission products that ente- sea water have shown that some of the chemical species are
soluble, some ipsoluble. These previous studies also Indicated tht mrine organisms could asslm/lte
concentrations of radioisotopes a hundredfold over that found in the water in which they lived. U was also
shown that the isotopes that were coneantrsted varied among the different types of organsms.

During the months of April and early May 1956 this bckground study was undertaken. Water samples
and marine life uere collected from various dcpths in the ocean and lagoons. Sediments and bottom-
dwelling organisms were collected for analysis of radioactive content. In addit on. miscellaneous Simplas

of the flora and fauna from various atolls were analyzed for comparison with marine organisms. Air-
borne particulate matter was obtained from various parts of the proving grounds.

Gamma counting using a gamma differential pulse-height an3er and simple chemtcal group aeparatiom
or ion exchange septrations were used to determ i lndvidue ra :,1;-q's and mixtures of fission
products.

Res.tz obtaied indicated that widespread ratoU cnF- o .,.., en.lfom in a unt aid Io pic
content, existed in the proving grounds during April 1956. A --pra"i'o vi eUsIMst products hWd taken
place with concentrations of specific Isotopes In Specific nhss. romo-rd touaadcfold concentrations
of railoobalt and radiorinc were observed In clams and fishes. c.-.auloacts,. esnixloo of the sea
watr was low, while the zooplankton showed a hunrredlold a!ct san. o radioa-ctviy orer tbat of the waer.

The most prominent radionuclides dete,-cd In livimg o-gari ms wre Znt . CoP. and Co. nom of
which &re fission products. The greatest total mas of rsdosctivty s-&4 fo-nd to be the Cos and Thc

distributed over Ute or-an and lagoon floors.
The second study was con-rned with the oceanography a: the oceen waters ln the proving grouzds.

Part of this study was acc.mplhed in conjunction with %e pre-operiaton radioacutvty neasurement.
The current rUees confirmed the general circula on obtained dizrin Operatio Crossroads and by

Japtnese cruises. In addition, more expliUil Information was obtained. Meandering and edftin dominat-
ed the flow in the lstitde of Bikini; the main flow westard was located at the north Side of the EPG. A
large "ale counterclodcwtse eddy existed down to depth of at least ..0 maera. In Apri . this eddy was
just east of Bikini, in July it was Catd due north of the pic. in April the aarrent at the surface attaned
0.6 to 0.7 knot speed and mraged 0.3 to 0A k2W; daence at C00 meters It decreased to a maxidm of 0-.3
knot and averaged 0.15 knot. In July. th& current spoeds were about half those fou in April and curren
dir-ctlcns in some locations had reversaed. In greeraw, the current system around Bii was cxtremaly
variable and s-hwed fluctuations both in spied and direction ever perlods as abort as & week. A possibly
sborter.

The thickneas of the wind-stirred layer abfe the therMocllne showsed the same Short-term flucturtions
as tbo currents. Gy, the depth to the top of the tharrnocline ranged from 40 maters to 170
mters. but at any gtve location, this depth couBd vary as =h as 50 to 100 mater oaer a 2-"Sk perod.

Underwater sownd-propagain conditonms above the thermaoclis a ared hozzoganous during tbs sm-
tire oper.on. Sound pr --io in the deep wier was bottm-mited where depths were Iss than 1.000
fahoms. The axis of the deep sound channl vas betucen 800 and UO~ znalsre (1-3 to 1-5 times as deep
as off the wast cosat of the Unfte ttaies).

The third a "-y licieved oceanographic zoeizurements Lnsde* Rik U Lagoca. T1hIs work is acco=-
id In the t prior to. and during tbe tirst 2 in-an of. Operaion PrdwW. The physical bdrat-
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raphy was similar to tht obtained at Operation Crossroads. Surface waters movcd downwind. and deep
waters flowed in the opposite direction to complete a cellular circulftion. At the upwind and of the lagoon.
the deep waters were diveted both arth and soth into two secondary horizontal cells. During southerly
and southeasterly Wind3. most of the inflow occurred through Enyu Channel. During moderate-to-strong
trades. water flowed into the lagoon over the windward reefs and also through Enyu Channel; It flowed out
over the reefe and through the deep cbennels on the leeward end of the lagoon.

Speed of the surface current was found to be shot 1.6 percent of the wind sped, instead of 3 percent as
had bo a found previously. fla deep flow was found to be more variable In direction and of comieraby
less speed than durlg previous operatlona. Following a material decrease in tht traides, the surface cur-
rent stoped v!thin 1 hour and lagoon seieshng occurred. Wben the wind sped again Increased. te surface

4' current responded with a tin lag of aout 5 hours.
It is calculated that, when the east-northeast trades prevail, water In the lagoon Is renewed about every

40 days. At times of light southerly or southeasterly winds, an estuiated 60 to 100 days &re required. No
conditions were observed diring the operation in which rapid flashing of the lapoon occurred, as apparently
took place during Operaion Crossroads.

Fro= radioactivity nmasurements m In the lagoon follouing one of the detocatltos, calculadow were
ade to determine the vertical coefficient of eddy diffusivity. Usnt the values otained for this constant,

an enmple in presented for determinng current velocities fron radioactivity nnasurenernt. in adtio.,
a tethod Is presented for predicting radiation levels (in varlown parts of te ltagoon) from the early deter-
mination of intensity and area of radloactivity.

A.2.8 Project 2.63. Characterization of Fallo-u. Agency: U.S. Naval Padologcal Defense Laboratory.
Report Title: Cb-racterlzatlon of Fallout. WT-1317. Proect Officer: Terry Triffet.

The general objective of this project was to obtain data uf f-t to characterize the fallout, Interpret
the ae lal and oceanographic survey results, sad check fallout-model theory for Sots Cherokee, Zuni.
Flathead. Navajo. acd Tew during Operation Pedwing. Detailed measurements of fallotA buildup we-re
pin ned. Measurements of the radilaon charzaterlstics &rA physical, chemical. and rdlochemics prop-
ertiles of Individual solid and slurry particles and tota! clouid and fallout samples were also planned, along
with determination of the surface deusities of actiiy an environment' components in the fallout at each
major station.

Standardized instrumens and mInsrument arrays were usd at a variety of stations which Illcluded 3 ships,
2 barges. 3 rafts. 13 to 17 deep-anchored akI-a, and 4 islands at Blkini Atoll. Total and Incrementa ftl-
out collecwrs and gamma time-intensIty recorders were feared tn t/o field Instrurmantation. Special
laboratory facilhties for early-tre studies were estblished aboard owt shp. A rtmmber oi buried trays
with related survey markers were loc-ed in a- cleared area at one of the Inland stom. Instrun4t fail-
ures were few, and a large amount of data was obtAied.

TIs report summarizes the times and rates of ari.rl, times of peak and c an. ma a-arr
raes, particle-zle v-arazic with Um. ocean-pene-t-rati rates. solid- and slurry-particle characteristics.
acurity and fraction of device depsited per unit arna. #s.rface dewnte of chemical components, radio-
= ncltde compostlos with corre-toos fo -ractionation ad indu-ed activities, and p oton 4ad sAr-I"'" -m-
decay rates. A number of pertinent correlatlowl ar- also presented: prdicted and bservd Wtiout patterns
are c.opared. sampia bias is naly-ed. gross-pro-"t decay is d1cuss*d t relation to Mts 1- u.

Iraciow-ot-de vice calculatons based om cbemical and ractiocheinzcal analyses are given, t rsaliosahlp
of fltm-dceilnter don to gamma tlme-ietseAfty Integral is considered, a ccrnp:r'n is mad between
eff--cts c-mpued from radocm-mietry al gama lelpcrro.lntry. Alr-seapling masurements are ler-
preted. and the fallout effects zre stsfd in relation to variatrons in the ratio off fixt on yield to tots! yield.

Some of xe more Ilmportat general conclusions are su arized beow:
The sirbaat of Sot Charcove pr*duced no fallout of n!lltay aiple&nce.
P.out-pattern locatiws -- d tite . f arrival mrv aduqatey predi-ctd by mooel th orw.
Activity-arflvti-ratA curves for war-surfasce ad lAml-un fac shots rem sirmilar, and were wel

correlated in tim with local-eld ionization rates.
PartIclesz dMstritions from lar4=strfiske shot3 varied contmouxtsly with time at each station, with

the concentraton and *"rage s1at appeari to peak near time ot peck-ractiation rate: the diametears of
ba-e--o fallout dropkis, on te othr hav-, remzined -,znrktly : ccstart in dlz-ter at the ahp st4os.

Gross physical and chemical chara-taristics of ihe solid fallout par le proved much the Yz S th-.se
fur St Mike du ng Operation Ivy and Suot Bravo du-ring Operxtio Castle. New infor-mation s v o ainod.
howevar, relating the radloobasmical at-A physical charactearistics of Individual particles. Activity was found=
to vary rough* as the sqsru of th tZa-meter for Irrgular paticles. and as ao= power gmzaer than the
cube of ts di-eter for sphero"da partclIs.
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Fallout from Largo shots consisted of slurry droplets. which were eomposee of water, sea salts. and
radioactive oli d particles. The latter were spherical, generally leas than 1 micron in diameter. and con-
siated mainly of oxides of calcium and iron. At the ship locations, the solid parlicles conialned most or
the acUvty associated with the slurry droplets; closein. however, most of the activity was In soluble form.

Bulk rate of penetration of fallout In the ocean was, under several restriotions, similar to bot solid
and slurry particles. Estimates are given oi the amount of activity which may have been lost below the
thermoclhrn for the fat-settling fratioz of solid-partIcle fallout.

Fractionation of radionucides from Shot Zuni was severe while that from Shot Tew was moderate;
Shas Flathead an-) Navajo vere nearly unfractionated. Tables are provided, incorporating fractloraton
corrections where necersary, which alow the ready calculation oi infinite-field ionizction ra!ea, and the

_ .contribution c7 Individual Induced activities to the total o ization rate.
Beat estimates are given of the amount of activity deposited per unit area at all sampling stations.

Estimates of accuracy are included for the majcr stations.

A.2.9 Project 2.64. Fallout Locatiou and Delineation by Aerial Surveys. Agency: Health and Safety
Laboratory, New York Operations Offics. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Report Title: Fallwut Loca.
tion and Delineation by Aer. al !urveys. W-f-1318. Project Officer: Robert T. Gravesoc.

The objectives were to: 11) survey the gamma radiation from fallout-co.usminitnd ocean areas by means
co aerial detectors and (2) from the aerial detectors make air-absorptlon measurement so that the data
might be related to the dose rates at 3 feet above the sea.

Radiation detectors were tounted in P2V-5 aircraft that surveyed the ocean areas of expec-ted fallout
after Shots Cherokee, Zuni. Flathead. Navajo, Mohaw , and Tws. A control uentcr coardinatod all a ir
and surface radlaton-mrvey activitiea to inure complete ceverige of the fallow area. The cont w aInlrto
densities In the delineated areas wee relted to the percentage of the total yield that produced fissvca prod-
ucts. Gaamma-iodose plots imre prepared from data obtined during Shots ZuM. Flathead, Navalo. aad
Tev. No fallout could be located following Shea Cherokee and ily on atol! islands a.ter Sho_ Mo hnl.

Zuni, a lan-d-surfse shot. costaminaftd 13.400 naut =1 of ocean with 48 percent of its fission-prod-et
reid.

Navajo, a walr-sur c shot, coWtmWnted 1X at-0 mlW with 50 percent of tha fission-product yield.
After Flsthssd, another water-surface shot, the cuter bound ry could rot be determined because of coctatn-
nail- of pro.ect aircraft on D 1 day b7 alrborne radlsctive mstera tha resulted in a high backgrozu.
Howver. exrapolated v.les Indicate 29 percent of its flsslco-product yield was present as fallout in the
local area. The fallout fUr the water-snrac slot was comnLrated prim rtly iz the norc remoe sre.
ad a relatively small amount fell close to gru zero.

Tews. a reef shot, contaminated 43,500 nat zm1 of ocean with 28 percet of the aiscio-produ= yield.
Helilcoters and flV-S aircraft wer-e used to gather data for 3ir-absorptlu mzsuremen.s.
The ,arial-survey technique may be used dlrectly for radiological Pirr e -ver lAnd. Over the sea. the

de-ph of mbdrq of the Uncuat In the water volume must. ba ete-rmind before the anerey results mAy, be ce-
vetdto e.qr'nlent land-falOlout ontore and contaminatioo-denatv dlflribauon. [Mison dep4J6fl ciMx

w~a otasined from smpl of sea wrater collectedC by the Ui.S. Nata*! Rmftoiog"e Defeneao raor amd
the Scripps institution of (kesncgqty Repealed acria sarveys provided lInorintimc an the stability of

A-2-10 Prerezl 2.43- Land Fall't Stud'sa. Apancy: Cbazlcal Warfare Lzhoretoris Army Chentiesi
C r. Report Title: Land Fallo. tha, WT-lI!. Project Office- Uzrre Modrr a. 4b-

TMe *bjectives of ths projec van to obtain fallout amles and porfacm radiocabmicsl nd- niioty.,s..-l
mearem on the siazoka. prepare dwe.-rae cautour in w imrmeiate area of the atoll. awl evaluate

tMe rot, of base snre It the transport of radloectve materiaL.

cotszifrzflou vw assurwed after Mtz Lacrosse, ins], flaflaa. Mobauit. Nurajo. sc'S* 1re. lover-
iili a wtbe from at Iallcopaer to a kt41 of feeot above ground. Factorsr zon*vnrUa dst-rsta ratep-
frcm various atibadee to 3 feet vwere cbt~ta o'er Sit Chzelie after Suots icr] sod Fistbeuil. Ptctoela; fl
bam-nge detectoe were italled at a few clos-a stattoes for Qhots ins!, ltisM. Nsvnlo.ate.
No efltrwe of fallout from Sac! rcao-_ wa iozo ca11d AtOll.

Early y o a a ds rae g between fild and c -- y. Tto early gama& 6may ex-
pow* nr~ed-1.0for all shots except gw. Lmaose for whlch it Was abou -1-35. Thebeta decay
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carme of Ltiqid fallout fron lm,4-surface shots diffied markedly from theon of solid fallout.
Moat of the fllut rmtloact-vity from n md-ace, shots was sasoatfl'd with partices between 149 and

420 micron, and th nuivty per unit n*ISt increased with dlxate fr-- ground zero.
- Significant Shot Zuni fallout arrived cm the 'sad of the tioil between 18 and 40 mimUtes, reached a

maximumn between 20 =rA 90 m~ueand ceased between tuand 3-S hours. flbfl Fiatbeiad fallout US cl-
lectaed at all --Acd stations dining the flnut 30 malnules; the maximuum coctirred hetwtuna i% a" 2 hours;
fal"r stopped ax ttQ-. hours, started aguin a t131j. and cocubated until HStI. boars. Significant _Qbw
Navajo fallout reached Sit Charlie, betwoon 30 and 3S minutes. was at a md= bcw-,enz 43 and 50 =in-
tes. * ad ceased between 1.5 and 2 hour&s. SIV:ilmcst 29hat Tens fallout arrived cc the islands of the toll
be*tee 30 and to mtscate reached a- -umum batuven 1 and 2% hours, and eassed between 2.S and 5
hours.

Most af Ihb fXaV.*t activity from flat Flathead was acfated with a. ninry, or amd, which coictaised
CC) particles. FeA particles, and NaCi crystals. The Moat Navxjo fallouit consisted of solid particles,

z dried valst. nd Uqui The qA,-ts Lacrosse, Zuni. &W Tewn fallout consisted chiefly of particles derived
fr..a coral. Th pre%4zxeunaA typos wemre in'e4%ahr white cpquc, Irregular translunt. sad yellow or
wtet spheres in that ceder of frequtsocy. Although the spherical particles accold for no =or* than 15
percent of the total muxrber. they -ontl-buosd. Ut D +10 days, 60 ta 60 percent ofthe fallout activty dmrin-g
Shot Lint and 25 percenat dbxntra 0flat Tenr. Moat of the purttels were rsdioactire throughout, tbttr volumnes.
The freqromcy of particles ccii, throughout decreased with lacreaalqm partsie size. while the frequsacy
of Ibose actire only on the surface It-wreased. liadace~mical composilion differed between cloud and grounid
sampes sA varied with particle type. disace ftrai ground zero, ua physical stats. The partsi studies
_asrxlxadocbeanlca data nrovded a basis Sr at propose uC cbIs..sti~rnit...

I ---------

St~d ar prsened or calculatin ilek do-;e rxaes Ran I~ ory maauremets
Tb. p&'too enrgy of the fallout from both land-surface and war-aurface thermcauclear shots Increased

from 0.22 WeY at 100 honrs to 0.33 b1ev at 300 hour because of tha dwcresse in the contrfibtion of. In9'
The gaain B3MCU-an of the toWa fallout,. tramt 100 to 300 hours, did =t vary with pasition a -Wt the tp
of burst except for the tafi'nco of activi-tes prodced by e-Aron c~oure.

Cal appeared to be :nor* roprna ive of the fision Product comp!,ex thana Mo". The Sr'VBal" ratiO
was not so cocsta as atipatedi. but was m=ch mare reproducible than uiher S&t-o" or Sr"/total beta
activity.

The aertal-arvey tecbziqac pmred a practical, way of measuring surface cenzaanantion in h!ghL-rls
Ds. - H+I hour dose zatn of IGACO to 13.000 r/hr. the highest ever observed. were measured near the

Noc radbaectlre base-surge was- observrd c-n Mirs Charlie end fox aftr Mot lahad.

A2.11 Project 2Z9S. Ea*rly Cloud Pecetratiocs. tguee7,.: Air Force 4eca-I Weaaao Center-. Report
Title: E'-arly Cloud PsrwtrztIloas WT--1320 (Project 2AW-.) Contact RadIation Hazrd IassocIated with Air-
craft Ccntaxciuaotia LEt Cloudm Pemstrictis, WT-tSR OProject SA~h). Project Offcen- Ernest A-
PinICon. CcGnL. USA.

Project Is The objective of this coject was to mesasure the radiarwom dee sod dose rats one would
*zerencti in flin througha tclarxd renittug from * mehta-a-nar neaponanid sotae factors effecting
persone safety I% tbs saet W- an cseratooual sitUon requiring fl4$sc through such clouds.

Spoi flo~'rmwAon was sought an the radicti=- do rate ts inst :he cloud, the talI dos receivted In
flying through suchb a cloud., the total done muceirad ce, the retain ft a&ner flying thrwcgh the cloud, the
ttoari rstdtitA' des dw to lahal'"ra o( Psa products daring suWA cb gts, cadthe rrn"Itots of flight

L=At!I-4 cloutA
Twoen-ty-tven ountrastious of eta rediation otds fromn mnlttmeattca..rsng &,'- were ade at

times ranging from 20 to 18 minus after detocato sa at atLi-a rflfl from 20$00 to 50,000 fset.
Satten at than powtrt-ons mo-esearlier th= A =I- mas and seven were earlier them 30 miauten .

M~~-rad[atoo done rates a high as 800 rAr were enco=ntered, and several flights, yiel-Ied total
radiation doses to t crew of IS r.

1: was fon the avengeS ra& %tion do rein In the wmasbrcocz of the cdon! fro= a 100-percent-
fbslc-ydtc-atioc rmutd his:

U-1_0 x C
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Where: Baaverage dose rate. rl~r
t -time tlter detonation, minutes

j aa-ge weapon in a high-perforwu-ece a;rcraft my be ma& at 46,000 feet ra a time ofilS mtwzes alter
Getonstico. Tine average taissio dose of thin fligh would be 26 r. A, 3(e %0j feet. a ep.ration of the
stem of thle caved zmay be made ase early as 10 rminueS after detonation 'viii a radiatiou dose c! the eaam,

I I magntude.
Thbe dozage recei-vd or. the return U6 babe na-kh betsuase of cn-dnon o te~ -craft (M-57%) was"

found to be about 15 percent of the total mission dock for Moigte lastng about 50 minutes altar the cload
penetration.

An Investigation of the internal radiation hazard enuountered by the fipt crw was coniduc-ted. The
internal hazard was found to be Inslgnlficantcomipared to the external hazard.

Project 2.66b. The objectivee of th-*s project were to det6rcme w.hether =ny correlation asets betwten
the contact ruadiation hazard on aircraft that have recetly flown thro-4gh tuclear clouds# and ther dose aze
measured on the surface by nu ANj'PDR-39 (TIB) &=crvy meter; raidy Ohe diatrlbuuion. intensity. and decay,
of the cont=aiation that cas the ccctmct hazard: and evaluate the amount 4 prsezzioa offered by each
of a inanber of dIfferent types of glowvs.

Th1a enact hazad which aersnl experescs when working on radliactively comdamin ted airmrat
* was inyvastgated. Measureuzt of ts coatact hazar-d arn aprounmned, by surveying Cae aircraft with a

gamma survey Itstrument CTI) and applying a correctio factor t-- the readings ottlnd; 110 times tbe
r TIE reasdiog (r/hrj wil ive the approximate enact dose Crep/br; to the skin In- areas of direct immping-

=eut of the coatiaminail-. i.e.. leading edge ofike wing. noae, etc., vihereas 40 times the TIM read-ing is
arrplicaole to the sliding surfaces, I.e.. sides of the fasittag.

'The prwnsctioo to ant ndividual from he contact hazard res;ized by wearing glove. was also innestigntd.
AU gloves tested reduced the radiation intensity t= the ha.wis by at least 50 percent In Atducio to PVnSM-

0.1 r/r or mort Is r~ccaxznk-d.
The roy-c- rec'am=cwded tat Air Foce c puflcatios be revised to Indicate the lack of oenity far

ihbojetie so We nc were to determaino. for tse t"pa of uclear aIri n m jc fctor*Aoi
Optrzaton dwa (1) the- rel'v. gamma- raiiaUon felds restaluag !ram ndiscttne oa--n on a

*b~p* wathr 3urfa. in tbe surrounding air enavelope. tad ito the surrmzdIng wzr enVelope as -a
fm~i o tmezord(2) carcei tlso tbt n2.arton of tnnma rai,-& with elsecl at a famection of

U=after datc kA
s~lidr-odIng gxam=a-rdIatI= dtto at ben geomesey uten WfedCatw YAGV, to parmit

between tie ri-zU= fteks ranattLn f-rm water-ho4rce am) afrcrmwe sctivtis" only. tn-
shislded deteactors sizp e data =nthe overall tsd~iUa field om the waher dtckt. lieoniringruitc
detectors loc.Uosed in raeltcylinders c! vpaf mms thicOkneises snpplied combirtul absorjpou am!mutil
ecaxterlrg data assa fmtoo- of timea after datnoznica.

The wazer cafizlsto the tota radizrion aboard a unmahad sbiv wars- crudolyty Uza tobWls
%ha:- () 1! pae=o In the loenr bold; 42) 3.3 yrcent In. the upper h"'t azd M,)1 pertsn omn the dec-k. The
values on a wssed ship could be a& much as six tinsz lligher than those am tCa =nsahad skip *.And Valid-
therefore he of salgnicanze in- the shielded arrz.

The highest e5Cr35sas of air catlitiloe to the ttWa rvalaion an decir d1 & *asLtd ship wttn: f1) t-
twoen flZ And' % ptrcent j! the do" ratsa durL-g the period of =n.*nmf4l=r and X_ betwe= 17 Ind 5-3
perceIt ot doe tccumcltr'-d within 1-I hok r iar start 01 falloat. 111ee .ipearahIe estLreslee for a= tn-
WWI-led skip wero lenrM7 bese of the peter Laute oa cctaifLd nmraoes, NA t; *AL- -f1of aigcif-
Imes Siring tba perimoo ci miaz:mur !aliw

Vales af cvt,--A absofrp± and soatlrtng -oefjicius werefct to wary with tine Ozter a pnnZ
*I,--. =dto ivr from sit- to shot. Rsnlts for gtit Navvjo isvicxsd, as aspecially df~oret pzammK ezr spectrum Sihring the first tdry hourz after do 'mmoe. Diffeencs in *pnetra an* bor. out by

lmcesscvzwsnta performed lpa- Pr-clect 2-63
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Itta onldod and roemmendad that all cslonlstlooe of radiation uttmiatlo afforded by pit ct-tic
WA*" tures ahoeld Inc-lude coosiratIon of: (1) the chaqging relationship among the signfic-ant cootflbgtcc--s ot

the "wrfl r~'ta*'on saurces and (2) the sialfla vairiatom a! the gamma radiation absorpton s=d scat-.
frrlng chitraclarlstics af steel with reapect to shot type and time afur detoesalan. Thbeme variables shuld~
be InvesitEW for an many shot zGnd~xInj as may he pradt!icabis. especially for underwater detoentos
whoe-. s~ifcantly differebt resuts m-Ay be expected in tho e na--'~p =n radiation moceo.

A-2.13 Poet2.71Z. Svaluatinc of Standard N&Tv ffimtrsP-S/PD and fM-IC- ? D Io Pasties!
Rtsdl''cm Flieds Aboar-d fl~s. Agercy: Buraru of Mips, U.S. Navy. Rort TWO: Evaintboc of 9arniar
Nary Dnj!meter PT-GO/PD an IM-1.0i/PO in neSIW2as RaUdiati Filds Abard Mi1ps. VT-1350. Proj-
ect O(fficer: saaal C. Ralney.

T'he objective of this project wan to detino. the efctiZwes of reular proectioc IM-1/PD ad
DT-SOI/PD dosiosAters itt readirg the proper depthb dose f.Or personnkel =n m" 1 "a_- =11ita24= fields aboard
alups. Througt -ts use of a lzrre nimber of donlmetcrs. = to fln< was -a to anion- the eflamt to
which =yr sioflc detector worm b7 shipboard parsonnel could for-m tbi- basis of a tactical or ad=iitratIve
&ecisIon.

StandardNay SaieeeDY-SOrPD Utboapr gl a) sal107/PD fluf= fiber) were motetod cc

the gsrface of rasoae-J =an-sied phantoms% a- eposed to radiation fields causd by deposited fallout ron
the TAG-3S =al TA*G--tn 'criekr to evalusa their resapons in terms of the 3-z*-S-cm-dept_ dose. This
doee is uidered a mre &aELfactory indilcator for the evaluaton of acut effect to oersn~l Iznw-rli
war-fare ta'n is the aitr doce. Dr-A-dose conrariiums tn these phatntoms were determind by' znns of

pbojtae-laa nedls.Toe radlailon doesincae by tbe vtwfnm &etectors were eocnpare with ke
at a &Vpth of 3 am. Difervaces aW scr in the read-ings ot the two t"e of r-andard dmonr-tens. nl

edifferences betwee tho suitc readings ad the depth readings. Indiate that the EPT-SO/PD and lJM-1OIP D
dosimetars are =At satiabctocy in theAt- prezael formn for proper measuremet aid izflrpretuhe of the
radiation dose r-cemIved by abiptoarat personon above decks in a fallout field.

A-2.14 ProjcLt 2.5. SL"tc-rd Co"- rmeastrea Methods Studies. Agency: U.6- Naval Rzdislogical
rCfean Laboratoary. Reporz Tit'lle: a0iptard o oetresi Methods. WT-i=l.Prj
ect Officer: Raymonrd HI. liiskell.

7he cojecive of WeJ project no to evalea.te in tM field several laboratzory rzethoda of tltmr,&d pro-
'w&cctn ted dmcramintkez- tha-tbad been skdeeomn sine Operation Castl ae to tfbtla Wner=o-
-ion to a:-d in lbs iproyement c ounemasr

Variors tia surfmc4 anJpecie-sn em expose an TAG-35 a:0! YAG-tn to fx'Iczt fr=- Thots Z=It
tlt..and Tewn. Cntmeblydcsfnblt C-Dj stdeswre cniirad wten the *%ipe ye-

Tredaq- aftur Z7mtho average ro-aam In cie oomweibdowe san of the TAG-4C -. ax qyproalntely
MS nr.-Ir -d I= the -a3Mow arva approntmluxly VG =?r- When the Seatzb tien e s ~W won

WIaizto4. the artrage !n-is Afmar Fathead ere lover tuan thome -t= rA -7b a factor of te- Tin aw;iqs
eoowasktori rerite was I1 mr/h a the nsAbknt renflng, IC =r/Sr.

The rmoa! ol thz rea-mbie rmlkrSpoeciecatto GtEPC) aft*-.r- Ian *t " 0=heo
area removed all bit 0.5 to 6.0 prconi of ;e -w "-.~ ewfll firwhcto lone laft a retdul= ofl t ui

pericent Fireboaiz:. 4us removal aC the 113PC remxoved all b=0_1 ta 3.8 percnt of toe acuintr Inthe
wasbdorn 1reA, Zbe RP.PC removal left 6 to S oretrestrisi omnsic as comrarcd to- 11 to 40 per-
cen= afterd r-f into d5 a cca area, with a hot-Ueid jevt cleaning unit. After flatbad, the
removal -4 the RRPC from a m-Sa4orn am let-1 a tesidial --ofl- 3 per-ent as comparid tol 16Percews
residzal ifter ftre:ocIrq --A hand scrutbing. Removal1 or the coatng 4-- thie ns?4cn-v area showe*d cn;T
20 percment retctsnor of t!= origZinal e ".zal- but zho Initial !*vel *W-s actally too low to give relable

Mchanical ac..b-n of fturfaces expove4 at ether Zzai or Fawad wa hitti41r InferiSor
br=-t'ng. bt- operaorsM ktal -- (Pa~tge =nd stated that long sanabtig tIImee auim esily bave beenete4

wire ropes and manila flos 1 Lnch or morein daer wltl cnaz a iog-* ran raiattn source. row-
tectire cos-tirg an canvas andf ca. sbslttute show praarLse in redLckw tha knart from- this ~rtid

eyur ot d W t o te. =111eica crazte 3Lanyyre severe ia~g-tann- . ='-son haard '--- s e
stoed unicoiled.

Surf i ctnes of zp-Al ecing wMs a =A:--- factor t:1 &tnrm' -It-- tclimal emiuaiatloz le8M.
penetr-'to of thes flout cozio n no the woe bsyosal the rarzh arface laye s a iggIbLa. btt

dn~ttanio~onto a residual of 2 prcent -ould have teqa-r-d removal of 2prnril I =- of the-
merfce layer becmaste of 1-1, reegtmeis Theli payed zoinas b tncen the wwolen planks preaete4-n - W A Cflf



IbrulDem, as long an the joints wore frvu of fissures and pockets.
Niomp plum water and animonlsual petrolum-baud waterless clenwr were equally effective It renuviin

the fission product contmminalon from the hands.
lietm ,tmeuua'ements provided the best asesmrnlit of surface decontamination affectiveness, and 3-fwoo

gaiima nisaurements provided the beat data In determining the overall ship decontamintion effectivene.s.
The basic C-I) studies showed that It was more difficult to remove the Zuni contaminant than that of

Ilathead, confirming the results of other studies that showed this difficulty ws mainly due to the difference

in mnns Involved. These studios also showed that EDTA and Orvus solution ware far superior decontamJ.

nation agents than C-7907 or water alone. Allowing the activity to remain on the surface for two weok,
made It more difficult to imnve than if decontaminiation was performed one day alter the surface wauw
(o'nt iminsted.

Iadiolugical warfare may require new standards of cleanlineis for naval ships. Wood decking should be

mintalned s smooth am possible with no raw wood cqsosed. All payed joints should be free of fissures and
l,,ocket. Nothing, Including wire ropes, mmudla lines, and fisrchosne not required during attack, should be
stored tin the main deck. After contamination, any materlals that cannot be destroyed should be stored un-

coitid to minimize the radiation field, or stored In an unfrequentied location.

A.2.15 Projec t_.2.9. Standard It.covery Procedure for Tactical Decontamination of Ships. Agency:

bure:u of Shil.,, U.S. Navy. Ituport Title: Standard I;tcovury Procedure for Tactical Decontamination
of Ships, WT-1323. Project Officer: Frasik S. Vine.

The objectives of this project were (1) to proof test a proposed standard recovery procedure for the

taftical decontamination of Navy ships and (2) to perform, as, required, an operational decontamination of

each of three test ships to enable them to make their next scheduled participation.

Three waahdown-equlpped test ships, the YAG-39, the YAG-40, and the LST-611, served as fallout-

collection stations and test platforms for other Program 2 projects. These ships were successively con-

t:uninated by radioactive fallout from Shots Zuni, Flathead, Navajo, and Tewa.
Because of insufficient contamination aboard the ships on their arrival at Eniwetok Lagoon following

their sevora missions, the primary objective was not fulfilled. Therefore, the function of Project 2.9
was generally restricted to operational decontamination between shots. The proof-testing of the standard

recovery procedure, which consisted of firchosing, hand-scrubbing, and firchosing again, which was

planned for execution aboard the YAG-39, was therefore not attempted until after Shot Tewa. A shipboard

gamma-radiation dose of 2 to 5 r/hr, considered to represent a minimum tactical situation, was not ob-

tained. The measured average dose rate aboard the YAG-39 In the nonwashdown area at the start of de-

contamination after Shot Tewa was about 230 mr/hr.
In this test, the standard recovery procedure proved to be practicable for the conditions encountered;

however, In order to determine the absolute satisfactoriness of this procedure for the tactical situation;

a further evaluation will be required.
A second procedure, hot-liquid-jet cleaning, was also investigated under like conditions and was found

to be equally as effective as the standard recovery procedure at approximately twice the rate of surface

coverage; however, insufficient evidence was obtained for a conclusion that the greater operating rate
(and presumable reduced dosage of personnel involved) would justify the expenditure of large sums for the

special equipment required.

A.2.16 Project 2.10. Verification of Washdown Effectiveness u a Shipboard Radiological Counter-

measure. Agency: Bureau of Ships, U.S. Navy and U.S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory. Report

Title: Verification of Shipboard Washdown Countermeasure. WT-1324. Project Officer: W.J. Armstrong.

The objective of this project was to verify the effectiveness of a washdown system as a radiological

countermeasure for ships. The evaluations were made possible by the requirement for washdown-equipped

ships to be stationed within the region of tactically significant fallout in order to support several projects

in the fallout characterization program of Operation Redwing.
To fulfill the instrumentation requirements of Program 2, the Bureau of Ships test ships, YAG-39 and

YAG-40, were employed. Washdown effectiveness was measured by a comparison of gamma-radiation

field measurements taken in the unwashed control area forward and the washed after portion of each ship.
The test ships participated in five shots and at ,iast one of them was sufficiently contaminated in four

of these to make washdown evaluation feasible. Maximum levels of gamma radiation encountered ranged

from 266 mr/hr at 11 hours after Shot Flathead to 21.2 r/hr at 4.6 hours after Shot Tewa. The four events

provided two general types of contaminant, a solid particulate material from Shots Zuni and Tewa and a

salt-water slurry from Shots Flathead and Navajo. The latter contaminant was similar to that encountered

from Shots 4 and 5 during Operation Castle.
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Total accumulated gamine doee at the time of cesatlon, of falcut waA reduced 9E to 97 percent in the
vie- . csae of the slurry material, and 76 to 86 percent for the dry fallout. Total dose rais were reduced at

the end of weBdown 85 to 98 and 85 to 95 percent .or the slurry and dry fallout types respectively. Me-
moval of the dry meterial doposited on the ahips varied from 74 to 96 percent at the time waahdown was
secured.

The results from Operation Castle coreerrJrg wasbdown effeotiveneas against rolatively small amounts
of sanlt-wator slurry-type fatlut are confirmied. and recommendations for further testing are made.

t
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A.3 PROGRAM 3: EFFECTS ON STRUCTURES

Project 3.1. Effect of Positive Phase of Blast. Agency: Structures Division, Research Directorate, Air
Force Special Weapons Center, Kirtland Air Force Base, and University of Illinois. Report Title: Effect
of Length of Positive Phase of Blast on Drag-T)yp and Semidrag-Type Industrial Buildings, WT-1325.
Project Officer: R. E. Grubaugh, Capt.in: USAF.

The primary objective of this project was to obtain information regarding the effect of the duration of the
positive phase of blast on the response of drag and semidrag structures. The project was in two parts. The
first part involved participation during Operation Teapot, wherein the response of typical single-story Indus-
trial buildings to blast from a nuclear detonation of approximately! 1 was studied. The second part, of
which WT-1325 is the final report, involved the testing of identical industrial structures during Operation
Redwing, wherein a detonation of approximately' 'was used.

A total of six steel-frame buildings were testeduring Operation Redwing. The buildings were approxi-
mately 30 feet in overall height, 40 feet in span, and consisted of two 20-foot bays for the drag structures
and four such bays for the semidrag structures. The drag structures had light asbestos-sheet siding and
roofing, which were expected to fail before much load could be transferred by them to the frame. The semi-
drag structures also had light asbestos-sheet roofing, but the walls were constructed of reinforced concrete.
A window opening, comprising about 30 percent of the full wall area, was furnished in the form of a single
band running the full length of the building.

The structure of each type nearest ground zero was located so that if the yield of the weapon was near the
lower limit of its predicted range, it would probably undergo considerable inelastic deformation. Conversely,
those structures farthest from ground zero were located so that if the yield of the nuclear device was near the
upper limit of its predicted range, they would be substantially deformed, but would not collapse. The third
building of each type was located at an intermediate point between these two extremes.

Instrumentation was provided to obtain records of the transient structural deflections, strains, and accel-
erations, as well as of overpressure and dynamic pressure versus time at the sites of the various test
structures.

Since the structures studied during Redwing were identical to those tested during Teapot, the natural
periods of vibration and the resistance functions as determined during Teapot were assumed to be correct.
Consequently, these measurements were not repeated during Redwing.

Because of the large drop error of Shot Cherokee, the actual ground zero was about 20,000 feet from in-
tended ground zero for the Redwing test. As a result of this error, all six test structures were subjected to
pressures higher than were expected and, in addition, neither the structures nor the pressure gages were
oriented normal to the direction of blast propagation. The peak overpressure intensities obtained from the
self-recording gages of Project 1.1 at the sites of each structure were 8.5, 7.5, and 6.1 psi for the drag
structures and 7.5, 6.1, and 5.0 psi for the semidrag structures. The angle of orientation, referred to nor-
mal incidence, varied from 58 degrees for the drag structure nearest ground zero to 33 degrees for the
semidrag structure most distant from ground zero.

Due to this set of circumstances, all of the structures suffered complete collapse. Consequently, the
desired gradation of damage was not obtained and the intended comparison with the Teapot results was seri-
ously impaired.

To make possible such a comparison, the effects of orientation on the loading of the test structures were
studied in model tests conducted in a shock tube. The results, used in conjunction with the overpressure
data obtained from Project 1.1, made possible the estimation of the loads that acted on the structures to pro-
duce collapse. The results obtained by Project 3.7, Operation Teapot, were extrapolated to produce reliable
estimates of the loads which would have produced collapse of the Teapot structures. The estimated collapse
loadings for the two operations were then compared to obtain a quantitive idea of the effect of positive-phase
duration of blast on the response of the two types of structures. On this basis, it was -found that to produce
collapse of the drag structures, the peak overpressure from a .. J detonation need be no greater than ap-
proximately 60 percent of the overpressure that would be required from or -kt detonation. Similarly, to
produce collapse of the semidrag structures, the overpressure from a .rMt detonation aied be no greater
than about 80 percent of that required from a, Act detonation. These percentages are admittedly approxi-
mate, but it is believed that they represent reasonably well the minimum probable effectiveness of increased

positive-phase duration of blast waves. 0

Despite the difficulties encountered, the effect of long positive-phase duration was clearly demonstrated
in at least one instance. During Teapot, a drag structure experienced a maximum deflection of only 22 inches

under a peak overpressure of 6.6 psi, whereas a comparable structure during Redwing oriented 42 degrees
off the direction of shock propagation collapsed under an overpressure of only 6.1 psi. Since the lack of nor-
mal incidence of blast In Redwing reduced the effective load produced on the structure in its weak direction,
the demonstration is even more conclusive than a direct'comparison of the two pressure levels indicates.
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A.4 PROURAM 4: BIOMEDICAL EFFECTS

Project 4.1. Chorioretinal Burns. Agency: School of Aviation Medicine, Randolph Air Force Base,
Texas. Report Title: Chorioretinal Burns, WT-1326. Project Officer: Richard S. Fixoit, Colonel,
USAF (MC).

The primary objective of this project was to determine the requirements for protection of the eyes against
chorioretinal burns from nuclear detonations of various yields. Corollary technical objectives were to: (1)
determine whether blink reflexes will prevent chorioretinal burns; (2) ascertain which portions of the time-
intensity pulse can produce thermal injury to the retina and choroid of the eye; (3) determine the time re-
quired for blink reflex (BRT) in rabbits and monkeys exposed to the extreme light intensity of the nuclear
detonation; (4) explore the feasibility of ocular protection by means of fixed-density optical filters or com-
binations of filters; and (5) test, under field conditions, protective shutter devices that are in the develop-
mental state and are designed to close much more rapidly than the BRT.

This project was a sequel to the study of chorioretinal burns during Operation Upshot-Knothole in 1953,
in which nuclear devices in the range of 20 kt produced burns in the eyes of rabbits at distances of 2 to 42.5
statute miles from ground zero. Additionally, four cases of accidental burns were produced at distances of
2 to 10 miles.

The project was designed to furnish supplemental information on the requirements for protection against
retinal burns utilizing both rabbits and monkeys as experimental animals. Chorioretinal burns were pro-
duced by various segments of the thermal pulse. This was accomplished by two series of time-fractionating
shutters. The first group, the early-closing shutters, were open at time zero and closed at increasing In-
tervals of time. The second series, the delayed-opening shutters, were closed at time zero and subsequent-
ly opened for preselected time increments during the flash. The feasibility of protection by fixed-density
optical filters was explored. Two types of developmental protective electronic shutters were field tested.

Results at yields off demonstrated that the blink reflex does not protect against chorlo-
retinal burns. Average BRT for rabbits was essentially the same on both shots: 362 and 382 msec at

respectively. In contrast, the average BRT for monkeys at 160 msec for, nearly doubled
to 293 msec for' The Jshot caused retinal lesions at 8.1 statute miles. The device of inter-
mediate yield, produced burns at 7.6 miles but not as far as 14.4 miles. Additional information is
needed in order to deternmine the limiting parameters for retinal burning over the entire range of weapon
yield.

In the case of the device, no burns were produced by the first pulse alone, which terminated at
13.1 msec. Retinal burns were not sustained until the interval of 0 to 67.5 msec was reached, after which
the incidence was about 65 percent. The failure to produce injury by exposures of less than the initial 67.5
msec of the detonation discounts the contribution of the first pulse to burn production under the experimental
conditions.

Four of thirteen exposures during the first pulse bf the Jdevice produced retinal burns, not including
one case of shutter failure. Both explosions produced a number of burns c'aring the second pulse. Of the
rabbits protected only by their natural blink reflex, about 80 percent received burns at 8.1 miles from the

device and at 7.5 miles from theJ __ idevice. In the comparable group of monkeys, 75 and 100
percent received chorioretinal burns from the smaller and larger devices, respectively. In both rabbits
and monkeys, the F-Jdevice at 7.5 miles produced lesions approaching one human optical disk diameter-
about four times grrater in diameter than those caused by exposure to the smaller device at about the same
distance (8.1 miles). Evidence obtained on early closing shutters indicated that a dosage of about 20 to 30
mg cal/cml at the cornea will produce burns during the initial 70 to 100 msec of the nuclear explosion.

Burns were not obtained from weapons of multimogaton yield at distances of 10.6 and 21.6 miles. Actually,
the total thermal yield received at these distances was on the order of 1,800 mg cal/cm2 and 1,000 mg cal/
cm 2, respectively, which was ample for retinal burning. Although not conclusive, it appears that the low
irradiance during the first 300 msec of the blast failed to deliver energy sufficient for burning before blink-
ing occurred, but possibly was enough to cause blinking that could provide protection during the remainder
of the blast. Animals exposed at 10.7 miles from the *'detonation did not receive burns. A contribut-
ing factor undoubtedly was attenuation by severe rain squalls at the time of detonation.

The optical filters tested at near-threshold distances prevented retinal burns. At intermediate distances,
filters reduced the incidence and severity of the lesions. The results obtained on protective shutters were
inconclusive with respect to protection against retinal burns- however, information was obtained invaluable
to the future development of this equipment.

Loss of animals from sun stroke or heat prostrntion during the afternoon of D- I threatened to be a problem,
particularly where repeated shot postponement occurred after the animals were placed in the exposure racks.
There was also some indication that light reflected to the unexposed eye may have caused blinking before cer-
tain of the shutters opened. Recommendations include provision for a trailer type of exposure facility, light-
tight and aircondiltioned.
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A.5 PROGRAM 5: EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

A-5.1 Project 5.1. Tbormal and Blast LoA) Effects On a B-47E Aircraft innfightA. Agency: Wright.-
Air Development Center, Air Research and Deeelopment Command. USAF, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio. Report 'itle: Thermal and Blast Load Effects on a B-47E Aircraft In Flight. WT-1327.
Project Officer: L~t R.. C. Laumafln.

Project 5.1 wait established to measure overpressure, gust, and thermnal effect. an a B-47fi aircraft
in flight and to provide additional research Infornmation on the effect.. of nuclear explosions on the aircraft.
Results of this project will be used to ccrrect the B-47E Weapons Delivery Handbook. Previous tests
were conducted on a B-47E in Operuiloure 3vy and Castle. Data obtained on these operations were primnarly
rraastzrements of thermal effects. For Operation Redwing. a B-47E aircraft was instrumented for measure-.
ment of overpressures, Irrachance, radiant exposure. and of bending. shear, and toraion In the wing and
stabilizer. Further inatrumentation was made to measure thermal strain "ri the effect of high titermal
Inputs upon thin skins and supporting structures. instrumentation was also Installed to obtain bending,
shear, and torsion zesponsea of the fuselage when subjected to combined aide and vertical loading.

The general posltion4ig criteria ffor the aircraft were wing bending up to 95 percent of design limit
and/or a temperature rise of 600 to + 7000F in the thin-skinned elevator and aileron. In order to attain
high temperature rises on participations In which the aircraft was gust critical, it was necessary to palit
the thin-skin surfaces with high absorptivil paint. Temperatures of 430) to 547' F received during Shots
Zuai anid Dakota caused only minor permanent buckling In the aileron and elevator aid resulted in no con-
trol problems or noticeable Inerease in drag. During Shot Dakcta, the aircraft sustained 89 percent of
design limit wing bending and an overpressure of 0.80 psi. On other participations, wing loading ranged

) from 48 to 15 percent of design limit, =im no dammage reoulted,
'r The data obtained hy participation of the B-47E aircraft In Operation Redwing are sufitcient for cor-

rection of the existing B-47E Weapons Delivery Handbook. The data should also be useful as basic re-
search information to aid In design of future USAF aircraft.

A.5.2. Project 5.2. In- FMight Participation of a 3-52. Agency: Wright Air Development Center,
Wrigt-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Report Title: In-Flight Psrticipatiou of a B-52. WT-1328.
Projet Officer: F. I-. Williams, Capt. USAF.

The primary objctive of this project was to obtain nieasured-enersy Input uand aircraft-responae data
on an incl~rzmnented 13-b2 aircruft when subjected to the thermal, blast, L-bd gust effects of a nuclear
explosion.

To accomplish thix objective an analysis was perform*d to determnue the effects of nuclear explosioMs
on the B-52 aLrcraft. This analei was used Ira selecting the spatial location for the B-52, relative to a
detonation, that wouzld result In the desired aircraft InpAs ani responses. In addition, the analysis ws
usod Ia determining the desired locations for the sensing components of the Instrumentation system. The
B-52 !&F 52-01) was extensivmfly Instrumented for participation In Operation Redwing 'with the n-Aajor
portion of the Instrumentation devoted to measuring aircraft responses.

The actual positioning of the B-52 relative to the detonation wax accomplished by use of the air-araft
Bombing Navigation System (814). The B-52 participated in nine chots, including one shot which the air-
craft aborted 'ugt priov to time zero becuse of 8148 difficulties. The reliability of the InsrUmmatlon
eyvaem was between 55 oral 100 percent throughout t24e test program.

Tb. aircraft received tip to 110 percent of the al'oneble limit overprassure. 100 percent of the allow-
able limit moment ft the horizontal sabilizner, sand 82 ;ercent of the allowahl* bending moment of the win.
Except on S~hot Huron, aircruft damage was confined to thermal damage on secondary items such as seals,
paint w thin skin, and raiii-eroslon coain on the majority of the exposed p2iatio surfaces.

Durig Mhots Huron and Tewa the special shoring for both the elcrncc temaar.ICM) ra-
dome and bombl-bay doers was removed to verity that damage to these Item would ccur in the rml-
mission configuratioin of Lhe aircraft. Prior to Shots Huron and Tews the ZOM radome "n bozmb bay
doors wae shored to achiev, i a re thoroughi iuvestiSRtio at near-11imit Inputs of weapon effects en
primaryv structure An predicted, during Meot Huron the ZCb1 rdome suffered complete faiure and the
bomb-bay doors received moderate buckling bezarse of overpressurt.

The objectWv extablaWe for Project 5.1 was suocassfuly accomplished during Operation Redwing.
It is reconmended that the D-52 tiot participat in future nuclear tects as a wese s...pability aircraft

under the deliver,- coaditions stated In the present B-52 Special Weapons Delivery Handbook.

A.5.3 Project &.&. Ii-Flight Participation of a B-ee Aircraft. Agency. Aircraft Laboratory, WrJ&i
At? Developmemt Center, Wright-Pattersor. Air Force Base. Ohio. Report Tiex In-Fligh t rticipetiec
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- I of &32-66 Alreraft. WT-1329. Project Officer: Richard W. Bachman-
The objectives of thin proect were to determine the response of the B-66B air-craft In nlight to the

blast, gust, and thersJa effects of nuclear explosions, primarily for the purpose of defining the delivery
capabilities of the aircraft and secondlarily to obtain basic informnation relative to thermoelastic response
of aircraft structures. The teats were conducted at the Eiwetok Proving Ground during Operation Rod-
wing.

Highest temperature recorded was 451' F on the 0.016-inch-thick aluminum elevator idn that had been
painted gray to an absorptivity fa~ctor of 0.45. Thin rapresented a tempergture rise of 381' F.

Maimium overpressure received was 1. 165 psi. and maximum gust load factor was 1.35 g at the center
of gravity of the aircraft, with peak material velocity calculated to be 90.58 ft/see. Higtvost percent of
limit allowable i~mndizg moment was 61.0 recorded at Wing Station XW 407.

Assumed atmospheric condiitions, used in the prediction of Inputs, were very close to the aol-al con-
ditions on all tests.

When correlated with thea effects obtained during Operation Redwing. gme calculated effects in the B-68
Special Weapons Delivery Handbook are conservative. Based upons these results, It can be concluded that
the 13-66B has nuclear weapon delivery capabilities equal to or in excess of those stated In the delivery
handbook.

A.5.4 Project 5.4. It-Flight. Participation of a B-57 Aircraft. Agency: Wright Air Development
Center. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OMo. Report Title: In-Flight Participation of a B-57B,
% T- 1330. Project Officer: H. Mi. Wells. Jr., Ilat Li. IISAF.

This project was established to determine the response of the structure of the B-57 aircraft In flight
e . to thermal. gust. amd ov'urpresaure effects of largie-yield nuclear explJosions primarily for th3 purpoo= 4r!

defining the delivery caabllies of the aircraft and secondarily to obtain basic Informa!ion relv !o &s~
thermoelastIc response of the aircraft structure.

In order to obtain the data necessary to accomplish this objective, the aircraft was insti-uxnentfed tc
measure the overpressure, gust, and thermal Inputs, arid the reopen". of various components of t-e
structure to these Inputs. The Instrumented aircraft was positioned at predetermined points In "aps In
the vicinity of teveral nuclear detonation.. The positions were selected such that design limits uv-' be
epproached.

A maimum skin temperature of 40-0 F wia the criterion for determination of the amount of the* nzl
radiation which the B-57 B could absorb without sustaining permanent budkling of the skin, and 60(" F ,-.g
the criterion for the maximum "fe limit. In thermoally critical participations. the s.Iecraft was normally
positioned inr the 400-degrees limit for the design yield and for less than 600 degrees for the- positionit%;
yield.

With respect to gust, the aircraft was limited by 100 percent of the design limit asar at Wlng Station
123. The aircraft experienced loapds of ft-ot 14 to approximately 81 percent of the design limit load.

During Shot Apache. the aircraft was positioned for both overpressure and A high horizontal Sust corn-
ponent. The results; subetantiated the theoretical alleviating effect of the horizontal gust component. Blast
overpreesures of 53 percent of the overpressure limit were received.

Sufficient data were obtained for the determination of the delivery capability of the B-57B aircraft: It
was found to be better than the capability described Ina the B-57B Fbase I-A Spacial weapons Studies.

A.5-5 Project 8.5. Blast and Thermal Effects on the P-84F Aircraft In Flight. Agency: Wright Air
- Development Center. Wright-Patterson Air Force Baite. Ohio. Report Title: in-Flght Participation of

F-84F Aircraft. WT-1331. Project Officer: XP.?. Lewin. Capt, USAF.
The response of the F-64F aircraft to inpuats from nuclear detonations was studied for verification or

modification of the weapon-delivery handbook pertaining specifically to the F-84F weatpon systemn. In
addition, the study started during Operation Teapot on the eynamic response of an aircrraft structture to
side blast loads resulting from a nuclear detonation wan continued.

Two tianned F-84F aircraft wara exposed to shot* of low. medium, and high yields. One aircraft was
ins3trumented to collect thermal. overpressure. and gust data fer verificutioni of the F-84F weapon-delivery
capabilities. The second aircraft was Instrumented to measure overprteasuro and gust data to define the
dynamic response of tighter structures to asymmetric loadings.

te positioning of the aircraft at a point In space to receive the desired inpits weas accomplished with
a RaydIst System on Bikini shots and by an AN/bM-A grouzsi-control radar system for Eniwetok missions.
The capabilitlea aircraft was positioned in seven shots to obtain a predicted 60 to 80 percent of limit aust
loadi at the criticsil station ad a temperature rise that would cause buckling Io this critical skin. The



research aircraft was positioned In ten shots to receive 40 to 80 percent of limit side fuselage bending
moment at various. angles of Incidence to the blast wave.

The maximum loads experienced by the capabilities aircraft occurred during Shot Dakota. when the
aircraft received a temperature rise of G96' F. causing buckling on the 0.025-Inch 248-T flap skin, a
pressure rise of 1.67 pal, and an Incremental vertical bending moment at right-wing Station 34 of 73 Per-
cent of limit load. The maximum fuselage side benditng moment was 72 percent of limit load. recorded by
the research aircraft during Shot Erie. Resulta obtained from the engine instrumentation indicated that
the effects of gust on engine performance were negligible.

Visible damage to the test aircraft consisted of considerable buckling of thn gray-painted test areas
on the capabilities aircraft catused by the high thermal loading during Shot Dakota., with the flap proving
the most-vulnerable aircraft surface. Some damage attributed to overpressure was alao observed. In,
addition, evidence of scattered thermal radiation was obtained on the top of the capabilities rircraft dering
Shot Mohawk. The thermal curtain effectively prctected pilots from personal injury and assumres added
Importance with tne possibility of scattered radiation reaching the cockpit.

The data indicated that the project successfully accomplished its objectives. It is therefore concluded
that the F-94F aircraft need not pairticipate In future nuclear tests for determination of the weapon-
delivery capabilities of the Aircraft.

A.5.6 Project 5.6. Blast And Thermal Effects on thot F-l01A Aircraft ia Flig;ht. Agency: Wright Air
Development Center, Wright-Pattereon Air Force Bafie. Ohio. lteport Title: ln-Flldht Participation of
an F-l01A Aircraft, WT-1232. Project Officer: M. Hi. Lewln. Captain. USAF.

The p. Intary objective of the project was to determine the responses of an In-flight F-101 Aircraft
ystem to the blat, gust, and thermal effects of a nuclear detonation.

In order to accomplish the objective, the tezzt Aircraft was Instrumnented to ninasure the gust, biat
and thermal inputs "i the responses to thie inputs on various components of tne airframe and engine.
'Ye aircraft was then postioned at predetet L-mred points In space In the vicinity a nuclear detonations.
The positions selected wtare not necessarily representative of delivery manweuvers. Lait were at points
space where conditions approacling limit would theoreticallybe received.frmaroitdy14 o

4.8 M~t. The limiting conditions on the aircraft were either 100 percent of the desiga limit Allowable bend-
Ing moment on the wing, or a 550' F temperature rice on a honeycomb surface. All of the gust and the
larger thermal inputs were synupnetricaliy received on the aircraft In a tall-to aspect. During Shot. Mohawk,
the Aircraft was flown at supersonic speeds, outrunning the ineapuvable gust effects. Also on this shot.
the aircraft experienced reflected thermal radiation while in a cloud layer.

The maximum temperature rise experienced on the natural finish critical surface watt 306' F on Shot
Dakota. This temperature rise was almost duplicated on Slot Mohawk. By panting a wing-honeycomb
surface black, the 350= F lmit wits Intentionally exceeded- A temrperature rise of approximately 450 to

50'F was received on this surface during Shot Dakota resulting In 100 percent unboading of the skin from
the core.

Itaxitasm gust loadingZ occurred during Shot Inca. whben 95 percent wing bending moment was measured.
The maximum free-stream ow-rpressurs masured during the operation was 1.17 psi on Shot Navajo.

£ From the participaton of the F-101A aircraft io this operation. It can be concluded that its delivery
capability exceeds that which Is predicted In. the report "Specia Weapon Explosion Effects and Weapon
Delivery Capability of F-lOIA Airplane (Phase 1). " by The McDonnell Aircraft Corporatin. It can further
be concluded that the datz collected Is sufficient to verify and/or correct the above reporL

A.5.7 Project 5.7. Albedo and Thermal-Flux Measttrements from Aircraft. Agency- Air Force
Cambridge Research Center, L G. lianscm Field, Bedford, Massachusetts. Report Title: Thermal-
lux and Albedo Measurements from Aircraft, WT-1333. Project Officer: Ri. L. Dresser. Major, USAF.

Cfilorimetric, photographic, and spectrographic records were obtained by means of cilor'meters.
radiometers, epectropraphs, ai camteras placed in each of four aircraft.

Radiant exposure and Irradia were measured for 10 livents And spilctra for 11 events. Tilterv were
used with mawy of the instr-umsuts. Isolating "arious parts of the visible am* near-infrare spct-rm.
Records were obtained from the calorimeters Aimed directly a; the fIreball, fro= the Instrumsta directed
townrd the water underneath the aircrAft, sad from calorimeters pointing awray fromn the flreball. The
ptirpose of the latter was to measure tb. back-scatered radiation.

The thermal recordst reaffirm the reduced transmisin of radiant energ in the tear Infrared because
of atboorption by water vtpor And! carbon dioxIde.
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The equation developed by Chspman and Seavey for predIctg the radiant exposure on a horizontal
aurface and Its modif-caticn to a surface oriented normal to the fireball was tested against the collected

-= data and was fouad to sa-lsfactortly predict the radiant exposure. A simple equatlon. essentially & modI-
flcation of that by Chapman and Seavey. is also presented a" tested against the data. Tha uniform mete-
orological conditions accompanying these texts allow the use of the simpler equation.

Coinpa..lson between the air drop event. Cherokee. and a barg shot of similar yield, Zuni, indicated
no significant differeuces In the Irradlances or radiant expocures measure at the aircraft

Measurements of the back-ecattered radiation, where available, were found to be two or three orders
of mniltude lower tha the radian'. energy received directy from the fireball. with the exception Uf A
single !nstrunient reading on a single event on which the B-52 flying In severe cloud conditions mneasured
So percent back-scatter into the cockpit.

The photographic records were taken at 64 tramzes/secorai cn 16-mm high resolution emulsionasfrom
-= aircraft at slant ranges on the order of several kilomnetars from ground zero. The exposures started

beforfe time zero aad lasted until the thermal pulse was effectively over. Tb. cameras had various fieljfe
of view and were aimed at the detonation site. Coverage of the series of detomaious varied from only
I successful film to a total of some 20 series from 4 aircraft. Infrared (0.70 to 0.90 A). blue (0.35 to
0.45 :1). and linearly polarized (0.40 to 0.70 pz) filter systems were used, the cameras being palred_
Appropriate transfer (H and D) curves, relating optical density of the deyel--ped film to Illumination
intensity. were available. The bulk of the Information wits gained from microdensitometer traces of

Is the nea~tive strip; further Information .me from size measurements on the film, and from qualitative
obaervation of the developing phenomena.

Such ancillry features as the Wilson cloud, plume, and bright spots appearing near shock-wave break-I : away. were found to perturb the thermal output by leds than 15 percent. Thet air shock appears to attett-
uate the blue light; te shocked voluma Is visible in the Infrared because of scattering fro th desr air
No polarIzation phenomena, other than Ille expected difference In specular scattering from the undisturbed
ocean surface, were resolved.

It was found that an- attenuating mantle (absorption shell) surrouinds the fireball fom alter broakaway
until the end of the thermal pulse. This shell develops to a thickness of about one-fourth the fireball
radius; It Is somewhat more strongly attenuating In the blue than the Infrared- Data on properties of this
absorbing shell, such as dimensions versus time, and eff~ect on lim daknv (eee In brightness

toward the edges of the fireball), are presented.
The spectral histories of 2ll events appear quite similar, regardless of the yield. a large atirunt of

NO, Is formed quIte early and persists through-out the entire ever-t.
Aureole (air-scattered) light ts found to be an order of maguftude more Intense thin the light reflected

frorn the unshocked water suarface, for the typical moist atmospimeric candition. of the Pacific Proving
Ground. This aureole Is white and unpolarized. The shock froth albedo is about 12 tlimes the unshocked
water albedo. In general, the total red light reflected or scattered Into the typical camera fields of view,
from aureole, clouds, and water was about equal to the direct flux from the fireball. Most of this Was

catre frm h stiock-frothed water. Th 'leabedo was lower, presurably becaus of the ar-toc
attenua-tion. Furthermore, the blue fireball showed conslers.h~y more limb darkening.

Btai-shoc, L~frbl dmnin e e ud to obey the predicted scaling laws. There is evidencee
that the fireball surfacoa temperature Is not symmetric with azimuth in soame cars ae the tberms! flux
appears higher from certain (large) regions.

Reproductiona of severel soee ot photographs conteaing different vie"s of Shot Dakota are presented,
as well as a typical single series for eacha of the other deto;%ations having pitktographtc covenase: the photo-
grapbs are discussed.

Sugestions for the further aaalysis of existing Reedwtng data, as well as the improvement of future tests.
are preseted.

A.5.8 Project 5.5. Evaluation of the Model AM-)1 Aircraft for Special Weapons Delivery Capability.
Agency: Bureau of Aeronaulics. Department of the Navy. Report Title: Evaluation of the A3D-1 Aircraft
for Special Weapons Delivry Capabi lIty. W--13334. Project OMficer: P.S& Harward. LCfiR. USN.

The V.:mary objective of this project was to determinem the response of the ntructmre of te ASD-1 air-
crgaft, to the thermal effects of a thermonuclear explon, primnarily for the Durpote of establishing critical
therm-at envelopes fa.- tim aircraft whe.- utllaed for the delivery of Il-ge-yield devices.

Ths AM0 Is a -win-e-nn. swept-wing, carrier-based jet airplane which is intended for use as a high-
altitude bomber having relatively long range am: Moth performance.

On the basis of existing atructural str-engh It was determined that actual delivery capability limitations
of the A31) ant a high-altiude bomber would be caused by thermal respezcse ravrtaiesos ogat nus
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- Therefore. particlpation in Operation Redwing was limied to shots for which thermal response would be
the limilting factor.

In Project 5.8. the AS!) airplane participated In s-even theta Cherokee 21Zuni (3.5 MtU, Fiathed
Apache - Navao ft Tena (MO M). ad uron t-*

Since thermal effecjflwere criucal for AD high-altitude delivery, emphasis of the ristrumentation
was on measur ig the thermal energy rece!ved at the airplane and Its efect on the temptrature response in
the thin aide panels on the lownr surface of the airplane.

Aeditional inatrumentatlcu wn Installad to mesa.-e overpressur. effect of sboek wave on engine per-
formunce, and iircraft response to sbock wave gust ladlngs Originally the gust Instrumentation consisted

s , of accelerometers at the ar lanve center of gravity. but durlng the te. operation ddltional accelerometer,
aid'some strain gages were added in the wing.

Results of tie tents are presented as direct and indirect Irradiace and rad tnt exposure versus time.
temperature In thin skiu areas versus time, maximum temperature rise at each thermocouple location,
peak overpress.re. time of ahock .-rival, and limited data on structural leads and acceerations caused
by the shock wave gust. Calculsted weapon effects and aircraft response are compared with the wesured
revults to show the adequacy of prediction methods.

Predictlon metbs presented In this repo t for the thermal effects gave g agreemezt with the
mea=ed results for thermal fields, temperature time hletory, arnd maximum temperature -is*. Although
agreement was good. results indicate a need for additional Information and undersutadIng of the atmospherie
attenuation and the beat transfer properties of the air fiowing over the airplane suwtes.

Excellet agreement was obtalC beCtwes the measured and calculated Poak overpressuro and Ume of
stock arrival.

No undeirable engine response was observd at sbock arrival. Observed changes in etgin performance
were no larger then possible variatIons caused by soearc of the easuring: and recordin equipet

As Previously tated, the emphasIs of the instrum etaticu was on thermal effscts Structural load
numentation was lirited to a few strain gages Installed at ibe EPO dering the teat prcgrsm. Despite

the questionable accuracy and meagerness of the wing respo se dats, fuselag accelerometer data confirmed
the original estimates that gust response would not be critical for the milseiea being considered. In general.
the gust response lnrtrumentailoo was rmt coupists enough to permit Imzproeiecis in the structural re-
spoese prediction methods.

Maximum temperature rise experienced during the teas was 7w F. Theref r, althu It Is not

possible to de-Ine an absolute upper limit. It can be stated that the slrplae ely w this tezzperatu-e
rise wtbou-t *any damae.

With regrd to the delivery capability of the A31) airplane. It can be stated that all the test positions, wtuSthe exception of WSht CMaroka. were closer to the explosion than if he airplane had dropped the deiice and
executed a horIzonl tarn escape maneuver.

In vlew of the good agrenmnt of the weapons effects prediction methods with the extpertiental Viaues
delivery capability studles tased on these methods may be considered valid.

A.$.9 Project 5.9, Weapon Ettects on $1isale S-tructure and terials. Agency: Writ AIr Develcp-
meet Center. WrIght-Patterson Air Force Base. -ic. Report Title: Weapon Effectq cn Missile Oncturs

a snd Ma trals. WTl-lflS Project Offcer.- C.J. Coenz, , USAF.
The objectiv of this project was to lnveitgate the vulnerability of basic missile structures sand materials

to fireball and associated pbenomena, of a vacdear detonation.
Tests conmsst of expoing a total of 103 specimnsn, comprising Gycr 30 different deSgn. withi the

fireballs of Shots Erle sand Mohawk On Sbot Erie, exposues were made, at seven locations ragit from
25 to 300 fit frohm the hars poLatou Shot Mdawk specime-s wre exposed at two el*eatlons on a t r M
feet from grotwtaro As muncb as possible, the spciums were designed so that the effects of ach of ts

= se-weral rneclnnlan causing thermal damazge could he ovalnated Individually.
Eighty-eight of the 103 specizaen which "ere exposed were nrevrw& I9 out of S4 Aram Me. Erie and
alItram Shot Mohak 2he blitz radiation level after the shots del~Aye the major recovery effort tor

ae~rnzly 3 mnh.Results of the material naatlon stuizies showed tht 5ln-dass spheres
a sile steel. molybdmezm, san t-taium susane sroxiatey eqa nae ablation wbich wa O.O8

pot at 100 feet and 0.04 pci at the 200-fot range CoLfem sustalned 2 to 4 tims the maass ablation ct the
above three zoetal. zad passtic experined subsisattafly lesl saany of !bs metals for the exposrt coL-

= ~~ditlons =n SMn Erie. Ti* existence of an attnating vai layer was stta tste by the Asa, sad a Sam
specimens Indicated that the reme-ml of thi vapor layer by bydrcdpbamic mwn b& affected the ablation.
The apparsel anomaly of spproxilmerely e*Wa abATin experienced by the l2-lnr-dastsr steel spheres
ad Sttion 150, 200, 30, a-nd W o fSfot frle oud for the u t part, be eplained on the bists f
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c iablato n y m elt g aster e m ores fi n th fl e 1 It m oe S own tO at Fte lo fl of a zr lten layr by

rapilnS off drcps of the material could load to tota ablton and wocid be tmpztt in ICBM destuction
ithe missile bad an appractshI4- aagular velocity.

The eiectrically Iarumed Operaton RedwMn spealmeo have shown LWa It Is feasible to roccd
data electlcah1; inide the firbal of a adear detetlon with a symera similar to that used on Redwljw.

= ~Tb. veloclty-diamnce Impact pVs wbi* were ad&auey protectd from the effects of overpressure snd

has been shown aleco that bell-crsher ands ye Fca fAl empaed t G veu expcimadata.pea

fireball pressures accsoelerations, provided the approxdmate shap of tho dynamnic Input Is kmow.
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A.6 PROGRA0M 6: ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS

- A.6.1 Proy.ct 6.1. Accurate Location of an Electrornsgnctic Pul- Source. Agency: Air Force Cam-
bridge Research Center, Bedford, Masmachusetts. Report Title: Short-Basellne Narol Meaturemcnts.
WT-1336. Project Officer; Richard A. Hough.en, Major. USAF.

The objective of this project was to stud the feasibility of using the electromagnetic pulse emanating
from a nuclear detonation to determine the ground-zero position and yield with equipment located from 200
to 5.000 miles from the source.

Narol time-to-arrival bomb detectors were establisl-ed in Hawaii and California to use the electrornag-
netic pulse from a nuclear detonation to locate the Cetonaton position. Two sbort-baseline Narol nets are

"e required to determine actual groud-zero fixes, but during Operation Rodwing. single nets determined lines
of position and demonstrated the feasibility of the system.

The ability to Isolate the bomb pulse from noise determines the operational range of a system. The Ha-
wailan net. located at a distance greater than its estimated operational range, detected and reported each
shot before postshot confir ation, and by the end of the operation it was determining and reporting line cf
position within '/ hour after sbct time. More difficulty was experienced at the California net. xtct shot
time vas required to identify the bomb pulse from some of its film record.

Of a total of 17 ubuts In the test seres. the Hxwalin net was alerted for 35 and the Californa net for 14.
The equipment operated and recorded data at all stations for these shots. Except for Shot Seminole. liner
of position -.ere successfully determined on each shot from the film of the Hawaiian net and the California
net. Seminole was detonated in a tank of water that attenuated the electromagnetic pulse to a poirt where it
was not detectable on the high-gain-film record.

Lints of position determined at the Hawaiian cwt had an average error of plus or minus 1.4 nautieal miles.
LInes of position at th California net h an average error of 5.4 nautical tiles. Relative dvilee yt-lds
measured from the electromagnetic field strength of the received pulse were accurate only to within a factor
of three.

A.6.2 Project 6.1b. Accurate Location o an Electromntic Pulse Soure. Agency: Air Force Cam-

briqg RPearch Center. Bedford. Massachusetts. Report Title: Field-Strength Measurement for AccurAt
Location of Electromagnetic Pulse Sources, WT--1351. Project Officen L.A. Lors,

The primary objective of th project was to determine the accuracy vith which sources of olectromag-
netic radiations resulting from atomic explosions could be located at raxne of 1,450 to 6,200 nautical miles.

1 -.-. Sperry Gyronacoce Company was assigned the task of operatng ard testing two lnveree-yperboiic atomic
strike recorder networks based on th use of Cytac, a low-frequey, loran-type, pulsed -s ! xyszgm
operating on 100 kc. One net was located in the Central Pacific. the other In !e Uiited Siates.

The two networks employed the Cytac equipment for a fie-masureet wynclhrocsing sl'a' (tenths of a
psee). ind radio Astions WWV and WWVH for coarse synchronizing signals (=se). The equipment used
was a further development of that usd during Operation Teapot. Data was recorded photographically and

sent for analysis to a net cornrol station and Informauon wus interehanged between nets. Preliminary ua
bulletins were issued immediately after each shot.

Seventeen shote were fitd. Of these, the Pacific net re-corded data on 14 and the United Straes ret re-
corded data on 11. The awrage flx error at 2.000 nautical miles was about 6.5 miles with * stanuard detia-
tion of 4 mrles. At 5.500 nautical mies, the average 1ne of position (LOP) error was about 4 miles with a
standard deviation of about 15 mtles for the three .OP' used. FiU errors for the United States wet rescit-
Ing from the poor p etry of the sysem averaged 116 and 93 miles. Failure to obtain data becauseof
equip.net noeperformance wam less t1 *n 4 percent.

LOP errors resulted tmaily frim geographic positinc determmnetion of the nias with resect io EPG.
from the propagtion constats used. &ad from the poor crossing angAs (10 degrees) Loger base lines
and optimuma station configuration wrsld irmove the fix accuracy by a figure of n'mn.

Ccoside-rable fiald-strength data %ms gathered which will be of value In the design and operation of ftue
systems.

Concz Aiws reached as a result of Operation PRdwig inicate that a fully automatio ASTREC System can
be developed for deL-cting and locatinmg mider exloelcnc, to assitr In da-aspi aeseamenct, and to doter-
m ine xpinlo locai!m 71a systam can b adp :to watlth req~st s of tt three major Air

Forme Commands. Air Defense Cvmmand (ADC), Ta tical Sir Cozmand (TAX), end Strategic Air Command
(SAC).

A.6.3 Projc 4.3. Effects of Fllcar D c th t rs. Agecy- U.S. Army :igoal Ei-
--- MU - -ortres. Respo-t Title; lcosei Effts of %t~cear letowit, WT - 33. Pr-o- 0119-

me-z. ArtJhariK. Harris.
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The major objectitves of this experimedt wsre to investipts the area of absorption believed to be due to
rrdloactive particles from ;Arg oclear d*oations and t0 study the effect of orientation of the path from
the blast site to the obsrver relative to the geomagntic field u"n Vt-layer uffocte of such detonations.
Other ob'ective coxterned distant effects, boundaries of rising air thought to result 'rm strong s tock
waves, and accumulat&a of otber lonspheric data.

To acco n-i-sh iat objectives, tonaophere recorders were located about 240 k= to thUe east of Bkini at
Rongerik. about '740 km tc the soth at Kusale, ad aboard an ul-crat operated within about 4V, km of
ground zero.

Strong r lo-wae c..oxption was experienced at the aircraft when undermath the radioactive cloud.
SMaass:rements and theoretical stulge have been combi-ned to determne the amout of Absorption as a tunc-

tion of time, ylce. and radio frequency.
F2-'ayer effects occu-red to the soAh that diffared decidedly from thos to the east; t6 form-er wer

more pronounced, longer-latrg, and lncluded discrete moving disturbnces &trlbase to cop-resslocal
and hydromatretI waves.

The rising Ft-layer effect that was first observed following the Ir MIk# shot wmas not observed ulng
Operation Redwing. A theory -as developed that expWans why this convecuonal effect is fwmod only for shot*
of about 10 Bt and greater.

A.5.4 Project 6.4. Test of .4Airborne Antemas and Pbctotubes for Yield Dietrmtnatioc. A4ncy. Air Re-
search and Development Command. WrIght-Patterson Air Force Base, Report Title: Airborne Ant ns
a-d Pbototubes for Determination of N,.cltear-Weapoet Yield. 141-1352. Project Officersz Alan J. Waters
and Ropr E. Clapp.

The objectives of this project were to determlta. (1) th muitability of flush-monted airborne sntees
for the type cumnpattble with su-ersonlc aircraft for detecting the pertlnet fatures of O.w low-frequency
electromaletlc radultion (2) the quia"tatlve characteristics of both the thermal and lew-frequency eIe-
tromagreUc radiation In an alrborne vehtle as a function of range to the burt and (3) the effects of embient

condlitions upon both prametert.
A nuclear detoration generates thee categories of characterstic phenomera which can be mesred from

a bgh-speed aircrat- (1) low frequency electromagnetic radWtion which can be rece v d by an electric or
mapeti.9 nten.s; (2} therrmal raditi~on detectable by phoottbes: and (3) ictorial ebarrte~rlstcs which can

be photograpbed.
Airborne equlp=ent has been designed for deter:ning the location n yield of a nuclear detatmU This

_,,,,,,,,,qpment for Indirrect bomb damg ases--Wat~ (IM A) deters'- nes yield from a me-asuremen t of th iter-
val between the time of the burst an~d the u.me off t4 second pe-ak In the the-ill radaon intensity curve.
Flush-mountd forrit-cor6 =.x'-rtte t antennas. for us i-% detec<:zg tb3 electromagnetic str-l " thu
fixing th time of burst, pe,"forc~d successfully dur-ing Openaloa Redwing. Two ldnd of photue for de-

tactr :he second thermal pek were tested and were found about equally satisfactory. Thn metod selected
for yield dctermInatlon gave results accurate to * 16 percent for five shots with yields in the range from

l.o S.O MtU
A detailed study cf the col lected dai showed that the electromagnetic sipA. csisting of a dirwct pulse

followed by a series of lonosphere-refleced sky wares, could be used In many ways to give Infaruttion con-
cerning the detonation and the ionosphere. From the time Interwals betweA the ground wave and sky waves
it was found possible to compute both the distamce between burst and receiver and the height of t e rezf1ctil
lInospberekayer. From the os3cillatory period of th* individual sky waves or tround wave the yield could be
estimated. Th wave form of t sky wavo cod be used for an estinate of the beight of the -eceivi equip-
ment The amplitudes In a sequence of sky waves could be used to irte the. radian frequency. ., charac-
tarizing thes Ionosphere. and to extrapolate to the am- Utudas3 of cther sky waves or the ground wave.

For a number of test shots, the thermal ruiation intensity data was -ompared with the expected lrrmdl-
arce to give estimates of ntmonrbtic atten=to d= to clods sand haze. Measurems of ambent list
Intensity and of the variability of ,n-blent ig& were also made, to aid tn thl evaluation of the IBDA system.

On IN- sequence photographsbe position of the bunst cold be determined fromc (1) the intersectIn of
bright radfal lines; j(2 tM center of symmet ry of the condesation dome (see below); (TI the fireball Itselt
or (4) tile stem of the nuclear cloud. When the firehall was vis!ble, its radius could be used as a measur
of yield. provided thAt futh ln of thm picture and the range b_-tweeu burst and canzen v-n known. The
condensation dome. produced In tumid air by the rareaction phase of the shock wave, eared In alt burst
sequences and was found useful in determining a rtgh value of ft range anld of the Urtime the beret rela-
tive to the tmlng of the photograph*.

A.6. Project 6.6. Measurement ot Radio Frequenc 7 of Electrmapec Rdati from Nuclear
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Detonations. Agency- U.S. Army Signal Enugineering Laborstories. Fort Monmouath. New Jersey. Report.

TIL'r. Metasuremaent of Radio.-Frequency Elsctromn'tie Rasdiation from Nuclear Deicuationt. WT--1353.
Project Officer: Chakrlec J. Ong. let LA. USA.

The objective of this project was to obtain, at several distances. oscllographlc wave forms of te el s-
tromagnetie pulses generated by each of the nuclear detoration; durin Operation Redwing. Thesm wave
forms were to be analyzed to determine If correlautio exifltod betweea selected palse charet-tisfca and
various bomb parameters Wyeld. beigitA of burst, device characieristis. etc.). Additional data -.L desk-ed
on tie variation of pulse slap and field stnnrih with distace. Inormation obtained from this st was to
supply- design Infortation for a system to detect de-tonatioans. !ocate ground aec and measurc yield and
possibly height of burst at riemote chatanee.

During -prto Redwing, rad -frequency electromagnetic pu. -to generated by nuek-lsar (cm tit i

Enlwet&k and Bikin we-- de:*ected and recorded oath &S. Enintok and l-nalsln. Osilgahcwave forne
recorded at various speeds showed detalsr of the initil portico -of the rigrAnitas well as tbe o.z es4u
and an ionospheric roflectic.J

-Ve frswere analyzed to determine peak field strength, times to peak begaiva and patw~0~
ions, and timves to zero cronigs. Fourier integral anilses were performad to -4ta&W the frequency sped-

tmnof each nive form. Analysis reveale that corrlAtIons axisted between yield and each of tie waee
form duration characteristics and sao betw"" yield and the frequency conrespondAbW to the spectrum peak
amplitude in the- VLY region. Changes in wave forms observod At different disaces "ore attribued to af-
fectp of propagsttcc Correlations of fiel strength with yield aed with ititane wore found to exist1 for
kiloton-yield devices- Ecwwver, -to suah correlxatins could be fdfor meatot-yield devices. Fiel
srvngthe were loner than observed for devices of comparable yield in Cperatiou teaPOt-KTf~ ho at4ewv on eoddfrte400io liueso exhIbituid a ait Iwvefr :az
ikcterlutics which distguishbed It from all ground-based shots of comparable yield. The recormied waneI _e-dr characteritfcs.

Approxidmate distances to the source were obtabwd froms a"inle station by utilizing sky--1m delay-
F.. Tets indicated that time of signa arrival could he measured wita- 0.-psc resolutiound a e stals from

aL Ilric. could be detected at 4n10 nle.
Wanv- forms should provide valuas inormzation fcr the dtvalepuat -Of systemz U dctact end loin the

source of nuclear explosiczs. Work should centimee an desig of a location qtea for us*s at 500 miles.
with attomacic features and tns-therng cbencttnistla. T~ba systae should use nw-erm defta asI basic inaformation.

A.6.A Project tO-. Attnnflonc of &Sr High Frequency and Ultra Rioh FrequencAy by loniaL.
leg from Nuclear Explosions. Agtncc. U.&S Naval Researxch Laboratory, Washington, I).C- Report Thitf
Alienuation of Telemetry Frequencies ty Nuler tasticas. W-lilt- Projeact ~ien P. A. Cksi

Preliminary design consderauce for a tele=etry lick for use during waspon-effects teats Indcatod ta
Initaion in tin aetgttorbood of a trax~zalr p2zd war a sclear espieslo. mtt cut aft the transms-
Meon at early ties. This expedatme was designed to deturmima vWhther an atnisneous !elm*flY MA
was possible, since wtorage of broad band! inormat~n Is diffcult.

Project t1. was established to zemn eetog ati snztion alearly times ith 1-psoc reecheica.
Since atuutc is a fuzztioa of the eletu divnsity and the electron collision frmp-any, a =*neenrest
of attanzatlen versus time would cable am to calculate eloctran density vereus taae-

Available suoeri4gh frequency (?Rn ('tw 10,000 Me) and ultra-W4gh freqec G~rT) J O- Z0 Mo reelv-
ae and 30-mw klystabe traamltn a" a 2C39 1-nfla VHF ocllator aere umed wish bigh-gais a-
tanus- A radial trzssion path was2 chosn Tba kmiloas Of tba tranazlflsn Ware ehose so %WM the
cslqdatd pask attezaatmeaa vwod be within the 4yuml range of the reeving ecp :aea SMlsi-tsacs
oacllloseq~e pictures were msade of the aUcnU*ta with 1-psoc renlltice fior 60 pzse a" witb less reset*-

tiam toaflb brro m -

Th aat=Mt saeadBa 2fe Idutdta h .ini. oo *VF 4 .L j 6L I ta!
ts~ tmeto to sr~=-tal 1 pec t 4oee 'C~afl .TuMtua.fmnanwstonS
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A-7 IMRA 8:THERAL RDIAMN AD EFECT
A.Ii rojct8.1. ast Torml -ndllam-Momuea:--t fomGro- St~lq. 14acy U S.N~va

A.41I.1ojoct G.M.u lbaicry Tert Taiale- BaseThremiR~~m~urza from GroundSaims Aec USNva

dion. WT-1 It. Project -of r W. B, Plu.
Tba obj*ctives of this project were to erermlne the chartraidcs of the tfrrtal radiation saitted by

three of the ---clear dev-ices datemated at the Eal-uokA Provfrg GrcndEG clring Opeation Radttcg. The

Raul f emi-ad-tinv-xurzecs.Lecz-in tKBUe~ega functioc -f tim=. -broad rpec-

Cherokee. and Zuni.
Those data us-re analyzed to daaM fireball radii versus time, color and4 parer- temperatures Ters
teand estmated thermal yields. The results are presented togr-*ar with a brief desertition of the

metbods of tnterprtkic msto by the anzbort;
Tie data from 5Sbo Lacrosse and ZmIrn {3t.S-cEan s2 .38-M surface bursts. respectively) nditca the

pos~bi~tyof coreltio bewee thrma cnputandteeon nvaonmntThethermzl yields for these
two bursts were abovt as antlclpaerd.

'he results from Cberokee =cu * ct be accrdyaalyze d.e to the .1mon ef-
feata of cloud cover- it is eat! mated that tim thermal yield ef cheroks, wns greater thea 30 erntof the
total $sed amd that the peak tempe rature was is sacess of 5.00 K.

Scaling considerationas are discussed briefly psvAirg the arIJ t of dsta fI, previous fiel tests.

__-7.2 ___ Prjcflmbesrmeto raa1-ea IIN-1 Resoltdin 'Agwcy- U.S. Naal Rua-

Prorcet Offien W B. Plum.
Tb4 r~n~mIobjective of this p inject v= to inapt tio etermirn Zie dintbaticnm --' thrma- radiat-

power a a function off tim during the detonatio of a zwilear device.
irrsdiance versus time wab recorded for two aInutimeg tm:-atk'as. Data cc the Cherokee shot was

nct obtained duae2-3hjaimo dr%* error. Satisfa~ctory pro acewas octalneod from the I-ruamaneaticn

F ceta t us m arpi~tfbif~t~rCThe Parifle atzmosobere make nit easczally tpsfnIle tL- extrmp-rolats from Innadisamce censurems-ats eta dismA poit ec-k to thes device Itself. 9vtdane ispranc-ed to
show that to sIdc;-a'~: carv must be eccrctscd !a the in-terpratation of Me Aptp

r ~A.- Projetztic. Spvctnil Dlztribtfla of rmz~ae with H'gli Time Es~soluctlca. Agancy U3 Nn

t,-c. WT.- tIC44. Project Offcer- W. B. Plus.
lt principal bjective of tWis project was to inawro the spcrldistrtcton oa th Irradmnce fhrom a

>1-M sir burst with as hIgh a Urns resolutilc as practical in the Interval betweco- 1,260en *--A2,00 A. The
seodry objective wae to mauethe uenldiatrefbtioc of a malidmegatcm surface burst ia tUe *2

manser, so that a cocprta could be swads 4otwees then two type f ezplodotn
A multlchznnl m:ecorq spectromeer with Ith rims= resoludotoI the spetre! nzg of W Aoo to

25.000 A was "sedl to measure tbe spectral distributiam of the Irramfisoe, as a f1mctlca of timsreb-d U~4.Aa

tolocations for Sbot Cherakwe ama at co location for flet Zeal. Due to a large drop error, the patti of

The spectre) dilrtbution e the trrs-dtaace received at the tin of tUm oecz meximm for St Z-?,=
shwdthat a Iae portio of tbe vma as I% the Inlr.-wed region of the epectrtu. Trhe distrCtUmicA &t

1332. Project Officer. W. L. Fens.

glee for flue ts hidig fuels as a check a laborary data tttaiwd by the U. &. Forst, Berates (USFS) knIth

U.Wr aolcclDme aetr 04.1)u ,-te6-I o brI- wo nacew qSm



developed frorm laboratory data obtained by NRDL with a cz~bon arc.
Test specimens of alpha-cellulose paper of various thicknesses, dansitlee, and carbon contents; sIx corn-.

mon kindling fuels (cotton denim, rayon ciuth, newspaper, pine needles, dry grass. and corrugated fiber..
board); and three species of wood (maple, willow, and balsa) were expoaed to the radiation from Shot Chtro..
kee at Site8 Dog and George. The specimens were exposed to thermal radiation directly and, also, behind
attenuating screens of different transmissions. V'jr different moisture contents, part of the speeimens were
!r c;ontainers vented to the atmosphere and part in moi sture-proof contafaers containing a desiccant. Be-
cause the bomrb burst was not directly over planned target zero, the direct radiation from the entire fireballI
entered the c-:lla at an appreciable angle. irradiatir.g only a small portior of each specimen at Site George
and missing the specime a entirely at Site Dog. For this reatson, the deoths of char of the wood specimens

lewere withoutagf~n.
Data were obtained that permittet an estimate of the critical ignition energy for newspaper, pine needles,

and ten of the black papers. Analysis of the black-paper data indicates that the minimum thermal energy
causing ignition wtia increased by moisture content, density, and thic'ineas ralged to about the 0.7 power,
also that moisture coptent and ditnaity had more efflc, on the crftica's ignition encrgy of the thick papers than
of the thin papers.

The primacord technique of triggering a mechanism just before shot time was entirely successful anod
should prove useful in a wide variet.y of applications in future teat operations.

A.7.5 Project 0.3. Evaluation of Self-Recording Thermal Radiation Instruments. Agency: Army Chemni-
cal Center. Report Title: Evaluation of Self-Recording T hermal Radiation Instruments. INT- 1340. Projpct
Officer: J.J. Me) ney.

Three types of self-recording thermal Indicators-two types of Chemical Corps self-recording calorim-
oters and the pulse recorder misde by Walter Kidde Nuclear Laboratories, Garden City, New York-were to
be tested for response to ms1itaon2 (40-cal/cm2), optimum (20-cal/cml), and minimum (3-cal/cm2) vakees of
radiant exposure from a nuclear detonation. The Chermcal Corps thermistor calorimeter, used successfully
during Operation Teapot, provided a relative tandard for comnparlson of exposure measurements.

The lasts of the Type 1 and Type 2 Chemical Corps self-recording calorimeters on Shot Cherokee re-
stited in the conclusion that the Type 1 intltrumants were unsatisfactory and that the Type 2 instruments
successfully Integrated radian', exposures of long duration. Instrumentation with the self-recording calorizi-
ctere and the Kidde pulse recorder for a short-durntion pulse. planned for Shot Blackfoot, was not feasi-
ble because of the station conttmlnattion resulting from at prior shot; therefore, instrument functioning for
short-duralon pulses was not determi".-d, and the Kidde pulse recorder. which wats designed only for
short-duration plilses, has ro)t received a valid test.

The actual burst point for Sihot Cherokee deviated considerably from the planned buret point. resulting in
a significant angle cl incidence of the thermal energy on the Instruments.

The data presented in this rejport represent the thermal radiant energy actually recorded by the thermal-
radiation datectIor. Instrument* at the various stations. Since tba entiU-re of the project was to test arnd
evaluate the instruments, no attempt his been made to correct the data received for such fatctors as angle
of incidence and xtmoaphsric transraission in order to extrapolate to the radiating properties of the fireball.

The data obtained with these Instr manta was compared with that obtained by the NR:)L at essentially the
same locations. Thi comparison ol the results as measured by the thermistor Instrum2ent, Type 2 self-
recording calorimeter, and NEOL disk calorimeters Ahows good agreement (within i 12 percent) of the me~an
values.

Since these new Instruments, as presently designed, are inaccurate fVr radian', exposures of less than 3
(Cal/cmt)/sec. the results at Sirtion How, of about 54,000-foot distance, are only of qualitative interest.

A,7.6 Project 8.4. Thermal Respons of Aircraft Structural Panels of the Bonded Sandwich Type. Aptn-
cies: Bureau of Aeronautics and Cook Research Laboratories. rkejpt'rt Title: Thermal Effects on Strength
of Aircraft Structural Sandwich-7ype Panels, Ntr-1341. Project Offcer. A. Julian, LCDR. MS.

This project was conducted to determine the effects of ther-mal radiation on salidwich-type aircraft struc-
tUrpl panels. Test panels of varied construction materials abd fncing tbicheea were aubjected to tratsiont
hest pulses in unloaded and prestressed conditions to datermine It any change In 4tructural integrity could
be Doted,

itial sjimens "ere instrumented for measurement, of tempenature-ime history at the cors-to-facing
bond and exposed to therzal radtation during Operation Redwing. Forty unkoeded penela and two FJ-4 eo-
tore were expoced at Station 840.111 on Island George during Shat Cherokee. Small groups of similar sPeni'
mae were mounted on the Project 1.8 aircimft and expesed during &*i test series.

Recorded eak tnniper.ature riees at the ground station were in !he range from 100 to 3MA F, whir' . *s
less than So porcsfl of the eupectoed and desired rangs. Thewe low temperature, are attributed to cAbecurhtkO
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of the test array by smoking of the gray-palnt3d samples at relatively low temperatures, and a much-higher
rate of heat conductivity to the core and rear facing than was originally expected. Obvious physical separa-
tion of the facing-to-core was noted only in samples of 5-ply (approximately 0.016-inch) and 7-ply (approd-

= nately 0.025-inch) phenolic face on balsa core, as indicated by marked convexity of the separated areas.
Results of comparative post-ex posure mechanical tests on fteld.-exposed, aluminum-faclng "=ples

showed no noteworthy change in strength caracteristics as a result of the radiant exposure. However,
tests conducted on similar specimens pulse-heated in a restrained and prestressed condition showed that
failure will occur at temperatures well within the range of that developed in the field-exposed specimens.
Results show that 0.020-inch aluminum facing on balsa-core specimens will fall at temperature rises of

approximately "00" F when subjected to relatively low stresses during the heating cycle. Additional data
from this load test program will be published under BuAer Contract No. A(S 56-367C, and BuAer Project
TED NAM AD 4002.

Analysis of the recorded field-temperature response and subsequent laboratory pulse-heating tests led to
the necessity for a complete siudy of the hmat-transfer characteristics of sandwich construction. As a re-
suit of this study, a mathematical formulation has been derived. When these formulae were programed for
digital computer use, accurate results were obtained. This program can be used with confldence to predict
thermal response to heal pulses from nuclear weapons or laborr.tory heat sources, and could also be used
in establishing material criteria for sandwich structures having stgnrior thermal tolerance.

A.7.7 Project 8.5. Airborne Spectral Analysis'of Thermal Radiation with High Time Resolution. Agency:.

Bureau of Aeronautics. Report Title: Airborne High-Restolution Spectral Aialysis, WT-1342. Project
Officer: Ralph Zirkind.

The objectives of this project were to: (1) compare the measurements of the spectral irradiance --ecorded
at an airborne station with that recorded by a ground station for an air burst of a device in the megaten re-
gion and a surface burst of a device tu the same yield range; (2) measule the spectral characteristics of the
thermal radiation as a function of time from a fireball unpertub--d by the reflected shock during the early a
po.,tion of the thermal pulse; (3) accumulate narrow-band spectral data with a high time resolution hereto-
for, unavailable over a large range of yields; (4) determine the tic* variation of the irradlance color tem-

-j1.rature; (5) correlate results of high-resolution spectroscopy with broad-band calortmetry; (6) check ex- -2

iting thermal scaling laws and modify and extend them wharever possible and necessary; and (7) compare

the thermal data from surface detonktions with that from air bursts. Z
ofThe prcject report contains lrrvdiance data in the region of 0.2511 to 2.8p as a function of time for four

of six detonations in which this project participated during Operation Redwing. The data were obtained by
mounting in an aircraft a Hilger medium-quartz spectrometer with thirteen photo-senoitive receivers near
the focal plane and recording the output on an Ampex 814 magnetic-tape recorder, which has a time resolu-
tion of 50 Msec. In addition, a N' o-channel transirissometer, 0.3A to 0.6p. and 0.6p to 1.051i, in conjunc-
tion with a calibrated light source, provided data on atmnric transmittance.

The six detonations covered the approximate range of.._Jto 4 Mt. Included ware three surface shots.
one tower shot, ore air burst, and one detonation tamped with water. In two shots, a multimegaton air
burst and a multimegaton surface burst, the airborne station was located above a surface station for com-
parison purposes. Due to a bombing error, neither station obtained useful data or the air burst. For the

tower shot, the aircraft was located directly above ground zero at an altitude of 22.000 feet and meas-
urell the Irradiance of an unes red hball. The remaining participation covered surface bursts with
yields of approximatelfl the purpose was to accumulate additional spectral data. In the
case of the tamped w ter-so5tbaircraft aborted prior to time zero; therefore, no data was obtained.

Sufficient tZ- was obtained to satisfy the objectives of this project. The significant results include: (1)
the Irradlance history as a function of wave length; (f) spectral dependence of the basic time parameters of
the thermal radiation; (3) agreement between airborne and surface measurements of timin and timax when
atmospheric effects are taken into consideration; and (4) agreement between airborne and ground-station ob-
aervations of the estimated Irradiance color temperatures.

The transmittance results are difficult to interpret and therefore, only estimates of the atmospheric
transmission ware made. The only positive result is that the transmittance in the 0.3p to 0.6p region is
about half of values in the region of 0.6p to 1.051p.
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A.8 PROGRAM 9: GENERAL SUPPORT

A.B.1 Project 9.1a. Cloud Photography. Agencies: Edgerton. Germeshausen, and Grier, Inc. and
- -~ the 6007th Reconnaissance Group. Report Title: Cloud Photography, lTR-1343. Project Officer: Lt Colo..

- = nel J.G. James, USAF.
This project was organized to document nuclear cloud phenomena during Operation Redwing by rasans

of aerial photography. It supplemented Project 15.1 (Los Alamnos Scientific Laboratory) and Project 23.2
(University of Callfornia Radiation Laboratory) studies of early rise conducted with the use of ground-baaed
camers.

Three RB-5O aircraft were flown at altitudes of 20,000 to 30,000 feet and rt distances of 40 to 120 muiles
from ground zero. Aerial cameras wore installed on A-28 stabiied mounts. as during Operation Castle.
Photograpbs were taken from three directions. Timing data were photographed aztomatiesilly and position

data were supplied by the aircraft navigators.
Twenty-seven naissIons were scheduled. but two planes did not fly because of mechanical difficulties.

Adverse weath r conditions in the proxintity of the aircraft were responsible for the lack of data fxom
Shot Mohawk. Only one of six films was readeble. and the one provided only spare Infrzmation. Similar
but leas extensive loan of data occurred from Sho'a Cherokee, Flathead, Dakota, and Apache. The early
detonaticn time of Shot Tewa, with resultant minimizing of sky light, apparently caused the loss of all ex-
posures on the first photographic run aftar the initial bomb light faded.

Nevertheless, the total data obtained were moro accurate awi covered longer periods than those from
any previou oprton. Meanmrementa of clu egt n ~me up to 17 minutas were made by

Edgrtc. ermahuse an Gier Ic. EG&) n mstshos.For MoakadTwashorter interval

Corrections were appltnd ;or tealtitude of the plane, the earth's curvature, atmospheric refraction,
and where necessary, for slight camera, platform tilt: The data agree quite well from one plane to another,
and the restelts arm considered - Wposseus a high degree of reliability. However, a sigrificant correction
to adjust the height to top measurements for the Inability to measure the true top of the cloud baa not been
made. The information necessary for this correction, the shape of the cloud top, Is not known; assuming
a flattened shape would he too speculative. This correction. at maximum. is subtractive in the order I1

several thousands of feet.
= In general, drift measurements, essential to other measurements after 20 minutes, are unsatisfactory,

and the data after that time are therefore loe reliable.
The data Indicate that Redwing Ile cloud photogranhy was superior to that of previous operations, wiAth

significant advancement noted #W the total time interval covered and considerable Improvement made in the

keeping of navigational logs. it is corzidered that defintivo data have now been obtained concerning theI
growth and dispersal of atomic clouds duiring ihe first 15 to 20 minutes for the entire yield range of currit
test devices.

A.8-2 Project 9.1b. Documentary Piiotography. Agncles: Edgerton, Gerwoshauen, and Gier, Inc..
L4os Alamos Scientific Laboratory, and Lo'-kout Mountain Laboratory. Project Offeaer: LA Colooi ...
James, USAF.

The objectives of this project were to pla, program, ad suap-,rviss technical a=4 documentary photo-
graphic services for all DUtD projct:0 participating in die weapon-effect phase of the operation.

Technical photography in support of all projects. such as high-speed. time-lapse, and function-of-time
photography was performed by Edgarton, Gernahumen. and Grier, Inc. .ander c =_act.

Toeblcal documentary photography in support of projects for Illustrating prelmmr and final reports
was conducted by Task Glroup 7.1. Task Unit 8. All project requirements were coordinated through Pro-
gram 9.

A documantary motloa-pinture film to documairt the techial and sclentifi apects of W.iapon-effeot
tests was made by Lochoo-at Mountain Ltboratory mnder the the supervision of Task Unit 3.

The 600O7th Ikeconnelsoc Group. Far East Air Forces, provided cutrolled mosaic.s for Shots &,acrose,
Zuni, Seminole. ond Mohawk In support of Project 1.$, Cratar Survey.

Iteqrurement8 were generatod In the fiiald for serial photogrrpby of Enivretok and Biidni Atolls. These
were low-altitude uncontrolle mosaics sa proved to be Of Tslus to planning operaitions. As a resUlt of
these surveys,* othesr outlying atolls war,* photogrd for current sand future plani purposes.
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